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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. Organization

As required by Execuulve Order 12291, this document has

been prepared to summarize the results of all analyses
conducted in support of the final rule for gaseous emission
regulations for 1988 and later model year light-duty vehicles,

llght-duuy trucks, and heavy-duty engines and for particulate
emission regulations for L988 and later model year heavy-duty
diesel engines. In addition, this document also provides a
summary and analysis of most of the comments received in
response co the Notice of Proposed Rulemaklng (49 PR 40258
October 15, L984). Included here is a consideration of the

technological feasibility, economic impact, envlroneental
effects and cost effectlveness of the standards along with the

development Of data on the impacts of several regulatory
alternatives. The remaining issues raised by ccmmenters to

this rulemaking are reviewed and responded to in the preamble.
These imclude the proposed averaging program, allowable
maintenance provisions and high altitude standards. The oxides
Of nitrogen (NO_) envlronmentaL impact analysis contained in

this document also serves as the NOx pollutant-speclfic study
required by Secuion 202(a)(3)(£) of the Clean Air Act.

The mater%al presented in this document deals primarily
with those areas 06 the draft Regulatory Impact D_nalysis-[i]
which were the subject of public comment. Areas of analysls
which were not commented upon are repeated here only where
needed to aid the understanding of material being revised. The
draft analysis is therefore incorporated Into this document by

reference for treatment of topics not specifically re-addressed
herein.

II. Bpckground of the Regulations

A. CLean Air Act Requirements

_le Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 created a statutory

heavy-duty vehicle (8DV) class and established mandatory
emissions reductlons for chat class. Under the Language of _he
amendments, all vehicles over 6,000 Ibe gross vehicle weight
(GVW) were defined as "heavy duty" and were required to achieve
a 75 percent reduction in Nox emissions from uncostrOLL_!
levels, effective with the L985 model year.

The Act made no specific provisions for light-duty truck_
(LDTs), whlch at that time only encompassed LDTs between 0 an!
6,000 Ibs GVW (light 5DTs). These LDTs were regulated by EPA
as a separate class under the general authority of the CLean

Air Act. Beginning with the L979 model year, EPA expanded iu_
standards for the LDT class to 8,500 ibs GVW thus encompassinq
these heavy LDTs (6,00£ to 8,500 ibs GV_ which are subject _._
the heavy-duty vehlcle provisions mentioned above.
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The Act also authorizes the IAdministrator ro temporarily
esmabllsh revised NOx standards for heavy-duty engines if the

statutory standards cannot be achieved without increasing cost
or decreasing fuel economy uo an "excessive and unreasonable

de_res."[2] The new heavy-duty engine NOx s_andards in this
document are being promulgated under these provisions of the
AC_.

The amendments of 1977 also require the "greatest degree
of [particulate] emissions reduction achlevabie," given the

availability of control technology and considering cost,
Leadtlme and energy impacts. J3] These reductions were uo begin
in the 198_ model year. Although not specifically Limited as
to applicability in the Language of the Amendments of 1977, it

was recognized that the requlremenn was aimed at dlesel
engines. The heavy-duty diesel engine (HDDE) parulculate
standards in this ruiesaklng are based on this authorlcy.

B. Re@ulatory 14[story

The first Nox snandards antedated the amendments of L977.

Prior to the £975 model year, LDTs complied with the 3.0 g/mi
NOx standard that had been established two years earlier for

LDVs. With the splitting off o_ the LDT class for the 1975
model year, LDTs were required to meet a NOx standard of 3.£
g/mi, comparable in stringency to the LDV standard. Heavy-duty
engines (HDEs) had no separate NOx stasdard until the 1985
model year, however, there have been comblned hydrocarbon (HC)

÷ NOX standards In place for HDEs since the i974 model year.

The current NOx _tandard _or L979 and hater model year

LDTs is 2.3 g/mi, comparable in s_ringency co the 2.0 g/ml
standard esuabLished for LDVs of that year. Beginning in 1970,
the LDT class was expanded to include vehicles between 6,001
and 8,500 Lbs OVW. The current Nox standard for HDEs is L0.7

• g/BHP-hr, esuabllshed originally for the 1984 model year, _uc
later made opt£onal until the £985 model year.

Turning now to more recent actions, an Advanced Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) was promulgated for LDT and HDE NO×
emissions in January of 198i (46 PR 5838). Standards of L.2
grams per mile for SOTs and 4.0 g/BHP-hr for HDEs were
suggested effective for the L985 and 1986 model year_,
respeculvely. These standards did not correspond _o _he
statutory 75 percent reduction as noted above, bum were

proposed because they were comparable in stringency uo _he
existing l.O g/ml LDV NOx s_andard in the case of LDTs an,]
because they represented whaK EPA believed at that time to he

the Lowest praculcabLe standard given the available technology
in the case of HDEs.
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The flrsm dlesel particulate standards were es_abilshed
for LDVs and LDTs, effective beginning with the L981 model
year. A standard 0£ 0.60 g/mi was established for bo_b LDVe
and LDTS, representing an achievable Level for the (then)

avallabie technology. More atr{ngent standards (at 0.26 for
LDTs, and 0.20 for LDVs) were also promulgated effective

beginning with the L985 model year, but these have been delayed
and wlIl now be effective for the L987 model year (49 FR 3010,

January 24, 1984). For NDDEs, a Notice of Proposed Rulemaklng
(NPKM) was publlshed in January, 1981 (46 FR L910) which
proposed a standard of 0.25 g/BHP-hr for L986 and later model
years.

Because Of the related technical issues that were raised

during the comment periods for both the NOx ANPRM and the
particulate NPR4 and the Interrelat[onshlp between NOX and
partlcuLate emissions, EPA decided to issue a combined NP_ to
address _hese issues to insure that manufacturers could dlreeu

their efforts at meetlng a unified set of emission standards.

The Noulce Of ?ropossd Rulemaking was published on October i5,
L984 (49 FR 40258). This final rule, prsceeded by publlc
hearings and a public comment period, completes the ru_emaking
process.

Ill. Deserlptlon of the Action

A. New 'Emissions Standards

This rulemaklmg contains new Low-aiuitude NOX standards
for LDTs and HDEs, new Low-attitude particulate standards for
HDDEs and new hlgh-altitude idle CO, NOx and particulate
standards for LDTs. For t988 and Later model years, the Nox

standard for LDTs is L.2 g/mi for LDTs up co and including
3,750 ibm Loaded-vehlcie welghu. The standard for £98S and

Later model year LDTs over the above weight Limit is i.7 g/ml.
A staged NOx standard is established for HDEs to allow Leadtime
for further development of control _echnoLogy. The NOx
standard for L988-90 model year HDEs is 6.0 g/BHP-hr,
representing a Level chat is achievable given the available
leadtlme for engines currently in production, with a more

stringent standard of 5.0 g/BHP-hr effectlve for iggi and Later
model year engines.

A three-phased particulate standard is established for
HDDEs. Model year L988-90 HDDEs will meet a standard of 0.60

g/BHP-hr. For i99L-93 model years, urban bus engines will
comply wlth a standard o_ O.£0 g/BHP-hr, while the remaining
HDDEs will meet a s_andard of 0.25 g/BHP-hr. Both of these
i99L standards will Likely require the use of trap oxidizers on
a majority of applications. This will be followed by the third
phase, when all £994 and Later model year NDDEs will comply
with the 0.iO g/BHP-hr s_andard.
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Finally, certain new high altitude smandards are
established for llght-duty trucks. NOx smandards equal to mhe

1,2 g/ml and 1.7 g/mi Low-altitude standards are established,
along with an Idle CO standard of 0.50 percent of exhaust gas
flow an Idle (gasollne-fueled llght-duty trucks only) and a
particulate standard of 0.26 g/mi (diesel light-duty trucks
on_y).

8. Particulate and NOx Avera_in_

With this ralemaking, particulate averaging will be
afforded to manufacturers of 199L and later model year HDDEs.

However, they will not be allowed to average HDDEs wlmh LDDTe
or 5DDVe if mhe manufacturer's product llne also inclsdes these
vehicle mypes. Similarly, averaging California engines wimh
engines intended for sale in non-Californla areas will not be

permitted, although averaging within each of these areas ks
allowed. Urban bases will be excluded from the particulate

J averaging program to insure the maximum reduction in urban
i particulate emissions. _ecause HDDE standards are expressed in

mass per uni_ of work (g/BHP-hr) rather than mass per unit of
distance travelled (g/ml) and because HDDEs are divided into

subclasses with widely varying useful llfe' periods, averaging
will be limited to wimhin each of the exismlng subclasses
.(light-,. medium-, and heavy-heavy duty) and the calculamion of
average particulate emissions must include weighting factors
for brake horsepower as well as for production volume.

NOx averaging has been esmabllshed Eor 1991 and later i
model year HDEs and is similar co the particulate averaging
program, with the following exceptions. The NOx averaging
program is restricted by fuel type, with gasoline-fueled and ii
diesel engines complying with the standard by separate
averages. For HDDEs, the averaging is restricted by engine
subclass (light, medium, and heavy); however, gasollme-fueled
HDEs have no such restriction. Also, urban buses excluded from

parclculate averaging may be included in the NOX averaging
program for all HDEs.

Finally, NOx averaging for light-duty trucks is
established beginning in 1988. _is program is pat=erne._
closely after mhose established for heavy-duty engines and the
exlsmlng llght-du=y diesel averaging program. Further details
for bomb _he NOx and particulate averaging programs are
outlined in the preamble and included in the revised

regulamlons.

C. New Allowable Maintenance Re_ulauions

The allowable maintenance provisions proposed have been

remained largely unchanged. The concept of emission- an4
non-e_isslon-reiated maintenance has been extended from LDTs
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and HDEs uo encompass LDVs as well. Maintenance intervals have
been changed, includlng revisions uo the proposed intervals, as
ouullned in the preamble. Manufacturers will be required co
demonstrate the likelihood of in-use performance for certain
crlclcal emlsslon-related maintenance.

D. Test Procedure Revisions

The heauy-duuy engine test procedures have been revised to
incorporate particulate test procedures. These include changes
in response to comments along with other minor corrections, as
oucllned in the preamble to the Einal rule.

_V. List Of Commencers

The following individuals, organizaulons, public
authorities and manufacturers submitted written comment in

response to the NPRM (49 FR 40258). This list contains only
those comments received by January 4, i985. Comments received
after that date, although not speciflcaliy identified here,
have also been incorporated fu£1y into EPA'S analyses along
wluh those listed.

i. Adair, Holiday, Akron, OH
2. American Automobile Association

3. American Honda '4otor Company
4. American Lung Association
5. American Lung Association. of Berks County (PA)
6, American Lung Association Of Deleware/Ches_er

Counties (9A)

7, Amsr{can Lung Association of Florida
8. American Lung Association of New Jersey
9, American Lung Association of Western Missouri
I0. American "4o_ors Corporation (AMC)
iI. American Pubilc Transit Association

12. Arent, Fox, KLnter, Plotkln & Kahn for "4EMA
i3. Arizona Lung Assoc.

14. Audubon Society of Ohio
15. Automobile Importers of America
16. Bass, Jean, Ross, CA

17. Baughman, Jon, Bedford Hgts., OH
iB. Baumgarten, Sam, Bridgewater, MA

19. Bergen County (NJ) Audubon Society
20. Bickford, Isabel, Willlamsville, NY

21. Biesterfeld, Cathy, Homewood, IL
220 Bradman, Ass, Boss, CA
23. Brenner, Jeff, New Brunswick, NJ
24. Brown, Bruce and Sharon, Chicago, IL

25. Brown, Paul _I., Sun Oiymplad '80
26. Burchard, Ann, Robert and Rachel, CatonsviILe, "4D
27. C_llfornla Air Resources Board
28. California Oept Of Justice

f
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29. Callao, Ida, Vienna, OH

30. Cape Henry Audubon Society

31. Capital District Transportation Authority
32. Caterpillar Tractor Company
33. Chemel, Bonnie, Evans City, PA
34. Chicago Transit Authority
35. Chrysler Corporation
36. Ciak, Josephine, North Arlington, NJ
37. Clark County (NV) Health Distrlou
38. Coalition for Clean Air
39. Coalition for the Environment

40. Colorado Department of Health

41. Connaughton, Ruth K.
42. Cummins Engine Company
43. Delaware Valley Citizens Councii for Clean Air
44. Dalello, Michael, Saranac Lake, NY
45. Dillon, Mary, Elma, NY

46. Dolinka, Marvin & Toby, Grand Rapids, MI
47. East Michigan Environmental Action Council
48. El Paso Clean Air Coalirion

49. Environmental Alternacivea, Inc.
50. Faulconer, _rs. James H., Strasburg, VA
51. Plaher, C. Donald, Muncy, PA
52. Ford Motor Company
53. Fox, 'Warren, Linwood, NJ

54. Gardlner, Jeffrey, Schenectady, NY
55. General Motors Corporation (GM)
56. Geymer, _risuine, Oak Park, IL
57. Gordon, Robin, Great Neck, NY i

58. Greater Cleveland Regional Transi_ Authority
59. Grenfo, Louise, Crossville, TN

60. Group Against Smog and Pollution
6i. Hamilton, James, Cleveland, OH

62. Hawarth, Terr[e, E. Grand Rapids, MI
63. Holmes, David, CLarion, PA
64. Humphreys, Betsy, Morgantown, WV

65. Huser, Bill, So. Sioux City, NE
66. Inuernauional Harvester Company (IHC)
67. Isker, C., Buffalo, NY
68. Iwanik, Mike, Richmond, VA

69. Jaguar Cars Inc.
70. Jenner & Block for Engine Manufacturers Association

(EMA)
7L. Joan Kauz Productions

72. Johnson, David, Pueblo, CA
73. Johnson, Nina, Boulder, CO

74. Johnson, Rose _ary, Louisville, KY
75. Kemp, Katherine, Chicago Heights, IL
76. Kulakowski, Lois, Tucson, AZ

77. LTV Aerospace and Defense Company
78. League Of Women Voters of the Clemson Area
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79. League of Women Voters of the Pittsburgh Area

80. Lewis, Nana, Larkspur, CA
81. Love, John, Boulder, CO
82. Mack Trucks Inc.

83. Mannchen, Brandt, Houston, TX
84. Mansell, Gerda, Lancaster, NY
85. Manufacturers of Emission Controls Assoc.

86. Massachusetts Department of Env. Quality Engineering
87. Mazda (_orth America)
88. McCarty, Donna, Indianapolis, IN
89. McGulre Clinic
90. Mercedes-Benz Truck Co.

91. Meyer, Arthur, Akron, PA
92. Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Association
93. Motor Vehlcles Manufacturers Association (MVMA)
94. Mueller, Catherine & Edwin, Buffalo, NY

95. Muetlng, Ann, PLymouth, MN
96. Murkeloff, Robert, Houston, TX
97. NJ Transit Bus Operations
98. Natural Resources Defense Counsel (NRDC)

99. New Jersey Department Of Envlronmental Protection
£00. New Mexico Envlronmenta£ Improvement Division
£0l. Newberry, William, Grand Rapids, MI
I02. Nissan Research & Development
£O3. Cakes, Margaret, Boulder, CO

I04. Oregon Departmen t of Envlronme,_ai Quality
£05. Osuerpard, ELsie, Grand Rapids, HI
£06. Otter Creek Audubon Chapter
£07. PACCAR Inc.

IO8. Pectlu, Marie, Harrlsonburg, VA
£0g. Rhode Island Department oE Envlronmen_a£ Management
llO. Richmond (VA) Audubon Society

Ill. Roils-Royce Motors
ii2. Rosche, Oiga, South Wales,NY
£13. Rose, G.M., Lowell, MI

it4. STAPPA/ALAPCO
££5. Saab-Scania of America

£16. Schlffirth, Anne & Jim, Pittsburgh, PA

I17. Schoenfeld, Josephine, Grand Island
liE. Sherman, L. Ann, Schaumburg, IL
I19. Shutter, S.L.

120. Simpson, Robert, Filnu, MI
121. Smith, Bertha, Grand Rapids, MI
£22. South Coast Air Qualicy Management Dis_rict
123. Southern California Rapid Transit District
i24. St. Cloud Area Environmental Council

125. S_orgul, Pauline, _icago, IL
L26. Tonseth, Phebe, Cumberland Foreside, _E

£27. Toyota Technical Center, USA
128. U.S. Department of Energy
129. U.S. DOT, Urban Mass Transit Administration



130. VIA MeuropoLiuan Traasiu
L31. Volkswagen of America
L32. Volvo-North American Car Operatlo_s

133o Volvo Whi_e T_uck Corporation
134. Volvo of America Corporation - _us Divls_on
135. Washington Staue Department of Transportation

136. Wedow, Nancy, Palatine, IL
137. West Michigan Environmental Act£on Councl£

138. White Lung Assocla_Ion
139. Willard, Dwight, Albany, CA
140. Williams, Mark, San Francisco, CA
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CHAPTER 2

TECHNOLOGICAL FEASIBILITY

I. Introduction

This chapter analyzes the technical feasibility and the
leadtime requirements of the final 1988 and later model year
light-duty truck (LDT) standards for oxides oE nitrogen (NOx)
emissions and the final heavy-duty engine (HDE) standards for
NOx and particulate emissions for the 1988, 1991 and 1994 and

later model years. Structurally, the chapter is divided into
three primary sections with the LDT analysis appearing first
followed by the analyses Eor heavy-duty gasoline engines (HDGE)
and heavy-duty diesel engines (HDDE). Each primary section Of
the chapter begins with an overview oE the material presented
in the technological feasibility analyses included in the
"Draft Regulatory impact Analysis and Oxides oE Nitrogen

Pollutant Specific Study."[l] The overview is followed by a
summary and analysis Of the comments, by issue, received in
response to the proposed standards. Comments from
envirenmental groups and private citizens, which addressed the

stringency of the proposed standards and associated leadtime
requirements, were based largely on legal intrepretations of
the requirements o6 the Clean Air Act and as such, these
comments are addressed in the Preamble to the FRM. Conclusions

regarding the issues raised in the co[_aents constitute the
final subsection of each primary section and, where necessary,

show the changes in the technological feasibility analyses
resulting from the comments.

If. Light Duty Trucks (LDTs)

A. Synopsis of NPRM Analysis

The specific details concerning the methodology used to
determine the feasibility of the proposed standards will not be

repeated here, but can be found in the draft analysis. In
brief summary, the methodology involved first estimating the
low mileage emission target level (LMT) associated with the

1987 emission standards under consideration. (The LMT
represents a level below the emission standard at wh{ci_

manufacturers must calibrate their emission control syste:_s t :.
account for test-to-test variability, production line emis_LJn

variability and in-use emission deterioration). Using _ne
calculated LMT and emission ce_tlfication data for 1984, _nd

emission reduction necessary to comply with the va_L_u_
standard levels considered for proposal were determineJ.
Finally, the requisite technology for achieving _!:,:-.
reductions was identified.
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It was concluded from this analysis that the 1.2 g/mi NOx
standard was feasible for all LDGTs and for lighter LDDTs

(5DDTLs). The principal compliance means for LDGTs would be
closed loop, three way catalyst technology, while lighter 5DDTs
would rely on the application of EGR. For LDDT2s it was
concluded (because of their heavier weights and large_ frontal
areas) that a 1.2 g/mi NOx standard would increase particulate

levels such that it would affect the stringency of the 0.26
g/mi particulate standard. Consequently, EPA then considered a
1.7 g/mi NOx standard for LDDT_s. As in the case of
LDDT_s, EGR was projected to provide the means for compliance.

It was concluded that a 1.7 g/mi standard appropriately
Dalanoed the need for NOx and particulate control. AS a
result, EPA decided to propose a NOx standard of 1.7 g/mi Eor
LDDT2s. EPA also decided that it was most equitable to
propose the 1.7 g/mi Nox standard E0r LDGT2s. This was done
because a more stringent NOx standard for heavier LDGTS would

encourage the purchase of LDDTzs, which EPA did not wish to
do. Further, the loss of NOX control due to a more lenient

standard for LDGT_s was small compared to the case where only
diesels were affected.

Consideratioes e6 the effects on fuel economy oE the
proposed NOx standards in combination with the technoloqies
expected to be employed led to the conclusion that LDGTs which
were converted to three-way catalyst technology from oxidation
"catalyst technology could experience up to an 8 percent
improvement in fuel econbmy. For those LDGTS which already
employed three-way catalyst technology, it was projected that
some small fuel economy loss might occur, rt was forecasted on

a sales-weighted basis that roughly a 2-4 percent improvement
in fuel economy would he associated with the proposed standards
for LDGTs. For LDDTs, consideration of the effects of the

proposed standard on fuel economy led to the conclusion that no
significant fuel economy penalty would result Erom the proposed
standards for either LDDT_s or LDDT_s. This conclusion was
based on evaluations of the differences in fuel economy between
LDDTLs with and without EGR and On the benefits associated
with the use of electronic controls on LDDT.s.

For LDTs sold at high altitude, EPA proposed the same Nox
standards as were proposed for low altitude LDTs because NOx
emissions do not tend to increase with altitude. An idle CO

standard for high altitude LDTs equal to the 0.50 percent
standard already required for low altitude LDTS w_s proposed
because a 90 percent [eduction from baseline high altitude idle
CO levels resulted in 3 numerical value oE 0.51 which, when

rounded, was equal _._ :he low altitude value. A particulate
standard egual to tha_ _ low altitude was also proposed.
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B. Summary and Analysis of Comment s

1. In t;pduction

The comments received concerning the feasibility OE the

proposed LDT NOx standards are summarised and analysed below.
When more than one commenter raised the same basic issue, the

issue is treated once in the summary and analysis with
identification of the multiple sources of the comment. While
the proposed standards are applicable to two types of engines
(gasoline and diesel) used to power LDTs and are numerically
different as a function of the weight of the LDT, comments will
be treated by issue with appropriate consideration of these
distinctions where necessary. The issues contained in the
summary and analysis of comments which follows are, the

technical feasibility of the proposed standards, the leadtime
required for compliance, the effect of the standards on Euel
economy and other minor issues.

2. Technical Feasibility of the Proposed Standards

Six commenters provided comments on the technical
feasibility of the proposed standards with respect to

gasoline-fueled LDTs. Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, Nissan
and Toyota stated that _rhe proposed standards (1.2 g/mi for

LDGT.s and 1.7 g/mi for LDGT_s) were technologically
feasible.

/ 'VW disagreed with the technical feasibility of the
proposed standard on the grounds that the allowable maintenance
provisions and the full-life useful life requirement result in
requirements which are beyond the capabilities Of current
in-use or reasonably forseeable technology. VW did not,
however, provide any information in substantiation of their
statement. Lacking substantiating information for the VW

statement and considering the position taken by the ,_the[
commenters leads to the conclusion that the proposed standards
are technologically feasible for LDGTs using the technoh_gCes
identified in the Draft RrA (three way catalyst and closed !.:p
fuel control). This is confirmed by certlfioat£on data for _

1985 model year. As shown irl Tables 2-I to 2-7, nearly _..
LDTs certified wi_h £hree-way closed loop technology _:._
already in compliance with 1.2/I.7 standards. Both fu[l-i;:_
useful life and revised allowable maintenance provisions _y
to federally certified LDTs for 1985.

rn the case ,_f diesel _ueled LDTs, three com_re: • :
provided co_nen_a _n the technological feasibility ..:
proposed standards (!.2 g/mi and 1.7 g/mi). One com_e_'.
Ford, stated th_: the proposed NOx standards . '.,
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TabLe 2-,_.

1985 49-S_:ate Federal. Certification _ta
for LDGga E_ipped with Thcee-_y _tal%m_ Technolc_E

Emission
Control Mean Mean CeE_.

Menu_cturer _ine Family TechnoLo_* _ DF NOx Level
Liqhu-Du_y Trucks - Class k

A_m_icm_ Motors FAM2.S_ _R/FLS/3CL L.541 1.27

Ford FF42.3TSFA_7 E_R/3CL 1.057 0.34

t_Issan F_2.4 _"FFAFO _R/3CL/OTR 1.095 l.Li

Mitsubishl F_T2.0T2FFDX _3R/PES/3CL/OTR 1.043 L,L2
PMT2.6T2FF02 _R/P[_/3CL/OTR i.100 1.38

Suzuki FSKL.0TIFSF7 3CL L.216 1.70

Volkswagen FJWI.gTSCVF8 3CL L.043 0.74

Li,_ht-DutyTrucks - Clas.s2.

A_er_can '4o_ors FAM4.2T2HEA7 _GR/PLS/OXD/3CL i.il4 i.4
FR45.9T2HLE2 EGR/PtP/3WY L.056 L.35

Ford FIM5.0TSHAG8 EGR/F4P/OXD/3CL/OTR i.02l 0.80
F'_ 5.8T0_E,G1. EGR/p4P/OXD/3CL L.0O5 L.85
FI_ 5.8T4GAF4 EGR/PIP/OXD/3WY L.L3L 2.L

* EGR = Exhaust gas reclrculauion.
3CL = ._ree-way catalyst, closed-loop fuel control.
F4P = Air pump.
OTR = Other.
Ping= Pulse air _nject_on.
3WY = _hree-way catalyst, open-_oop EUel controt.
OXD = Oxldaulon ca_aiys_.
EM = _gine mcdiflcauion.
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TabLe 2--2

1985 49-Staue Federal Certi_icaulon Daua

for LDGTs Equipped Without Three-Way Catalyst Technology

Emission
Control "4ean Mean Cert.

Manu_aeuurer Engine Family Technoio@_* NOx DF NOx Level

Li_hu-Du_ Z Trucks - Class L

American Motors PAM2.ST2AXE3 EGR/R4P/OXD L.050 L.7

Chrysler FCR2.2T2AAB6 EGR/PMP/OXD L.O 1.57
FCR2.6T2AAB8 EGR/PMP/OXD 1.0 1.2

Ford FFM2.0TLAGF2 EGR/PMP/OXD i.O i.FS

General Motors FIGI.9T2HJC2 EGR/PMP/OXD L.O 1.9

FIG2.8T2HTXi EGR/PMP/OXD 1.050 1.60

Isuzu FSZIiFT2AAG2 EGR/94P/OXD 0.975 1.70

Toyota FTY2.4T2AFFI EGR/PLS/OXD/OTR l.lO L.85

FuJ£ FFJL.ST2AFJi EGR/PLS/OXD _ L.Ol7 L.25
FFJL.8T2AFK2 EGR/PLS/OXD L.O17 1.75

Li@hu-Duty Trucks - Class 2

Chrysler FCR3.TTLBBAO EGR/_P/OXD L.O i.g
FCR5.2T289F6 EOR/_F/OXD l.O i.9
FCRS.FT4BBF£ EGR/PMP/OXD i.O L.62

General "4otors FIG4.3T4HHCL EGR/_4P/OXD l.Ol2 L.45

FIG5.7T4HHCO EGR/PMP/OXD L.O L.73

Toyota FTY4.2T2AFF5 EGR/P_P/OXD/OTR 0.8L6 0.99

* See Table 2-L for definition o_ terms.
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Tabke 2-3

49-State Federak CsrtIEicatlon Data for 1985 LDDTs

Emission
Control Mean Cert.

Manufacturer Engine Pamily System* NOx DF N0X Levek
Light-Duty Trucks - Class i

American Motors E_M2.kK6JZT7 _4 1.038 i.4O

Ford E_M2.3KJAFI EM 0.995 i. 6S

General MOtOrS EIG_.2K7ZZ98 _4 k.000 1.80

Grummmn Okson FGRi.6K6JAA6 EM k.000 i.10

Isuzu FSZI37K6JCD5 _M 0.956 1.70

Nissam FNS2.SK6JAE7 _ i.0t$ 1.80

Mitsublshl _4T2.3K6JFD2 _4 0.995 L.85

Toyota FTY2.4K6JFFi _4 i.O05 i.70
FTY2.4K6JFT9 _4 i.000 i.80

Li@ht-Duty Trucks - Class 2

General '1ouors 'FIG6.2K7ZZ42 EGR i.0i3 i.g0

* See Table 2-i for definition of uerms.
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_bLe 2-4

198S California Only Certification Ds_a
fo_ L_O_ B=/uipped with T_ree-Nay Catalyse Technolcz/y

_ission C_roL Meant Cert.

Manufacture= _1_Ine Family Technology,/* N0x DF NOx Level
51qhlC-I)Jty Gasoline Trucks - Class l

Fuji F1PJI. 8T2HCG0 EGR/PLS/OXD/3CL i.293 0.33
EFJL. 8T2AF_ EGR/PLS/OXD/3CL 1.293 O,3i
Fl"JL.8T2HCPO B3R/PLS/OXD/3CL 1.293 0.28

_2ota FTY2.4T2FCC7 RGR/3CL/OTR i.076 O.44

_ord _"B42.3_FFG6 _,R/3CL 1.00O 0.27
FtM2.8T2F_GO E_3R/P_ P/OXD/3CL 1.09t 0.70

Isu_J PSZi L9T21_DGL _GR/_H P/SCL .997 0.43

AMC F_4150TZHEA6 EGR/pIs/3CL L.372 0.83
F_ L73T2F4C3 _R/FMP/3CL .892 0.94

Niesan FNS2.4TgFACS _GR/3CL/OT_ L._59 031

Generai'Motors FIG2,RT2 ._A3 _3R/P4 P/3CL i.000 0.64

1 Volkswagon FVWI. 9TSCVC5 3CL .526 0.63

I Li_h_-Duty Gasoline Trucks - CLass 2

I AHC F/_42SST2_H_O EGR/PLS/3CL i.045 0.68
FAM 360T2HLEO EGR/PM P/3WY L.050 0.56

Fo=d FP44. gTIHGG6 F/3R/P4 P/OXD/_CL L.084 0.73

F_45.ST2HGG i EGPJP4 P/OXD/3CL i.£00 O.Si

Chrys ler 5L-'R3.7TIHDSl EGR/OXD/3CL .g47 0.82

General Hotors F_G4.3T4TAA3 _3R/_H P/SCL L.03l 0.82
F_G5.7T4T_ _R/P4 P/3CL l.03 i 0.60

A_G _AZ4.2T2 _L_30 EGR/OXD/3CL L.170 0.53

;' See _'abie 2-I Eor ,]e6in[cion of ceres.
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Table 3-5

1985 Cazifornia Only Cem=iflcation _ta fmr LDDTs

Emission Ccnnroi Mean Cert.

Manu_c_urer Englne Famiiy Tec2knolc_* NOX DP NOx,Level
Li_ht-Du_ Diesel T_/cks - Class I

ISUZU FSZI37K6JSD3 --- 1.034 .84
I

Mi_subl shl _MT2.3K6J_5 -- .964 ,76

Tonga STY1.4K6JCT3 OTR i .043 ,86

N[ssan FNS2.5K6JAC4 .939 ,75

Cene_al _otoEs ?IG2.2KTZZL2 1.000 ,89

Li_M_-DL/_ Diesei Tz_/cks - Class 2

General Mo_o_s F_G6.2K7ZZ75 1.01$ i.30

General Motocs FIG6.2K7ZZ75 t.Ol$ i.70

* See TabLe 2-I for definition of terms.
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TabLe 2.-_

1985 50-State Ceruifica_ion Data for L_3TS

I_uip_ with 3-W_Z ca_al_s _._anolog7

_isslon Mean
Control M_n Cer_.

Manufmccurer _Ine Fam[iy 9echnolo_* NOX DF NOx Level

Li_h_-Duty Trucks - Class i

R4G FAZ2.STIHRG9 _R/PLS/OXD/3CL I.17 .38

Chryst er FCR2.2T2_9 _R/P4 P/C_D/3CL i.087 .72
_m5.2,x,z-ss_ mR/mP/OXD/3CL

G.1 F'/G2.575T_9 BGK/3CL 1.320 .42

M itsubiahl PMT2.0T2FCAI _WPLS/3CL/OTR 1.028 .58
mT2.6T2FCA4 _SWPLS/3CL/OTR 1.072 .68

T_2D_a FTY/.4TSFa_ EGR/3CL/OTR .683 .07
FT_ .0TSFBB3 EGR/3CL/OTR L.568 .17
_'T_2.4TSFBB5 BG_/3 CT.,/OTR 1.463 .17

LI_hs-DUuy Trucks - Class 2

_ut_on F_N4.L_NKA4 _GR/_MP/OXD/3C_ L.157 .48

Ford FP45.0TSHAG8 _R/P_ P/OXD/3CL/OTR L.L00 .57 i

Wlnneba_ FWS2.2TS_A0 _R/3CL L.L70 .6L !

Zimmer F_M2.6T6FXX5 3CL/OTR L.150 .84

<)4 F_ZG2.5TST_D9 _3R/3CL 1.320 .28

Chrysler FCR5.2T2_I EGR/_P,OXD/3CL L.05L .at
L.[58 .60

* Sea _"_bie2-i for deflni_[on of _erms.
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Table 2-7

1985 50-State Certification Data for LDDTs

Mean
_Iss_on Mean Cer_.

Manufacturer _ne Pamily Controls NOx DF NC_ Level

Liqht-Duty Trucks - Class I

M itsublshl _4T2.3K6JCB5 _R .964 .7S
I_4T2.3K6JFD2 EM .99S 1.85

Nissan FNS2.5K6JFD2 EGR .939 .75
FNS2.5K6JAF7 _ 1.015 1.80

Isuzu FSZL37K6JAF7 _R 1.034 .84
FSZI37K6JCD5 _4 .956 1.70

T_ua FTY2.4K6JCT3 SSR/OTR l.043 .86
FTY2.4K6JFFi _4 L.005 1.70
_2.4K6u _'13 KM i.0O0 i.80

_I FIG2.2K7ZZL2 EGR i.000 .89
FIG2.2KTZZ98 _4 ,L.000 1.80

_4C FAM2. IK6JZ_'7 _I. i.038 1.40

Ford F_42 •3K6JAF I KM .995 £.50

G D2a_'_U_Olson _Ri. 6K6JAA6 _4 L.000 1.1O

Li@ht-D_t v Trucks - Class 9

Ford _ 2.3K6JAF L KM .995 L.80

G_ FIG6.2K7ZZ7_ EGR L.0L5 L.S0
FIG6,2K7ZZ42 EGR L.0 h3 L.90

See Table 2-1. for definition of _erms.
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technologically feasible for LDDTs. Nissan stated that the

standard proposed for LDDTLS ('1.2 g/mi) was feasible for some
of its two-wheel drive vehicles, while its other LDDT,s would

need new EGR systems to control NOx while simultaneously
complying with the particulate standard of 0.26 g/mi. GM
stated that the ability Of the 6.2 liter engine to comply with

a NOx standard of 1.7 g/mi through the use of electronically
controlled EGR would be marginal and would result in increased

particulate emissions and a fuel economy penalty. GM provided
a figure (Figure IIr-C-i in the GM comments) depicting the NOx
vs. particulate engine-out emission characteristics for the 6.2
liter engine in support of its position that particulate
emissions would greatly increase under a 1.7 g/mi standard and
jeopardize its ability to meet the LDT particulate standard of
0.26 g/mi.

Since all commenters concurred either fully or with some

qualification with the technological achieveability of the
proposed standards for LDDTs, analysis of the comments need

focus only on the qualifying statements presented by the
commenters.

In the Draft RIA (page 2-22), EPA concluded that all
Federal LDDT,s could be brought into compliance with the
proposed NOx standard (1.2 g/mi) through the use of EGR system
designs already being used on counterpart LDDT,s certified to
the California NOx standard. The thrust of the Nissan comment

is that a. new EGR system would have to be designed for use on

some of its LDDTLs rather than the transfer of an existing
EGR system. Nissan is, therefore, concurring with the

technological feasibility of the proposed standard by the use
of EGR but is identifying a need for leadtime to design a new
EGR system (leadtime requirements are addressed later).

In responding to the comment from GM, EPA has plotted t985
model year certification data for the Federal and Calif,)rn_i

versions of the 6.2 liter GM engine on the curve provided by GM
in its Figure [II-C-I (reproduced here as Figure 2-I). These
values a_e shown as F,, and F, (1.90 g/mi NOx, 0.41 g/ml
particulate and 1.90 g/mi NOx, 0.34 g/mi particulate) for _he
two federal vehicles using EGR and as C_ and C_ (1.7 :_i:-:
NOx, 0.32 g/mi particulate and 1.3 g/mi NOx, 0.32 g_::_
particulate) for the two California engines ualn]

electronically controlled EGR. As can be seen from Figure !-L,
NOx and particulate emissions actually being achieved ale
substantially lower than the generalized curve presented _y
GM. In addition, because the 6.2 liter GM engine is ai_e_ _y
very close to the 9articulate stsndard on an engine-out b_a;._.
EPA can see no basis for GI4's concern about meeting ':,_
particulate standard. She applica=ion of particulate cr_ -
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approximately percent o_ these engines would, with averaging,
secure compliance with the 0.26 g/mi standard. EPA concludes
that the NOx/particulate curve supplied by GM is not applicable
to current versions of its 6.2 liter engine, and that GM should

have no difficulty meeting a 1.7 g/mi standard with this engine.

3. Leadtime Requirements

FOUr commenters stated that the time required for

implementation of the LDT NOx standards for gasoline-fueled
vehicles exceeds the time available under the proposal.

Specifically, the comments were as follow. American Motors
indicated that 34 months are normally required for the change

in catalyst technology required by the proposed standards.
General Motors stated that I06 weeks were required to make

changes to LDT bodies necessary to accommodate the larger
catalysts required for compliance with the proposed standards.
Nissan indicated that 2-I/2 to 3 years would be required for
changes to the vehicle body necessitated by the use of larger
catalysts. Toyota stated that additional time is needed beyond
,that available for compliance by the 1987 model year because of
the change in catalyst technology necessary and the need to
establish durability and reliability characteristics of the new

catalyst.

Two of the commenters (GM and Nissan) predicated their
leadtime requirements on the need to change the fioorpan of the
vehicle body to accommodate larger catalysts. The tasks
required for the specified change in the vehicle body would be
the redesign of the floorpan to provide the necessary space end
the procurement of new dies for the manufacture of the

redesigned floorpans. Since the. commenters indicated in other
areas oE their comments that they have already quantified the
catalyst volume requirements, redesign of the floorpan can De

assumed to start essentially at the publication date of the
Einai rule. The maximum time requirement which could be
allocated for the redesign oE the _ioorpan is 6 to 9 _e1*_s,

Following redesign of the f|oorpan, the time required Eel _he
procurement of new dies is between 26 and 36 weeks (Reference 2
at page 7-7) including the time required for installat[;n ,f
the new dies in the presses, rn total, these two tasks .:e
expected to require between 50 and 72 weeks or a maximum _: _3
months. Starting with a publicaticn date o_ March 15, 19_5 :'[
the final rule and ending with October I, 1986 fol ':_e

introduction date oE the 1907 model year LDTs, defines a pe_ : I
of 18-i/2 months for the execution oE the tasks necessary : =

vehicle body redesign, Leadtime requirements for the re_],, . ;:.
of 5DT bodies is, _herefo_e, not a viable basis for c!_,. .' :

that insufficient time Ls available for the implementer! '
the proposed stand3[ds on LDGTs.

.... .%_ ,...... _ . , ..............
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Turning to the comments provided by American Motors, that
34 months is the normal requireTnent for the introduction of new

catalyst technology to a specified class of vehicle, the steps
required for this work can be identified as follows. The first
step would be the development Of an overall system design
including the integration of the new system into the vehicles.
The subsequent steps would be: i) ordering of modified tooling
for the manufacture of redesigned components which could
include vehicle body redesign, 2) the construction and testing
of experimental systems at several calibrations to establish

one or more calibrations for use on emission durability
vehicles, 3) collection of emission durability data, 4)
collection of data from emission data vehicles, and 5) the

incorporation of modified tooling on machine lines for the
manufacturer of redesigned components.

EPA's timing requirement estimates for the primary tasks
in the critical timing path for gasollne-fueled LDTs are as
follows:

Task Time Requirement

Overall System Design and Vehicle Integration 4-6 months
Develop Durability Vehicle Calibrations 5-7 months

Generate Emission Durability Data ii-12 months
Develop Sinal Calibrations 1-2 months
Run Data Vehicles i month

Complete Certification Process
With EPA and Add Modified Tooling i-2 months

TOTAL 23 - 30 months

Starting with a publication date of March 15, 1985 for the

final rule establishing the NOE standard, approximately 18-I/2
months is available prior to the start 06 the 1987 model year
in October of 1986. Since the minimum time required to perform
the necessary tasks is greater than the time available, it is

concluded that insufficient time was allowed by the proposal.
The addition of 12 months to the time available for performing
_he necessary tasks by delaying the effective date of the
standards to the 1988 model year would provide adequate rime
(30 months) for the performance of the tasks.

Two co.enters provided statements to the effect that the
time necessary fo_ implementation of the LDT NOr standards on

diesel vehicles was greater than that allowed by the proposal.
American Mo_ors stated that it would have to add EGR and

particulate traps for simultaneous compliance with the NOx _nd
particulate standards of 1.2 g/_i and 0.26 g/mi respectively
Ear its LDDT_s and that the earliest possible date 6:_
completion of this work was the 1988 model year. Nissan spiced
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that the 1989 model year was the earliest possible date for

compliance with the NOx and particulate standard so as to allow
sufficient time for the development of new emission control
systems.

While both commenters integrated compliance with the
proposed 1.2 NOx standard for LDDTLs and compliance with the
1987 model year 0.26 particulate standard into their comments,
this integration is not as important as could be inferred from

the comments since the requirements for the particulate
standard were promulgated in January 1984. Manufact[;rers have,
therefore, had ample time to plan and to initiate system
development and an7 tooling requirements associated with the
particulate standard. Timing requirements attributable to the
NOx standard are, therefote, the only requirements which need

to be addressed in analyzing these comments. Primary tasks
necessary for. she application of EGR for the first time (AMC
does not offer a diesel engine in their LDTS in California in

1985) or the application of a new EGR system design (Nissan)
are: i) overall system design which identifies exhaust

manifold changes to incorpota_e a source for the recirculated

gases and intake manifold changes to incorporate a point for
the introduction of the recirculated gases, 2) orders for

modified tooling for the manufacture of the redesigned
manifolds', 3) build and test experimental systems at sevesal
calibrations to establish one or more calibrations for use on

emission durability vehicles, 4) collect emission durability
data, 5) collect data from emission data vehicles, and 6) add
modified tooling to machine lines for the manufacture{ of

redesigned 'intake and exhaust manifolds. Timing requirements

for tooling, to manufacturer EGR valves and plumbing, do not
enter into the overall timing considerations because these

parts can be expected to be supplied by existing facilities
(either vendor or manufacturer owned). The timing requirement
estimates for the primary tasks in the critical timing path for
diesel LDTs are as follows:

Prima[y Task Time Required

Overall System Design 3-4 months
Develop Durability Vehicle Calibrations 5-7 months
Generate Emission Ducabllity Data II-12 months
Develop Final Calibrations I-2 months
Run Data Vehicles I month
Complete Certification Process

With EPA and Add Modified Tooling 1-2 months
TOTAL 22 - 28 month_

* Timing requ _ _._:_en_s fo_ the procurement of a to,__LI_
modification do not enter the critical path timing [_:_e
since a complete new machine line can be delivered _iI ._
tO 20 months.[/]

P
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Starting with a publication date of March 15, 1985 for the
final rule establishing the NGX standard, approximately 18-i/2

months would be available prior to the start oE the 1987 model

year in October of 1986. Since the time available for
performing the necessary tasks is less than the minimum
estimate for the requirements, it appears that there is merit
in the comments. The addition oE 12 months to the time

available by delaying the effective date of the standards to
the 1988 model year would provide adequate time (30 months) for
the performance oE the tasks.

4. Fuel Economy Effects of the Proposed Standards

i

For gasoline fueled LDTs, six commenters stated that the

proposed standards would result in a reduction in fuel
economy. These statements were made by American Motors,
Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, Nissan and Toyota. Only three
of the commenters (American Motors, Ford and General Motors)

however, provided numerical estimates oE the effects of the
proposed standards on fuel economy. Ford indicated that a Euel
economy penalty of between 1 percent and 1.5 percent was
expected for heavy LDGTs' at a NOx standard of 1.7 g/mi and
approximately a 2.5 percent penalty for heavy LDGTs at a 1,2

g/mi NOx standard. In addition, Ford stated that there would

be _enalties in ,the areas oE driveability and performance.

GM stated that its LDGTs are exhibiting up to a 6 percent
fuel economy penalty when comparison is made between 1985 model
year Federal (2.3 g/mi NOx, 120,000 miles) and 1985 model year
California" LDGTs. GM continued its statement by saying that
the proposed NOx standard of 1.2 g/mi NOx with a useful life of
120,000 miles is more stringent than the California standard of
1.0 9/mi NOx with a useful life oE 50,000 miles. In addition,
GM stated that while the application of three-way-cata[ya_
technology can be expected to improve fuel economy under a
constant NOx standard, it cannot be expected to either improve

fuel economy Or to prevent a penalty under a more stringent
standard.

The comment by American Motors was similar to the ;M
comment in that American Motors stated that its 1985 model _'e_r

• 1985 CaliEornia NOx standards for LDTs up to 3999 l_s
equivalent inertia weight are 0.40 g/mi for 50,000 m_!es
wit)* optional standards of 1.0 g/mi for 50,000 miles _
1.0 g/mi for 100,000, miles. Foc LDTs between 4000 .::i
5999 Ibs equivalent inertia weight the standard i3 :."
g/mi for 50,000 miles with an optional scand3rd o: .

glmi for I00,000 miles,
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California LOTs were exhibiting approximately 1 mpq • lower fuel

economy than its 1985 model year Federal LOTs and that the 1.0
g/ml, 50,000 mile California standard was less stringent than
the proposed 1.2 g/mi, 120,000 mile Federal standard.

Since manufacturers had placed such emphasis in their
comments on the effects of the California NOx standards on fuel

economy, EPA assembled paired fuel economy data for 1985 model
year Federal and California speoiEicati0n LOTs from its
certification records. The criteria used in selecting paired
data were that the same engine, by manufacturer, had been

tested under the same dynamometer loading conditions in
vehicles equipped with the same transmission specification,
number of driven wheels (2 wheel drive and/or 4 wheel drive)
and N/V ratio. This information is shown in Table 2-7. The

information shown in Table 2-7 is subdivided into three groups,

those gasoline LDTs employing the same technology for
compliance with the Federal and California standards, those
using different technologies and diesel LOTs. Because
California NOx emission standards include several options and
the specific option used was not always clearly defined in the
records, exact distinction between the vehicle emission levels

and the useful llfe requirement of the standard was not
achievable. Distinction was possible, however, between
vehicles certified to the 0.40 g/mi, the 1.0 g/mi and the 1.5
g/mi standards and is shown on Table 2-8.

EPA+s overall assessment of the California versus Federal
comparisons is that they are of limited use in making precise
conclusions about the effects to be expected 'from the new LOT
standards. This is first of all due to the fact that the

California standards are more stringent than the Federal
standards, resulting in somewhat lower emission levels than
will the Federal standards. Under this situation, there will

be a somewhat greater impact on fuel economy associated with
the California levels. [n addition, consideration must be

given to the fact that the Federal standards will nob apply
until the 1988 model year. This means that time would be

available for improvements aimed at overcoming any fuel economy
penalties which might currently exist. Lastly, it must be bo_n
in mind that California standards apply to only a sinai[
fraction of any manufacturers' total LOT sales. Therefore, the
manufacturers can be e_pected to adopt the lowest initial cost
approach to compliance with a relatively small concern over

fuel economy effects. This will not be the case in the longer
term, when the entire LOT fleet is affected.

* One mpg corresponds to between a 4 percent and a 6 percen_
fuel economy reduction for American Motors when based )r_
comparisons to _ne highest "highway" fuel economy estimaKe
or to the lowes_ "city" fuel economy estimate,
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rfable 2_8

1985 Model Year Li0h_-D/_y Truck Poe[ Economy
Federal vs. California Paired _mua*

Fuel Economy
Technoloc_, Combined MI_ % NOx Emlsslons Calif.

Mfr. _£ne"* _. Calif. Fed. Calif. Cha_e fed. Calif. Std.

Gasoline, Samo Technoloc_
_MC 2.5L(I0) 3CL 3CL 23.4 22.S -3.8 1,04 0.55 i,0
_MC 4.2L(7) 3CL 3CL 20.6 20.6 0 1.30 0.70 i.0

AMC 5.9L(_) 3W 3WY 13.8 13.8 0 i.41 0.55 i.0

(2*r_ler *** 5.2_(2) 3CL4OX 3CL-K3X 14.8 i4.8 O 0.74 0.74 1.0
Ford 2.3L(4) 3CL 3CL 29.8 29.4 -1.3 0.49 0.26 0.4

Fot_ 2.8L(7) 3CL_<_ 3CL_ 22.6 21.4 -5.3 [.el 0.66 L.0

i Ford 4.9L(6) 3CL4CX 3CL4_X 17.2 L6.7 -2.9 i.26 0.68 L,0

! Ford 5.0L(2) 3CL-KI_ 3CL_OX iT.i 16.4 -4.1 0.83 0.54 t.0
[ 04 i** 2.5L(i9) 3CL 3CL 27.0 27,0 0 0.30 0.30 0.4

I O1 4.3L(2) 3CL_<l_ 3CL_OX 22.6 22.0 -2.6 0,53 0.54 1.0
Nissan 2.4L(3) 3CL 3CL 23.3 23,i -o.l £.46 0.52 1,0

I Mi_sublshi 2.6L(_3) 3CL 3CL 23.2 22.4 -3.4 1.27 0.64 i.O

I Tc_ta *** 2.0L(4) 3el 3CL 27.0 27.0 0 0.Li 0.ii 0.4
•_ta *'* 2.4L(6) 3CL 3CL 2S.4 25,4 0 0.14 0.14 0.4
VW i.9L(2) 3CL 3CL 20.L [8.9 -6.0 0.92 0.39 0.4

Gasoline, Differen_ Technolcc/y
;MC 2.el(L) OX 3CL 20.5 22.£ 7.8 1.80 0.76 L.0

Chrysler 5.2L(i) C0{ 3CL_DX L5.5 [5,2 -t.9 l.ei 0.85 L.0
G_ 2.8L(7) OX 3CL 22.8 24.7 g.3 %.44 0.69 L.0
04 4.3L(2) OX 3CL 20.i 19.5 -3.0 1.57 0.47 1.0
04 5.7L(I) OX 3CL [3.9 [4.2 2.2 1.80 0.80 L.0
_suzu 1.9L(7) OX 3CL 27.5 26.8 -2.6 [.77 0.4i L.0

Toyota 2.4L(4) OX 3CL 28.8 27.2 -5.6 1.62 0.40 0.4
Fuji [.el(6) OX 3CL_OX 27.3 28.6 4.8 [.78 0.20 0.4

Diesel

fM 6.2L(7) _GR Eiec EGR 23.9 23.3 -O.i [.99 1.28 L.5

* Da_a pairing cequlremenus: equal engine displacemenu, _ransmlssicn, N/V _I t_er_ia
weigh_.

** _: in ( ) foILowln_ engine size [den:ifles _he number of engine D_:r_ _s,:i in
calculating _he mean fue_ economy values shown.

*** NO changes oco/r because this _s a 50 suaue vehicle. Use Of _he saree eng_n._ :-r --_era[

and Ca_ifornla versions implies mini_£ fuel economy impac_ associated wie_ _., _,qu£red
tow NOx level.
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Regardless of the above caveats, instructive conclusions
can be drawn from the CalifOrnia data. For those vehicles

already having three-way technology on the Federal Versions,
there is no clear pattern of fuel economy change between the
Federal and California versions. The data show that in some
cases there are marked reductions in NOx emissions with little

or no fuel economy impact. On the other hand, some vehicles
exhibit significant penalties. However, the higher penalties
are generally associated with vehicles having California NOx
levels well below those needed for compliance with the 1.2/1.7
Federal standard. In any event, it has already been noted that

vehicles already equipped with three-way technology are largely
already in compliance with the 1.2/1.7 standards. Therefore,
no changes will be required of these vehicles and no fuel

economy impact will occur.

For these systems configured with oxidation catalysts on
the Federal version, the data of Table 2-8 confirms EPA's

analysis from the Draft RIA. All cases switching from
oxidation catalysts to three-way catalysts, except for some

certifying to unnecessarily low NOx levels, show a significant
gain in fuel economy.

Overall, EPA draws the following conclusions regarding
fuel economy effects on gasoline-fueled LDTs of the new LDT

standards. First, for those vehicles already employing
three-way technology, compliance or near-compliance is already
widespread. Therefore, no fuel economy impact will result from
the ,new standards. Second, for those vehicles switching from
oxidation catalysts to three-way systems, a significant
improvement in fuel economy should result from the new
technology at the NOx levels associated with the Federal

standard. Is total, the_e will probably be some small fuel
economy gain associated with the new standards. Since the

amount cannot be precisely quantified at this time, no specific
benefit will be included in the economic analyses of the new
standards.

In the case oE LDDTs, GM is the only com_enter to comment
on the fuel economy effects of the proposed standards. The
non, lent provided by GM was directed to their 6,2 liter engine

and indicated that GM expected a fuel economy penalty as a
result of the proposed 1.7 g/mi standard which would be greater
than the 5 percent which they are experiencing under the L985
model year California standard.

Inspection of the NOx emission levels for the Callforn_a

1 6.2 liter engifle (Table l-B) shows that the angles is certified

to a 1.5 g/mi standard in conjunction with the parciculate
i standard of 0.4 g/mi. At these California standard levels, tee

change in fuel economy relative to the Federal standard of 2.I

g/mi, NOx and 0,60 g/mL particulate is 0.1 percent, i.e, there
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is essentially no difference between the fuel economy values

developed Ecr the 6.2 liter GM engine under 1985 model year
Federal and California standards. Since the proposed Federal

standard applicable to this engine (1.7 g/mi) is not
numerically as stringent as the California standard, EPA sees
no basis for the co_ent provided by GM. The conclusion which
can be drawn from the information shown in Table 2-8 is that

there should be no fuel economy effect on the 6.2 liter GM as a
result of the proposed standard.

5. Other Comments

Other cements pertaining to the proposed LOT NOx

standards were provided in the areas of the factors to be used
in distinguishing between LDT,s and LDT_s, the
comparability between the 1.2 g/mi proposed standard and the
1.0 g/mi LDV.standard and the proposed high altitude standards
for NOx, idle CO and particulate.

Since these comments are fully addressed in the preamble
to the final rule, they are not analyzed here. EPA agrees with
the need to correct the discriminator between LDT,s and
LDTzs. However, none of the comments in the other areas
substantiate a need for changes. Interested readers are

referred to the preamble for Eurther det.ails on EPA's response
to these comments.

C. Conclusions

AS a result of the proceeding analyses of the comments

provided in response to the NPRM, it is EPA's conclusion that
the proposed NOx standards oE 1.2 g/mi for 5DT,s and 1.7 g/mi
for LDTzs are technologically feasible for the respective
groups Of LDTs. The technologies expected to be used in
complying with these emission standard levels will center on
the use of three-way catalyst technology with closed-Icop fuel
control in the case of gasoline-fueled LDTs and on the use oE
EGR in the case of diesel-fueled LDTs.

Analysis o6 the comments has led EPA to conclude that _he
time required (lead_ime) for implementation of the necessary
technologies is greater than that which would be available with
an implementation date of the 1987 model year. A one-year
delay in the implementation date of the standards to the lg_
model year would, however, provide sufficient leadtime.

Analysis of :he comments provided on the fuel econ_:ry
effects of the proposed standards has lead EPA to conclude _n1_

on average, those LDGTs which are already equipped w_n
three-way catalyse _echnoiogy will experience little er n_
reduction in fuel economy while those LDGTs which are converted
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6rom oxidation to three-way catalyst technology are expected to

experience increases in fuel economy. In the case of LDDTs,
the expectation is that there will be no measurable change in
fuel economy resulting from the NOx standards. For the total
#leer of LDTs, the effect of the proposed standards on fuel
economy is expected to be near zero but with the potential for
some improvement resulting from those LDGTs which adopt

three-way catalyst technology.

IIr. Heavy Duty Gasoline Engines (HDGEs)

A. Synopsis of NPRM Analysis

The NPRM analysis[l] examined the feasibility oE the

proposed 1987 6.0 g/BHP-hr and the 1990 4.0 g/BHP-hr NOx
emissions standards for HDGEs. The analyses for each standard

began with the identification of the appropriate low-mileage
target values. Current HDGE emission levels were then
discussed as part of the analysis of the 1987 standards, as
well as the effects of leadtime constraints and available

emission control technologies. The analysis for the 1990
standard considered the likelihood of new and more refined

emission control technologies. A su_Imary of the NPRM analysis
follows.

I. 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx Standard

The factors considered in estimating the low-mileage
emission target were the additive deterioration factor and the

production variability factor. The additive deterioration
factor (DF) was developed from 1983 model year HDGE
certification data and was found to be zero. The NPRM's

production variability factor of 1.2 was the mean of two
estimates previously provided by Ford and GM in response to an
earlier rulemaking. These two factors were employed in the
following equation to develop the low-mileage emission target
of 5.0 g/BHP-hr.

Emission Standard - Deterioration Factor

Low Mileage Target =
Production Variability

The second step in the analysis was the identification ,6
the reductions in emissions required to meet the target Level.
This was accomplished by a comparLson Of the low-mileage targ_
and the most up-to-date information on low-'mileage emissl'n

levels actually beLng achieved. The most up-to-date _,- ,
available were _hose developed from prototype 1985 model y_iI
HDGEs. As a result of _he comparison it was 6ound that fJ_c
eleven engine famil_es could presently (1985) comply w1_n -_._
low-mileage target. The average reduction necessary :

compliance with the standard Dy abe remaining seven falzil.._
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was 15 percent. The greatest reduction necessary for
compliance by an engine Family was 34 percent and the lowest
reduction was ? percent.

In considering leadtime, the analysis noted that some
development testing had already been performed and further
development testing would be initiated during the course of the
rulemaking. Still, somewhat less than the equivalent of two
years leadtime was determined to be available for NOx control
development, thus, precluding the availability of major engine
or hardware changes for production.

The final step in the analysis was the identification of
technologies which could provide the reductions in NOX
emissions necessary for compliance. Three potential
technologies were identified: ignition timing retard, fuel
enrichment of the air-fuel charge delivered to the engine and
EGR. rgnition timing retard as the sole method of achieving
compliance was judged to be unacceptable since it would result
in a relatively large fuel economy penalty. Fuel enrichment
was also judged to be undesirable since it would negatively
impact compliance with both the HC and the CO standards as well
as causing a reduction in fuel economy. Increased FOR,
possibly coupled with a small amount of timing retard, was
judged to be the approach which would most probably be employed
by manufacturers since the necessary reduction in NOx could be
achieved with an insignificant effect on fuel economy.

The analysis concluded that, based on information then
available, and considering the relatively modest reductions
necessary for only a fraction of the fleet and based on the
availability of weft understood NOx control technologies for
gasoline-fueled engines, a 1987 NOx standard of 6.0 g/BHP-hr
was feasible for HDGEs.

2. 4.0 g/BHP-hr NOx Standard

The low-mileage emission target for the 4.0 g/BHP-hr
standard was developed using the same procedure as that used
for the 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard. The same values for the
deterioration factor and the production variability factor were
also used because compliance with the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard was
expected to be achievable without the use of reduction catalyst
technology. The low-mileage emission target developed by this
procedure was 3.3 g/SHP-hr.

The reductions from 1985 model year prototype levels
necessary for compti3nce with the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard were
estimated once the tow-mileage target level had been
identified. The average reduction necessary for compliance was
found to be 39 percent with the greatest reduction being 57
percent and the Least [eduction being 3 percent.
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At the level of omission control required for compliance
with a 4.0 g/BHP-hr, it was concluded that emission control
technologies beyond those required for compliance with the 6.0
g/BHP-hr standard (i.e., standard EGR) could be required to
avoid significant performance and fuel economy penalties. The

technologies identified as being the most probable for use were
increased EGR rates with improved controls and "fast-burn"
combustion chamber design, coupled with probable use of
electronic control to optimise fuel metering and ignition
timing.

With respect to leadtime, the adoption and demonstration
of these control technologies were csnsidered at that time to
be feasible for 1990, based on the fact that prototype engines
were already approaching the design target and considerable
experience was directly transferable from work in light-duty
vehicle and light-duty truck NOx control.

B. Summary and Analysis Of Comments

The Agency received comments on its NFRM analysis from the
three manufacturers of heavy-duty gasoline engines: Chrysler,
Ford, and General Motors. Their comments on the 6.0 g/BHP-hr

standard are examlned first followed by an analysis of those
pertaining to the 4.8 g/BHP-hr standard.

As will be seen in the next section on HDDEs, the 6.0
g/BHP-hr NOx standard will not be feasible for HDDES until
1988. Thus, this implementation date will be assumed here, as
well. Also, the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard was found not to be
feasible for HDDES by 1990. However, a 5.0 g/BHP-hr standard

appears to be feasible for 1991. Thus, this will be the
second-stage NOX standard considered here for 8DGEs.

i. 6.0 9/8HP-hr NOx Standard

None of the manufacturers disagreed with the low-mileage

target level of 5.0 g/BHF-hr, nor with the low-mileage
prototype data presented in the NPRM analysis. With respect to
the availability of control technology and leadtime, two of the
three manufacturers were generally in agreement with the
conclusions reached in the NPRM analysis. In their submittals,

both Ford and Chrysler stated that they could meet the proposed
6.0 g/BHP-hr standard; Ford in 1987 and Chrysler in 1988. GM
stated that this standard should be feasible for its HDG
vehicles above 14,000 Ibs. GVW, but would result in a 1.5

percent fuel economy penalty; GM added that for its engines
used in 8,500-14,000 lb. G_q vehicles, it did not believe that

the proposed standard was feasible in conjunction with the 1987
model year 1.i/14.4 g/BHP-hr HC/CO standards. As an
alternative to the 6.0 g/BHP-hr level, GM recommended a HDE NOx

J

i
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standard oE 8.0 g/BHP-hr. However, hhis was due ho GM's
continued belief that cahalyst_tscbnology is shill not Eeasible

for these engines, and not on an inability to meet the NOx
standard, per se. Thus, given the fact hhat hhe initial NOx
standard is being delayed to 1988 for HDDEa, all hhtee
manufacturers essentially agree that the 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard
is Eeaslble for HDGEs.

With respech to the technology needed to comply with hhis
standard, both Ford and GM disagreed with the NPRM'S assessment

that increased EGR, possibly coupled with a small amount of
timing retard, was sufficient and the mosh likely approach to
_e employed. According to Ford, more than just increased EGN
and ignition timing retard are required in order to comply with
the regulations while maintaining the fuel economy, performance
and driveability of Ford's heavy-duhy vehicles. In its
confidential comments, Ford listed the control techniques it is

planning to incorporate in order to meet a 6.0 g/BHP-hr
standard.

GM also criticized the Agency's assessmenh of EGR as a
coetrol technique because oE the fuel economy penalty resulting
from increased EGR. However, unlike Ford, GM did noh believe

that alternative techniques were available for its HDGEs. GM
supplied daha haken on a 1985 350-4 V8 prohohype engine that
showed a 1.5 percent fuel penalty resulting from an increase in

' the EGR in order to comply with the proposed shandacd. Also,
both recalibration of the air-Euel ratio and retarded ignition
timing were found to be unacceptable by GM for the same basic
reasons as identified in the NPRM. Chrysler did not comment on
the technology needed for its engines to comply with a 6.0

g/BHP-hr standard.

Neither Ford nor GM presented sufficient justification for
hheir projections oE technology requirements to allow hhem to
be objectively critiqued here. However, an analysis of i985
Federal HDGE certification data confirms the conclusion of the

NPRM that EGR is basically capable of providing the degree 06

control necessary to meeh hhe 6.0 g/BHP-hr shanda_d (see Table
2-9). Two engines, a 7.5L Ford and a 7.4L GM, are already
being certified at NOx levels Of 4.2 and 4.5 g/BHP-hr,
respectively. The only significant difference between these
engines and those at higher NOx levels appears to be increased
EGR and remalibrated engine parameters (i.e., timing, secondary
air rates, etc.). Thus, mote significant changes should not be

required Eor most HDGEs. As roughly one-third of all ig85
prototype HDGEs were able to comply with a 6.0 g/BHP-hr _lOx
standard and another one-third were within 25 percent of the

standard, these engines should require no more than increased
EGR rates plus recalibration. However, as described in :he
Draft RIA, the NOx levels of some of the engines were well
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'1_bLe 2-9

1985 HEGE Federal Cerciflc_ion PesuL_s (,_/BHP-h=)

Manufacturer Displacement Emission Ccntcol NOX (DP) HC (DF) CO (DF)

_ord 4.9 EGR-Air 8.49(.01) 1.82(0.0) 15.65(.00)
_3R-A/r 6.96(.00) 1.66(.0L) }.4.93(.00)

5.8 _GR-A/r 8.24(.00) 1.78(.00) 30.65(.LI)

7.5 B3R-AI r 6.66(.00) .96(.O0) 31.62(.07)
EGR-A/c 4.21(.00) .41(.00) ).4.01(.03)

(M 4.8 Air 7.03(.00) .97(.0O) i4.45(.CO)
9.7 _ R-Aiz" 8.33(.05) 1.47(.02) 23.41(.00)

8GR-AIr 5.82(.05) 1.31(.02) 25.77(.00)
6.0 _3R-Air 7.62(.00) 1.29(.25) 29.08(9.03)
7.0 E_R-AIr 7.72(.00) 1.23(.25) 25.32(5.03)
7.4 EGR-A/r 4.51(.CO) .68(.25) 27.48(9.03)

CnD2sler 5.91 EGR-Air 7.71(.07) .65(.00) 18.73(.00)
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above the design target of 5.0 glBHP-hr (i.e., more than 25
percent). Compliance by these "engines, which represent roughly
hale mE those not already in compliance with the 6.0 g/BHP-hr
standard, may require more significant modification to avoid
impacting either HC/CO emissions or Euel economy. These
modifications were among those identified in the NPRM analysis
for the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard and include modifications to the
combustion chamber, the intake manifold, the secondary air
system, and the camshaft. As discussed in Chapter 3, these
changes may require some retooling, but, given their nature and
the comments oE Ford and Chrysler, leadtime should not be
affected,

The certification Levels shown in Table 2-9 are generally
higher than those of the prototype engines described in the
NPRM. This does not necessarily imply that the levels of the
prototype engines were not in the end achievable. The current
NOz standard puts little, if any, real pressure on HDGE NOx
emissions, so the higher certification results probably
involved recalibration to higher NOx levels. Thus, this does
not negate the potential to achieve the lower _IOx levels with

! the two sets oE engine modifications described above.

Also to be noted from Table 2-9 is the positive
relationship between HC and NOx emissions (i.eo, HC emissions
decrease as NOx emissions decrease). This is not to say that
EGR decreases HC emissions, but that other engine parameters,
such as the secondary air injection rate, can be adjusted to
eliminate any adverse effect of EGR on HC emissions. This
positive relationship is present even at the two lowest Nox
levels of 4.2 and 4.5 g/BHP-hr.

With respect to fuel economy, GM argued for a 1.5 percent
penalty, while the other two manufacturers did not comment on
the NPRM's projection o6 no penalty. GM based its judgment on
testing of a single engine with varying EGR rate. It was net
clear from the information presented iE BSFC was optimized at
each EGR rate, or if EGR was simply increased. No actual da_a
nor engine calibrations were presented. Thus, the ';_1
projection cannot be evaluated against the other th[ee
projections oE no penalty. Thus, the conclusion of the IJP_M
will be carried forward here, that oE no fuel penalty.

In summary, essentially all three manufacturers of HD,;Es
are in agreement with the Agency's conclusion that a _.0
g/BHP-hr standard is 6easlble for 1988 model year HDGEe. This
standard is obtainable for HDGEs within the available [eadt::=e
constraints, and should result in no undue fuel eccnu-?.
performance, or drlveabiLity penalties.
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2. 5.0 _/BHP-hr NOx Standard

In comments on the proposed 1990 model year 4.0 g/BHP-hr

NOx standard, the manuEacturera uniformly termed this standard
infeasible. Chrysler did not believe that the technology which
will be available by the 1990 model year will be capable of
achieving the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard. Thus, Chrysler felt that

the Agency did nob realistically assess the prospects that the
necessary control technology could be produced in time to
assure compliance.

GM reported that its effort to reduce NOx emissions from
HDGES used in trucks above 14,000 ibs. GVW from current levels

to the level required to comply with the proposed standard, HC
emissions were doubled and fuel consumption was increased by

about 6 percent. Thus, GM believed that the 4.0 g/BHP-hr HOx
standard was not feasible because it would prevent compliance

with the 1.9 g/BHP-hr non-catalyst HC standard for 1987 model

year heavy HDGEs; also, the fuel assumption penalty was
unacceptable,

Ford contended that EPA erred in its technological

feasibility assessment Of the control methods required to meet
the standard. Ford was convinced that in order to reduce NOx
emissions to the 4.0 g/BHP-hr level, a three-way-catalyst was

required. According to Ford, a three-way catalyst is not
capable o_ operating under the high-temperature conditions
encountered by Class riB, llZ, or Vr heavy-duty trucks.
Therefore, it determined that the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard was not
feasible. Ford also questioned EPA's analysis Of fast-burn
technology as a control method; Ford believed that the burn
rates of the fast-burn cylinder heads described in the NPRM

analysis will not be significantly different than a
conventional head at the high speed and Load conditions of the

heavy-duty transient test cycle, thus making no allowance for
further EGR optimization.

Since the 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard is no longer being
considered for HDGEs the above comments pe[taining to the 4.0

g/BHP-hr standard must be analyzed with respect to a 5.0
g/BHP-hr level. However, little detailed technical ana[ys_a
was provided by the commente[s to contribute to a detailed
assessment of either a 4.0 or 5.0 g/BHP-hr standard. Thus, the
analysis here will rely on the analysis performed for the NPRM
and 1985 certification data. Further, an adoption of a 5.0

g/BHP-hr NOx standard should mitigate many of the
manufacturers' concerns.

The NPRM analysis stated that the low-miieage target for a

5.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard would be 4.2 g/BHP-hr. Based on
1985-1987 prototype data, that analysis also showed two engines
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already to be below this level and the remainder requiring an
average 30 percent reduction in Nox emissions. Available 1985
Federal certification data (Table 2-9) basically confirm this.
One engine is at the 4.2 g/BHP-hr target, while another is just
slightly above this at 4.5 g/BHP-hr; these levels are being
achieved essentially with EGR and minor engine rscallbration.
The remaining 1985 engines require somewhat more than a 38
percent reduction on average. However, this is not significant
since the current 10.6 g/BHP-hr HOx standard puts no pressure
on NOx emissions, and, therefore, there was no guarantee that
the low NOx levels achieved by prototype engines would appear
in certification. Given the fact that two engines in

production already essentially meet the low-mileage target and

a third protoype engine also met this level over a year ago, it
is difficult to argue that this level will not be feasible six

years hence. This is especially true given the general
homogeneity of HDGE technology, which stands in stark contrast
to the heterogeneous HDDE technology. The technologies
discussed in the NPRM are applicable to any HDGE. Thus, the
5.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard should be feasible for 8DGES.

This standard will require control technology similar to
that required for the 6.0 g/BHF-hr standard (i.e., combustion
chamber modifications, improvements to the intake manifold, the
secondary air system and the camshaft). However, because a
greater level of NOx reduction is required to reach 5.0
g/BHP-hr, a larger percentage of the fleet will require these
hardware modifications in addition to increased EGR rates and

recalibrations; burn rate improvements, as described in the
NPRM analysis, may also be required as a control technology.

Since roughly 15 percent of the current HDGES of Table 2-9
essentially comply with the 5.8 g/8HP-hr standard without these
hardware modifications and assuming NOm averaging to be

available, it is estimated that roughly one-thlrd of the
remainder will be able to do so as well. Therefore, of the

approximately 85 percent of the fleet requiring any additional
control, about two-thirds will require the hardware changes
described above, in addition to increased EGR and engine
recallbration.

Although the 5.0 9/BHP-hr should be feasible via
engine-related changes as detailed above, this does not rule
out the possibility that manufacturers will decided to apply

three-way catalyst technology to meet the standard. Class IIB
and III HDGVS will be equipped with oxidation catalysts in 1987
to comply with the HC/CO emission standards and their LDGT
counterparts will likely be equipped with closed-loop,

three-way catalyst technology. Thus, the step to three-way
catalyst may be considered by some manufacturers. However,
such a change is not likely, since manufacturers have
repeatedly emphasized to the Agency their position that

L ....
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significant questions of feasibility exist for three-way
catalysts in the heavy-duty environment. It was for reasons
such as these, and their associated cost impacts, that EPA
chose not to propose a three-way catalyst based standard for
HDGEs in the proposal.

If done, application of three-way systems would involve
increased initial vehicle cost. However, fuel economy and
performance should improve beyond current levels, as indicated
in Section II above for LDGTS. Otherwise, no substantial
adverse impact on fuel economy, performance or driveability is
expected, due to the substantial leadtime involved and the
hardware modificstlons available. Thus, a manufacturer would

only be expected to apply three-way catalysts if it resulted in

a net cost-benefit improvement with respect to its profits and
consumer satisfaction.

C. Conclusions

The following conclusions result from the preceeding
analysis of the comments provided on the technological
feasibility of the proposed standards and from the draft

regulatory analysis performed in support of this rulemaking.

A NOx standard of 6.0 g/BHP-hr should be feasible for 1988
model year heavy-duty g_scline engines. Roughly one-third of
all HDGEs are already in compliance with this standard without
any hardware modifications from their higher NOx counterparts.
One-half of the remainder will require only increased EGR rates

and engine _ecallhration to comply. The other half will
require hardware modifications in addition to increased EGR and

recalibration. Complying with a 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard should

not result in undue fuel economy, performance, or drivesbility
penalties for HDGES.

A NOx standard of 5.0 g/BHP-hr should be feasible for 1991

model year heavy-duty'gasoline engines. Roughly 15 percent of
current HDGEs are already in compliance with this standard
without any hardware modifications from their higher NOx
counterparts. Assuming that NOx averaging will be available,
roughly two-thlrds of the remainder will require only increased
EGR rates and engine recalibration to comply. The other
one-third will require minor hardware modifications in addition
to increased EGR and recallbratlon. This increased application
of control technology should avoid any measurable performance
or fuel economy penalties at the 5.0 g/BHP-hr standard level.
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IV. Heavy-Duty Diesel Engines (HDDEs)

In developing the proposed emission standards for HDDEs,
the NPRM analysis[l] treated the process in two distinct
stages, rn the first stage, the focus was on the
identification of achievable emission levels for NOx and

particulate emissions in the near-term (1987). In the second
stage, the focus was on levels achievable in the mid-term

(1990). The second stage of the development process included
the evaluation of feasible engine-out NOx and particulate
emission levels as well as the feasibility Of trap technology.
The identification of feasible engine-out NOx and particulate
levels are clearly related; consequently, they are discussed
together and the analysis of trap feasibility and associated
particulate standard levels is treated separately. Thus, the
near-term NOT and particulate standards are examined first,
followed by the mid-term NOx and non-trap particulate standards
and then the trap-based particulate standards.

A. Synopsis of NPRM Analysis

I. Near-Term NOx and Particulate Standards

The NPRM draft regulatory analysis[l] Of the technological
feasibility of the proposed 1987 NOx and_psrticulate standards,
6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx and 0.60 g/BHP-hr particulate, consisted of

five steps and is summarized as 6ollows. The first step was
the identification of NOx and particulate emission levels from
current engines, These data were broken down by HDDE subclass

(light (LHDDE), medium (MHDDE), and heavy (HHDDE)), because of
the technological differences in engine designs between these
subclasses. NOn emission Levels were obtained from both
Federal and California certification data. However, as

particulate emissions are not currently regulated, those data
had to be gathered from a variety of sources.

The second step in the analysis was the determination Of
the low mileage emission targets and the amount of emission

reduction necessary for compliance with the proposed
standards. The identification of the target level was
performed according to the same basic methodology described
above for LDTs and HDGEs. With respect to the amount of
emission reduction required, HDDEs were divided into two
groups: indirect injection ([DI) and direct injection (D[)
engines. In the case of rDI engines, [engines manufactured by
GM and IH), it was concluded that available transient test data

on the GM engine showed that it could already comply with the
proposed standards. Steady state data on the IH engine
strongly suggested that it also could comply. AS for the D[
engines, which constitute the majority of the HDDE fami[_s,
all exhibited highe_ NOx and particulate levels than was :he
case for the _D[ engines, Substantial differences between

J
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various DI engine configurations were identified (naturally
aspirated, turbocharged or turb_dharged with sftercooling).

The third step in the HDDE analysis on engine-out
emissions was the identification of the technologies which
could provide the necessary emission reduction necessary for
compliance with the proposed standards. The analysis for

LHDDEs (roughly equivalent to IDI engines) was fairly
straightforward, since the available data indicated that these

engines were already at or below the 1987 standards. The MHDDE
and HHDDE (roughly equivalent to DI engines) analysis was more
complex and began with an estimation of short-term BSFC
improvements, since reductions in fuel burned translate
directly to reductions in NOx and particulate emissions. The
analysis then moved on to an assessment of the effectiveness of

various techniques to directly control NOx and particulate
emissions, including injection timing retard and aftercooling.
on the basis of the wide variation in engine design
configurations present and the disparity in emissions, it
appeared that each manufacturer, for each of its engines, could
adopt multiple emission control strategies for compliance with
emission standards.

The fourth step was an assessment of the effect oE the
proposed 1987 standards on HC emissions and fuel economy. In
estimating the fuel economy effects of the proposed standards,

EPA considered estimates provided by manufacturers as well as
estlgates developed by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
(page 2-76 in Reference 1). The resulting estimated effect on
fuel economy was for up to a two percent reduction initially
diminishing to zero by the third year of the proposed standards
(6.0/0,60).

Leadtime was the final step. Since the emission control

strategies expected to be used in complying with the proposed
standards involved recalibrations of injection timing,
modification of aftercooling and/or the addition of

aftercooling on some engines, the leadtime _equired for the
implementation of the proposed standards was considered to be
within the time proposed for implementation.

2. Mid-Term NOx and Non-Trap Particulate Standards

In the NPRM analysis, the assessment of the feasibility of
the 1998 NO_ and non-trap particulate standards was performed
in three steps and is reviewed as follows. The initial step of
the 1987 analysis, the determination of current emission

levels, did not have to be repeated, since it could be assuce_1
that all engines would be at the design targets necessary - _ .
meet the 1987 standard. Thus, the Eirst step develope_ :::e
target levels for the proposed 4.0/9.40 standards; the _:'e

methodology as had been employed for the 6.0/0.60 p_opo_,J
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standards was used. The target levels developed were 3.2-3.6

g/BHF-hr NOx and 0.30-0.33 g/SH_-hr particulate.

Next the analysis assessed the effectiveness of various

control techniques. Technologies projected to be required for
compliance with 4.0/0.40 engine-out emissions standards were
broader than these anticipated for the 6.0/0.60 proposed
standards and included the following; additional injection

timing retard, advanced af_ercooling designs, improved
combustion chambers, high pressure fuel injection, exhaust gas
reeirculation, electronic controls, in-cylinder heat retention
and fuel modification, rn light of the wide variation which
exists betweeo specific diesel engines, it was anticipated that
manufacturers would, on an engine specific basis, select the
combinations of these technolo@ies most appropriate for each

engine.

Finally in the third step, the effect of the 9reposed
standards on fuel economy was examined. In the short term,
i.e. i_ediateiy following the effective date Of the proposed
standards, the projected effects of the 4.0/0.40 proposed
standards on fuel economy was for a I-2 percent penalty which
should be eliminated with time.

3. Trap-Based Particulate Standards

In the NPRM analysis[l] of the feasibility cf particulate
trap-oxidizers for heavy-duty diesel use, EPA determined that
traps would be feasible for 1990 model year HDDEs. Due to the
limited amount of available HD trap development data, the
analysis first examined light-duty trap status and then
considered the degree of additional development effort required
by the heavy-duty industry. As a result of this and the
Ongoing research and development data, EPA concluded that
trap-oxidizers would be available to permit compliance with a

HDDE trap-based particulate standard; the standard level was
also calculated in this analysis. The following will synopsize
the four steps of the NPRM analysis: LD trap status; LD/HD
differences; HDD trap status; and emission levels.

Based on past EPA analyses and a contracted study[3,4,5],
the Agency concluded that light-duty trap technology was a_ a
very advanced stage of development and light-duty trap

oxidizers would be technically feasible no later than the 1987
model year. The findings that traps were feasible for 1987
model year LDVs was also based on Daimler-Benz's plans to
certify a trap-equipped vehlcis to meet California's 1985
emission standards. Although there were still unresolved
problems associated :vith some trap systems (e.g,, introduction
of a fuel additive :o the fuel to induce regeneration, _he
development of a fu[ty automated positive regeneration systen_,
and the occurrence of increased sulfate emissions from

%
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catalyzed traps), EPA believed that the other manufacturers
were not far behind Daimler-Benz'a trap development and

compliancQ was possible for 1987 LDV use.

The second step in the analysis examined the applicability
of light-duty trap technology to heavy-duty engines, concluding
that there was nothing preventing the adaptation of light-duty
technology, with additional development, to heavy-duty usage.
The further advanced light-duty trap technology formed the
basis for the development of similar technology for the

heavy-duty diesel engine industry. However, conditions
specific to the HDDE environment were identified which must be
considered in the design of heavy-duty t_ap oxidizers. The

major light-duty/heavy-duty differences included: engine size
and load factor; operating conditions and temperatures; the
useful life of the engine; and ash accumulation. Although

considerable development effort was found to be required of the
heavy-duty industry in the adaptation of light-duty trap
technology for heavy-duty use, EPA did not consider the

problems to be without engineering solutions.

The analysis continued with a survey of the ongoing
heavy-duty trap research and development. The Agency found a
definite laok of data from the HDDS industry, noting the

difference between 50 trap progress, where the 5D industry has
had to WOrk towards a trap-based standard, and HD trap
progress, where the HD industry has not had that incentlve.
The limited development work was primarily focused on trap
regeneration and its control. (Trap type, for the most part a
direct derivative of light-duty design, was not considered a

major obstacle, although some design effort in this area
remained). Regeneration methods being evaluated included, but
were sot limited to, burners, fuel additives and catalyzed

traps. Development Of an automatic regeneration control system
appeared to be the nest major step. SPA realized that traps
were oat at the time a viable particulate control, but the
Agency firmly believed that, with industry's vigorous pursuit
Of a trap-oxidizer system, traps would be achievable for HDDEs
by 1990.

The final step identified a feasible standard for

trap-equipped heavy-duty diesel engines. The proposed <tap
standard was dependent on the following _actors: _ne
engine-out design target level, the deterioration factor (DF),
the SEA adjustment factor and the trap efficiency. The t_rget
level, SEA adjustment factor and DF for the engine-out em_s_l'n
level of 0.60 g/BHP-hr ware determined in the non-trap stJn_ii_l
section of the analysis. The 1.0 DF for traps was based :n i_
particulate emission _ests of over 50,000 miles that _es:_.'pd
in no signiflcant deterioration. The final and mos_ vai_ .::,,_

factor, the trap eff[ciency, ranged from 50 to greater t_=n .,)
percent, dependent o0 trap type. The Agency determined '-,t
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with 80 percent efficient traps, HDDEs could comply with a 0.25
g/BHP-hr standard; with aversglng, approximately 70 percent of
the HDDEs would require traps. Iff essentially all vehicles are

equipped with 90 percent efffinient traps then a 0.i0 g/BHP-hr
standard was determined to be feasible.

The technology feasibility analysis concluded that there

appeared to be suffEioiest time for the manufacturers to design,
develop, and prepare trap-oxidizers for 1990 model year HDOEs.
This followed from the eact that traps will be in production on

_msny llght-duty diesels no later than 1987. The five years of
leadtime between mid-1984 and late 1989 were found to allow

adequate time for the additional design effort required for
HDDE modifications.

B. Summary and Analysis of Comments

I. Near-Term NOx and Particulate Standards

The proposed 6.0/0.60 standards for 1987 represented an
attempt by SPA to obtain meaningful, yet balanced, reductions

in both NOx and particulate in the near term. For example,
greater NOx reduction could have been proposed. California
already has a 5.1 g/BHP-hr NOx standard for HOOfs. However,
California has no particulate standard for HDDSs and
particulate levels almost certainly average well above 0.60
g/BHP-hr. Since SPA also desired to establish near-term

• particulate control, NOx controls were proposed only to the
point where they did not u_duly impact potential near-term
particulate control levels.

Tllough always intertwined, the issues oE feasibility and
leadtime are more separate here than in many other cases, due

to the ffact that the 6.0/0.60 standards were proposed to take
effect in a very short period off time, just over two years from
the date off proposal. Thus, those issues related primarily to
feasibility will be discussed first followed by those concerned
primarily with leadtime.

a. Feasibility

Overall, the 6.0/0.60 standards ware fairly well received
by manufacturers. A number 06 manufacturers indicated that
they were feasible for either 1987 Or 1988. Mos_
manufacturers, however, took issue with the details of EPA's
analysis in support of the standards. Thus, these details need

to be addressed, as we_l as overall comments with respect t)
feasibility and leadtime.
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These details fall into three basic categories. The first

is the identification of the design goal, or target, associated
with the two standards. The second deals with the projected
effectiveness of control technolngy and the ability to reach
the design targets. The third deals with the effect of these
technologies on 8SFC, or fuel economy.

i. Design Targets

Design targets are a function of: i) the emission

standard, 2) the DF applicable over the full useful life, and
3) emission measurement variability. The model, or equation,
used to determine a low-mileage target based on these

parsmeters is well known and accepted. The only issue relating
to the model itself is the assumption that the emission
variability of an engine is known sufficiently well to allow
use of the z-statistic as an indication of the statistical
effect of this variability as opposed to the K-statistlc.
Therefore, differences in estimated design targets arise due to
the use of different input DFs and emission variabilities or
the use of the K-statistic rather than the s-statistic.

A substantial amount of comment was provided on the
development of the target levels necessary for compliance with
the proposed 1987 standards. Six commenters provided numerical

value comments on the low mileage emission target levels
necessary for compliance with the proposed NOx and particulate
standards of 6.0 g/BHP-h_ and 0.60 g/BHP-hr, respectively. The
target levels provided By the commsnters are shown below:

Low mileage Target Level (g/BHP-hr)
Conmlenter NOx Particulate

Draft R_A 5.1-5.5 0.47-0.51

Cummins 5.25 0.42 (a_sumo: improved
knowledge)

EMA 4.94-1ight heavy 0.35-1ight heavy
4.90-medium heavy 0.29-medium heavy
4.84-heavy heavy 0.21-heavy heavy

Ford --- 0.32-0.47-medium heavy"

GM 4.5 to 4.9"* 0.32 to 0.37""

International 4.88-light heavy 0.36-1ight heavy
Harvester 4.s,I-inedium heavy 0.30-medium heavy

Mack 5.45 _or 0.47 (0.05% sulfur _n
production fuel)
•/at Lability

" Depending on assumptions on DFs and variability.
• " Target levels may De increased as more knowledge is gained.
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The low mileage NOx target level was estimated in the
Draft RIA to be 5.1 to 5.5 g/BHP-hr, based on a coefficient of
variation (COY) for NOx and particulate of 10 and 10-15 percent

respectively, and full-life DFs of 0-0.48 g/BHP-hr Rex and
0.04-0.06 g/BHP-hr particulate and use of the z-statlstic.
Neither Cumins nor Mack provided details on the methodology
used in developing their target level estimates, so their
estimates cannot be technically evaluated. However, both
estimates are inside the range identified by the Draft RIA, at
least for NOx, so their estimates of the NOx DFs and COVs must
be close to those of the Draft RIA.

The EMA, GM and IHC estimates were based on use of the

K-statistic to account for emission variability, which assumes
that the standard deviation of NOx emissions for a given engine
family is unknown. As discussed in the Draft RIA, the more

appropriate statistic is the z-statistic, since fairly accurate
estimates of the standard deviation will be available prior to
production decisions for 1988. For example, as evidenced by
Cummins' comments, manufacturers are already testing their
production audit engines for particulate. NO new information
was received which justified changing this conclusion.

The DFS used by EMA and [HC were derived from in-use
engine data from two sources: l) an EEA study (performed 6or

EPA) of vehicle testing performed at SwRI and 2) engine testing
from the joint EPA-EMA in-use test program. A linear
regression was performed on the after-maietenance data (or

as-received if maintenance was not performed) from these two
programs vs. mileage to derive DFs for NOx and particulate.
The resulting NOx DFS were not far from those estimated in the
Draft RIA, but the particulate DFs were substantially larger.

Generally, such regressions are performed to derive

I estimates of average in-use emissions. This was the purpose if
the EEA study sponsored by EPA. Included in the results )f
such a study is an estimate of how fleet-average emissions
change with mileage (i.e., an in-use average DF). Hewers[,
unless the engines Or vehicles tested meet the criteria f_i
inclusion in a recall action, the resulting DFs are n_t
appropriate for use in a design target analysis.

An analysis of the engines included in these two progrJra
shows their condition to be far from satisfactory for rec_II
evaluation. Many were tampered and _estoratlve maintenance w_
performed on only 13 of 48 engines• Thus, the resulting _
essentially cep_eaen_ in-use DFs and not those :
well-maintained esginea and sdould no_ be used here.
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The GM DF for NOx was estimated from a subset of the data
referenced by EMA and IHC. However, even given this fact, it
fell into the range of the Draft RIA. GM's DF for particulate

was simply estimated to he 0.15 g/BHP-hr. This is wall outside
the range used in the Draft RIA, hut cannot be evaluated since
its basis is not known.

The Draft RIA NOx DFS were based on 1984 half-life data;

doubled to represent full-life DFS. Full-life 1905 data are
now available and are shown in Table 2-I0. Only the
manufacturer-developed DFs are shown, since they are based on
actual durability testing, Assigned DFs are provided by EPA at
the manufacturers choice, but these are worst-case estimates to

enmoursge actual durability testing. Overall, half of the

developed DFs are zero and only three are significantly more
than the upper estimate used in the Draft RIA (0.40 g/BHP-hr).
The average developed DE in each subclass is O.0 (LHDDE), 0.I

(MHDDE) and 0.32 g/BHP-hr (HHDDE). Thus, the range of the
Draft RIA appears somewhat conservative for LHDDES and MHDDEs.
Since quite a few HHDDE DFs are quite near 0.48 g/BHP-hr, the
Draft RIA upper limit appears quite appropriate for these
engines. It should he noted that manufacturers currently have
little pressure to reduce NOx DFs since the 10.7 g/BHP-hr
standard is well stove low-mileage emission levels. Thus,

current DFs, particularly the largest, could very well
represent conservative estimates of future DFs when they become
a factor with respect to compliance.

Lacking data, the Draft RIA assumed the DF for particulate
emissions would be similar to the NOx or HC deterioration

factors when expressed as a percentage of the emission level.
Covenanters contended that normal wear in such components as the
fuel injection pump, its controls, injectors and piston rings

would be expected to c@use an increase in HC and/or particulate
emissions while causing a decrease in NOx emissions. Given the

fact that most NOx DFs a_e zero Or negative and this would not
be expected for particulate, the use of HC DFs as a surrogate
is probably more appropriate. Referring to Table 2-ii, for
LHDDES, the ratio of the mean deterioration factor to the mean

low mileage emission level was found to he 0,14. Corresponding
ratios for MHDDEs and HHDDEs were found to be 0.05 and 0.06,

respectively. Under a particulate standard of 0.60 g/BHP-hr,

the low mileage level will be _oughly 0.5 g/BHP-hr and the
preceding ratios developed from actual HC deterioration factors
would correspond to particulate deterioration factors of 0.07,

0.025, and 0.03 g/BHP-hr for light, medium and heavy HDDEs,
respectively. These values bracket very closely the DF range
(.04 to .06 g/BHP-h_) developed [n the D_aft RIA. Thus, this
range continues to appear appropriate.
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Table 2-L0

1985 Federal Fui1-_Ife Deterioration Factors

LHDDE DP (g/BHP-hr) [L]

GM 0.0
IHC 0.0

MHDDE

GM 0.0, 0.0
Cat_pi LLac 0.02
IHC 0.0, 0.0, 0.6l

._DDE

_M 0.65, i.i4
Caterpillar 0.0, 0.0, 0.47
Cummins 0.07, 0.39, 0.46, 0.46
HaCk 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.37
Volvo White 0.50

" Only manufacturer-developed DFS are s_own. Assigned DFs
are essentially worst-case DFs and are not necessarily
indlcauive of an engines actual PP.
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TabLe 2-1l

L98S Model Year HDDE HC Emission Levels and
Deteciora_on ?actors Developed by Manufacturers

Manufacturer HC DF HC Low-Mileage Emissions

_Z_HDDE
General Motors 0.15 0.53,0.46
International Harvester 0.00 0.79

MHDDE
Ca_erpilta_ 0.06 0.62
General Mo_ors 0.05,0.00 0.58,0.84
In_ernan_onal Ha_veeuer 0.00,0.08,0.03 0.70,0.85,L.32

HMDD8

Ca_erpilia_ O.O0,O.2i,O.Oi 0.19,0.36,0.32
Cummins 0.00,0.00,0.00,0.02 0.46,0.62,O.92,0.52
General Motors 0.00,0.00 0.48,0.54
MaeR 0.i9,0.00,0.00,0.00 0.90,0.69,0.74,0.54
Volvo White 0.10 0.81,i.15
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With respect to the faust pertinent factor, emissions
variability, EHA, IHC, and OH all used estimates which included
lab-to-lab variability. This would be appropriate in an

analysis focused on pre-production certification requirements,
if EPA were to perform confirmatory tests at its own lab.
However, the focus here is SEA, because its requirements are

sbatistically more stringent than those of certification. SEAs
are performed at manufacturers' own facilities. Thus, any
differences between a manufacturers' own labs are well known

and characterised. Thus, inclusion of lab-to-lab variability,
particularly insofar as these estimates were based on the
variability among seven independent test facilities, is not

appropriate here. When this is taken into account, the
estimates of EMA, IHC, and GM would be very similar to those of
the Draft RIA.

Overall, then, the inputs parameters estimated in the
Draft RIA still appear appropriate. Thus, the design targets
remain unchanged at 5.1-5.5 g/BHP-hr NOx and 0.47-0.51 g/BHPThr
particulate. However, the fact that most manufacturers'
estimated design targets were well below these levels should be
kept in mind below as control technology effectiveness is
discussed. An unrealistically low design target overestimates
the degree of control necessary to achieve a standard.

Therefore, either the necessary application Of technologies is
overestimated, or a standard is termed infeasible when it is
not.

• ii. Centre[ Technology Assessment

The analysis of HDDE control technology is inherently
difficult, because each manufacturers' engines are designed
somewhat differently and have varying technical capabilities.
Differences between the generic HDDE subclasses compounds this

task. Thus, engine-specific analyses are not.-possible due to
the complexity of the task. However, even if such an attempt
were possible, the necessary data are not available in most
cases. Thus, the,_nalys[s in the Draft RIA and that performed
here must address generic control techniques and reduction
capabilities, while at the same time considering differences
between engine designs insofar as possible.

Another factor adding to the complexity of the task is the

rapid change in technology currently affecting HDDEs. New
technologies, such as enhanced aftercoollng, variable injection
timing, electronic engine controls (EEC), higher-pressure
injection and higher efficiency, faster response turbochargers
are all being intr:Juced to some degree to improve BSFC,
regardless Of emission levels. However, many of these
technologies also dLrec_lz effect NOx and particulate and a_e
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among those considered below as potential control
technologies. A problem is that all of these can be optimized
for BSFC or emissions and interact in a complex way. Thus, it
is also difficult to determine a pre-conttol baseline. The
result is that future technology must be estimated both with
and without these standards and data from engines encompassing
a representative sample of these technologies must be relied
u_on to estimate overall control effectiveness. While
important here, these factors are even more dominant in the
analysis of the 4.0/0.40 standards to follow.

Unfortunately, little data were received in comments on
the 1987 standards which quantified the effect of the various
control techniques projected to he both available and effective
in achieving these standards in the Draft RZA. Most commenters
simply stated whether or not the S.0/0.60 standards were
feasible and, if so, when. Some also presented their
qualitative judgment of EPA's feasibility analysis. A few
(e.g., GM) presented charts of NOs/particulate and NOx/eSFC
curves for each OE their engines. However, without test data
and descriptions, these also cannot be properly evaluated.
Manufacturers' comments pertaining to overall feasibility will
be summarized first, Eollowed by general comments, pertaining
te the Draft RIA analysis. These cor_ents will then be
analysed using what data were supplied, as Well as those
included in the Draft R[A.

: Daimler-Benz stated, without qualification, that their
MHDDES could achieve compliance with the proposed standards in
1987, as did Volvo White with respect to 1988. Ford also
stated that compliance with the proposed 1987 standards was
achievable, but indicated this conclusion was" based on
projections that both DFs and emission variability would be
relatively low (which they expected and which appeared
reasonable given the analysis presented above), GM indicated
that its medium- and heavy-HDDEs could also comply in 1987, but
with some fuel economy penalty (which is addressed below). :n
the case OE its liqht heavy-duty engine, GM indicated that
compliance with both the proposed particulate and NOx standards
was not achievable simultaneously.

Comments by the other manufacturers as well as by EMA dLd
not include direct statements on either an anticipated ability
to comply nor an anticipated inability to comply. However, the
comments did include discussions of the technologies required
for compliance and the time required 6or implementation. Thus.
it is reasonable to infer that compliance with the p[op,)s_J

standards was considered to be technically achievable by _e_
other manufacturers, as well. Cummins and Mack did me:l<: .,
i_plementation years o_ 198g and [990 respectively, f,3: ."
least the NOx standard, However, leadtime will be coosL _i._ i
further below.
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Overall, the only manufacturer to absolutely question the
feasibility of the 6.0/0.60 s_andards was GM for its LHDDEs.
On the surface, this is rather surprising since data generated

in EPA's Ann Arbor Lab on a low-NOx version of this engine
(referenced in the Draft RIA) showed it to have the lowest
combination of NOx and particulate emissions of anM engine (3.0
NOx and 0.46 particulate, g/BHP-hr). Also, prototype data
submitted by GM after the original proposal (then confidential,
but recently made public in an EPA-sponsored study[6]) show
emissions to be 4.1 NOx/0.46 particulate end 2.8 NOx/O.52
particulate at two calibrations (all in g/BHP-hr). While the

levels of 1984 production engines are somewhat higher (4.2
NOx/0.66 particulate and 3.6 NOx/0.62 particulate,
respectively), these levels are still low relative to those of

the other engines and no incentive existed in 1984 to keep
either NOx or particulate as low as the prototype levels.

GM did not refer to any of these data, hut did present a
NOx/partioulate trade-off curve for this engine. The curve is
slightly below the 1984 production data, bet well below

prototype curve. No explanation is given concerning the
prototype/production difference. Also, GM's estimated design
target for the particulate standard is 0.32-0.36 g/BHP-hr,
which is below even the prototype data and may explain GM°s
conclusion. It should not be necessary, based on EPA

j' estimates, to design an engine below a design target of
I 0.47-0.51 g/BHP-hr particulate, as discussed above.

Consequently, this engine must be considered Capable of
complying with the proposed standards. ,

Moving on to comments on the Draft RrA analysis, a number
of manufacturers (Caterpillar, in particular) indicated that

some of the analyses were rather simplistic and not realistic.
For example, Caterpillar took issue with EPA's statement that
California's 5.1 g/BHP-hr NOx standard could easily be met with
simple injection timing retard. Caterpillar also disagreed
with EPA'a implication that transient particulate emissions can
be reduced to steady-state levels, through improved transient
fuel rate control.

With respect to the first statement, Caterpillar took the
statement more literally than intended. The primary point
being made was that, with respect to techniques designed
primarily to control NOx control techniques, injection timing
was sufficient (i.e., no othe: NOx control techniques were
required) and the point was not that absolutely no other

changes (e.g., recallbcations) would be required. Caterpillar
lists a number of changes made to its California engines in
addition to injection timing retard, such as power de-rate.
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turbocharger modifications, and fuel governing modifications.

These are reasonable recalibrabions whenever a basic engine
parameter, such as injection timing, is changed. However, they
in themselves are not necessarily N0X control techniques,
though their cost must be considered.

With respect to the second statement, Caterpillar's
judgment is based on a belief that advances in turbocharger
design have already achieved most of what is to be gained in
improved transient response. Further, they claimed that
over-fueling is necessary to accelerate an engine. Again, the
point being made in the Draft RIA was not that the entire
transient/steady-state difference could be eliminated, but that
improvements were possible and the current
transient/steady-state difference was an indication of this
potential. Given the work known to be underway by both
turbocharger manufacturers and other HDDE manufacturers--
evidenced by the numerous technical papers in the area even

though most of what is being done is proprietary--it does not
appear reasonable to conclude that turbocharger response cannot
be measurably improved. AIso, the potential capability of

I electronics to precisely limit fuel delivery to minimize any
particulate control/performance could also be substantial.

Whether such improvements can be achieved by the 1987-1988
i timeframe fleet-wide is another issue, l'

I

i Each manufacturer also identified, in varying degrees of
detail, the technologies which it expected to use on one or

more of its engines to achieve compliance with the proposed
6.0/0.60 standards. The technologies identified were as

follows: I) application of turbocharglng, 2) turbochargec
modifications, such as improved efficiency and transient
response, 3) addition of aftercooling to turbocharged engines.
4) enhanced aftercooling), 5) injection timing retard, 6)
addition of variable injection timing, 7) increased fuel
injection pressure, 8) fuel injector modifications, and 9)
modifications to the combustion chamber and air swirl rata.

Manufacturers also indicated that they an._icipated an ongoing
introduction of electronic controls focused mainly on the
minimization of fuel economy penalties.

These technologies are basically the same as _hose
projected in the Draft R[A for both the 1987 and 1990
standards. While some use of the technologies associated with
the latter standard was anticipated in 1987, manufacturer_
appear to be utilizing a greater number of combinations ef

technologies at the 6.0/0.60 level than had been projected _n
the Draft R[A, possLbIy because of fuel economy concerns.
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Telephone communications with manufacturers concerning
their 1985 model year California engines showed that
combinations of the technologies listed above are in use on
these engines. However, since the half-life California NOx
standard is essentially equivalent to a 5.1-5.35 g/BHP-hr
full-life standard, it is 0.65-0,9 g/BHP-hr more stringent than

the proposed Federal standard and not all o6 these technology
modification/additives (at least these which are NOx related)
should be required to comply with the 6.0/0.60 standards.

With respect to the NOx standard, EPA acknowledges that
sole reliance on injection timing retard to achieve compliance
in the 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard could result in significant

fuel penalties. Thus, to minimize fuel penalties manufacturers
may elect to increase the use Of aEtercocling and variable
injection timing. However, the use oE enhanced aEtercooling,
particularly air-to-air units, appears more appropriate at NOx
levels mote stringent than 6.0 g/BHP-hr, it should not be
necessary at 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx. If air-to-air aftercooling were
applied, it would be to reduce 8SFC and should not be included
as a cost of the 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard.

With respect to particulate emissions, some additional use
of turbochatging was projected in the Draft RIA, particularly
with respect to Caterpillar's 3208 engines. This was confirmed
by Caterpillar in thei_ comments. Also, the Draft RIA
identified the general need for modifications to existing

engine components, but none iovolving additional hardware.
These components include modified injectors and combustion
chambers, improved fuel governing during transients, and
moderate increases in injection pressure, all of which are
described in more detail in the Draft RIA.

Due to the difficulties mentioned above, such as

heterogeneous engine designs, lack of engine-speciflc data and
rapidly changing technology to reduce BSFC, specific estimates
of the technological changes necessary for each engine cannot
be made. However, most of the changes described above
primarily involve research, development and tooling. The
revised components should inherently be no more expensive in
the long-run than the original components. Thus, the cost o_

these standards may not depend strongly on the number of
changes made, but _ather on the need to perform the necessary
research and development t0 determine which changes actually
need to be made. For the most part, much of this research has
been ongoing already oF performed.
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iii. HC and Fuel Economy Effects

No _echnically supportable com_nenta were received
indicating the 198B standards would significantly increase HC

emissions. However,, comments pertaining to the fuel economy
effects of 'the proposed standards were provided by most
commenters. The estimated fuel economy penalty anticipated by
each commenter are shown below together with the basis for the
estimate, when one was provided.

Commenter Fuel Economy Penalty !

Caterpillar 3-12 percent (1985 Federal/
California difference)

Cummins i-3.5 percent

f GM 3-5 percent for MHDDE
4-6 percent for HHDDE

2 percent for new design HHDDE
I International Harvester 4-8 percent from NAS study

5.4-7,2 percent MHDDE
7.7-8.3 percent HHDE (1985
Federal/California difference)

Mack 6 percent (1985 Federal/ California
difference is 4.7-12.5 percent)

Daimle_-Benz No significant loss in fuel economy

Many of the manufacturers' projections on reduced
efficiency Of fuel utilization were based on differences
Oetween _985 model year Federal and California engines. This
is not an appropriate comparison since the California standard
is 5.1, not 6.0 g/BHP-hr and the California engines are 1985
models, not 1988. The California standard is a Euil-l_fe
standard, but does not include an assembly line test program,
This allows a somewhat smaller safety margin, since SEA is
generally considered to be statistically more stringent th_:1

certification. Howe,.'_r, this diffeKence should be only a s:_IJ[l
part Of the 0.5 g/BHP-hr margin attributable to SEA, Thus, nne
California program can De considered to be essentially _n p_
wirn the Federal p_oqLai_ at equal standard levels. As the _.l
g/BHP-hc NOn standard is inuch closer to 5.0 rather than _.,_
g/BHP-hc, the CsILfo[n[a data are more useful in assessinq -n._
fuel economy effec_ ,f the 5.0 _/BHP-hr standard than _hi_ ..,.

based ,Do "_)[d" -ec:tl ,_ ,]y, a3 concluded in the Draft RLA,
o_ adval]ced engIM_ " " atcc:ti_._,_y, leazt insofar as the dat . ,
supplied. Whethe_ ,: n,:< :n_s is true for ocher manufac_,I:.,
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data cannot be determined, since me othec comments were
received on this point. However, even if some of the data were
from advanced technology engines, the absolute NOx and BSFC
levels of the NAS curve and the resulting trade-off make it

apparent that any advanced technology was applied to optimize
BSFC and power and not NOx control. This approach is not
consistent with the approach taken in estimating the economic
impact of this rule (see Chapter 3), where the cost of advanced
technology is being charged to NOx control. Given this, any
fuel penalty should be de_ermined from the BSFC of the engine
without the advanced technology, not with it. Also, the nature

of the NAS study made it impossible to cite the specific data
used to derive their NOx/BSFC curves. Therefore, it cannot be

determined how much optimization of BSFC occurred at low NOx
levels. Thus, the NAS BSFC/NOX curve still appears to
overestimate the effect of NOx control.

The_e is another reason why some of the manufacturers'
estimates shown above may overestimate the fuel economy penalty
of the 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard. That is the fact that at least
GM and IHC used a low-mileage NOx design target 0.6 g/BHP-hr
lower than that necessary. Use of a 5.1-5.5 g/BHP-hr target
would result in tower estimated fuel penalties. This appears

to be confirmed by Cummins estimate. Cummins' estimated a NOx
design target with the above range and also projected the
lowest fuel economy penalty of any manufacturer, except _
Daimler-Benz.

While 1985 California BSFC penalties cannot be directly
applied to the 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard, they can "be used
indirectly to confirm the 0-2 percent estimate of the NPRM,
These differences between the California and Federal situation
need to be considered. One, an additional three years of

leadtime will be available allowing additional control system
optimization . Two, the iowmmileage targets will be 0.g
g/BHP-hr NOx higher so less NOx control will be required,
lowering any fuel penalty. Three, the technologies being used
is California are primarily quick fixes, requiring low initial
capital'investment (research, development, soiling). Given the '_
longer leadtime available and the fact that nationwide sales
will be effected by high BSFC, and not just California sllus,

much mote comprehensive ceseatch and development, resulting1 _n
optimized control approaches and lower BSFC penalties, sll:'ui_
result even with today's technology. Thus, the upper end _
the cuctent California penalties must be considered ext(_:':e
under these conditions• The lower end of the penalties, _-;

percent, should II_,_ be 3bi_ <) he I _wefe:l, ] i','e:* "
additional leadti:_e _nJ 3dSed ret_;L_! fzr the _az:e !n'.'e_" . '

(i.e., Federal vs. Catifa[nia slle_). Fhu_ _1% average _:_ '
short term, a _axi:nu;: pen,airy zf 2 peccen< _7ay :esult ft:: • ..
6.0/0.60 standards, The posz_bi:ity :f no penalty also e:< '
given Daimlec-Senz' co::::et;_. Fhus, Ls tile si%oct _e[::, . l
average fuel econo:ry p_na[cy _hould _ 0-2 percent.
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In the long run, beyond 1988, one would expect the penalty
to disappear altogether. This is because the advanced
technology projected in the 1991 timeErame should improve fuel
economy such thah any short-term penalty will be eliminated by

the early 1990's. Also, general improvements in BSFC will
lower fuel consumption over the emissions test cycle and, other

things being equal, NOx and 9articolate will decrease as well.

It was estimated in the Draft RIA that BSFC would decrease

roughly 1.5 percent per year in this timeframe based on
comments from MVMA and EMLA to the MOBILE3 development process
confirm this figure. Thus, three additional years should

provide a 4-5 percent reduction in NOx emissions simply due to
BSFC improvements.

b. Leadtime

The issue of the amount of necessary leadtime associated
with the 6.0/0.60 standards received a substantial comment.

This analysis will begin by describing the steps necessary in
developing engines and vehicles to meet emission standards,
along with the time associated with each step. The comments to

: the 1987 implementation date will then be summarized, followed

i by an analysis of those comments.

All work necessary for emissions compliance by the engines
does not have to be completed prior to initiation Q6 design
work for engine integration into _he vehicles, but sufficient
progress has to be made in engine development so as to clearly
define the engine envelope (overall spatia[ requirements o6 the
engine, including aftercooling). The primary tasks involved in
the successful development and marketing oE engines complying
with the 6.0/0.60 g/BHP-hr standards in vehicles are shown in
Table 2-12.

The total leadtime requirement for engine development is
the sum of tasks A through H less task C, or 31-38 months.
Since the standards are applicable to all HDDEs, the grea_e_ rE
the two time requirements for durability data development w_s
used. [n the case of vehicle development, the leadtl're
required is the sum of tasks A, 8, C, I, J, and K, or a [>:J_
of 28-36 months.

Starting with a March i5, 1985 date _or publication of _ne
final rule, the time available for implementation o6 _ew

standards by the 1987 model year (January i, 1987) wou_ J :e
approximately 21 months. The time available for implemen_i': r:
Of new standards by the _938 model year (January i, 1988) _, ,: _
be approximately ]3 months, Since the time available " :

implementation b7 _he 1987 model year is significantly ...,_
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Table 2_12

Leadtima Pro_ecuion - 6.0/0.6 Standards

Task Time Required

A. Identify, by engine, _echnologies probably 3-4 months
required for compliance, develop initial

designs

B. Procure initial design hardware, build and 4-6 months

nest initial design test engines

C. Develop engine envelope requirements for I-2 monuhs
vehicle bullders

0. Develop second level engine designs 2-3 monnhs

Z. Procure hardware, build engines wluh 8-9 months
alnmrnativa calibrations and develop
emission dana and fuel economy
characserlstlca by calibraulon to define

durability engine calibrations

F. Develop emission durability data 4-5 months
for light-
heavy
II-12
months for

heavy-heavy

G. Develop da_a from emission data engine i month

H. Coordinate emissions ceru_ficatlon 2-3 months

compliance with EPA

I. Develop overall vehicle design cons£derlng 8-iO months
the effects of a£1 engines offered in each
veh£cie

J. Procure _ew dies for the manufacturer of 7-9 months _

redesigned vehlc£e components

! K. Confirm mechanical durabillty of redesigned 5 months*"
l vehicle components

* Reference 2.

** 60,000 miles au 40 mph average speed, two effective 7-hollr
shi_ts per day an_ six days per week.
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than even the minimum time estimated above, implementation in
the 1987 model year does not appear feasible for most engines.
The time available prior to the 1988 model year is within the
range of estimated time required. Also, the entire process can
be accelerated in those extreme cases where more time is

necessary. Thus, 1987 should be ruled out on the basis Of

inadequate leadtime for industry-wide compliance; however, the
1988 model year appears feasible.

Moving to the comments, one com2nenber, Daimler-Benz,
stated that their engines could be brought into compliance with
the proposed standards for the 1987 model year. GM stated that
all but their one LHDDE could comply in 1987. However, other
commenters indicated that a greater amount of time was

required, usually one year, but occasionally more.
Specifically, Ford and Volvo White acknowledged that 1988 was
feasible while Caterpillar indicated that 1988 was the earliest
date feasible. International Harvester estimated that 39

months starting from the date that the engine configuration is
finalized would be necessary to allow integration of the
reconfigured engine envelope into the vehicle, to accommodate
changes _n engine cooling requirements, the addition of
air-to-air aftercooling, the addition of electronics and
compliance with noise and safety standards.

Cummins and Mack requested that the standards be delayed
until 1989 and 1990, respectively. Both cited the statutory
mandate of 4 years [eadtime, 'but also referred to technical

difficulties. Cummins indicated generally that anything less
than the statutory leadtime would require them to accelerate
development of their planned engine modifications to a degree
which would seriously affect the durability, reliability and
fuel efficiency of their engines. Mack considered the 1990
date necessary because essentially all Mack engines had to be

redeveloped and personnel limitations precluded earlier
completion.

The two projections (by Daimier-Benz and GM) of 1987 as

the feasible year of introduction indicates the ability to
compress the schedule described in Table 2-11 above. [t :-sy
also indicate that manufacturers are'starting from different
points (i.e., levels of current emissions).

Without emission data or specific leadtime estimates, tc
is impossible to evaluate the IHC, Cummins and Mack leadttme

estimates, which are the only ones requesting time beyond
1988. (Cummins' _nd Hack's legal agreements are addressed lrl
the Preamble to the FBH.) Gener3Liy speaking, the types "f
changes being referred to by [HC should not be necessa:y -
comply with the 6.0/0.60 s_anda[ds. They may be desirable ;::
the long-run to 1:nprove BSFC, but <hey are not driven by _e
6.0/0.60 standards.
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Given the above leadtime, analysis, the in£easibility of
1987 as an effective date, the general support for 1988 as a

feasible year of implementation, and no clear, supported
arguments by any manufacturers against it, 1988 is determined
to he the year the 6.0/.60 standards should be implemented.

2. Mid-Term NOx and Non-Trap Particulate Standards

A mid-term (1990) NOx standard of 4.0 g/BHP-hr was

proposed for all HDDEs. A 1990 particulate standard of 0.40
g/BHP-hr was also tentatively identified as the non-trap
technological limit, and proposed as a possible standard for
non-urban (line-haul) HDDEs. In identifying these levels, the

same approach was used as that described above concerning
development of the neat-term standards. The goal was to obtain
both NOx and particulate emissions, hut NOx emission control
was balanced so as not to severely impact the ability to

control particulate emissions.

The difficulties in performing an analysis such as this,

which were described with respect to the 6.0/0.60 g/BHP-hr
standards above, apply even more here. While the heterogeneity
of engine designs is the same, technology is changing even more
dramatically in this later timeframe and the interaction
between control techniques is even stronger. Also, even less
data exist than was available for 1987 technology, to base
feasibility judgments on.

Again, as with the 1987 standards, there are two basic
issues: technical feasibiilty and leadtime. However, here the
issues associated with ieadtime are much less significant,

because the implementation date is sufficiently distant to
allow significant research and development application. The
long leadtime available should provide manufacturers with

adequate opportunity to overcome problems and undesirable
effects associated with additional NOx control. Also, the

proposed 1987 standards require delay until 1968 and the Act
requires a three-year interval for NOx emission standards:
thus, the mid-term NOx standards cannot take effect until

199l. This analysis will presume simultaneous implementatLon
of both NOx and particulate standards since that will ma×imLze
the manufacturers' ability to design engines that can meet both
standards.

a. Technical Feasibility

The analysis of these technical comments will follow :n3t
for the 6.0/0.60 g/BHP-hr standards. The one exception is :_:i:
no rea_alysis of desL]n t_rgets will be performed here. No ._e_J
information is ]ppl:cao[e that was not already discussed :_t:_
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respect to the 6.0/0.60 standards, That analysis confirmed the
Draft RIA's targets. Thus, the Draft RIA NOx target of 3.2-3.6
g/BHP-hE will be used below. A target associated with the 0.40
g/BHP-hr particulate standard was not explicitly determined in
the Draft RIA, but it would be about 0.30-0.33 g/BHP-hr. The

only point to keep in mind is that the targets manufacturers
used in assessing the feasibility of the 4.0/0.40 g/BHP-hr
standards are, for the most part, significantly lower than

those deemed necessary here. Therefore, their statements may

exaggerate the feasibility efforts of various standard levels.

Every manufacturer stated that the 1990 4.0 g/BHP-hr NOx
and 0.40 g/BHP-hr particulate standards were not

technologically achievable with any combination of known or
anticipated technologies, while the analysis of the Draft RIA
for both the 4.0 g/BHP-hr NOx and 0.40 g/BHP-hr particulate
standard identified a number of potential control technologies
in each case and used available data to roughly estimate the
potential control e£ficiency of each technique, no commenters
presented parametric studies of any of these technologies which
would better demonstrate their potential effectiveness. Many
general comments argued against the efficiencies estimated in
the Draft RIA, based on technical grounds, but without the
depth of analysis i|ecessary to fully support the point being
made and negate the point of the Draft RIA. Thus, while a
degree of doubt has been thrown on the estimates of the Draft
RIA, insufficient data are available to go through the NPRM

analysis point by point and reestimate, the effect of each
technology.

However, some confidential data were made available

indicating the combined effect of a number of these techniques
(e.g., increased injection pressure and enhanced aftercooling),
as well as the projections of the levels feasible in this

i tlmeframe. While such data cannot be used to directly
determine the fullest potential of one or more technologies,

they do represent the mast quantitative set of estimates

i available. Some degree of evaluation can be applied using the
estimates of the Draft RIA. To facilitate their use here,

these data have been combined into a single figure (Figure 2-2)
which shows both current levels of NOx and particulate
emissions and the manufacturers anticipated achievable levels.
Superimposed on the best achievable emission control

projections are the range of low-mileage targets as previousl Z
developed for the 6.0/0.60 standards (points A, and A,) 3nd

the midpoint of r_e low-mileage targets for the englne-)ut
standards of 4.0/0.40 (point E). A low-mileage target leve!
4.2-4.6 g/BHP-hr f_c a NOx standard ._f 5.0 g/BHP-hr (/_[ . ,
lines B) was also deveb_ped by the same procedure and ":')_
midpoint shown cr_c c_:pacison purposes. Particulate le..,e.. C
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and O correspond to the intercepts o£ lines C with the upper
and lower bounds of the projected range of emissions using best

available technology combinations as estimated by the
manufacturers.

The first observation to make about the best technology
estimates is that the upper [imit barely passes through the

design targets for the 6,0/0.60 standards. Thus, it represents
fairly near-term "best technology." Second, the lower limit
does not even approach the targets for the 4.0/0.40 standards.
Given this, it is reasonable to evaluate the lower limit of the

best technology curve against the projections made in the Draft
_IA.

First, with respect to NOx, the Draft RIA analysis of 4.0
g/BHP-hr NOX relied upon large NOx reductions at constant BSFC
for separate circuit and air-to-air aftercooling. This
estimate was based on data from one GM/DDA engine and involved
estimating NOx reductions beyond that evidenced by the data
based on an estimated BSFC/NOx tradeoff for timing retard,
Thus, no actual Nox data below 5.0 g/BHP-hr were available,
Complicating matters was the absence of any particulate data in
the study. While it can be assumed that these were not above

0.80 g/BHP-hr since BSFC was improving, particulate may have
been well above 0.60 g/BHP-hr. Thus, these data may not be
inconsistent with the curve in Figure 2-2, the problem may be a

lack of particulate Con%sol, not NOx control.

Based on testing performed on the same DDA engine, the
Draft RIA estimated that electronic engine controls (EEC) also
had the potential for large NOx reductions at constant BSFC.

Again, however, the estimate involved assuming a BSFC/NOx
tradeoff curve for the engine and using timing retard against a
BSFC improvement to estimate NOx emissions at constant 8SFC. A
6.0 g/SHP-hr HOx level was the lowest actual data point in this
analysis.

Many manufacturers stated that this analysis overstates
the benefit of SEC. Some argued that the NOx benefit 06 EEC

depends on the final NOx level (i.e., its benefit is large at
6.0 g/SHP-hr NOx and negligible at 4.0 g/BHP-hr). Others

argued that the benefits of enhanced aftercooling and ESC were

mutually exclusive, due to the fact that combustion efficiency
limits the use of either technology and determining when both

BSFC and particulate emissions begin to increase dtamaticall 7,
Without data or sophisticated combustion analysis, it is
impossible to prove oc disprove these comments. However, _he_e

data could be consistent with that in Figure 2-2, given _<
particulate emissions a_e unknown.

i
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With respect to particulate control, the Draft RIA
analysis was much more general and based on less data than that
for NOx, as 0.40 g/BHP-hr was not the primary proposed
standard. The most feasible technique for the 1990 timeframe

was high-pressure fuel injection. The only data available were
steady-state emissions on one engine. The other technologies
were i) injection rate modification and/or modulation which
would require significant advances in injector technology, 2)
ceramics, which are not progressing as fast as some had
projected a year ago, and 3) conversion to methanol fuel, which
though technically feasible requires the establishment of a
fuel distribution system (except for buses, as discussed
below). Otherwise, small improvements could be expected from

general BSFC improvements, and for additional optimization of
injectors and combustion chambers. Thus, little data exist
with which to refute the data in Figure 2-2 and it must be

taken as the best estimate of technology in the 1991 timeframe
at this time.

Given this, a 5.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard for 1991 appears

most reasonable instead of the proposed 4.0 g/BHP-hr standard.
This is principally because of the adverse tradeoff between NOx
and particulate which appears likely. While a 4.5 g/BHP-hr NOx
level may be potentially achievable, particulate emissions
appear to begin increasing at a distinctly higher rate below
5.0 g/BHP-hr NOx.' Also, below 5 g/BHP-hr NOx, particulate
emissions could in some cases increase well above 0.6 g/BHP-hr,

making trap application very difficult. This would be
particularly true with respect to the 1991 0.1 g/BHP-hr

particulate standard for buses. The BSFC tradeoff would also
begin increasing dramatically here, as well.

With respect to particulate, the range of expected low
mileage engine-out particulate levels corresponding to the
target level required for a NOx standard of 5.0 g/BHP-hr would
be 0.42-0.54 g/BHF-hr (levels C and D in Figure 2-2). IE it is
assumed that trap-based standards are implemented in 1991 and
1994 (i.e., pressure to control particulate continues through
the 1994 timeframe), then it is likely that progress will
continue to be made in reducing englne-out particulate levels
down to the lower best technology curve, resulting in an
engine-out particulate level of 0.43 g/BHP-hr by 1994. If
stringent 1991 non-trap particulate standard were implemented
in 1991, it should also be able to reduce engine-out levels to

0.42 g/BHP-hr, but three years earlier. Thus, at best, a 1991

non-trap standard 0.50 g/BHP-hr appears achievable.

These levels are at least partially proposed by two
manufacturers. Cummins recommended (at the public hearing on
the NPRM) 1992 target standards of 4.5 g/BHP-hr NOx and 0.50
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g/BHP-hr particulate. _aimler-Benz recommended 1990 standards
oE 5.1 g/BHP-hr NOx and 0.60 g/BHP-hr particulate. Other
commenters either did not recommend any alternative standards

to 4.0/0.40 g/BHP-hr or recommended retaining the 6.0/0.60

g/BHP-hr standards indefinitely.

b. Ef'fect on Fuel Economy

AS all commenters stated that the 4.0 g/BHP-hr NOx
standard was infeasible, no estimates o6 its effect on fuel

economy were made. Nor were any comments received addressing
the efEect of a 5.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard. However, the latter
can be estimated from the 1985 California/Federal comparison
conducted above.

AS in that section, there are a number o6 difEerences

between the 1985 California 5,1 g/BHP-hr standard and the 1991
Federal standard of 5.0 g/BHP-hr. First, the Federal
low-mileage target is slightly more than 0.1 g/BHP-hr lower

than that in California. This would tend to slightly increase
the Euel economy penalty. Second, six years of lesdtime exist
between the California and Federal situations to develop
improved technology. Third, any adverse BSFC effects would
affect Federal sales, which is roughly 10 times larger than
California's. Both the available [aadt_me arid the potential
national sales impact, inanufacture_s would De expected to do

all that is possible to eliminate any BSFC effect, as opposed
to the Cailfcrnia approach, which is more short-term, quick-fix
oriented.

Given that signiEicant HOx control technologies such as

electronics, separate-circuit aEterooollng, and air-to-ai_
aEtercooling are not currently present at all in California,
and given their projected widespread use by 1991, it would
appear that the additional leadtime and potential national
impact would overwhelm the first. Overall, it would net appeal

unreasonable to project the same long-term fuel economy impact
here as that projected in the NPRM for the 4.0 g/BHP-hr

standard, zero percent. However, due to uncertainty in _h_s
analysis, and the projection that the BSFC/NOx curve beg[ms _,,
turn sharply upward at approximately a 5.0 g/BHP-hC standald, l
Long-term 0.5 percent fuel economy penalty may occur, [n _he
short-term, a slightly higher 1.0 percent penalty may te
experienced.

3. Particulate Traps

[n Lesponse t. _he HPRH, _he Agency _eceived _ _ ,: :..

number of c_!:iI:'ci_t_ directed =:w%¢d_ _3 heavy-duty ": ,i
feasibility arla!y'{; _. A_ exp_i:_ed _bove [n _he synop:_: :

COPY
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the NPRM analysis, the Agency concluded that traps were
feasible for 1990 model year HDDEs, extrapolated from the

status oE light-duty trap technology and the design effort
necessary to adapt this technology to heavy-duty usage. The
co,tgents were both supportive and critical Of EPA's analyses
and conclusions. This part of the regulatory impact analysis
will respond to the comments, concentrating on the points of
the analysis with which the commenters disagreed. New
information that is pertinent to the heavy-duty trap

feasibility question will also be incorporated. The con_ents
will be addressed in the same format used in the previous

analysis: light-duty trap status; LD/HD differences;
heavy-duty trap status; and emission levels. In addition, the
leadtime issue will also be addressed.

a. Light-Duty Trap Status

The status of light-duty trap oxidizers was generally not
addressed by the commenters. The notable exception was General

I Motors. GM's position is that technology is still not
available to meet the promulgated lg87 light-duty vehicle and
light-duty truck standards. The extensive LDT testing (200

[ alternative fuels and fuel additives combined with over 150

: trap materials in over 500 traps) conducted by GM has not
resulted in an identification of a LD trap that can be

; committed to a production program. Thus, GM strongly objected

to EPA's conclusion that light-duty traps are technically
feasible for 1987 model year vehicles.

General Motors' comments notwithstanding, the Agency's
position in the NPRM was borne out by Mercedes-Benz's
certification of its 3L turbodiesel, equipped with a trap to
meet the California Aic Resources Board (CARP) i985 model year
standards.is] CARP's 1985 standard for California light-duty
diesel vehicles is 0.40 grams per mile (g/mi) particulates, to
be further reduced to 0.20 g/mi in 1986 and 0.08 g/mi in 1989.
In addition to its 1985 California LDDVs (which are also sold
in other western states), Mercedes-Benz plans to add traps to

all its U.S. sold 3L LDDVS in 1986, a year prior to the
promulgated IgB7 0,2B g/mi standard.

Meroedes-Banz [s not alone [n certifying a trap-equipped
LDDV. Volkswagenwerk AG (VW) plans to install a trap on *ts
larger diesel LDV (Qusntums) in California beginning in <he

1986 model year,r7] VW intends to equip all fedecsl!y
certified Quantums with trap-oxidizers the following yeac t_
comply with the [9B7 LDV particulate standards. The ": ,iJ
applications of _!e[cedes and VW are proof that trap-oxidLz_,: ,
ere s viable form ,_f [Lqht-duty particulate emissions cont'[ ,_,
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b. Light-DutyHeavy-Duty Diffferences

The manufacturers which commented agreed with EPA's
analysis of the differences between light- and heavy-duty
applications that must be considered in the design of a
heavy-duty trap oxidizer. Comments from the manufacturers

I restated these differences (engine size and load factor,
operating conditions and temperatures, durability, and ash
accumulation), adding very little to what was previously
reported in the draft analysis. The design efforts continue to
be directed towards a suitable regeneration system that can
handle the increased exhaust flow of the heavy-duty engine
environment and the generally lower exhaust temperatures of a
turbooharged engine. The commenters believe that the greatest
design challenge is the required durability of a heavy-duty
trap as opposed to a light-duty trap.

While no one found fault with the Agency's identification
of these design obstacles in the adaption of trap technology to
heavy-duty use, some of the manufacturers strongly disagreed
with the Agency's conclusions that these obstacles are not
insurmountable and traps would be technically feasible by the
proposed model year (1990). However, none presented specific
data or engineering analysis to demonstrate a LD/HD difference
to be an insurmountable obstacle. The views of the NPRH were
further reinforced by a document prepared for the Agency by
Energy and Resource Consultants (ERC), an independent
contractor, r6] This report concluded that light-duty trap
technology can be adapted to heavy-duty' use with additional
development time beyond the effective light-duty trap standard
date; line-haul trucks require an extra 3-4 years, as their
operating conditions are the most dissimilar to lightmduty
conditions, and the light heavy-duty vehicles whose operating
conditions are more closely related, require only I-2
additional years at the most. Thus, the extrapolation
contained in the NPRM should be retained. Manufacturers'

heavy-duty test data are examined in the following heavy-duty
trap status section.

c. Heavy-Duty Trap Status

The heavy-duty engine manufacturers' trap develop:=ent
results examined in the NPRM were obtained from oommen_3 _ne

manufacturers submitted to EPA in 1982 following the [n_tl_.
1981 particulate NPRM (46 FR 1910) and also from en_L::_
meetings between representatives of HDD manufacturers asJ _.P_
staff. The latest comments received in response to the =e'"F "
NOx/particulate HPRM added very little test data to wh_- ,.
evaluated in the }IPRM. The foll,)w_ng paragraphs will :..:;._:
and examine the current status o_ heavy-duty trap devel._ .. •
work as reported by _he manufacturers.

[

{
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GM submitted a summary of trap development and testing
performed from 1981 through 1983 on HDDEs, much of which had
previously bees submitted to the Agency for review. The
successful accumulation of an additional 70,000 kilometers on a

dump truck equipped with a one-piece monolith trap on a
4-stroke turbocharged 8.2L diesel engine was the only new HDDE
testing information received from GM. While GM's statement
that the accumulated mileage (80,500 Km total) is short of the
e=pected service life of this type of vehicle and the driving
cycle followed was not representative of actual conditions is

correct, trap feasibility in some future year does not require
that traps be fully developed today. In this light, the Agency
views this latest test result as extremely promising. At this
stage is the design of traps, failures are expected; there is
sufficient time to work out trap durability and regeneration
control problems. Despite this, GM feels that traps are
infeasible re: production release for the 1990 or 1991 model

year; GM refuses to commit itself to the feasibility OE traps
in the forseeable future.

Other manufacturers commented on the feasibility of traps
based on experience in their heavy-duty trap programs. Due to
their laboratory and field testing results, during the last two
years, rnternational Harvester is quite pessimistic about the
feasibility of traps, with durability being the main design
problem. Field experieoce, to date, has involved durability
testing with three types of traps on a 6.9L light heavy-duty
engine. Yet despite failures due "to inadequate regeneration,
IHC is willing to work towards a trap standard in the 1991/1992

time frame. Mack also is not confident that the durability of
trap systems will be assured. Although Mack expects
regeneration and its control to be feasible, trap durability
remains too much of an unanswered question for Mack to state a
definitive view oo trap feasibility. Current work is aimed at
accomplishing regeneration in actual vehicle use; initial
results produced over 6,000 miles Of successful operation.
Caterpillar believes that trap technology may not be available
fee production by the proposed 1990 model year; however,
Caterpillar did not mention a feasible implementation date
beyond 1990.

As indicated in its comments, Cummins is at an early stage
of heavy-duty trap development. [f EPA commits itself to
reassessing the technical feasibility of a trap standard By
December 31, 1987, Cummins would feel comfortable with a 1992

particulate standard of 0.25 g/BHP-hr. However, cummins added
the caveat that [t does not envision traps by 1992. Even

though Volvo White considers cuccent HD trap technology t) be
virtually non-existent, it believes _hat trap technology :v_
be available and qualified by 1991 (as will be discussed be[ :w,
this is conditional ,an _he control of sulfur in diesel fuel),
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Daimler-Benz, with the furthest developed heavy-duty trap

program, was the sole HDE manufacturer to agree with the NPRM'a
proposed 0.25 g/BHP-hr trap-based particulate standard date of
1990 model year implementation, (This also is conditional on
fuel sulfur control, in addition co an allowable maintenance
condition discussed below.) As described in its 1982 comments

to the Agency, Daimler-Benz is concentratieg on the development
oE a trap made o_ wound ceramic fiber. The lates_ comments
indicate that considerable development progress has been made

: in the last two years. Still, much development remains,
including the Optimization of trap design and increasing the
trap durability through an optimized regeneration system.
Current results of urban bus applications of the traps show a

minimum trap service lies of 100,000 miles, and a maximum
service liEe of less than 150,000 miles. With these

encouraging test results at this stage in the design of traps,
the Agency sees no reason that the allowable maintenance
interval of 150,000 miles is not feasible for traps, as
Daimler-Benz indicated in its comments. AS EPA has stated
previously in relation to trap feasibility, there is sufficient
t£me to work out trap durability problems.

The Manufacturers oE Emission Controls Association (MECA),
whose member companies are supplying the trap materials being

tested by the HDDE manufacturers, s£rongIy supported the
feasibility of trap-based standards. Although recognizing that
development work remains, MECA stated that a trap-based
standard is achievable; citing worldwide test and development
work by its member companies.

Overall, progress in heavy-duty trap development has not
matched that in the light-duty area over the past two years,
Much of this difference, however, can be attributed to the lack

.. o_ a firm target, which can only be a promulgated standard,
While significant steps still need to be accomplished in the

heavy-duty area, the finding that light-duty trap technology
can be extrapolated to heavy-duty engines and thus, traps _re
feasible for future heavy-duty usage, remains essentiaLl Z
unchallenged. The key issue is actually leadtime, which will
be addressed further below.

One issue not considered in the NPRM, and which should be
addressed here was that raised by Daimler-Benz, Volvo White.

and several other manufacturers concerning diesel fuel sulfur
content and its relationship to the heavy-duty englne
environment. Daimler-Benz was very concerned ab)u_
trap-plugging by llon-regeneratable particulate matter; using

European diesel fuel, Daimler-Benz found an average ,&f ;r
percent of the non-carbon deposits left after regene[at: _:l -
be sulfates. While none Of she other commen_ers discusseu 'n._
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issue of trap_plugging by sulfates, Caterpillar and _HC

expressed concern that high sulfate emissions resulting from
high sulfur fuel will make up a significan6 portion of EPA's
proposed 0.25 glBHP-hr standard and possiDiy exceed it. A
reduction in the sulfur content of diesel fuel was recommended

by Dalmler-Benz, IHC, Mack, and Volvo White; failing this, or
as an interim step, the manufacturers recommended that EPA

should adopt a correction factor as part of its particulate
test to account for the sulfur portion o_ the particulate
emissions.

The data available are not sufficient to allow a full

analysis of this issue at this time. Not enough is known about
the Daimler-Senz trap to understand why sulfate plugging is a

problem there and not elsewhere and what, if any, solutions are
possible short of [educing the sulfur content of diesel fuel.
The comments of other manufacturers presumably apply to

catalyst suDstrate traps, which generally showed the same
problem on light-duty diesels. (Me[cedes' trap is the
exception to this.) As this is not the only trap design, or
even that believed to be the most feasib£e (which is generally
thought to be burner or fuel additive regenerated), its
elimination from consideration may not affect overall
feasibility. Also, while limited areas in California require
low sulfur diesel fuel, the cost of such control on a

nationwide basis has not been determined and would require
significant study.

Given the uncertainty in the relationship between this

issue and feasibility, it should not preclude implementation of
any trap-based standard. However, the Agency is open to
further discussion in this area and will, on its own, be

analyzing the cost of controlling the sulfur content of diesel
fuel in the future.

Many of the comments on the sulfur issue addressed the
measurement of water, absorbed on the sulfate, as particulate

1 emissions. Their concerns center on the fact that it is very
difficult to reduce the current conversion of gaseous sulfur

i dioxide to sulfate (which is only 2-4 percent). As the"
particulate standard becomes more stringent, this sulfate,with
its water,comprises more and mole of the allowable emissions.

EPA is currently examining a number of different approaches
which can be incorporated into the test procedure to minimize
the measurement of water. Although commenters recommend a
correction factor added to test procedure to counter the
problem, the time constraints on this rulemaking did not alL,_w
sufficient time to ]ere[mine the optimum approach. Thu_, _:
such revisions in _!:e test procedures will be made he:e;

potential changes _;:_i be addressed in a later workshop .(::I
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further study of this issue._ With respect to the sulfate
itself, it should be measured as part of the particulate
emitted as it is definitely inhalable and affects human

health. As the typical conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfate
has been occurring in all previous heavy-duty particulate
measurements, and thus, estimates of trap efficiency,
feasibility is not affected. Feasibility is only an issue when
sulfate is significantly increased by a catalyst, which was
discussed above.

Some concern was also expressed regarding the fuel economy
effects of trap-oxidizer use. A trap fuel economy penalty

incorporates the fuel economy losses that result from an
increase in backpressure and also the increased fuel

consumption attributed to the energy requirements of positive
regeneration. The NPRM analysis cited a two percent fuel
consumption penalty as the worst penalty which would be
observed with HD traps.

Ford argued that the implementation of traps to HDDEs will
cause fuel consumption to increase by about three percent,
approximately two percent of which is due to the backpressure

portion OE the penalty (the average of the "clean trap" penalty
of about one percent and the "loaded trap" penalty of about
three percent). A second manufacturer, Cummlns, calculated an
approximate fuel economy penalty of 2.6 percent for a 6D-liter

trap; this value was not based on actual testing. As reported
in the NPRM analysis, 1.6 percent of the Cu_ins estimated
penalty is due to the increased backpressure and 1.0 percent
due to burner-lnitiated regeneration occurring at iO0-mile
intervals. The remaining HDDE manufacturers did not comment on

the fuel economy effects of traps. The Department of Energy
(DOE) noted a zero to one percent fuel economy penalty as a
total contribution from the backpressure on the regeneration.

The effect of trap use on the HDDE fuel economy is of
course dependent on the trap system design, including trap
type, trap size, regeneration type and frequency of
regeneration. Thus, it is reasonable to expect a range of fuel

economy penalities for the industry, assumisg a variety of trap
system designs wil! be used. The one to two percent fueX
economy penalty range documented in the NPRM analysis is
bracketed by the fuel economy losses submitted by Ford, Cummins
and DOE, with the manufacturers' values on the high side and
DOE's range on the low side. EPA's own test data tend to
support the NPRM range.

rn 1983, EPA =eared a C0rning ceramic t_ap on both . _;.:
engine and a bus c_a_ais.[9] The trap caused up to a 2 pc: :..!-

fuel economy penai=y _n she bus chassis, DuC caused no p_t, .!,v
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at all on the engine. 5teadyTstate tasting of the engine at
high loads, where the effect should be largest, also showed no
effect.

Also in 1984, EPA tested a 400 hp HDDE with a number of

trap designs. Over the EPA transient test, a Johnson-Matthey
trap mounted close to the exhaust oE the turbocharger showed no
fuel penalty. A Coming ceramic trap mounted between the
exhaust manifold and the turDocharger showed a penalty of 2.4
percent. The Coming ceramic traps similarly mounted in
parallel showed a 9 percent fuel economy penalty.

The before turbocharger location maximizes the exhaust

temperature at the trap, but also maximizes the fuel penalty as
it directly affects turbocharger effectiveness. This is
evidenced by the fact that two traps in parallel cause a
greater fuel penalty than a single trap. Normally, use Of two

traps would reduce backpressure and reduce any fuel economy
penalty effect. However, here the traps are also acting as

heat sinks, and are removing useful energy that otherwise may
be used by the turbocharger. Two heat sinks are worse than

one. _t is extremely unlikely that such a design would be used
on a HHDE where fuel efficiency is oE upmost importance. Thus,
the 2.4 percent penalty, generated by this research program
aimed primarily at identiEying conditions oE spontaneous
regeneration, can be taken as a definite upper limit of any
fuel penalty.

Also of importance is trap size; an increase in trap size

would reduce backpressure and reduce the fuel economy penalty.
rn costing trap systems in Chapter 3, larger trap sizes were
used than those used in the NPRM analysis or those used in the

EPA tests above. This was done recognizing that even a 0.5
percent decrease in fuel economy penalty would overwhelm the
added cost of the larger trap.

Even so, the trap size projected in Chapter 3 Eor HHDEs _s
not as large as the 6Q-liter trap used by Cummins on its 270 hp
engine, which showed the 1.6 percent backpressure related

penalty. This sizeable penalty from such a large trap is
somewhat of an anomaly. For example, data supplied by GM far a
much smaller trap, even accounting for the fact that the engine
was smaller, showed backpressure levels one-third to one-_alf
lower than those resulting Erom the Cummins trap. Fh_a
discrepancy may be due to trap location or ope[at_n_
conditions. The GM backpressure levels result from ac_ull
vehicle road tests, while Cummins' value was not from _c: ;_

condition testing. Thus, the Cummins trap seems to have c%..-_d

an unusually high fuel economy effect and a .5-l.O pe:'...l-
baokpressure fuel ;:enalty range based on GM's data L!_ • :
unreasonable.
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With respect to regeneration, it is possible to directly
estimate the fuel penalty associated with use of a burner based

system. The burner used in the EPA bus testing and that
forming the basis for the burner cost estimate made by Jack
Faucett Associates were rated at 100,000 btu per hour.

Using an estimated burn time oE 5 minutes per
regeneration, regeneration frequencies of i00 miles (used in
Cumins test) and 175 miles (maximum of 145-175 mile range used
in GM test), and HDDV fuel economies taken from the MOBILE3

conversion factor analysis, r10] the burner related fuel penalty
ranges between 0.2 and 0.5 percent. This is much lower than
the one percent penalty estimated by cumins.

Thus, OVerall a i-1.5 percent fuel penalty would appear
reasonable for a burner based ceramic trap system or

approximately. 0.5 percent attributed to the burner and
approximately l percent attributed to trap bar,pressure.
However, a fuel additive baaed trap system would not have the
fuel penalty associated with the burner. This type of system

_' now appears to be among the most promising. Thus, a range of
0.5-I percent fuel penalty will be used.

Co,enters also addressed the potential safety problems
associated with trap usage. The AmericaD Trucking Association

stated that the high temperatures required for uncatalyzed
oxidation of accumulated particles and .the possible dangerous

emissions from catalyzed traps are obstacles in the design of
safe trap oxidizers. Although Cummins did not detail its trap
safety concerns, Cummins did state that significant work is
needed in the safety area prior to the implementation of traps.

EPA does not dispute that the use of trap oxidizers poses
potential safety problems. But the Agency believes that
through careful design of the trap system the associated risk
can be reduced to manageable levels. One example of a safety
design is to monitor the trap temperature to control

regeneration. For a burner system, flame sensors can shut down
the fuel 61ow if necessary. The trap design costed in Chapter
3 includes a number of such sensors. As for the danger of
toxic emissions from catalyzed traps, we assume ATA is
referring to sulfate emissions, which are a recognised problem
with catalyzed traps. EFA is not aware of any hazardous
emissions from non-catalyzed traps, except possibly 6or

catalyzing fuel additives, which would only be introduced by
the engine manufacturer if safe. It is true that work is

needed in the safety area as traps are developed. However. _e
two production o_ _roduction-ready LDD trap systems appear - _
be quite safe and no HD/LD differences appear to p_even_ _:_ch
safe design of HDD _raps.
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d. Emission Levels

This section deals with comments on the trap-based
standard of 0.25 g/BHP-hr, separating the issue Of trap
feasibility, as examined above, from engine-out and trap
deterioration and trap efficiency, as examined here. The
emission levels specific for the more stringent 1991 model year

bus and 1994 model year HDE 0.i0 g/SHP-hr standard are also
examined.

EPA'S determination of the design target level generated a
great deal of comment from the manufacturers_ Commenters were
crifica] of the values .used in the analysis for the
deterioration factor o6 engine-out particulate emissions and
also the deterioration factor of the trap-oxidizer. The
comments on the deterioration factor o6 the engine-out

particulate emissions and also the AQL adjustment factor were
addressed in a previous section and will not be repeated here.

Several oomnlenters disagreed with the Agency's position
that there is no significant deterioration of particulate
emissions with the use 06 a trap. They claimed that traps do
deteriorate and thus, a multiplioative DF of 1.0 is
unrealistic. Reasons for trap deterioration, according to
Ford, include: micro-cracks resulting f,rom thermal stress and

high temperatures, leakage at the trap end seals due to
warpage, an increase in rhe soluble organic fraction and
regeneration control system deterioration. In the NPRM
analysis, EPA did not explicitly consider the occurrence of
micro-cracks, leaks, or an increase in the soluble Organic
fraction. All are theoretically possible, but there are no
data to support their likelihood; the present durability data
show no deterioration. Therefore, a trap deterioration of zero

is not unrealistic at this time. However, even if trap
deterioration were a factor of 1.2, it would affect

feasibility; it would only require traps to be applied to an
additional 3-i0 percent of the 61eet, depending on the standard
level and model yeac being considered.

The subject of trap efficiency, the most variable _ctor
affecting the emission level, was also addressed in tee

comments. One oommenter (Ford) did not believe that light-duty

truck trap efficiencles necessarily apply t9 HDE trap
efficiencies, although it presented no analysis to support this
opinion. Another commencer (Cummins) brought up the
possibility that trap efficiency depends on the driving cycle
and also the type of particulate matter; data indicated _n.=
trapping efficiencies f_r the aoluble fractions are about i}
percent less than fDr the dry particulates in a ca: _-: :
monolith trap,
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The NPRM analysis cited an efficiency range from 70-98

percent for the ceramic wall-flow monolith trap and a range
from 50-80 percent for the wire mesh trap's collection

efficiency. Daimler-Benz's test results show the collection
efficiency for its ceramic fiber wound trap increasing with the
filter loading regardless of the initial trapping efeiciency.
(An unloaded trap with a 60 collection efficiency, increased to
80 percent efficiency with 15 percent loading, 90 percent
efficiency with 40 percent loading, and 97 percent efficiency
with 70 percent loading.) GM eom_ented that it hasn't seen the

effloieecies that EPA reported out of its traps. However, at
another point in its submittal, GM stated that "in spite of
repeated structural failures with ceramic monoliths, we have
continued their development because of their high trapping
efficiency and overall potential once the control problems for
a consistent regeneration are resolved."[ll]

Based upon the above, an 80 percent efficiency was chosen

in the NPRM to represent an obtainable feasible trap efficiency
level in the 1990 timeframe. One commentec disagreed with thisI

i efficiency level referring to testing of a trap-equipped bus

: engine conducted by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) for
EPA.[9] The transient test particulate emissions of the DDAD
6V-71 engine were reduced 61 percent using a ceramic trap over
the FTP; over a bus cycle, total particulate was reduced 68
percent. This testing was done on an old engine notorious for
a high soluble organic fraction of its particulate, which

explains the low collection efflciencies. Current technology
engines have much lower HC emissions and lower soluble organic

fractions (SOY) which should result in a much higher trap
efficiency as indicated in Cummins' comments that trap
efficiency increases as the SOF decreases. Other testing
conducted by SwRI[12] did result in a higher trap efficiency; a
Cummins NTC-400 engine equipped with a Coining trap was
effective at reducing particulate emisslons by 85 percent.
Thus, an 80 percent efficient trap is still reasonable with
respect to a 0.25 g/BHP-hr standard, if not on the low side of
what traps',_aotual collection efficiency will be.

Applying the trap deterioration factor, SEA adjustmer*t

factor and the trap efficiency to the englne-out target level,
(0.42-0.54 g/BHP-hr from above), yields an emission level of
0.10-O.13 g/BHP-ht. Thus, at the 0.25 g/BHP-hr standard, craps
will not be required on all engines; the technically most

• difficult applications will be able to be excluded from trap
usage, which is desirable given the new nature of th_s
technology. With 9ve_aging, approximately 70 percent of _he
HDDEs will te tr_p-equipped in order to meet the 0.l_
g/BHP-hr. The pe[ce_it_qe of =he fleet requiring traps sn,:u_J

decrease to appcox:::%:e_y _0 percent by 1994, as the engine- .',
target level decreases ta 0.42 (discussed in Section above):
this assumes a _r_p _ff_ciency of 85 percent.
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Limiting traps to only highly efficient, ceramic wall-Elow
monoliths, even lower levels can be achieved. Thus, assuming

85-90 percent efficient traps, the engine-out target level of
0.42-0.54 9/BHP-hr results in a emission level of 0.05-0.08
g/BHP-hr,which would comply with the 0.I0 g/BHP-hr standard.

By 1994, the engine-out target level is pcojected to be
0.42 g/BHP-hr. Assuming unchanged deterioration and SEA

adjustment Eactors and 90 percent efficient traps, this results
in as emission level of 0.05-0.06 g/BHP-hr. Under a 0.I0

g/BHP-hr standard and with averaging (excluding urban buses),
roughly 90 percent of the HDDEs will be trap equipped.

In commenting on stringent particulate emission standards,
in addition to trap technology, many commenters addressed the
use of methanol fuel in diesel engines as a method for further
reductions of HDDE particulate emissions. Views on this
subject were widely held. NRDC and other environmental groups
believed that EPA should establish both NOx and particulate
standards based upon the use of methanol as a fuel in new
engines and.also set regulations to assure the existence oEa

supply and distribution for methanol to fuel heavy-duty
engines,

Co_enta from HDDE manufacturers expressed caution over
the use of methanol fuels. Saab-Scania stated that it was not

prepared to provide methanol-fueled engines in transit buses in
1990 due primarily to the uncertainty of the unregulated
pollutants and their health effects. This comment was fairly
typical of those by other manufacturers addressing this issue;
concern over the technological aspects of methanol-fueled HDDES
was a minor issue compared to the potential health risks of
methanol.

New Jersey Transit and other public transit authorities
believed that EPA should analyze and further evaluate the
feasibility Of methanol as an alternative fuel, expressing
concern about the difficulties related to storage.
distribution, operating range llmitations for vehicles and the
risks of formaldehyde emissions.

While EPA continues to believe in the potentiaL of
methanol in this area, it considers it premature to actually
set standards requiring the use of methanol. Many basle
questions remain to be dealt with before widespread adoption Jf
methanol fuel will De possible. Therefore, while continuing t,_
encourage the de,?eb_pment of methanol-based technology, £PA _
taking no action as this time on methanol-based standards.
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e. Leadtime

i. 0.25 g/BHP-hr Standard

In its NPRM analysis of leadtime, EPA concluded that there
appeared to be sufficient time for the manufacturers to design,
develop, and prepare trap oxidizers for 1990 model year HDDEs,
In their comments, all the manufacturers, some to a greater
degree than others, were cautious in 9redictieg a date for
traps to be in production on HDDEs. Only one commenter
(Dsimler-Seez) agreed with the Agency's proposed implementation
date, albeit conditionally, as discussed above. The other
manufacturers disputed EPA's analysis that traps would be
feasible for 1990 model year application. In their submittals,
the majority of the manufacturers did provide alternative dates
to the proposed 1990 model year effective date. As reviewed,
International Harvester and Cummins indicated a willingness to
work towards a trap-based standard in the 1991 to 1992
timeframe, volvo White expressed its belief that traps will be
available and qualified by 1991. Ford did not believe traps
could be implemented prior to the 1991 model year, if then.
The remaining manufacturers of HDDES were not certain at what
date in the future traps would be available.

_n re-examining the necessary leadtime for the
implementation of a trap-based standard, it appears the
effective date should be delayed from the proposed 1990 model

.year to the 1991 model year for several _easons. First, there
has been little apparent progress in HD trap technology
development by the heavy-duty industry over the past two years
(Daimler-Benz being the most notable exception). Light-duty
trap technology has continued to progress and insofar as

heavy-duty trap technology is an outgrowth of light-duty
technology, heavy-duty technology has progressed even without
any overt effort by HD manufacturers. However, not all of this
lack Of progress over the past two years is recoverable and an

I extra year of leadtime would appear reasonable.

Second, the promulgation of these standards, is somewhat
later than originally anticipated. (March of 1985 vs. l_e
1984). While not constituting an entire year, the leadtime wa3

tight to begin with and an extra year is reasonable for nnis
reason as well.

Third, the Clean Air Act requires that revised heavy-,iu_y
HC, CO and NOx be at least three years apart. While :!_
applying directly to this particulate standard, it _p_..,: _
reasonable to follow this approach [n this case. _!:-.
g/BHP-hr NOx standard is being implemented in 1991 and :-

reasonable to have The particulate standard change at tee , ..
time.
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ii. 0.I0 _/BHP-hr Standard

In order to comply with the more stringent 0.i0 g/BHP-hr

standard, traps must be 85-90 percent efficient depending on
their engine-out particulate levels. Presently this efficiency
cannot be obtained by all trap designs, and the design of

hlgh-efficlency traps is generally considered to be technically
mere difficult than lower efficiency designs.

In _heir comments on a 0.i0 g/BHP-hr standard, most of the
MODE manufacturers argued strongly that this standard was not
achievable. Only Daimler-eenz and Volvo White believed that
the necessary trap effieiencies were feasible and this was in
relation to the proposed bus standard, as discussed below. The
Engine Manufacturers Association (EMA) and Ford believed that

trap efficiency must be 85 percent to meet a 0.10 g/BHP hr
standard and believed this level not possible. GM added that
EPA disregarded the variability of trap efficiencies in

assuming a 90 percent efEiclent trap was possible. Aside from
the general comments on trap efficiency, technical comments did
not address specific difficulties involved in meeting a 0.I0
g/BHP-hr as compared to a 0.25 g/BHP-hr standard (i.e.,
obstacles in the way of obtaining a higher trap efficiency).

The majority of the co.enters .felt this level of
particulate emissions Was unobtainable for two reasons. The
first being that the required trapping efficiency would not be
possible by the 1991 model year. The other reason was

discussed previously: high sulfate emissions, resulting from
high sulfur fuel, will exceed a 0.10 g/SHP-hr standard. While
Daimler-Benz shared the concern over the sulfur issue, the HDDE

manufacturer stated that the 0.i0 g/BHP-hr standard was
obtainable for 1990 model year buses, depending on an
improvement to the particulate measurement accuracy at low
levels. The Manufacturers of Emission Controls Association

also believed that a 0,i0 g/BHP-hr standard was achievable for
1990 model year buses.

Trap efficiency may be increaa'ed by either employing a
different trap type or by making design changes to a lower
efficiency trap. Of the trap designs currently considered
promising, the ceramic monolith trap is the most efficient -

its efficiency can be above 90 percent. A ceramic trap
efficiency is related to the porosity of its honeycomb matrix;
high porosity results in low efficiency and vice versa.
Engineering challe,ges that result from a decrease in the trap
porosity (increase in trap efficiency) include faster
backpressure rises, which must be compensated by increas'inq the
trap size or by more frequent regeneration. The for:re[
solution may also solve the potential increase in ash Or fue_
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additive accumulation. The latter may not. A larger trap can'
create additional design problems itself (greater stresses and
heating requirements for regeneration) as were discussed in the

NPRM analysis of light-dutyheavy-duty design differences.
More frequent regeneration is fairly simple for a burner-based
system, but may be much more difficult for catalyzed or

fuel-addltive based systems where naturally occurring
temperatures are relied upon to induce regeneration.

Due to the increased difficulty in designing a
higher=efficiency trap capable of complying with a 0.10
g/BHP-hr standard, the technical feasibility of all 1991 model
year HDDEs complying with this standard is not likely. By
establishing a 1994 0.I0 g/BHP-hr standard, the Agency believes
that the additional three years will allow for the development
Of higher efficiency traps with more time to optimise
performance and durability while minimizing cost.

The overall difficulty of achieving these high

efficiencies also depends on the number of engines needing to
be so equipped. It is likely that a number of trap systems
employed to meet the 0.25 g/BHP-hr Averaging standard will be
85-90 percent efficient. Others will be less efficient. Thus,
for a few engine urban transit buses, for example, a 0.i0
g/SHP-hr standard should be quite feasible. In actuality, few
bus engines are currently marketed in the U.S. GM dominates
the market with its 6V-92TA and 8V-92TA bus engines. Cummins
has sold a small number of its VTB-903 engines in buses in the
past, but is not currently doing so. A small number of
foreign-based manufacturers, such as M.A.N, and Daimler-Benz,

have recently begun to market bus engines in the U.S. Thus,
bus engines represent a relatively small subset Of HDDEs.
Developing a trap-oxidizer system for transit bus use may also
be considerably easier than for most HDE applications. An
EPA-sponsored report by Energy Resource Consultants, [nc.[6]
mentions the following reasons this may be so:

i. Durability and reliability requirements would not be
nearly as strict as for most other types 06 heavy-duty vehicles.

2. Buses have a rather predictable operating cycle, and
and one which includes a great deal of acceleration. The
frequent occurrence of moderate high e_haust temperatures as a
result would help to make a self-regenerating system feasible.

3. Transit buses universally receive regular service,
often on a daily basis.
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Thus, at minimum, bus engines should be no more difficult
to trap-equip than other HDDEs and, at best, could be much
easier to trap-equip. Coupled with their small number,
developing high-efficiency traps for bus engines should be
feasible at the same time as traps are generally employed on
HDDES, or 1991.

Equipping all HDDES with high-efficiency traps will
require additional time beyond 1991. Having buses operating
with such traps will certainly provide useful data, but such

data cannot be employed any sooner than three years after the
buses begin service, since time is required to obtain the data
and design and tooling must also be performed. Of more use
will be durability data generated on prototype non-bus HDDVs
equipped with high-efficiency traps after the bus engine
designs have been set, but prior to bus introduction.

Providing omly two years between standards can reasonably De
ruled out due to the need to apply such traps to line-haul
HDDEs, which have very long lives and which require extensive

dursbility data. The argument can be made that three years
should De sufficient to incorporate such durability data. As
this also coincides with the Act's requirement for HC, CO, and
NOx standards, it appears the mos_ reasonable interval time as
well.

C. Conclusions

I. Near- and Mid-term NOx and Particulate Standards

As a result of the proceeding aoa]ysis of the cam/ants,
SPA has concluded that the proposed standards of 6.0 g/BHP-hr
NOx and 0.60 g/BHP-hr particulate are technologically feasible
and that the appropriate date for implementation of these
standards is the 1988 model year.

EPA has also concluded that engine-out emission standards
of 4.0 g/SHP-hr NOx and 0.40 g/BHP-hr for HDDEs are not

technologically feasible using any known emission control
technology. InEormat£on provided in the comments has, however,
lead SPA to modify the NPRM analysis and conclude that as
engine-out NOx emission standard of 5.0 g/SHP-_r is
technologically feasible by the 1991 model year. The lowest

feaslble engine-out particulate level, given the 5.0 g/BHP-hr
NOx standard, appears to be 0.50 glSHP-hr.

With respect to fuel economy, the 6.0/0.60 stsndards ace
expected to cause a 0-2 percent fuel economy penalty in the
near term and that this penalty will be erased by 1991. :he

NOx standard of 5.0 g/BHP-hr is expected to cause approalma:e[y
a i percent pena[_y _nitially, decreasing to approximated _/:
percent in a few years.
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2. T_s_-Based Particulate Standards

An a result of the proceeding analysis of the comments and
additional information, the Agency concluded that tcap
technology is feasible for heavy-duty diesel engine
application. This conclusion was extrapolated from the status
of llght-duty trap technology and the design effort necessary

to adapt this technology to heavy-duty usage. Light-duty traps
have been proven to be a feasible control of particulate
emissions from light-duty vehicles. Although conditions
specific to the HDDE environment require considerable
development in order to apply LD trap technology to HD usage,
these obstacles are not insurmountable and with adequate
engineering effort traps should be a feasible control method of
particulate emissions from heavy-duty vehicles.

EPA has also concluded that the 0.25 g/BHP-hr trap-based

particulate standard should be 6easible for 1991 model year
HDDEs; the 0.i0 g/BHP-hr trap-based particulate standard should
be feasible Eor 1991 model year urban buses and foe all i994

model year HDDEs. '?he analysis determined that the 1991 model
year HDDE standard, with averaging, will require 80 percent
efficient traps on roughly 70 percent of the fleet. This would
decrease to about 60 percent after the initial years. The 1991
model year hun standard will require the use of nearly 9g

percent efficient traps on all buses. The 1994 model year HDDE
standard will require the use of 90 percent eEficient traps on
roughly 90 percent of all HDDEs.
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CHAPTER 3

ECONOMIC rMPACT

This chapter analyzes the costs of complying with the new
NOx and diesel particulate standards in light of the comments
received in response to the NPRM. These comments at times
supported and at times disputed the EPA cost estimates; some of

these comments prompted revisions of the costs given in the
NPRM, and are OUtlined below.

The chapter begins with a synopsis of the methodolsgy used
in the Draft Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) to generate the
cost estimates in the NPRM. Following the synopsis is the
Summary and Analysis of Comments, which is divided into three
cost sections: LDT, HDGE, and HDDE. Within each section is a
summary Of the applicable comments, discussion of how the

comments compare to the information contained in the NPRM, and
any reanalysis as necessary. Each section closes with a
summary of the final cost and cost-related values used in the
final economic impact analysis. This is followed by a
discussion of socioeconomic impacts.

I. Synopsis of the NPRM Analysis

This chapter as originally presented in the Draft R_A
examined the compliance costs of the proposed NOx and diesel

pa'rticulate standards for LDTs and HDEs. It included the
manufacturers' fixed costs of pre-productlon (research,
development, and testing (RD&T), including certification
testing), and their variable costs of production (emission
control hardware component costs), as well as user costs of
increased purchase price, fuel economy losses, and maintenance
cost changes. The chapter was divided into two sections which
discussed, respectively, the actual manufacturer and user
costs, and the socioeconomic impacts o6 such costs. The f lrst

section is the more lengthy one, and received the main b,_lk ,)f
the comments. [t is summarized below. The socioeconomic

impact section, which included manufacturer, regional, _ild
national effects on sales, cash flow, employment, balarlce 56
trade, and consumer prices received comments on two [s_e_
only, and therefore need not be reviewed in full.

Commenters on costs focused on alternative values to _he
costs derived by EPA rather than on the methodology used, _nd
therefore the methodology is described here only briefly. A:!y
interested parties may consult the Draft R£A for more comp[._te
information on tke :_st derivation methodology and actual .'
values which were pLe_eI_ted in the NPRM.
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A. Cost to Manufacturers

In EPA's analysis, manufacturer costs for each of the
vehlcle/engine groups -- 5DT, HDGE, and HDDE -- included the
fixed costs of RD&T and the variable costs of hardware. Fixed
costs were determined by estimating the number of
recalibrations, design modifications, and the amount of new

testing necessary to convert present systems to those which

could meet the standard. Numbers of calibrations needed per
engine family were combined with numbers of engine families
needing the work, estimated hours of effort per calibration,

hourly rates for labor, overhead and parts, and a I0 percent
contingency factor to derive a dollar value for total
reealibrations. Similar estimates were made of the time

necessary for redesign and for completely new, general system
designs, such as that required for particulate traps.

Testing costs to prove mechanical integrity were based on

miles of testing necessary, average speed, and hourly races for
labor and overhead; such rest costs were shared with other

testing programs when applicable. Certification testing costs
included the same type of mileage accumulation costs, as well
as fixed costs Of $1,500 per emission test for LDTs and $2000

i per emissioa test for HDEs.
r

I For LDT, HDGE, and 1987 HDDE proposed standards, it was
assumed that these fixed costs would be incurred in the two

years prior to implementation of the standards; for the 19g0

HDDE standard, four years were allo'tted due to the longer
development time needed for trap-os£dlzer systems. The sum of

all these costs was apportioned over five model years for GDTs,
and three model years for HDEs (due to introduction of the

second set of HDE standards after three years). Costs were
presented in both undlscounted and discounted forms.

Discounted costs were calculated at a l0 percent discount rate
to the first year for which the standard was applicable (1987
or 1990). These costs were then spread over projected sales to
determine an average cost _er vehicle or engine due to RD&T.

Variable costs to manufacturers arose from the addition of
new hardware and, in some cases, credit was taken for the

removal of old hardware components. For LDTs these component

costs were developed using the Rath and Strong methodologyIl]
as discussed in the Draft RIA and include overhead and

manufacturer profit. For HDGE and HDDE NOx and non-trap
particulate control on HDDEs, component costs were developed
from costs for sim[la_ pieces of equipment on curren_ engines,
with inclusion of factors for different material costs due te

different componen_ sizes. Particulate trap costs were _ken

directly from the Diesel Particulate Study. r2} These comporlen_
cost estimates were combined with projections of the technology
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changes which would he necessary to meet the new standards,
market shares of various technology mixes and vehicle/engine

types, and projected sales, to develop both per vehicle/engine
and aggregate manufacturer costs for hardware. Hardware costs
were combined with RD&T costs, with appropriate discounting at

I0 percent, to determine total manufacturer costs.

8. Cost to Users

Costs to users were based on increases in first cost at

the retail price equivalent (RPE) level and additional
operating costs due to changes in fuel economy and
maintenance. The first price increase per vehicle includes the

average hardware cost for that vehicle's new technology
application and the per vehicle share of RD&T, which is
apportioned over the three or five years after implementation
of the standard as discussed above.

The lifetime cost changes per one percent o6 fuel economy
change were calculated from fuel price, average base Euel
economy and lifetime mileage per vehicle or engine category,

using a I0 percent dlscount rate. Overall fuel economy changes
expected were estimated in the Technological Feasibility
Chapter according to the types oE technology necessary to meet
the standard. Lifetime fuel economy costs due to the standard

could thus be calculated DZ multiplying cost per one percent
change by the amount of cha,ge expected.

Maintenance costs were determined from any additional
maintenance operations deemed necessary for the new technology,
the expected number of additional maintenance operations per

_ lifetime, and the cost per occurrence. These costs were then
,: discounted at the usual l0 percent rate, from point 06
il maintenance to point oE sale. The costs were then apportioned

two different ways. [n the first case, they were apportioned
over just the engines requiring the new technology and the
corresponding maintenance, and ie the second case the costs

were appsrtioned over all engines, rn appropriate cases
credits were taken for maintenance which would be reduced,

using the same methodology. Maintenance costs, either negatlve
or positive, were added to fuel economy costs and first price
increases to give the total lifetime user cost of the standard.

Aggregate costa to the nation, including those to both
manufacturer and user, ware then calculated for each vehicle or
engine group. Hardware costs plus operating costs of fuel and

maintenance were multiplied by number of vehicles affected,
.according to future sales projections. AS noted above,

5-year period w_s ,_se_ far LDTs and 3-year periods 6oc HD_s.
These values were d_scounted _o the proposed yea_ .t'

implementation, and added to discounted RD&T costs, to yield
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L

the net present value aggregate cost in the year the standards

begin. Costs to the nation were also expressed in terms of per
vehicle iflvestment in 1987. All values used throughout the

chapter were 1984 dollars,

If. Summary and Analysis of Comments

A. LDT NOx Standard

I. 1988 NOx Standards

a. Cost to LDT Manufacturers

comments on the manufacturer costs attributable to the new

LDT NOx standards were neither numerous nor lengthy, with only
two manufacturers estimating retail price increases due to

hardware and RD&T. The price increases ie the comments were
stated without derivations, and the methods used by EPA to
estimate the costs given in the NPRM were not challenged. The
manufacturer and EPA final costs, however, were not based on

comparable fleets. Manufacturer costs were based an only those
vehicles requiring new technology, while the EPA final costs
developed in the NPRM were expressed as an average over every
LDGT Or LDDT, including those vehicles which will already have

the hardware in place prior to implementation of the standard.
EPA developed an average per vehicle cost for a LDGT requiring
new technology is the Draft RIA, as part of the p_ocess of
developing the fleet average LDT costs. This cost ($140) was
presented in the Draft RIA. The EPA and manufacturer cost
estimates are as follows:

Retail Price Increase Per LD__TT

Dr_ft Analysis $35 LDDT Average
$44-87 LDGT Average

$140 LDGT with new technology

Chrysler $80 LDT with new technology

Toyota $100-250 LDT_ with new technology

As can be seen, when the same figures -- cost per vehicle
with new technology -- are compared, those given by the
manufacturers are comparable to those estimated by EPA in t_e
NPRM. Therefore, EPA sees no need to alter its analysis of the
LDT component cost values or RD&T costs which were used _)
develop the average per vehicle values presented in the NPRM.

i. Fixed Cost

In developing the costs for the _inal rule, the ori_Ir_,_
allocation for RD&T costs estimated by EPA for this stand,_:
will be .used here, Dut shifted one year he concur wi_h • n_
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shift in the year of introduction o6 the standard. This amount
is the sum oE the RD&T costs for LDGTs and LDDTs, and totals
$26,970,000.

ii. Variable Cost

The average costs have been updated to reflect
manufacturer comments on projected technology mixes received in
response to the NPRM. Present technology mixes are taken from
1985 model year certification data, which provides manufacturer
sales projections by engine EamiIy and, hence, by emission
control technology type. The manufacturer data from ornaments
and the 1985 certification data provide the basis for revision
of the projected technology mixes and subsequent revision Of
the average LDGT hardware costs, which are calculated in the

same manner as used in the Draft RIA. The projected mixes were
in most cases confidential on a manufacturer-specific basis,
and are included here only in general form.

The new present (1985) and projected technology
application mixes according re LDGT engine size are given in
Table 3-£. The same information Eor all LDGTs combined is

presented in Table 3-2. The 1985 model year mixes were

converted to projected [987 model year (pre-standard) mixes by
applying technology changes on specific engine families as

i indicated by manufacturers in confidential comments to the

NPRM. As noted in the NPRM, the comments verify £hat even with
no i_creases in the stringency of the NOx standard, there is a

clear trend away from oxidation catalyst systems to'
three-way-catalyst systems on LDTs, apparently for reasons such
as improved driveability and fuel economy. The trend Per LDGTs

is predominantly toward three-way closed-loop systems as
opposed to three-way open-loop systems. Therefore, this
analysis projected that Per the L988 model year (the _irst year
of the new standard), all remaining oxidation catalyst systems

and all three-way open-loop systems will convert to three-way"
closed-loop technology.

The overall hardware cost for each vehicle undergoing a
technology change, accocding to number of cylinders in the
vehicle, is given in Table 3-3, which is a summary oE Tables
3-4 through 3-6 [n the Draft R[A. Costs are derived by
subtracting the costs of hardware components removed Erom the
costs of hardware components added; estimates of these costs

were originally determined using the Rath and Strong
methodology, ill and are unchanged from the Draft RIA.

The hardware costs _s puesented in the Draft RIA and the

projected change in the technology mix, as discussed above, ale
combined to give an average hardware cost upon implementation
of the .1988 mode[ year s_amdard 6or LDGT_s and for LDGT,s
as follows:
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TabLe 3-i

Lighu-Duty Gasoline Trucks

Percent Technology Usage 8_.Modei Year and Engine Size

Three-Way Three-Way

Open-Loop Closed-Loop
Three-Way Three-way plus plus

Oxidation Open-Loop q£osed-Loop Oxidation Oxidation

LDGTiz

£985 MY*

4-cyllnder 23.8 0 35.9 0 £,8

6-cylinder 26.8 0 0 0 ££.7
ALL 50.6 O 35.9 _ i3.5

£987 MY pco_ected**

4-cyiindec 21.2 0 38.5 0 t.8
.... 6-cylinder 26.8 0 0 0 £io77

ALL _ _ 3B.5 _ £3._

£988 "4Y _=o_ected**

4-cylinder 0 0 59.7 0 £.8

6-cytlsder 0 0 26.8 0 LL.7
ALL _ 5 86.5 _ L3.5

LDGT2:

£985 MY*

6-cylinder 3.3 0 0 0 L_._
S-cylinder 34.0 (3.8 L8.4 8,7 L5.9
ALL 3--7q_.3 0.8 18.4 8.7 34.S

£987 MY pro_ected**

6-cylinder 3.3 0 0 0 LB.g
8-cylinder L5.6 0.8 36.8 8.7 LS. _
ALL 18.9 O.B 36.8 _ ]4.q

£988 MY projecned**

6-cyilnder 0 0 3.3 0 Lq._
8-cylinder O 0 53.2 0 24,6
ALL _ _ 56,5 _ 43.

_ase_ on manufaenurers' confldenulak sales projections.
** Based on manufacuursrs' confidential comments to the NP_4.

•,o.j.... . ..... w _.. . ,
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Table 3-2

Light-Duty Gasoline Tcucks
Percent Technotoq'/ Usage by Modet '{eats _or All LDGTs

Percent Techno[oqy Used
No Oxidation Three-way Three-way"'*

M_odel Year Catalyse Catalyst Open-Loop C1osed-Loo_

1982 = 4.2 91.2 0.2 4.4
1983" 1.4 80.3 0.0 18.3
1984" 0.0 58.0 ll.O 3i.0
1985" 0.0 43*3 4.9 5i.8
1987'" 0.0 36.9 3.6 59.5
1988 and la_e_"" 0.O 0.O 0.0 100.0

• Based on confidential sales projections provided b7
manufacturers as part of the certification process.

•, Projected based on confidential manufacturer comments to
the NPRM.

*'" Also includes three-way closed-loop plus oxidation
catalyst sTstems (see Table 3-i).
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Table 3-3

Light Duty Gasoline Truck
Emission Control System Hacdwa_e

Cost Pec Vehicle With New Technology

Technology Change Engine Size
From To 4CYL 6CYL 8CYL

Oxlda_ion Three-way Closed Loop $106 $133 $157
Three-waM Three-way Closed Loop .... $65

l
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" It is projected that 48 percent of all GDGTLs will
require technology changes between 1987 and 1988.

" First, 4-cylinder LDGT_s, representing 21.2
percent of all LDGT_ sales, are converted Erom
oxidation catalysts to three-way closed-loop
catalysts. At $106 per conversion, the contribution
oE 4-cylinder engines to the LDGT, hardware cost
is: 0.212 X $106 - $22.47

Six cylinder LDGT,s, representing 26.8 percent of
all LDGT,s, are changed from oxidation catalysts
to three-way closed-loop catalysts, at $138 per
vehicle. The 6-cylinder contribution to the LDGT,
hardware cost is then: 0.268 X $133 - $35.64

The remainder of the LDGT_ market, 52 percent, is

projected to already have the required technology
(38.5 percent three-way closed-loop catalysts and
13.5 percent three-way closed-loop plus oxidation

catalysts) in place for the 1987 model year. (In
fact, most of these vehicles, 49.4 percent oE the
market, already have the hardware on the 1985 model

i year vehicles.) No costs are incurred for these
vehicles.

The average hardware cost. per LDGT, in the fleet
is the sum of the contributions by the 4- and
6-cyllnder engines and is: $22.47 + $35.64 - $58.1L
or app[oximately $58.

This cost is $121 per vehicle when applied only to
those LDGT,s requiring new technology in model

year 1988.

The same methodology can be used for LDGT_s:

For the 3.3 percent of LDGT_s which are 6-cylinder
engines and which are converted from oxidation
catalyst Co three-way closed-loop catalyst
technology, the cost is $133 per vehicle, which
results in a contribution of: 0.033 X $133 = $4.4]

For the 15.6 percent of the LDGT_ market which ale

8-cylinder engines with oxidation catalysts and
which will be changed to three-way closed-loop
catalyst systems at a cost of $157, the _esu[tir;:;
8-cylinder contribution is: 0.156 X $157 = $24._)
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The 8-cylinder engines also have some open-loop

three-way systems, which will go to closed-loop in
model year 1988. Of the 5DGTJ market, 9.5 percent

will need new closed-loop control (8.7 percent from
three-way plus oxidation catalysts to three-way
closed-loop plus oxidation catalysts, and 0.8
percent from three-way to three-way closed-loop
catalysts) at $65 per vehicle, which makes this i

portion of the 8-cylinder contribution: 0.095 X $65
o $6.iB

o The remainder Of the LDGT_ market, 71.6 percent,
already will have three-way closed-loop catalyst or
three-way closed-loop plus oxidation catalyst !
systems in place by model year 1987, and thus will
incur no costs.

The average hardware cost per LDGT_ in the fleet

I is the _sum Of the 6- and B-cylinder contributions
and is: $4.43 _ 524.49 + 56.18 _ $35.10, or about
S35.

J

i This cost, when distributed only over those vehicles
1 requiring new technology, is about 5123 per LDGT_.

/ The average per vehicle hardware costs Of $58 for LDGT,s
i" and 535 for LDGT,s derived above include the total costs for

hardware components added (three-way catalysts, feedback
carburetor modifications, and/or closed-loop control), with a
credit for those components removed (oxidation catalysts and/or
open-loop control), averaged over the entire fleet of vehicles
in that 5DGT category. However, the complete cost of such
hardware should not be applied solely to the more stringent
NOx standard, since the manufacturer also derives other

significant benefit from its application. This is indicated by
the fact that manufacturers have al_eady converted much of

their fleet from oxidation to three-way catalyst systems, and
have stated in their comments that they plan to continue this

treed, even _hough it is not necessary f_om an emissions
control standpoint unde_ the current 2.3 g/ml NOx standard.
The application of this mace costly technology prior to the

implementation of the stricter standard clearly indicates
benefits to the manufacturer, which include improved fuel
economy and driveab£[ity as well as parts consistency with
their light-duty vehicles. This parts consistescy leads to
greater economic efficiency and lower total costs. It is
difficult to quantify _he p_ecise value of these benefits to

the manufacturer: however, it ls clear that they 3re
significant. Absent any more precise information, EPA has
applied 50 percent ._6 _he costa to the implementation 06 _e

standard! and 50 pe:cenE to the other benefits which will be
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derived from application of the new technology. That is, the
average per vehicle hardware cost for the 1.2/i,7 standards is
$29 per LDGTL, and $18 per LDGTz.

These LDGT costs can be combined with LDDT costs to give

an overall LDT sales weighted hardware cost per vehicle. No
moments specifically addressed the issue of LDDT hardware

costs. Therefore, the costs developed in the Draft RIA will be
used here. These LDDT costs are $20 per vehicle requiring the
first time application of EGR, or LDDTIs, and $42 per vehicle
needing a conversion to electronically-controlled EGR Erom
current EGR, or LDDT_s; details of their derivation can be
seen in the Draft R_A.

The average hardware cost per LDT can now be calculated
using the LDGT costs developed above and the LDDT costs

presented above. Sales weighting these costs will give the
average per vehicle cost Of the proposed LDT NOx standard.
Table 3-4 presents projected sales of gasoline and diesel LDTs,
based upon total sales from the Draft RIA and gasoline and
diesel sales fractions from Chapter 4.

Further subdivisions between LDT_ and LDT_ were made
utilizing the sales projections provided by manufacturers

during certification for the 1984 and 1985 model Fears. The
1984 projections showed LDGT_s with about 75 percent OE the
5DGT market in 1984, while, the 1985 model year projections
indicated a rise in sales of larger LDGTs, so that LDGT,s
shared the market roughly equally with LDGT_s. This rise is
against the trend of increasingly greater sales fractions of
smaller vehicles seen in the several preceding model years, and

is probably attributable to the easing of gasoline prices and
general strengthening of the economy. [t is assumed that, in

the future, percentages of LDGT,s in the LDGT market will
fall between the values seen in model year 1984 and 1985 sales
projections, i.e., at about 62 percent. The diesels ace
assumed to continue their LDDT,/LDDTz split as in the model
yea_ 1984 and model year 1985 projections: 33 percent [,DDT
and 67 percent LDDT?.

These values when combined with the sales projections
presented in Table 3-4 give total sales per LOT type for model
years 1988 through 1992 as shown in Table 3-5.

Combining the sales values with the previously calculated
costs results in an average per vehicle cost Of (.52)($Z9)
(.32)($18) ÷ (.05)($20) + (.ii)($42) = _26.46, O= _bout $1': f
the LDT manufacturer to install the necessary hardware :"
compliance with _he !.2/1.7 _/ini NOx standard.
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_abLe 3-4

P_o_eeeed Liqht-Ou_y TcucR Sates (in _housands) t

Yea_s Oaso£ine'" Oiese£ "f Torsi

1988 3,Q70 420 3,490
1989 3,100 460 3,560
1990 3,0£0 530 3,540
199£ 2,980 690 3,670
1992 2,890 850 3r740

Totals LS,0fi0 2,950 i8,000

• To_al sales Qcojec=ions _or 1988-1991 were drawn Erom
_e D_aft R_A. 1992 pco]ections wece detecmlned using
_e same methodology.

•" Gasoline and diesel s_ll_s were taken from Cha_tec 4.
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TabLe 3-5

proceeded Mar_@_ S'na:e b Z 5DT Subca_e_ory, L988-1992 Model Years
nnT Sales Hardware

Subce_eqo_y (_housands ! Marke_ Share Coe_/Vshlcla

LDGT z 9,330 52% $29
LDGT 2 5,720 32_ S18
LDDT L 970 5% $20
LDDT 2 L,980 11_ _42

To=el 18,000 100% $26*

Selem-wei@h_ed average.
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iii. Total Cost to Manufacturers

Total manufacturer cost of compliance with the LDT NOx
standard is based on hardware coats for sales projected for the
5-year period beginning with the first model year of the

standard plus the total costs for RD&T. These costs are then i
discounted at i0 percent to the first year of the standard

(1988) so that costs over the years of interest can be ii
expressed in equivalent dollars. It is projected that RD&T
costs will be incurred as in Table 3-6, shown in both

undiscounted and discounted form, Hardware cost is spent
according to sales, and is shown in Table 3-7. Total
manufacturer costs are combined in Table 3-8; as can be seen,
the net present value of the manufacturer cost in 1988 is
S426,820,000.

b. Cost to Users

i. First Cost

The added cost to manufacturers for RD&T and emission

control system hardware is expected to be passed on to the
purchasers Of LDTs. The amount s manufacturer must increase

the price of its vehicles to recover its expenses depends on
the timing of the costs, the revenues from sales, and the cost

of capital to the manufacturer. It is expected that
manufacturers will increase the vehicle prices to recover their
pre-production investment in five model years, 1988-92. When
RD&T costs are amortised over the vehicle sales, the cost is $2

per LDT. The first price increase of a vehicle would be the
sum of this cost plus the cost of the hardware, $26. The

l average first price increase for an LDT sold between 1988 and1992 is thus $28; this is a sales-welghted average of the
LDGT. cost of $31, LDGT_ cost of $20, LDDTL cost of $22,

snd the LDDT, cost of $44, including the $2 per vehlcle for
discounted RD&T.

These costs can also be expressed in terms of only those
vehicles requiring new technology rather than as an average per

vehicle cost by adding RD&T apportioned over the applicable
vehicles ($3 per LDGT and $2 per LDDT with new technology) to

the hardware required for that vehicle as shown in Table 3-3.
These costs are summarized in Table 3-9.

ii. Fuel Economy

Fuel economy impact was determined to be small, ,_
discussed in Chapte_ 2, Technological Feasibility. For th _u
vehicles with exls¢ing _h[ea-way systems which already meet "_,.
standards, no fuel ecoilomy pena£ty should be experienced, wnL!,:

those converting from oxidation to three-way catalyst sys_,:: _
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Table 3-6

1986 $9,000K SI,9OOK $i0,900_ _I0,Bg0K _2,299K _13,189K

_? $2o870K Sl3,200K S16o070K _3o157K $14o520K $17,677K

_11,870K $15,100K S26,97_ S14,047K S16,819K _0,866K
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Table 3-7

LDT Hacdwa_e._psts Eoc 1.2/I.'7 _O_

Undiscounted Discounted •

1988 $92,350K $92,350K
_989 94,200K 85,640K
I990 93,570K 77,410K
199£ 97,iiOK 72,960K
1992 98t960K 67rSg0K

TOTAL $476,290K $395,950K

• Discounted a_ _0 percen_ CO 1988.
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Table 3-8

Tota_ _DT Hanu_ac_u_er Cos_

U_discounted Discounted f
RO&T Hardware RO&T Hardware

1986 $10,_00K -- $13,190K --

1987 $16,070K -- S17,680K --

1988 •-- $92,350K -- $92,350K

_989 -- $94,200K -- $85,640K

1990 -- $93,670K "- $77,410K

1991 -- $97,110K -" $72s960K

1992 "" $98t960K -- _67r590K

$26,970K $47_,290K $30,_70K $395,950K

TOTAL $503,260K $426,820K

• Discounted a_ IO _ercent _o 198B.
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TabLe 3-g

Li_ht-Dut_ Trucks First Price Increases

vehicles Requiring Nffw.Technoloqy

LDGT:

4-CFli_der Three-way Closed Loop From S109
Qxidation Catalyst (LDGT_)

6-CFlinde_ Three-Way Closed-Loop From $136
Oxidation Cataiys_ (LDGTI • _)

8-C_linder Three-Way Closed-Loop From $160
Oxidation CataIys_ (LDGTt)

8-CyLinder Three-Way Closed-Loop From $ 68
Three Way Open Loop (LDGTz)

5DDT:

5DDT, First Time Application of EGR $ 22

LDDTz Electronically Con_rolled EGR from EGR S 44

Aqera_e for All Vehicles

LDGT S 31

LDGT_ $ 20

LDDT, $ 22

LDDT_ $ 44

All LDTs $ 28

' L
. . • , •
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may experience a gain of up to 8 percent. This was seen in
comparisons of 1985 certification data of matched pair_ Of
Federal and California vehicles. For fuel economy changes
which may occur, the costs remain as in the Draft RIA at $51
for LDGTs and $41 for LDDTs lifetime cost per affected vehicle
per one percent change in fuel economy, either greater or

less. When apportioned over all vehicles, the cost is $21 per
LDGT and $41 per LDDT, or $24 pet LDT pet one percent change in
fuel economy. It is expected, that on a fleetwide basis there
may be a slight gain in fuel economy; however, for costing no
fuel gain was included.

iii. Total Cost to Users

To su_l_arize, purchasers of LDTs can expect to pay an
average of $28 mote for 19BB model year LDTs for the emission

control improvements as compared to 1987 LDTs. in the case of
fuel economy increases ot decreases, LDGT users can expect a
$51 change in lifetime operating cost per one percent change in

fuel economy, while LDDT users can expect a $41 change. A
slight gain in fuel economy is expected, but is not included in
total cost.

2. Aggreqate Costs for the 1988 LDT NOx Standard

The aggregate cost to the nation of complying with the
1988 Federal LDT NOx emission regulations consists Of the sum
of fixed costs for RD&T and new emission control hardwage. No

changes in 'maintenance or fuel economy costs ate expected.
These costa are calculated based on sales projections for the
5-year period following introduction of the standard. These
sales projections were shown in Table 3-4.

The various costs associated with this rulemaking action
will OCCUr in different periods. In order to make all costs
comparable, the present value at the start of 1988 has been
calculated based on a discount rate of 10 percent. The

calculations were shown earlier in Table 3-8. The aggr@gate
cost of complying with the new regulations for the 5-year
period is estimated to be equivalent to a lump sum investment
of about $427 million (1984 dollars) made at the start of

1988, When amortized over the projected sales for the
five-year period, the value is $28 pet vehicle at the time o6
purchase.
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B. HDGE NOx Standards

Comments on the costs of the proposed HDGE NOx standards
were received from two of the three major manufacturers of

HDGEs and were not highly detailed. Chrysler gave a cost
estimate only for the later standard, with no estimate for a

fuel economy penalty. General Motors stated that, "the
predominant HDGE costs associated with the more stringent NOx
standards proposed by EFA would be an increase in fuel
consumption. " Ford comments did not discuss the costs of the
standard. Therefore, any cost revisions below are based on a

reanalysis of the control technology necessary, which the
manufacturers' comments did discuss, rather than on concerns

for cost estimates for specific components of the control
technology.

Before beginning this reanalzsis of the costs to comply
with the 1988 and 1991 HDGE NOx standards, a brief discussion

of HDGE certification data and options and potential
certification approaches is necessary. First, as of February
1985, the three major HDGE manufacturers had certified a total

of seven families. This is a decrease of eight families from
1984, brought a_out by IH leavleg the market completely,
Chrysler dropping one family, and GM and Ford each combining
two families which were previously separate. However, due to
the split class HDGE emission standards beginning in 1987, the
number of HDGE families is projected to increase from 7 to i0

or ll evee though no new engine offerings are expected. For
simplicity, and since 'all HDGEs will have to meet the same NOx

standards, this analysis will assume that HDGE sales are spread
evenly among the Ii families. This allows fixed costs to be

assigned on a per family basis and spread over the entire
fleet, without having be assign specific fixed costs to
specific families for the sake of production-weighting the
fixed cost impacts. As will be seen later, in the long term
this introduces no error into the per vehicle cost.

Second, it is worth noting that beginning in 1987,
manufacturers may exercise the option to certify their HDGVs of
up to 10,000 Ib GVW as LDTs. While this Option also exists for
the 1988 model year, this analysis does not evaluate that
possibility. Presumably it would be more expensive on a per

engine basis to meet the LDT NOx standard (probably requiring a
three-way catalyst with closed-loop control) than it would be
to meet the 1988 or 1991 HDGE standards. Therefore, if
manufacturers choose to exercise this option in 1988, it would

be based on their belief that other perceived or intangible
benefits are worth any extra costs.

Third, any analysis of costs to meet the 1988 or 1991 HDGE

NOx standards must be placed in the proper context by reviewing
current HDGE _JOx certification levels. The certification data

....... ,c
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presented in the HDGE technological Eeasibility analysis
indicates that none of the families certified in 1985 meet the

1988 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard, even though two configurations
within these families do meet the 1988 standards and one of

these two configurations meets the 1991 standard. For purposes
of cost estimation, this analysis will assume that no current

HDGE families meet the 1988 NOx standard of 6.0 g/BHP-hr.
However, several will be very close.

I. 1988 NOx

a. Cost to HDGE ManuEacturers

i. Fixed Costs

AS noted above, no comments specifically addressed the

issue of manufacturers' cost o£ the intermediate HDGE NOx
standard. However, a reanalysis o6 cost has been done to

reflect changes in the EPA projection of the control technology
necessary to meet the standard, as discussed in Chapter 2,
Technological Feasibility. These new cost estimates are
outlined below.

The costs originally estimated for RD&T included
reoalibration oE the fuel, ignition, and EGR systems as well as
certification costs. [n total, these recalibrations amounted

to $39,600 per engine family based on three calibration
comDinaticns at six person-weeks of effort each. CertiEication

costs in the Draft RIA ware $192,170 per engine family, based
on one durability and three data engines per family.

The final cost estimate includes these costs, plus costs
for evaluation and reca[ibraticn for improved secondary air
management, redesign of the combustion chamber, and
emission-related improvements of the intake manifold.

Secondary air management recalibration is expected to require
a_out the same level of effort as the fuel, EGR, or ignition

system, or $L3,200 per engine family. Redesign and testing of
the combustion chamber is expected to consist of a redesign of
the cylinder head and was estimated [n the Draft RIA for _he

proposed 4.0 standard to cost $306,900 per engine family,
(including a i0 percent contingency factor). This value Ls
used here. Finally, enhancement of the intake manifold :s
estimated to require aDout five times the level of effo_r ,)f

any of the above recalibrations, an amount of $66,000 i:e_
engine family.

As was discussed above, it ls now projected that '!.,,
major manufac_uce_s _[t certify a _otsl o6 ii HDGE famili,>._ :::
1988. The :brae ta_s _[iginaliy presented in the Drs[t _.i_
are expected to De necessary for all II engine families. :" • ..
cost is' thus $580.,_00 for [ecalibrstlon of EGR, Euei, ,.::
ignition systems.
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Of the ii engine families receiving this recalibration, 8
are expected to be able to meet the 6.0 standard without
additional changes. This is based on a review of current NOx
certification levels which indicates only three families have
NOx emission levels above 8.0 g/BHP-hr. The other three HDGE

families may require some or all of the additional work listed
above: secondary air reealibration, combustion chamber
redesign, and intake manifold improvement. As given in the

Draft RIA, RD&T costs for applying these improvements to each
I of the remaining engine families are $13,200 for the secondary
i air, $306,900 for the combustion chamber, and $66,000 for ther

intake manifold for a total of $386,100 per family. Assuming

that all three families do all the work, this totals an
additional $1,158,300.

i Certification must be conducted for all iI engine
Eamilies. Using the $192,170 certification cost per family
presented in the Draft 81A, certification costs total
$2,113,870. The total fixed costs to meet the 1988 HDGE NOx

standard is the sum DE the development and certification costs
or about S3,708,000, The separate components of these costs
are detailed in Table 3-10.

ii. Variable Cost

EGR is the major NOx emission control component expected
on HDGEs. A review of the 1885 certification records indicates

that six of the seven HDGE families currently have EGR
installed. One family, representing,about 4 percent of sales,
would have to install EGR to meet the 1988 HDGE NOx standard.
In a 1980 study completed for EPA, HDGE EGR was estimated to

cost $9.36 at the vendor level (1977 dollars).[10] When
adjusted for inflation to 1985 dollars using the new car CPI
(1.43) and accounting for manufacturer and dealer overhead and

profit (1.29),[9] HDGE EGR is estimated to have a retail price
equivalent of $17.27. When spread over all the vehicles in the
fleet, this averages $0.69 per vehicle.

In addition the recalibration discussion above indicated
that 3 families may need additional work for combustion chamber

modifications and intake manifold improvements. Redesigned
hardware may be necessary for the three HDGE families needing

this work. In the long term, the redesigned parts could
presumably cost the same as those being replaced, but a
conservative approach is taken and $10 is assigned per
redesigned engine. When this cost for work on three engine
families is spread ovec all HDGEs, the hardware cost per
redesigned engine due to the 6.0 standard is $2.73. When =!_e

EGR cost is added to the [edesigned component cost, the c_'=3|
hardware cost sums to $3.42 pe_ HDGE.
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Table 3-_0

Summary of i988 HDGV NOx RD&T Costs

Families Cost per
Cateqory A_fected gami_y To_aL

i. Fuel, inqition and EGR ii $39,500 $435,600
recalibration

2. Secondary aic management, 3 $386,100 $i,158,300
combustion chamber cedesiqn,
and intake manifold moda.

3. CertIEicat_on Ii $192,170 $2ti13,870

$3,707,770
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iii. Total Manufacturer Cost

The total manufacturer cost of the 6.0 HDGE NOx standard
is the sum of the RD&T cost and the hardware cost for the

engines produced in the three model years immediately following
introduction Of the standard, all discounted at i0 percent to
1988. Projected sales have been updated to reflect information
in Reference 3, and are presented in Table 3-11. These sales
figures have been used to generate the total manufacturer
hardware coats, and are presented together with total RD&T
costs in Table 3-12. Manufacturer costs are shown to be
$7,671,000 undisoeunted and $7,869,000 discounted.

b. Cost to Users

i. First Cost

Manufacturers must recover their costs by increasing the
first price of vehicles equipped with HDGEs. It is expected
that manufacturers face a I0 percent cost of capital and
recover their RD&T costs in the three model years immediately

following introduction of the standard, 1988-90. The
discounted RD&T costs amortized over the engines projected to
be sold in those three model years results in a cost per engine
Of $4.02, or about $4. The sum of the engine share of RD&T
cost and the hardware cost ($3.42) is the first price
increase. Averaged over all model year 1988-90 HDGES, the
total is $7.44, or about $7 per engine.

ii. Operatinq Costs

As described in the technological feasibility analysis,
the fuel economy impact of the 6.0 NOx standard is expected to
be negligible for HDGEs. Since only engine recalibtations and
component redesigns will be used to achieve the required
emission reductions, maintenance should not be affected by this
standard.

iii. Total Use_ Cost

The total cost to the user is simply the first price
increase of approximately $7 per vehicle equipped with an
HDGE. Operating costs ate not expected to change.

2. Total Manufacturer and User Costs for the _@9
Standard

a. Manufacturer Cost

The total manufacturer cost of compliance for _hs _ .=_
HDGE NOx standard of 6.0 g/HHP-hr for the three model ".,._. •
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Table 3-li

P ro_ecced HDE Sales (_housasds}

Gas Diesel To_aL

1988 389 338 727

1989 386 353 739

1990 384 3_7 751

1991 38L 382 763

1992 379 397 776

1993 38_ 403 784

1994 383 409 792

1995 384 416 800

1996 385 423 8Q8

1997 388 429 817

_998 392 433 825

1999 396 4"37 833

Based on inEormation p_esen_ed in Reference 3.
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TabLe 3-12

HDGE Manufactu;er Costs for t988 NOx Standard

Undlseounted Discounted*

RD&T Hardware RD&T Hardware

1986"* Sl,594K _I,929K

1987"** 2,LI4K - 2,325K

1988 - Sl,330K - _1,330K

1989 L,320K - L,200K

1990 - _ I0313K - 1,085K

S3,708K S3,963K S4,254K $3,615K

To_al $7,67LK 7,869K

* L0 percent to i988.
** Research and development costs.
"** CertiEicatloe costs.
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1988-90 is the sum Of fixed and variable costa developed above,
and is about $7.7 million undiscounted or $7.9 million
discounted at 10 percent to the year of the standard.

b. User Cost

The user cost is the sum of the first price increase
developed above and any change in operating costs due to the
standard. NO operating cost increases are expected, so that

i the average cost to the user of a model year 1988-90 vehicle
I with a HDGE is about $7.

i 3. 1991 HOx

a. Cost to Manufacturer

EPA received only one comment concerning the cost estimate
per HDGE due to the proposed 4.0 NOx standard. Chrysler
estimated a cost of $180 for reduction from 6.0 to 4.1

g/SHP-hr, compared to the estimate in the NPRM of $18.

However, Chrysler's comment did not detail the technology which
would cause this price increase, nor did it indicate the amount

of research, overhead and markup contained in the estimate. It
is therefore difficult to determine to what extent the
difference is based on actual differences between EPA and

Chrysler estimates of specific costs, and to what extent it is
due to differences in assumptions in areas such as

• technological approach, mark-up, vehicles over which costs are
apportioned, etc.

I Nevertheless, absent any detailed comment, EPA has
re-evaluated the cost of the 1991 HDGE NOx standard based on

the revision of the HDGE NOx portion of the technological
feasibility anal?sls.

[. Fixed Cost

The cost analFsis for the proposed 4.0 HDGE NOx standard
contained in the Draft R[A included RD&T costs for the

recalibration of the fuel, EGR, and ignition systems,
combustion chamDer modifications, and for certification. The
final cost analysis for the 1991 HDGE NOx standard includes
RD&T costs in these areas plus others for improvement of

secondary air management and intake manifold modifications for
those HDGE families not already receiving these changes. These

costs are allocated as described below. The per family cost to
accomplish each of these tasks is the same as allocated f_:

1988. For convenience, these costs are shown again in T_ie
3-13.
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TaDle 3-13

RD&T Costs per HDGE Famil Z

Costa per
Tasks Family

i. _'uel. ignition and _GR recalibration $_9,600

2. Secondary air management $13,200

3. Combustio_ chamber redesign $306,900

4. _n_ak_ maniEold modiEimationa $66,000

5. Certification $192,170
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First, costs are again allocated to each HDGE family for
further fuel, ignition, and EGR recalibration work. However,
this is probably conservative since it is reasonable to expect
that some families will be able to meet the Iggl NOx standard

with only minor changes to 1988-90 calibrations.

Second, further costs for the more significant changes

(secondary air management, combustion chamber redesign, and
intake manifold m0di_ications) are now allocated for these

eight families not receiving these changes in meeting the 1988
standard. This is also conservative, since it is unlikely that
all eight families would require all three o_ the more
significant changes. Thus, as is shown in Table 3-14,
recalibration work for all iI families totals to $435,600 and

other more significant changes for the remaining eight families
totals to $3,088,800.

Third, certification costs are once again appropriated for
all ii families at a total cost of $2,113,870. Once again,
this is conservative, since it is likel Z that some families
will be able to gain ig91 certification through a running
change in lieu of full certification.

As shown in Table 3-14 when the work is allocated as

discussed above and summed, RD&T costs total $5,638,000
(undiscounted).

ii. Variable Cost

As was discussed above, redesigned hardware may be
necessary for the combustion chamber and the intake manifold

modifications, and was conservatlvel? estimated above to cost
$10 per affected engine. For the 5.0 standard, B of the ii

HDGE families will require this hardware. Spreading this cost

evenly over all HDGEs, the average cost per engine is $7.27.

iii. Total Manufacturer Cost

'" The total manufacturer cost, including RD&T and hardware,
sums to $13,933,000 undiscounted and $14,153,000 whet*

discounted at I0 percent to 1991. This includes the RD&T costs
developed above and the costs for redesigned hardware on model
year 1991-93 engines. The stream of costs, both undiscounted
and discounted, is shown in Table 3-15.

b. Costs to Users

i. First Cost

The incremental iI_crease in the f[rst price o6 a 199L HD.;','
over a similar 1990 HDGV can best be presented as the ave_ ,3e
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Table, 3-L4

Summary o_ L99_ HDGE NOx RD&T Costs

Families Cos¢ per

Cateqory AE_ected FamiLy Total

l. Fuel, ingition and EGR II $39,600 $435,600
recalibration

2. Secondary air management, 8 $386,100 $3,088,800
comDustion chamber redesign,
and intake manido_d mods.

3. CertiEication II $192,i70 $2,113,870

$5,E38,270

[
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Tab£e 3-i5

HDGE Manufacturer Costs for i99L NOx Standard

Undlscosnted Discounued*
RD&T Hardware RD&T Hardware

1989"* 3,524K - _4,264K -

L990"** 2,iL4K - 2,32SK'

L991 - 2,770K 2,770K

1992 - 2,755K 2,505K

£993 - 2,770K 2,289K

S5,638K $8,295K $6,589K $7,564K

Totai $13,933K _i4,i53K

iO percent to 1991.
"" Research and develom_ent costs.
*** Certlf_eauion costs.
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first price increase expected i_ costs are spread ever all
HDGEs. If RD&T costs are amortized over three years of sales

(1991-93) at a i0 percent cost of capital, the average per
engine increase attributable to RD&T equals $6.33. This added
to a fleet average hardware cost of $7.27 gives a short term
average first price increase of $13.60 for the 1991 NOx
standard. In the long term this cost drops to about $7.

ii. Operating Costs

As is discussed in the technological feasibility analysis,

no significant fuel economy impact is expected for HDGEs due to
J the 5.0 standard. Therefore, fuel costs will not be affected.

Increased maintenance is not expected as s result of meeting
the 1991 HDGE NOx standard, so maintenance costs should not

change.

iii. Total User Cost

The total user cost of the 1991 standard is simply the
first cost increase, averaging $13.60 over the cost of a model

year 1990 vehicle equipped with an HDGE. No increases in
operating costs are expected.

4. Total Manufacturer and User Cost for the 1991
Standard

a. Manufacturer Cost

The total manufacturer cost of compliance for the 199i
HDGE NON standard of 5.0 g/BHP-hr for the three mode[ years
1991-93 is the sum of fixed and variable costs developed above,
and is about $13.6 million undiscounted or $14.2 mi[ilon

discounted at 10 percent to the year of the standard.

b. User Cost

The user cost [s the sum of the first price increase

developed above and any change in operating costs due to the
standard. No operating cost increases are expected, so that
the average cost increase to the user of a model year 1891-93
vehicle with a HDGE is $13.60. After RD&T costs ace amortized,

the first price increase will drop to about $7 per HDGV.

C. HDDE NOx and Particulate Standards

Specific comments on the proposed HDDE NOx standards were
received from five _anufacturers -- Cummins, Fo_d, Genera[
Motors, International Harvester, and Mack, as well as from the

Department of Energy, the Engine Manufacturers Association, and
the American Tcucking Association. All commented either tha%
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hardware costs were substantially higher Or fuel economy losses
considerably greater, or both, than those estimated by EPA. In
general, detailed derivations of the costs were not given in

i the comments, and EPA's derivation approach was not

i challenged. However, in one case a comparison of assumptions
[ was made which detailed the reasons for fuel economy cost

i estimate differences without investigating the relative merit
J of the two methods.

The comments have prompted revised analyses of
manufacturer cost estimates by EPA. In the case of RD&T, costs
are based on the number of engine families which will require
the Work; at this time, famiIy-speciflc data on HDDEs is not
available. Therefore, EPA can only estimate the number of
families which will require RD&T allocations based on general
manufacturer comments. For hardware costs, those components

which were sot costed by Rath & Strong[l] were estimated by EPA
in the Draft RIA; again, they are updated here based on
general manufacturer comments. These estimates are retail
price equivalent (RPE) costs. The detailed reanalysis is
provided in the following sections.

i. 1988 NOM Standard

a. Cost to HDDE Manufacturers

Hardware changes deemed necessary for engines to meet the
6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard as outlined in the Draft R_A included
injection timing retard and the addition of aftercooling to
non-aftercooled turbocharged engines. [n comparison to this,
Ford outlined hardware plans oE improved fuel injection

systems, variable injection timing, and turbocharging on all
engines, as well as charge air cooling on some. Cummins listed
variable injection timing, low temperature aftercooling,
increased fuel injection pressure, combustion chamber
modifications, and an electroeically controlled fuel system,
while International Harvester listed engine cooling system
changes, air-to-air aftercooling, and electronically controlled
fuel systems. The dissimilarities in these lists of hardware

changes contributed to the difference in cost estimates between
manufactures and SPA; they also prompted a revision of
development tasks and hardware in the EPA analysis, which is
presented later.

The costs presented by manufacturers for HDDE 6.0 g/BHP-hr
NOX control are compared to EPA's projections as follows:
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Retail Price Increase per HDDE, 6.0 NOx Standard

Draft Analysis $16 HDDE average

S78 HDDE with new technology

Cummins $100-800 Depending on need for variable
timing; including particulate
control

Ford $350 HDDE average, including particulate
control

IH $337 HDDE average

Ford's cost is an estimate of the consumer cost for the

hardware changes described above, which are currently planned
for model year 1987 in anticipation of more stringent NOx
standards 6or that year, Cummins indicates "...an increase in
estimated engine prices for the Cummins product line." The
value given by international Harvester (IH) is a sales-weighted
value of going from 10.7 to 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx based on the cost
difference between present California and Federal IH engines.
The California NOx standard is 5.1 g/BHP-hr.

The costs presented by manufacturers are eiearly higher
than those given by EPA, prompting the reanalysis which is
included below; however, since the industry estimates do not
give detailed breakdowns of components and costs, it is
difficult to tell whether the values in the comments can be

directly compared to the EPA estimates. For example, the

industry estimates are presumably per engine requiring new
technology, although this is not clearly stated; the EPA
estimates presented in the NPRM are spread over all HDDEs, some
of which are projected not to require the new hardware. Also,
manufacturers, when indicating increase in "consumer cost", do
not indicate which RD&T costs are included, nor the amount of

dealer markup. From aggregate RD&T costs which were provided

confidentially by some manufacturers, it appears that ongoing
basic research costs are included, rather than only those costs

which arise from research directly applicable to this standard,
as in the EPA analysis.

Dealer markup is presumably higher in the industry
analysis than in EPA's analysis; EPA bases its markup on the
idea that the dealer will incur no costs due to the standard

except for the interest that must be paid on the higher cost ,Sf
the inventory before it is liquidated; this interest is
included in the EPA markup value. Using this method, n};e
dealer will receive no profit duo to the standard, bur will n,_
take a loss either. On the other hand, if the manufacturers
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are including their usual dealer markup in their "consumer
cost" estimates, the dealer is taking a profit from the

standard; such dealer profit is not correctly applied to the
cost of the standard.

Such differences in the analyses may partially explain the
differences between EPA and manufacturer cost estimates, and

create a situation where the values cannot be directly

compared. Resolution of these potential differences is
confounded by the fact that the development of the industry

• cost estimates is not documented in the comments, so that even

the discussion above is only a conjecture as to what the cost
values presented in the comments may actually represent.

Nevertheless, as part of its review of the technological
feasibility Of the 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard, EPA has
reevaluated the control technology needed to meet the
standard. This in turn has led to a reanalysis and revision of

the cost figures; this revision is discussed below.

i. Fixed Cost

The reanalysis of the RD&T and hardware costs necessary
for HDDES to comply with the 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard includes
the timing retard and addition of aftercooling as in the Draft

RIA, 91us additional RD&T and hardware costs of improved
aftercooling, variable injection timing, and improved
turbocharging. The number of HDDE families remains at 86, as
in the Draft RIA.

Timing retard calibration evaluation was costed at $26,400
per engine family in the Draft RIA, based on three calibrations

per engine family, 160 labor hours per calibration at a rate of
$50 per hour, and a l0 percent contingency factor. This value
has been increased to $132,000, five-fold the original, because

I an increased number of calibration evaluations would be
necessary to optimize fuel economy and to deal with the larger
number Of approaches available for _eeting the 6.0 g/SHP-hr
standard. For 1986 engine £amilles, RD&T comes to $11,352,000
for timing retard. The addition Of aftercooling to IO percent
of the HDDE families (half of those turbocharged engines
without aftercooling) remains as before, at $57,400 per engine

family and a total of $494,000 based on six person-months of
engineering and development work per family.

New to this analysis for the 6.0 standard is the
improvement of aftercoo[ing, which was previously believed to
be necessary only for the 4.0 standard but is now added in
response to manufac_u[e_ commen_s. This RD&T cost also remains
the same as in the 4.0 portion of the D_aft RIA, at $172,200

per family for air-to-air and $57,400 for air-to-liquld
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aftercooler systems. At a 50 percent application rate for each
system for the 72 engine families expected to have
aftercooling, the total cost is $8,266,000.

Variable injection timing (VIT) and improved turbocharging
are also new to this analysis, and ace each estimated to have
RD&T costs of $95,700 per engine family; however, half of these
costs are applied to the particulate standard, leaving $47,850
per family for each oE the two tasks. This value is based on
two designs per change, four person-months per design, and the
usual $50 per hour and i0 percent contingency factor, as well
as an additional 25 percent to account Eor the effort needed to

optimize fuel economy. Assuming VIT and improved turbocharglng
will each be assigned to 50 percent o6 the 86 engine Eamilies,
these costs are $2,058,000 per task, or $4,115,000.

Certification costs remain at $6,500,000 as presented in
the Draft RIA. This includes dynamometer time and emission
test costs for one durability and three data engines per engine
family.

Total RD&T costs are then the sum oE all these costs, or

$30,738,000. This is comprised of $11,352,000 for timing
calibration evaluations, $494,000 for the addition oE

sftercooling, $8,266,000 for the upgrading of current
aftercooling systems, $4,115,000 for VIT/improved turbocharging
and $6,500,000 Eor certification.

ii. Variable Cost

Hardware costs per engine have also increased. While

costs for injection timing retard and addition of aftercooling
remain, total hardware costs are increased due to the addition

of improved aftercoollng, variable timing, and improved
turbooharging. The per engine hardware cost for HDDEs adding
aEteroooling capability remains at $61, with 10 percent of
HDDEs being affected.

_mproved aftercooling cost per engine also remains as

originally in the Draft RIA for the proposed 4.0 standard, at

I $73 for conversion of an air-co-liquid to an air-to-air
aftermooler, and $91 for upgrading 06 an existing air-to-l[quld
system. These costs, however, are now being allocated to some
engines which will be built under the 6.0 standard, in response
to manufacturer comments that some will need the technology for
the earlier standard. The rate of application is such that
half of all tu_bochacged engines (31 percent of all HDDEs) w[!l
employ new or upgraded afte_cooler systems for the ::=3

standard. One-third ,:f this 3[ percent, o[ I0 percent ;: ':,!
_ocal, is comprised oE HDDEs getsing ai_-co-i: _.: I
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aftercooling for the first time as described above. Of the
remaining 21 percent, 16 percent will convert to improved
air-to-llquid aftercooling and 5 percent will convert to
air-to-air aftercooling. These costs average to $87 for each
vehicle converting to improved aftereooling, and $18 when

applied to all HDDEs.

The incremental cost of electronically-controlled variable

injection timing is estimated at $25 per engine, and is applied
to hale of the engines, with half of the cost charged to the

particulate standard. As noted above, this is an EPA estimate
based on manufacturer comments to the NPRM.

Improved turbceharging is estimated to cost $5 per engine
as in the Draft RIA, and would apply to 50 percent of all

turbocharged HDDEs (31 percent of all HDDEs). Half of this
cost would be applied to the particulate standard.

The sum of these costs on a Eleetwide average basis is

about $32 per HDDE. When applied only to engines requiring the
new technology, and the average hardware cost for the 6.0

g/BHP-hr NOx standard would be $93 per engine.

iii. Total Manufacturer Cost

Total RD&T and hardware costs must be discounted at 10

percent to the year of the standard, 1988, le orde_ to
represent actual manufacturer cost. It is reasonable to expect
that RD&T expenditures will be made in the two years
immediately preceding the year of the new standard. The RD&T
costs described above are summed in Table 3-16, and presented
in undiscounted and discounted form. Hardware costs are

allocated according to sales projections, which have been

updated due to new informatlon[3] and were shown in Table
3-11. Using these sales projections and the average cost per
HDDE developed above results in the distribution of hardware

} costs shown in Table 3-17, in both undiscounted and discounted}

I form. Since the 6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx would only apply through

1990, the hardware chats are presented and summed for only
three model years of HDDE sales. Manufacturer hardware costs
sum to $34 million dollars undiscounted and $31 million
discounted.

These manufacturer costs for RD&T and hardware are

summarized and presented on an annual basis in Table 3-18.
This analysis results in a total undiscounted manufacturer cost
of about $64.4 million and a discounted cost of about $66._
million.
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Tabte 3-L6

HDDE RD&T Costs Eor 6.0 NOx

Undiscoun_ed Discounted"
Non- Non-

Cert. Costs Cert. Costs Total Cert. Costs Cect. Costs Total

1986 $17,000K $1,000K $_8,00QK S20,570K $I,210K $21,780K

1987 $ 7f200K $5,5QOK $12tT00K $Tf920K $61050K $13f970K

TOTALS $24,200K $6,SQOK $3Q,70OK $28,490K $7,260K $35,750K

• Discounted at I0 percent to 1988.
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TabLe 3-L7

MDDE Hatdwace Costs for igB8 NOx Standard

Undiscou_ed OLscounted,

L988 $10,753K SI0,753K

1989 11,228K 10,207K

1990 ilt675K 9t649 K

TOTAL _33,656K $30,609K

• Oiscoun=ed a_ i0 percent to 1988.
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rab£e3-t8

HDDE Manu6ac_urec Costs _or 1988 N0x Standard

Undiscounted Discounted.
RD&T Hardware RD&T Hardware

1986 $18,000K °" $21,780K ..

1987 12,700K -- SI3,970K ._

1988 -- $I0,753K -- $I0_753K

1989 -- ii,228K -- i0,207K

1990 -- 'Ii_675K -- 9e649K

$30,700K $33,656K $35,750K $30,609K

TOTAL $64,356K $66,359K

Discounted at 10 percent to 1988,
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b. Cost to Users

i. First Cost

Increases in HDDE purchase price due to the 6.0 NOx
standard are determined in the same manner as for the LDT

standard, except that the capital COSTS (RD&T) are expected to
be recovered in three rather than five model years due to the
introduction of the second NOx standard in 1991. The average
increase in first cost of HDDEs would consist of the sum Of the

discounted RD&T cost amortized over vehicle sales for model

years 1988 through 1990 through plus the average per engine
hardware cost. These costs can also be expressed per HDDE

requiring new technology rather than as average per engine cost
by adding the RD&T cost apportioned only over the affected
vehicles to the cost of the hardware required. Costs using
these two different spp¢oaches are presented below.

First, total discounted RD&T cost amortized over the total
HDDE sales projected for model years 1988 through 1990 results
in a cost of approximately $37 per vehicle. When this is added
to the $32 average hardware cost developed above, the average

first price increase is $69. When distributed only over those
engines affected by the standard, the costs are $50 for RD&T
and $83 for hardware, for a total of $143 for a vehicle

receiving new technology.

ii. Fuel Economy

En Chapter 2, Technological Feasibility, it was estimated

that fuel economy penalties associated with the 1988 model year
NOx standard would be in the range Of 0 to 2 percent in the
short term. This penalty should tend to disappear by the time
of implementation of the second standard, 1991, as part of a
normal trend towa£d further engine and vehicle improvements.
EPA has reevaluated the cost impact Of these short-term fuel
economy losses based on the comments received. This is
presented below.

First, fuel economy estimates for 1908 HDDVs have been
updated, and are derived from information in Reference 3.
These estimates for LHDDEs, MHDDEs, and HHDDEs have been

lowered to 15.1 mpg, 8.0 mpg, and 5.9 mpg respectively. This
mekes them closer to the Argonne National Laboratory estimates

supplied in comments received from the Department of Energy
(DOE) which compared EPA and ANL assumptions. These fuel
economy values are combined with a fuel cost of $i.20 per
gallon; ANL used $[.45 as the estimated average cost over the
lifetime of _he veh£c[e. However, since the price of diesel
fuel has varied significantly in the recent past, and sLnce
fuel prices continue to be highly sensitive to the world
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political climate and, therefore, unpredictable, EPA has used

$1.20/gal as representative of today's price without attempting
to project future price increases.

Average annual mileages and lifetimes remain as in the
Draft RIA, at ii,000 miles per year for i0 years, 30,000 miles
per year for 9 years, and 65,000 miles per year for 8 years for
LHDDE8, MHDDEs, and HHDDEs, respectively. These values include
one rebuild for some of the MHDDEs and most of the HHDDES, and
are reasonable estimates of the actual lifetimes of these

engines for fuel economy purposes. The useful llfe VMTs used

by ANL do not involve any rebuilds, but EPA has found that the
majority of the heavier HDDES are not, in fact, retired after
their initial useful life, and hence would continue to accrue

fuel economy penalties. Therefore, EPA has included these
higher lifetime values in calculating the lifetime fuel economy
cost for the standard.

A I0 percent discount rate is employed with the values
given above and the fuel economy estimates are sales weighted
_n arriving at the average cost per engine and total average

lifetime cost. The sales fractions used are 35 percent LHDDE,
29 percent MHDDE, and 36 percent HHDDE, and ere derived from
information presented in Reference 3.

Using the fuel economy, fuel price, and vehicle/engine
average lifetime miles and years it can be calculated that each
one percent reduction in fuel economy corresponds to an annual
increase in diesel fuel usage of 7.3 gallons for LHDDEs, 37.5
gallons for MHDDEs, and 110.2 gallons for HHDDEs. These

increases in fuel usage correspond to lifetime discounted costs
of $54 for LHDDEs, $259 for MHDDEs, and $705 for HHDDEs. Sales
weighting these costs gives the average lifetime cost for a L

pereen_ change in fuel economy of $348 per affected engine.

Applying these average costs, the range in the fueL
economy cost per engine which corresponds to the 0 to 2 percent
change expected for model year 1988 vehicles for the 1988 HDDE
NOx standard is $0 to $696. This value should drop to SO
before implementation of the 1991 standard.

11_ Maintenance

No increase or decrease in maintenance is expected as .%
result of the application of the technology needed to meet the

6.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard and hence there should be no _::_c_
on costs.

I
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iv. Total User Costs

fn sugary, owners of model year 1968 through 1990 HDDVs
can be expected to pay an average OE approximately $69 more _or
the emission control on these vehicles than they would have

paid without promulgation of the NOx standard. In terms of
fuel costs, the increased average lifetime cost per vehicle is

expected to be between $0 and $696, tapering off to $0 in la_er
model years. Total lifetime increase is thus $69 to $765 in
the short term, and $69 in the long term.

2. 1988 Particulate Standard

a. Cost to HDDE Manufacturers

i. Fixed Cost

The RD&T costs for the non-trap particulate s_andard were

reevaluated, but due to the lack of specific comments, EtA saw
no need for major change from those costs presented in the
NPRM. Some revisions in the 1986 particulate RD&T costs are
caused by changes in the RD&T costs toe 1988 NOx control which
are allocated equally wlth particulate control, and general
comments indicating the need for more development to deter fuel
economy penalties.

The original non-certification RD&T cost was based on four

tasks: l) modifications to the combustion chamber through
changes in _he piston, 2) changes in injectors and increased
injection pressure, 3) changes in the fuel delivery system to
refine air/fuel ratio control during transient operation, and
4) changes to the turbocharger to improve air delivery
characteristics during transient operation. In the Draft RIA,
the cost per task to accomplish this non certification RD&T was

estimated at $3,292,000. This was based on 2 design
evaluations per task, 4 person-months per design at $50 per
hour, and a I0 percent contingency factor, applied to one-half
of the 86 engine families, EPA determined that one-halE of the
families would need the work based on manufacturer comments to
the NPRM.

The current estimate for RD&T is based on the same four

tasks listed above, as well as on one-half of the cost of

applying variable injection _iming (VIT). The other half o_
the cost for developing V[T is included in the RD&T costs for
NOx, as is half of the cost of improved turbocharging. Thus,
the particulate standacd is being allotted the full RD&T cos_
for tI_ree tasks -- piston modification, transien_ air/rue!
ratio control, and [:!iprovemen_ in injectors -- as well as hal6

the cost for each oE the two tasks oE improved turbocha_qing
and VfT. The cost per task in the present analysis is
increased _rom _he
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original estimate by 25 percent in order to account for an
addibional effort to optimize fuel economy, in response to
comments that such an effort will occur, The estimated

non-certification RD&T cost for the 1988 particulate standard
is therefore $3,292,000 per task X (3 ÷ 2(i/2)) tasks X 1.25

fuel economy effort factor or about $16.5 million.

In the Draft RIA, 1988 HDDE certification was estimated to

cost $13 million. Assigning this cost at 50 percent each for
NOx and particulate allots $6.5 million 06 the certification
costs to particulate control. This brings the total
undiscounted RD&T cost to approximately $23 million.

ii. Variable Cost

Hardware costs, like fixed costs, are calculated much as

in the Draft RIA, where they were estimated at $20 per affected

I engine, based on $5 per modified component. The modified
components include: I) combustion chamber/piston design
changes, 2) injector and injection pressure modifications, 3)

! fuel delivery system changes, and 4) turbocharger
improvements. This analysis has changed only to reflect the
changes discussed above.

The cost remains at $5 per component for the first three
components listed above, while the charge for improved
turboeharging is halved to $2.50, with the other. $2.50 being

allotted to the cost of the 1988 NOx standard. In response to
limited comments in this area, an additional $5 is included for .
improvements in transient control of air/fuel ratio control and

turbocharger operation. As was mentioned in the cost analysis
for the 1988 NOx standard, electronically controlled variable
injection timing wilt be used to control N0X and particulate.
Adding this capability is expected to cost $25 per engine.
Hal6 of the cost of variable injection timing, or $12.50 per
engine, is also now charged to the particulate standard to .
accompany such a charge being added to the NOx standard.
Summing these costs results in a $35 cost for each engine

receiving the modifications; overall, half are expected to
receive them. The average cost per HDDE is t[lerefore about. $18.

iii. Total Manufacturer Cost

It is expected that the RD&T costs for the [988
particulate standard will be incurred according to the time

table shown in Table 3-19, which is proportional to that
presented in the Draft R[A. Costs are shown both undlscounKeJ
and discounted to L988 at !0 percent. Total hardware cost_ f',c
the three model ve_cs f,gl[owing introduction of the st._n_._:_

are based on projected sates for those years as shown in Table
3-ll; these costa are estimated using projected sales figuLea
and are given in Taste 3-20 in both undiscounted and discoun=ed
forms.
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TabLe 3-19

HDDE RD&T Cosus for 1988 Parulcuiaue

Undiscounued Discounued*

Non- Non-
Cer_Ifica_on Certification To_al Ceruiflca_ion Certlflca_ion To_al

i986 SIS,000K SL,000K _L6,000K SlS,LSOK _I,210K SI9,360K

L987 SI,500K S5,500K S70000K _L,650K S6,050K ST,700K

TOTAL S16,500K S6,500K _23,000K $19,800K $7,260K S27,060K

" Discounted au L0 percenu co 1988.
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table 3-20

HDDE Hacdwace CDscs Eoc 1988 Pat_icu[aCe

Undiscounted Discounted,

1988 _5,91_K $5,91S_

1989 _6,178K $5,616K

1990 S6f422K $5,307K

TOTALS $18,515K $16,838K

• Discounted to _0 percent to 1988.
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Total manufacturer cost is the sum of these total RD_T and

hardware costs, and amounts to approximately $41.5 million
undiscounted and $43.9 million discounted cost, as shown in
Table 3-21.

b. Cost to Users

i. First Cost

The total RD&T cost developed above can be recovered by
increasing HDDE prices by $28 for model year 1988-90 engines.
When added to the average hardware cost of $18, the total first
price increase averages $46 per HDDE. Apportioning this cost
only over those vehicles affected by the standard results in a
first price increase Of about $84 per HDDE.

ii. Operating Cost

As described in the technological feasibility analysis,
neither fuel economy nor maintenance is expected to be impacted
by the 0.6 g/SHP-hr particulate standard, and hence will not
impact user costs.

iii. Total User Cost

The average increase in user cost due to the 1988

particulate standard is the sum of the first price increase and
any increase in operating costs. Operating costs are not
expected to change, so the average user cost is simply the
first cost increase of $46 per model year i988-90 vehie|e
equipped with an HDDE.

3. Total Manufacturer and User Costs for 1988 NOx and
Particulate Standards

The total HDDE manufacturer cost of compliance with the
1988 standards is developed above for the NOx and particulate
standards separately. These costs are shown together in Table
3-22, and total approximately $II0 million manufacturer cost
discounted to 1988.

The total HDDE user cost per vehicle is also deveb)ped
above separately for the two standards; the total is shown in
Table 3-23 and [s $I15-$810, depending on the fuel econo!ry
penalty. This value will tend towards $115 in later I:L(_:Jc!
years as fuel economy improves.
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Tao[e 3-21

HDDE Manufacturer Costs 6or 1988 Particulate
i

Undiscounted Discounted.
RD&T Hardware RD&T Hardware

1986 $16,000K -- $i9,360K --

1987 $7,000K -- $7,700K --

1988 -- $5,915_ -- $5,915K

I 1989 -- $6,178K -- $5,616K

1990 -- $6r422K -- S5r307 K

I $23,000K $18,5i5K $27,060K $16,838KTotals $41,515K $43,898K

• Discounted to 10 percent to L988.

!
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Table 3-22

Total HDD_ ManuEac_ucer Costs
1988 NOx and P_¢c_culate Stand_cds

Und_scounted Discounted.
RD&T Hardware.. RD&T Hardware"*

NOx $30,700K $33,656K S35,750K $30,609K

?articulate 23t0OOK Lft5_SK 27f060K i6r838K

Total 53,700K 52,171K 62,8i0K 47,447K

Grand Total $I05,871K SII0,257K

• Discounted at 10 percent to 1988
•" Mo_el yeac i988-90 HDDVs.
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Table 3-23

Total HDDE User Cos_s
L988 NOX and Partlcu_a_e S_andards

Fleetwide Vehiqle Avera@e
First Cost Fuel Economy

NOx S 69 S0-696
Particulate $ 46 _0
Total SI£5 $0-696
Grand Total SLLS-SI0

The $696 fuel economy cost is _rom a short-term 2 percent
fuel economy penaI.uy.

J
!
I
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4. 1991 NOx

a. Cost to HDDE Manufacturers

The manufacturer comments which applied to the 6.0 HDDE
NOx standard generally applied to the originally proposed 4.0
standard also, with the basic assertion that EPA cost estimates
were too low. Specific values for the manufacturer costs of

meeting the lower standard were given only by Ford and the
Department of Energy (DOE), as follows:

Retail Price Increase Per HDDE r 4.0 NOx Standard

Draft Analysis $291 from 6.0 to 4.0, HDDE average
$347 from 6.0 to 4.0, HDDE with new technolo

Ford $350 from 6.0 to "lowest possible NOx"
$700 from 10.7 to "lowest possible NOx"

DOE $643 from i0.7 to 4.0

As in the analysis for the 1988 standard, it is unclear
what is included in the cost estimates presented in the
comments in regard to such things as RD&T, markup, and percent

of engines over which costs are apportioned. The technology
changes which are belng used to estimate these costs are also.
not detailed in" the comments, although Ford states that all

engine models will require air-to-air aftercooling. And
finally, DOE presents its value, developed by Argonne National
Laboratories (ANL), as the total cost of going from the current
NOx level to the final proposed level, rather than as the
incremental costs involved with the intermediate level, as EPA

does. Ford presents costs for both the total and incremental
reductions, but finds the costs to achieve the total reduction

without any discounting of fixed costs; DOE also does not
discount, making it difficult to directly compare with EPA's
estimates.

However, the costs given in the comments are close to
those projected by EPA, when apportioned over engines with new
technology and using incremental cost from the intermediate
standard. The larger values given by Ford and DOE which
include the total cost of controlling from 10.7 to 4.0 NOx are

approximately twice as high as EPA's incremental estimate,
presumably due to the cost of the intermediate standard, which
was addressed above.

Therefore, _he _e_lysis of HDDE manufacturer costs for the
5.0 NOx standard co:,_ins essentially the same as that in th_
Draft RIA for the 4.0 standard, with changes only in hardware
costs in order to _ef!ect comments and to complement changes
made for the intermediate standard.
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i. Fixed Cost

RD&T costs for the proposed 4.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard were
developed in the Draft RIA. The RD&T costs for a 5.0 g/BHP-hr
NOx standard are essentially the same as for the proposed
standard at $28,700,000 undiscounted cost, but are delayed one

year, along with the standard.

ii. Variable Cost

Hardware costs applicable to the 5.0 NOx standard for
HDDEs accrue from additional and improved aftercooling, piston
design and turbocharging. The Draft RIA also included costs
to cover some portion of the costs for applying electronic
control modules (ECMs). However, since manufacturers' comments
have indicated that virtually all engines will have such units
for reasons other than emission reductions prior to
implementation of the standard, costs for electronic control

modules are not properly attributable to this standard. Thus,
the total hardware cost estimates are reduced from those in the

Draft RIA. The other component costs remain the same, however,
and are based on comparisons to costs 06 similar pieces of

equipment on existing engines.

Based on manufacturers' comments, engines applying

aftercooling for the first time are most likely to use
air-to-air aftercooling. As discussed in the Draft RIA, the
application of air-to-air aftercooling is estimated to cost
$134. ft was shown in the Draft RIA that 21 percent of a'ii
HDDEs are turbocharged and employ no aftereooling; i0 percent
were allocated funds for applying aftercooling in response to
the 1988 standard, leaving Ii percent still without
aftercooling. Applying the $134 per engine to this ii percent

results in an average of $15 per HDDE. The turbocharged
engines which did not receive new or improved aftercooling for
the intermediate standard will require it now, at a cost of $73
for converting from air-to-liquid and $91 for upgrading an
existing air-to-liquid system. These costs are taken from the
Draft RIA and are the same as used above for the 6.0 standard.

For the 6.0 NOx standard it was projected that 5 percent of _[[
HDDEs would convert from air-to-liquid to air-to-ai_
aftercooling and 16 percent would upgrade current air-to-liquid

systems. For the 1991 standard it is projected that another 5
percent will convert to air-to-air and 15 percent will upgi_de
air-to-liquid systems. On a weighted basis, the average u_s_
of improved aftercooi_ng is $17 per HDDE.

The componen_ .::s_ and _ount 06 application of p::c _:
redesign [emalns _ _:i :he Draft RIA, at $5 per engine at , .=
percent applicacb_n ra_e. £PA's best estimate base_ !;
manufacturer comments results in $1.25 per HDDE.
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Earlier in this analysis, it was projected that 50 percent
OE the HDDEs would need turbecharger improvements to meet the
1988 NOx and partidulate standards. Improved turbocharging is

now expected to be employed on the remaining half of the
engines to meet the 1991 NOx standard at a cost of $5 per
engine, as allotted for the intermediate standard. This
results in $2.50 per HDDE.

EGR is eliminated as an expenditure co meet the 1991 NOx
standard, in a response to indications from the manufacturers
that they will not employ EGR on their engines. Electronic
control module hardware costs are also eliminated, as discussed

above, although RD&T costs were allocated for software design.

Total hardware costs are then the total of the above costs

for aftercooling, piston design, and improved turbocha_ging.
This amounts to $36 per engine average hardware cost, or $113

per HDDE receiving the new hardware.

iii. Total Manufacturer Cost

To calculate total manufacturer cost, RD&T and hardware

costs must be discounted to the year of the standard, 1991.
The distribution of RD&T costs which was given in the Draft RIA

and is used again here is shown in Table 3-24. Hardware costs
expended according to sales pcojections and discounted to the
year of the standard are shown in Table 3-25. The total
manufacturer cost arises from the sum of these costs, and is
developed in undiscounted and discounted forms in Table 3-26.
Total manufacturer cost of compliance with the 1991 HDDE NOx
standard is shown to be about $71 million undiscounted and $73
million discounted to 1991.

b. Cost to Users

i. First Cost

Incremental increases in first cost due to the 5.0 HDDE
NOx standard are determined in the same manner as described

previously, except fixed costs are recovered over 1991 through
1993 model year IIDDEs. The average increase in first cost of
HDDES would consist Of the sum of the discounted RD&T costs

amortized ove_ sales for model year 1991 through 1993 plus the
hardware cost developed above. These costs are approximately
$32 for RD&T and $36 for hardware for a total of $68 average
HDDE firs_ price increase. These costs can also be expressed
per HDDE requiring new technology rathe_ than as average per
engine cost by adding RD&T cost appo_tioned only over these
engines to the cost o_ the hardware _equi_ed. These costs _e

approximately $44 foc RD&T and $ii3 for hardware, for a tc<i[
for $157 for an engine receiving all of the new technology.
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TabLe 3-24

HDDE RD&T Costs Eor 1991N0_

Undlscounted Oiscounted*
_on- Non-

Ce!t. Costs Cert. Costs Total Ce:t. Costs Cert. Costs Total

19a_ $7,000K $7,000K $9,317K - $9,317K

1989 14,000K 1,000K 15,000K 16,940K L,210K 18,150_

1990 1,20OK 5_500K 61700K I_320K 6rOSOK 7r3[0 _
p

TOtalS $22,200K $6,500K $28,700K $27,577K $7,260K $34,837K

f
" Discounted a_ I0 _ercen_ to 199i. !

i

I
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Table 3-25

HDDE Hacdwace Costs for 1991NOx

Sales UNdiscou_ted Discounted'"

1991 $13,673K $13,673K

1992 14,209K i2,917K

1993 14t423K 111920K

TOTA5 42,305K 38,510K

_m Sales taken Erom Table 3-LL.Discounted at i0 percent to 199l.
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TabLe 3-26

HDDE HanuE_ctursc Costs 6or 19gl NOx

Undiscounted Discoun_ed_
,,RD&T Hacdwace RD&T Hardware

1988 $7,000K -- $9,_17K --

1989 iL,000K -- $18,150K --

1990 6,700K -- 7,370K --

1991 .i $13,673K -- $13,673K

Z992 -- i4,209K -- 12,917K

1993 -- 14_423K -- llr920K

$28,700K $42,305K $34,837K $38,510K

TOTAL $71,005K $?_,347K

• Discounted at L0 percent to 199_
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The cumulative increase in first cost over current engines

to achieve compliance with the 1991 standard would he the sum
of the costs for 1988 and 1991. The total increase in first

cost is thus $69 for 1988 hardware plus $68 for 1991 Or $137.

ii. Fuel Economy

In Chapter 2, Technological Feasibility, it was estimated
that fuel economy penalties associated with the 1991 standard
would be in the range of 0 to 1 percent in the short term, and
this penalty should tend to decrease to one-half percent with
time as vehicle and engine improvements are made. The 0 to 2

percent penalty associated with the 1988 s_andard should have
disappeared by 1991.

Fleetwide fuel economy costs are calculated in the same
manner as Ear the 1988 standard, amounting to an average per

vehicle lifetime increase or $348 per 1 percent increase in
fuel consumption. With a 0 to 1 percent change in fuel economy
expected for the 5.0 standard, the short term fuel cost
increase is thus $0 to $348, tapering oft to $0 to $174 over
the long term.

Several commenters--Mack, American Trucking Association,

and Department or Energy--indicated the fuel cost increases
would be much greater than this. All estimates, however, were

based on a variety of different assumptions regarding vehicle
lifetimes and ,amount of fuel currently used, as well as on

higher fuel economy penalties. The fuel economy penalty issue
is most important, and is addressed in Chapter 2, Technological
Feasibility; the other issues are methodology differences Of
VMT and fuel price estimates, and are discussed above in regard
to the 1988 HDDE NOx standard.

iii. Maintenance

Maintenance is not expected to be affected by this
stand'ard, and hence should not impact on cost.

iv. Total User Cost

In summary, owners or model year 1991 and later vehicles
which are equipped with HDDEs can be expected to pay an average

of approximately $68 incrementally over model year 1988 th[,_u_n
1990 vehicle prices or $137 total more than they would h,v,'e
paid without the introduction or the two HDDE NOx standards.
In terms of fuel costs, the increased average lifetime coo: _,::
vehicle is expected to be between $0 and $348, tapering _f: .::

later model years :_ _0 to $174. £ncremencal lifetime inc!,.,.,
is thus $68 to $4L6 in the short term, and $68 to $242 _:: ',.,

long te_m. Total Lifetime increase for model year 199L ,_ :
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later HDDEs due to the NOx standards is $137 to $485 in the

short term, and $187 to $311 in the long te_m. These costs are
sut_arized in Table 3-27.

5. 1991 Diesel Particulate Standards (0.25 q/BHP-hr for
HDDEs with O.10 g/BHP-hr for Urban Buses)

In this section, the costs of the 1991 diesel particulate
standards for HDDEs are examined. As described in the

Technical Feasibility chapter (Chapter 2), achieving these
standards will require the use of trap-oxidizer technology as
i00 percent of the urban buses and about 60-70 percent of the
remaining HDDEs. Since the same basic type of trap-oxidizer
system will be used on both HDDEs and urban buses, in the
subsequent analysis of comments and cost derivations, the

primary discussion in each section centers on HDDEs in general,
and is then followed by a discussion of any special
considerations Of u_bas buses, as necessary.

a. Cost to Manufacturers

i. Fixed Cost

In the draft analysis, EPA separated research and
development costs into three categories: I) general system
development; 2) specific engine family design; 3) electronic
control development. The seven largest HDDE manufacturers were

each allotted about $2.8 million _o develop general trap
systems. Smaller manufacturers were expected to rely on
guidance from trap-oxldizer manufacturers for general designs.

Engine family specific designs were assumed to be required by
about 70 percent of the engine families with averaging, at a

cost of about $230,000 pe_ engiee family. The development of
electronic controls was estimated at about $115,000 for each

engine _amily.

Three cormments were received regarding EPA's _esearch and
development cost estimates. [n the first comment, GM stated
that SPA had clearly underestimated the cost of basic trap
development, claiming that it had already expended $40 million

by the end of 1984. In presenting it's $40 million
expenditure, GM failed to distinguish what portion of this
amount is attributable to LDD trap development and which is
attributable to HDDE trap development. Without this
information, it is impossible to know how much GM has indeed
spent on trap systems for HDDEs. The company's claim can be
placed in perspective, however, by the _act that LDD
regulations requiring trap technology were promulgated fau tile

1985 model year in early 1980.(4] (These requirements were
subsequently delayed in early 1964 until the 1987 ::_ode/

year.)[5] By contrast, HDDE Trap requirements for the 1991
model year are just now being pro_%ulqated in this rule_aking.
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TabLe 3-27

s Heavy Duty Diesel Engines
Discounted* User Case per Enqine _or L988 and 199l _IO_

IgSB Standard iggl Standard Total
SHORT TERM:

RD&T _37 $32 $69
Hardware $32 $36 $68
FUel _0 CO 696 $0 CO 348 20 ¢0 348

TOTAL _69 to 765 268 _O 416 $137 tO 485
J

LONG TERM:
RD&T $37 $32 $69
Hardware $32 $36 268

Fuel $ 0 20 co $174 $0 to 174
TOTAL $69 $68 Co 242 $137 to 31_

• At i0 _ercen_ per year to the year that standard becomes
efEective,
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Additionally, most trap-related technical information submitted
to EPA by GM has concerned light-duty traps. It seems
reasonable to expect, therefore, that only a small portion of
GM'a total trap development expenditures should be attributed
to the HDDE trap standards. The Agency would also like to
point out that due to the problematic nature Of estimating
development expenditures for each manufacturer, £PA's

projection should be reviewed in terms of an overall average
per manufacturer, with some spending more and others less.
Because of its size, it is not unreasonable to expect that GM
should fall into the former category. Hence, GM's comment
provides no basis for revising EPA's original estimate Of
general development costs.

The second comment, which was confidential, identified

another company's expenditures for HDDE trap development from
1979 through 1984. In this case, the reported values were well
within EFA's estimate for each manufacturer. Therefore, the

original estimate for general system development appears to be
appropriate based on this comment.

The third comment came from International Harvester which

claimed that its mechanical durability testing would require ll
5HDDVS and 13 MHDDVS with each vehicle successfully traveling
100,000 miles and 150,000' miles, respectively. While not

agreeing with the need for such a large test fleet, EPA
calculates the cost Of such a program st about $2.3 million.
This amount is less than half of the development cost for IH as
derived in the draft analysis. Therefore, the comment provides
no basis for changing EPA's original research and development
estimates.

Another aces Of comment concerning development costs was

that of vehicle modifications. The draft analysis did not
contain a cost for development and tooling expenditures w_icB

might be needed to modify the vehicle assembly to integrate the
trap-oxidizer into the overall design. International Harvester
expressed the strongest conderns regarding the potential
magnitude of vehicle modifications. In an apparent reference
to tractor-trailer combinations, IH stated that if two traps
are necessary and their size requires that they he mounted

behind the cab, then the location of such things as the sleeper
unit, fuel tank, air tanks, fuel and oil filters, aerodynamic
side shields, etc. may be affected. This would in turn
'adversely affect hundreds of body builders. General Motors
stated that in its evaluation of possible vehicle design
changes, there appears to be adequate room within _he veh!cle
frame on a MHDDV to n_ount a t_ap _od muffler, although _ few
vehicle components :_ay need _o De relocated on some '¢eL3[_.;.

For its HHDVs, GM claimed chat if mounted behind the cab, c_,,p_
may _estrict the vehicles turning radius which, in turn, :'_,?
seduce tractor-trailer offerings. General Motors also alied=._J
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that "essentially" no space was available for a trap in it's
urban bus, and that significant redesign of this vehicle would
be required. The company claimed that potential changes may
include _elocating air conditioner and heater components,
eliminating seating for up to five passengers, or installing
new suspension systems and bulkheads. Cummins generally
commented on the need for vehicle modifications without

identifying specific changes required.

EPA agrees with the commenters to the extent that vehicle

modifications may be required for certain trucks in order to
accommodate trap oxidizers. The extent Of any required vehicle
modifications will obviously be dictated by the type of trap
system ultimately chosen by manufacturers, and upon its
specific configuration. Since neither the final trap type nor
specific configurations have yet been identified, the potential
costs associated with required vehicle redesign can not be
quantified to any degree. However, it is possible to discuss

in general terms the types of trucks that are most likely to be
affected and how the negative effects of any redesign might be
minimized.

As stated by (IM, the greatest potential for vehicle

modifications is associated with HHDDVs and urban buses.
Regarding HHDDVs, and all other diesel trucks for that matter,

it should be <emembered that diesel particulate emissions
averaging will result in a significant number of trucks not
needing t_aps. To the extent that a manufacturer can

anticipate problem installations, such vehicles/engines might
be excluded from having traps. Beyond this, it is reasonable
to expect that many HHDDVs and urban buses will normally
undergo some design changes by the 1991 effective date of the
standards, especially in light of the emphasis being placed on

improved aerodynamics by HDDV manufacturers. For such
vehicles, the incremental cost Of incorporating traps in the
design would be minimal. Finally, there are many vehicles for
which creative packaging of the trap system will avoid costly
redesigns. For example, Southwest Research Institute is
currently testing a GM coach engine with a trap configured to
replace the engine's exhaust manifold. J6] Such a design would
require no redesign of the urban bus.

Overall, then, while modifications will likely be needed

on some vehicles, the extend of these changes will in large
part be dictated by the engine manufacturers choice of trap
system, and the foresight with which it is configured or
packaged to meet the requirements of the vehicle manufacturer
or body builder. Therefore, EFA believes that the number of
significant design c_lai_ges can he minimized, and when averaged
over the fleet their _:_pac_ will be small. Because of this, no
fixed cost for vehicle modiflcatlons will be included in the

cost of the regulations.
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_n addition to the expense of research and development,
the draft analysis included the fixed cost of emission
certification testing. No comments were received on this cost
component, so it is being retained here without change.

In summary, none Of the comments supported any changes to
the fixed costs of the draft analysis. They are therefore

being retained unchanged. Nonetheless, it is interesting to
note that even if the co_nents had provided a basis for
revising the fixed cost estimates, any corresponding change in
the total cost of the regulations would be very small. As will
become evident later in this analysis, fixed costs are only
about eight percent of the total cost.

As shown in Table 3-28, the total fixed cost of the 1991

particulate standards is $49.5 million. The distribution of

the expenditures over time is the same as originally estimated
in the draft analysis, except each allocation has been delayed
one year to account for the revised effective date of the
standards from 1990 to 1991.

ii. VariabLe Costs

The draft analysis explored the potential use of two

significantly different types of trap oxidizers for HDDEs: a
non-catalyzed, ceramic monolith system; and a catalyzed
wire-mesh system. As fully described in the Diesel Particulate
Study (DPS),[2_ which accompanied the draft analysis, both
systems function similarly in that particulate 'matter [s
filtered from the exhaust and then periodically burned in the
trap to prevent excessive exhaust backpressuces which would

degrade engine performance and fuel economy, This latter step
is termed "regeneration" and ls significantly different in the

two trap types, depending on the presence or absence of a
catalyst. The ceramic monolith design assumed in the draft
analysis used a fuel burner to heat the trapped material to its
ignition point. During this process, the engine exhaust flow
is temporarily routed around the trap, while the burner and
trap are supplied with a controlled air supply to ensure
adequate oxidation of the trapped material without exceasive
heating. The regeneration system with a catalyzed wire-mesh
trap can be less complex, since the requisite temperature

increase of the trap is significantly less. The catalyst _rap
evaluated in the draft analysis was assumed to achieve the
required moderate heat rise by delayed in-cylinder fuel
injection; thereby, eliminating the need for a fuel burner and
bypass system.

Is assessing :he va[iaDle or hardware cost of the 'w,

systems, the draf= analysis found that the wire-mesh _!,_r,_
with its catalyst coating was quite expensive. Hence, "::._
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Tabte 3-28

Total F£_ed Costs o_ the
iggt HDDE pacticuLate Standacds,

Year. Develo_men_ Certi6ica_ion Total

1987 $B,0M $8,0M

1968 20.0M 20,0M

1989 13,OM $1.OM 14.0M

1990 2.0@ 5.5M 7.5M

I Total $43.0M $6.5M $49,5M

i
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ceramic monolith trap with a fuel burner regeneration system
was used to estimate the cost Of the proposed HDDE particulate

standards. A summary of the hardware costs that were used in
the proposal are shown in Table 3-29.

Comments on the cost of trap-oxidizer systems were
received from six manufacturers, one Of which was
confidential. Cost figures were also provided by the
Department of Transportation and the Department of Energy.
Unfortunately, each o6 the government estimates were supplied

as a composite total Of the trap-oxidizer standards in
conjunction with either the 1988 non-trap standard or the 1991

HDDE NOx standard and, therefore, could not be analyzed in
detail. Hence, these latter two comments are not discussed

further. The non-confidential industry estimates ate displayed
in Table 3-30.

The manufacturers estimates in Table 3-30 were generally
reported as the cost of a total system. Little, if any
information was provided as to the derivation or basis of the
estimates. For example, the manufacturers usually provided no
breakdown of the total system into its various cost

components. Also, the estimates were variously described as
"cost to the consumer" or "consumer effect." Therefore, it is

I unclear if some of these costs include fixed or operating

costs, or whether they inappropriately reflect the Gull retail
cost of a trap system, rather than the incremental cost for a

new vehicl@. Even if only a i percent penalty were included in
some of these estimates, this could add about $350 to the total

cost for an average HDDE when discounted to the year of vehicle
purchase.

Cummins was the only manufacturer shown in Table 3-30 that
provided a breakdown of its system cost by hardware component.
As reported by the company, the component costs are as follows:

I. Trap Substrate Material $720-$i,080
2. Trap Casing and Ceramic Mounting $250
3. Diesel Burner for Regeneration $400
4. Electric Air Blower for Burner $175
5. Miscellaneous Control Costs $650

Total $2,195-$2,555

Cummins describes the trap substrate, i.e., ceramic

monolith, as being 60-90 liters for a "possible dual trap
option" at $12 per liter. Additionally, the costs _e
described as component costs from suppliers, without _n
allowance for aaa_:nbiy, machining of other ancillary parts, _r
fixed manufacturing roses.
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raDle 3-29

Trap-Oxidizer ,latiable Cost From the Oc3_r RIA

Cost Category LHDDE MHDDE HHDDE
ceramic Monolith and Housing $207 $343 $402

Burner 7 L4 14

' Fuel Delivery System 9 i8 18

Fuel _gnltion System 26 2l 21
[

Auaillaty Ai_ System 30 30 30

Ezhaust Dlve_eion SFsrem 45 69 105

Sensors 12 24 24

ECU =37 37 37

Total Hardware $363 $5S6 $652
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TabLe 3-30

Manufacturers' Trap-Oxldizer Cost Estimates

Source Cosm Description

IH _1285-2070 MHDDE, single trap

4710 HHDDE, single trap
7210 HHDDE, dual trap if required

Ford 2200 No comment

Cummins 2810-3270 HHDDE, possible dua_ trap option

GM 57S-900 _DDE

2300 MHDDE, single trap
4000 HHDDE, dual =rap

Saab 2500+ No comment
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The confidential comment also provided some breakdown of
cost by component. Due to the confidentiality of the comment,
however, all that can be said is that in contrast to Cummins

estimate, the reported trap cost, (i.e., substrate and housing)
is substantially less expensive, while the air supply and
burner are somewhat more expensive.

The lack of detail in the cost comments, including
Cua_ins', makes a rigorous analysis of the estimates
impossible. The only clear conclusion that can be reached is

that the cost of a trap-oxidizer system as reflected by the
manufacturers comments is substantially higher than EPA's
estimates from the Draft Analysis (Table 3-29). In order to
address this disparity, EPA'S only recourse has been to
completely reevaluate its estimates, using the comments where
possible, to better define the variable costs Of the

regulations. In preparing this reevaluation, EPA has also made
use of an independent contractor to prepare component cost
estimates.

Overview of the Analysis

In reevaluating the variable cost of trap-oxidizers for

HDDEs, EPA will examine the component costs of three separate
systems. The first system uses a ceramic monolith trap in
conjunction with a fuel burner and exhaust bypass for
regeneration. This is very similar to the trap-oxidizer unit
used in the draft analysis to estimate the costs of the
proposal. The second system is the same as the first, in that
a ceramic monolith is used to filter the exhaust, but differs
with regard to the type of heat source used to initiate
regeneration, _n this system, electric heating elements are
included in the trap housing and are energized with the

vehicle's electrical system. An exhaust bypass is also required
with this system. Electrically regenerating the trap can be
advantageous since it eliminates the bulk and safety
considerations associated with the fuel burner approach. The
third system is radically different from the others in both
trap design and method of regeneration. The filter medium in
this trap design is conlposed of ceramic fibers which are wound
into a type Of fabric. Regenerating the ceramic trap [s

accomplished through the use of a metallic catalyst compound
that is injected into the exhaust at the time regeneration is
desired. Since the catalyst substantially reduces the ignition
temperature of the trap particulate material, no exhaust bypass
system is requ£red. This system is attractive primarily
because its simpliclty could result in reduced costs co:rp,,:e_
to the other t_o systems. Each of these systems wii_ ::_
further described nel,)w.

J
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MOSt research and testing to date have focused on the
ceramic monolith trap. Of the two regeneration methods
described above, the fuel burner concept has been successfully

i used in vehicle tests and its hardware components are well
understood. The electrical regeneration system, on the other
hand, is much less well defined at the present time. The

ceramic fiber trap and catalytic regeneration system is the
most recent entrant in the trap-oxidizer field. The trap

concept is proprietary to Mercedes-Benz AG and relatively
little is known about it compared to the ceramic monolith
trap. Due to the present state of knowledge, the cost of a
ceramic monolith/fuel burner system can be estimated with the
greatest degree of certainty. Therefore, as in the draft
analysis, this system will be used to derive the variable costs
associated with the 1991 particulate standards. Also,
considering its state cf development, this trap-oxidizer design i
could be the first commercially available system.

The variable costs of the ceramic monolith/electric system
and ceramic fiber/catalyst system are still of interest,

however, since their potential advantages may result in either
Or both of these supplanting the ceramic monolith/fuel burner
design. Therefore, these systems are examined here to provide
a measure of sensitivity to the overall cost estimates.

The variable cost of each trap-oxidizer system is found by

determining the retail price equivalent (RPE) Of each component
part. With few exceptions, the costs were based on work
performed by Mueller Associates under contract to EPA.[7, 8]
The contractor's estimates were based on the manufacturer's

cost of each component. TO obtain the required RPE of the
various components, EPA adjusted the contractor's estimates to
reflect the added costs associated with a manufacturer's

overhead and profit, in addition to dealer costs. The mark-up
factor used to derive the RPE off each component was 1.29 (i.e.,
a 29 percent increase). This factor has been used in past
rulemaking actions and is derived in Reference 9.

The costs not taken directly from the contractor were

estimated by EPA and will be specifically identified were
applicable in the discussion. The Agency's estimates are based
on previous work by Lindgren,[10] information supplied by
Mueller Associates,r7,8] the DPS, and on engineering
evaluations of similar automotive components.

Now that the genera[ methodology has been described,
i estimates of the various component costs can be presented.

This will be done first for the two trap designs and then f,o_
the three regeneration systems. After the componen_ parts have
been estimated, the resulting total cost of each system w_]i be
presented.
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Ceramic Monolith Trap Costs -- The cost of any specific
trap design is dependent on the volumetric requirements of the
filtering medium. One of the most important considerations in

sizing a trap is to make it large enough to avoid undue exhaust
baekpressures, which would degrade engine performance and

adversely affect fuel economy, in general, the requisite trap
volume for a given engine is dependent on the volumetric
exhaust flow during normal operation. The HDDE trap sizes
assumed in the proposal were derived in the DPS. The analysis
was based On successful testing of a 5.0 liter trap on a
Mercedes-Benz 300D by Southwest Research Institute for
EPA.[II] Since volumetric exhaust flow from an engine is
roughly a function of the amount of fuel consumed (i.e.,

inverse of fuel economy), HDDE trap sizes were estimated by
increasing the LDDV trap size (i.e., 5.0 liter) by the ratio of
the vehicle's MPG (26 MPG) and the projected average MPG's of
each HDDE size category. The resulting HDDE trap volumes,
which were used to estimate the cost of the proposal, varied
from 8.3 to 16.4 liters depending on HDDE size.

! No comments were received on this method of sizing HDDE
traps. The Agency's estimated trap volumes, however, contrast
sharply with cost comment from Cummins indicating the use of a

60-90 liter trap in its calculations. Unfortunately, Cummins
provided no information describing how it arrived at this

size. In addition, trap test data supplied by GM (described
further below) are based upon trap volumes somewhat greater
than estimated by EPA. This disparity has caused EPA to
reevaluate its sizing methodology.

The major difficulty in attempting to estimate exhaust
flow changes from one vehicle or engine type to another is in

choosing a sizlng parameter that accurately reflects the many
variables which ultimately determEne the actual exhaust
volume. Such key variables include air/fuel ratio, vehicle and
engine speed, engine efflciencles, and how the engine is loaded
in normal operation, i.e., what percentage of the engine's
rated horsepower is typically used. As vehicles become more

disparate in size and function, the accuracy Of any single
parameter for estimating exhaust volumes will dim_nlsh due to

the multitude of variable interactions. This notwithstanding,
EPA continues to believe that fuel consumption is a reasonable
surrogate for approximating exhaust flows. It inherently
accounts for many of the changes in vehicle operating regimes
and engine operating parameters among vehicle types.

While fuel consumption appears to be a useful method f_r
estimating exhaust flows, EFA also recognizes that the wide

disparity in operating regimes of LDDV engines and some HDDEs,
especially the heaviest trucks, could result in this approach
being sqmewhat inaccurate for such HDDEs. Therefore, at [east
for some applications, engine horsepower also may be a useful
sizing parameter.
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TO explore this method, a review of EPA trap-oxidizer test
programs and the information submitted in response to the.
proposal was conducted. This review showed that several
different combinations Of trap volume and engine horsepower
have been tested. Two EPA test programs are useful in this

comparison. First, the previously referenced Mercedes-Benz
300D test was conducted with a 5.0 liter ceramic monolith

trap. The rated power of the engine used in this vehicle model
is 118 HP.[12] Second, EPA has also tested a GM bus engine
with a 20 liter trap.r13) This MHDDE has a rated power of 190
HP.[12] While the results were quite variable, overall
essentially no fuel economy penalty was observed with this trap
volume/engine size combination. The trap volume (liters) to
horsepower ratios from these tests are about 0.04 for the
"EPA-LDDV" and about O.1O for the "EPA-MHDDE."

The comments contained test data for two additional

engines. The first engine has a rating of 205 HP,[12] and was
tested by GM with trap sizes ranging from 20-25 liters. The
information submitted by GM for some dE these tests shows what
appears to be quite reasonable pressure drops across the trap
during actual over-the-road vehicle testing. Hence, this trap
volume/engine combination may represent an acceptable trap
volume to horsepower ratio from the standpoint of minimizing
any potential fuel economy penalty. The average trap volume to

horsepower ratio for the "GM-MHDDE" is 0.11. The comments also
contain confidential test results on a LHDDE vehicle. Due to

the confidential nature of the comment, however, all that can
be stated is that the trap volume to horsepower ratio for this
test was somewhat less than the EPA-MHDDE factor. The Cummins

comment regarding trap volumes is not used here since the basis
Of the estimate was not reported.

Table 3-31 presents a summary of the average trap volumes

that result from applying the various factors discussed above
(i.e., both MPG and horsepower based) to the average fuel
economy and horsepower ratings for the various HDDEs. Note
that the MPG values shown in the table have been updated from
those in the DPS, as discussed in the section on the 1991HDDE

NOx standard. This has resulted in revised HDDE trap volumes
using the fuel consumption sizing method.

From the table, it is readily apparent that the various
approaches result in a wide range of estimates. The lowest

values are consistently estimated by the EPA-LDDV horsepower
approach. This is not surprising given that a trap would

likely be sized or optimized for the most typical type f
operation. The poFer requirements of a LDDV under no_:na!
operation is usua[I7 less than that for a diesel truck _::c!:

expressed as a percentage 06 the engine's raced horsepower.
For LHDDEs the difference may be lather small, but nhe
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TaD1e 3-3].

Sm,m_, of HDDE T_a? Volume Z_clmace_

_el Economy and _CSel:_ar 8a._1 Volum_
Avorage EPA Fuol _A EPA _I

Av_ago Eaulm_ed Economy LDDV MSEE£
cnc_c='y _PQ _ F-acr.oc HP _ccoc I'_ FncCOC :-_ ?_or

15.1 _.30 8.6L 5.1L _3.0L 14.4L
8.0 200 13.3L 7.4L ].8.5L _0.4L
5.9 350 22.0L 14.0L 35.0L 38.5L
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disparity becomes progressively greater as the HDDE size is
increased. As a result, the EPA-LDDV horsepower factor would
progressively underestimate HDDE trap volume requires as the
HDDE size of the vehicle increased.

At this point, some judgment must be used in conjunction

with the remaining fuel economy based and horsepower based
values shown in Table 3-31 to identify reasonable HDDE trap
volumes. An extremely important consideration in this decision
is the tradeoff between trap volume and effects on fuel
economy. In this respect, it can generally be concluded that
the cost of a somewhat larger trap is much less than the cost
of adversely affecting fuel economy by using a trap that is too
small. Hence, it is EPA's intent to be conservative, (i.e., to
err toward larger volumes) in estimating trap volume
requirements.

Most LHDDEs are loaded and driven much like LDDVs. This

argues strongly in Eavor of using the fuel economy based
estimate, since this method should he quite accurate in this
case. To be conservative, however, the trap size for this
category will be estimated by averaging the EPA LDDV fuel
economy based volume with the various horsepower based
volumes. The result is an estimated volume of ii liters for

LHDDEs. Considering that the operating regimes of MHDDEs and
HHDDES become increasingly dissimilar to LDDVs and LHDDEs as

truck size grows, and that the EPA and GM horsepower factors
are based on tests that should not result in undue fuel economy
penalties, the GM-MHDDE horsepower factor will be used to
estimate trap volumes for these vehicles. The resulting
estimates are 21 |iters for MHDDE and 39 liters for HHDDEs.

Another important detail which must be dealt with before

the trap costs can be estimated is the number of traps that may
be required by the variously sized HDDEs. The DPS assumed the
number 06 traps for each HDDE size as follows: one for LHDDEs,
two for MHDDEs, and two for HHDDEs. No comments were received

regarding the number of traps for LHDDEs. The comments from [H
and GM indicate one trap will be sufficient for MHDDEs (Table
3-30). GM provided an illustration oE this concept that showed

two ceramic monoliths arranged in series to provide the
necessary volume.

The comments for HHDDEs are indecisive with regard to the
number of traps per vehicle (Table 3-30). The Cummins and IH
comments suggest single traps are possible. Also the Cummlns
comment regarding the possible dual trap requirement would _ee:"
to be invalidated given that the trap volume requi re:rei_"
estimated above are significantly less than assumed £n :' _
description. GM's comment was provided in the context or _' _

12.1 liter, 435 HP engine. This engine is significantly h_ :_:
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than most of the engines in this HDDE size category. It is

possible such a large engine might require two traps. However,
even in this situation, placing trap monoliths in aeries to
attain the required volume is possible, although some increase
in backpressure would result. Baaed on the comments and the
requisite trap volumes, EPA believes that for mos_ if nee all
HDDEs, a single trap is sufficient iE not preferable for system
simplicity.

The ceramic monolith trap has several components. These

components include the monolith itself, a ceramic mat a_d a
trap housing. Each component and its associated cost is
discussed below.

The ceramic monolith material is constructed as a matrix

of alternatively opened and closed cells. Particulate material
is collected as the exhaust flows through the porous wall of
one channel into the next. The monoliths used for HDDEs are

assumed to be approximately 12 inches in diameter, although
smaller sizes can also be made. The cost is estimated at about

Z6 per liter, based on information from Coming, one of the
largest ceramic monolith manufacturers.[SI This can be

contrasted with the $12 per liter cited by Cu_m_ins in its
comment, which was unreferenced. Using the fo_mer value, the
estimated price of the ceramic monolith material for the
various HDDEs is: $66 _or LHDDEs, $126 for MHDDEs, and $234
for HHDDEs.

The ceramic mat holds the monolith securely within the
housing. It also functions as a shock absorber and provides

thermal insulation. This item is estimated at S3, $6, and $12
fog LHDDEs, MHDDEs, and HHDOEs, rsspectivelF.[8]

The trap housing encloses the ceramic monolith and ceramic

mat. _t includes baffles, flanges, and pipe connectors (used
to connect the trap to the exhaust system and fuel burner or

bypass valve), in addition to fittlngs for mounting sensors.
The estimated cost is $31 for LHDDEs, $40 for MHDDEs, and $46
for HHDDEs.[8]

Table 3-32 presents the total estimated dust of a ceramlc
monolith trap for each of the HDDE size categories.

Ceramic Fiber Trap Costs -- Other than the basic
construction of this trap design, little specific information
is available. In general, perforated stainless steel cylinders
are wound with silica fibers until the desired filter "_ab_ic"

has been created. Several such tubes are thee a_ranged in
parallel inside the stainless steel housing so that the exhaust
must pass through the fabric and into the stainless cylinder
before exiting the trap. To estimate the cost of this tr3p

design, _he volumetric _equirements that were developed for the
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Table 3-32

Estimated HDDE Trap Costs

Trap Design LHDDE MHDDE HHDDE

Ceramic Monolith $i01 $172 $292
Ceramic Fiber 73 106 i40
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ceramic monolith are assumed to apply. The cost for the entire

ceramic trap is estimated at $73 for LHDDE, $106 for MHDDE, and
$140 for HHDDE.[7] These costs are also shown in Table 3-32.

Fuel Burner Regeneration System Costs -- A typical system
of this type has several primary components: a burner can, a
fuel delivery system, an ignition system, an auxiliary air
supply system, an exhaust diversion system, and an electronic
control system. An additional component required by the
trap-oxidizer which is actually neither part of the trap nor
regeneration system is the exhaust pipe. The cost of this
component and the others are discussed below.

The burner can is located just upstream of the trap. The
can is designed to contain the flame and distribute the heat

output (e.g., about i00,000 Btu/hour) evenly across the face of
the trap. Additionally, the unit provides a location for
mounting the fuel injection nozzle, ignition plug and flame
sensor, and auxiliary air injection nozzle. Due to the
operating environment and required long life, the burner can is
largely made Of high grade stainless steel. The basic cost of
this component is relatively insensitive to variations in heat
output requirementS. Therefore, the estimated cost of $21 is
used for all HDDEs.[7]

The fuel delivery system is composed of a fuel injector,
control solenoid, fuel line, and fuel llne connectors. This

system is used in conjunction with the vehicle's, existing fuel
injection system. The use of an electric solenoid provides
precise control of the regeneration rate, and provides
effective overtemperature protection. The fuel injector and
solenoid is estimated at $14 for all HDDEs.[7] The fuel line
and connectors are estimated hy EPA to cost about $2 per
vehicle.

The ignition system provides spark ignition and flame
control. The components include an electrode, an inverter, and
a step-up voltage transformer for generating a high-voltage
discharge. Also, the system includes a flame sensor and sensor
relay as a safety consideration for cutting off fuel to the
burner if combustion fails. Mueller Associates estimated the

cost of a continuous spark system. [8] The Agency finds that a
somewhat smaller system providing a periodic spark, when used
with the flame sensor, is fully satisfactory. As a result, £PA
estimates the system to be approximately 20 percent less than
the contractor's estimate, or $35 for all HDDEs.

The auxiliary air system supplies a controlled amount :f

air to the burner and _rap during [egeneratlon. Its compoflet!t_
include an air pump, a control valve operated by an elec_[:c
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solenoid, and an air delivery line with connectors. The air

pump is driven by the vehicle engine and is a larger, more
durable version oE those already used On light trucks and
heavy-duty vehicles. It is equipped with a check valve to
prevent exhaust baokflow into the air pump. Since sir is only
required during regeneration, the air pump is assumed to be
equipped with an electric clutch so that it can be disengaged
from the engine in order to save fuel. The Agency estimates
the cost of the air pump and electric clutch to be about $45
and the associated air delivery tubing with connectors at about
$5 for all HDDEs. The control valve and electric solenoid for

this system are estimated at $14 per vehicle. [7]

The exhaust diversion system consists primarily of a
bypass valve and a solenoid controlled actuator that
temporarily reroutes the exhaust around the trap during
regeneration. The bypass valve is a butterfly type constructed
of stainless steel, located just upstream of the combustor. In
estimating the price of this unit, the cost of a stainless

steel exhaust pipe has been included. This pipe will replace
the standard steel exhaust pipe that normally extends from the

engine manifold, or turbocharger, to the muffler. In the DPS,
the cost of the stainless steel pipe included a credit for the
standard steel pipe which it replaced. In this analysis, the
standard steel pipe is assumed to be roughly equivalent to that
required to bypass the trap. Therefore, the full cost of a
stainless steel exhaust pipe is included in the cost of the
bypass valve. This component is estimated at $49 for DHDDEs,
$52 for _HDDES,' and $58 for HHDDEs.[8] The elecfric
solenoid/actuator is estimated to cost $15 for all HDDEs.[8]

To initiate and control regeneration, several different
sensors, an electronic control unit, and wiring harness will be
required. A backpressure sensor will detect the need for
regeneration and is estimated to cost $17 per HDDE. [7] A trap
temperature sensor estimated to cost $5, and will be used to

protect the trap from excessive heat.r8] A sensor will also be
used to ensure the engine has reached the proper temperature
before regeneration is initiated, This sensor was estimated to
cost about $i in the DPS,

Regarding the electronic control unit, manufacturers are
expected to equip essentially all HDDEs with such units by the
1990s, irrespective of emission standards. For this reason,

the electronic capability required for trap regeneration will
be added to the existing unit. This incremental cost is
estimated st about 334 per HDDE.[8] The wiring harness to
connect the sensors _o the electronic control unit is estimated

to cost $14 for LHDDEs _rld $18 for MHDDEs and HDDEs.[8]
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Based on the above discussion, the total cost of the fuel

burner regeneration system is estimated to be $269 for LHDDES,
$276 for MHDDES, and $282 for HHDDEs. The various component
costs are summarized in Table 3-33.

Electric Regeneration System Costs -- This type of
regeneration system uses many of the same component parts that

are required by the fuel burner regeneration system. These
include an auxiliary air supply system, exhaust diversion
system, and electronic control system. The exception is, of
course, the replacement of the fuel burner with an electrical
heating system. The costs for each of these systems will be

estimated below, with the discussion focusing on the components
that are different from those described for the fuel burner

system.

The auxiliary air supply uses an air pump and electric
clutch, as required by the fuel burner system, except that the
pump is somewhat smaller in size because air is provided only
to the trap. The Agency estimates this to cost about $40 per
HDDE. The control valve and solenoid is retained st $14, as is

the air delivery line and connectors at $2 per vehicle.

The exhaust diversion and electronic control systems
remain unchanged from those used in conjunction with the fuel

burner. The exhaust diversion system was estimated at $64 for
LHDDEs, $67 for MHDDEs, and $73 for HHDDEs. The electronic

control system was estimated at $71 for LHDDEs and $75 Eor the
other HDDE size categories.

The cost of the electrical heating system is difficult to
estimate because the specific requirements of the system are
yet to be well defined. The Agency envisions a rather modest

system that depends on the vehicle's existing electrical
system. In this concept, the additional electrical power
required Eor regeneration is provided by using the existing
batteries in conjunction with a larger alternator. The
electric current from the battery is conducted by cable to the
electric resistance heating elements which are mounted in the
trap housing. The cable is equipped with a fusabie link to
protect the batteries and charging equipment in the event of a
short circuit. The power supply to the electric heating
element is controlled by the electronic control unit through

the use of an electromechanical relay. Based on alternatc_i
costs supplied by Mueller Associates, EPA estimates the
incremental cost of the requisite alternator to be about _47
for LHDDEs, _56 for _IHDDEs, and _67 for HHDDEs. The cable wL[h

a fusab!e link i3 e_timated _,a cost $7, while the rel_ 7 . _
estimated at $i0 pal vehicle. The electrical heating ele:,:: • ;
with mounting hardware are estimated to most $14 for LHDb_I:; ,: 2

$[8 for the other HDDB size categories.



Table 3-33

HDDE Costs for Tcap R_eneration System

Fuel Burner Elec_'cical c._tal_a t"

Burner Can $21 $21 $21 -

Fuel Delivery System 14 14 14 -
l,_el Ignition Systa_ 35 35 35 -
Aux/lia_'y Air Syst(_u 64 64 64 $56 $56 $56
l_l_ust Diversion SySt_LI 64 67 73 64 67 73 - - -

Electronic Cut|Lrul Systegl 71 75 75 71 75 75 $59 $62 $62
_[_ct ric_l Systeln 78 89 102

Catalyst Dispensoc System - 53 53 53
Catalyst - 5 9 18
Catalyst Syst_l_ Exhaust Mods - 33 42 ?I -4

'IDtal $26g $276 $282 $269 $287 $306 $150 $166 $204
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EPA's estimated electrical heating system costs range from

$78-$102, depending on HDDE size. The Agency believes these
costs are representative of the type oE electrical systems that
are contmerclally viable in the 1990s. However, due to the
current lack of information regarding specific designs, these
cost estimates are subject to a signi6icsnt degree of
uncertainty. In discussions with various suppliers Of
electrical heating equipment, Mueiler Associates identified
several important uncertainties that could significantly affect
the cost of the electrical system. These include the size and

power: requirements of the heating elements, ensuring adequate
battery capacity for engine starting, and prevention of trap
thermal stress due to uneven heating during regeneration. In
response, Mueller Associates has estimated the potential cost
of sophisticated electrical systems that address each of the

potential areas of concern as suggested by its industry
contacts. Such electrical systems could cost nearly four times
more than that estimated by EPA. The Agency believes that such

sophisticated systems will be found to be unnecessary as more
information becomes available. Hence, only EPA's estimate will
be used in this analysis.

As summarized in Table 3-33, electric regeneration systems
are estimated to cost about $269, $287, and $306 for 5HDDEs,
MHDDEs, and HHDDEs, respectively.

Catalytic Regeneratlon System Costs - Unlike the other
regenera.tien systems, which are at least conceptually well
known, the catalyst and the technique which will be used to
introduce it into the trap remains a matter Of some
conjecture, The approach assumed in this analysis involves
onboard vehicle storage of a metallic compound in dry powder
form. From time to time, a metered amount of catalyst is
fluidized by compressed air from the vehicle's turbocharger and

then injected into the exhaust stream just ahead of the trap to
initiate combustion. This type of regeneration system is
potentially the simplest with regard to the required hardware.
The primary components consist of the catalyst, the eatalys_
dispenser system, and the electronic control system. AS
discussed [n conjunction with the other regeneration systems,
the requisite stainless steel exhaust pipe is treated as a part
of the catalyst regeneration system.

The metallic catalyst is assumed to be copper in the form
of powdered copper chloride (CuCI). The amount of catalyst
required for new HaDEs is estimated to be about 2.2 pounds for
LHDDEs, 4.0 pounds for :4HaDEs, and 8.5 pounds for HHDDEs. This
is based on the _II_wable maintenance intervals for each H_CE.
the estimated fuel econumles f,a_ these vehicles as desc[_!_d

previously, ai%d Jil .Issumed ca_alys_ requirement equivaier]_ t,_

i 0.16 g/gallon of diesel fuei.[14] Combining this with %n
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estimated cost of $1.45/pound of CuCI,[8] the catalyst costs
are estimated to be $5, $9, and $18 for LHDDEs, MHDDEs, and

HHDDES, respectively.

The catalyst dispenser system has several parts. A one
gallon polyethylene bottle is used to hold the required powered
catalyst. This is estimated to cost about $I per vehicle. [7]
The reservoir will be attached to a metering device with an
integral agitator extending into the reservoir to break up

lumps of catalytic material. This device is estimated to cost
i about $30 for each HDDE.[7] The metering device uses a small
! electric motor with an estimated cost Of $12 per vehicle.r7]

After being metered, the catalyst is fluidized and sprayed or
injected into the exhaust using high pressure air. The

I fluidlzer/injector unit includes the required fittings
necessary to mate it to the metering device and air supply.
The estimated cost is $7 per HDDE.[7]

The final components of this system are the hoses for

transmitting the compressed air and fluidized catalyst. The
Agency estimates the cost of these items at about $3 per
vehicle.

The electronic control system requires four sensors.
Three of these are the same as used by the other types of
regeneration systems: trap temperature ($5), engine
temperature ($I), and exhaust b_ekpressu=e ($17). An engine
speed sensor is also used and has an estimated cost of about $5

per HDDE.[8] The electronic control unit requirements are
again incremental to the existing capability, although the cost
is somewhat less than for the other regeneration systems
because the catalyst system is less complex. The incremental
electronic control unit cost is estimated by EFA to be about
$22 for all HDDEa. The wiring harness will also be less
costly. This item is estimated by EPA at about $9 for LHDDEs
and $12 for MHDDE and HHDDEs.

The standard steel exhaust pipe will be replaced with a

stainless steel counterpart as with the other regeneration
systems. However, the catalyst regeneratien system should not
require that the exhaust bypass the trap during the
regeneratioa process. Therefore, the cost of the stainless
steel pipe should include a credit for the deleted standard
steel pipe. The incremental exhaust pipe cost for each HDDE
size category is taken from the corresponding estimate used in
the proposal, with one revisien. As described in the DPS, the

incremental exhaust pipe cost was based on the assumption that
about 25 percent of the MHDDEs and HHDDEs would have _;_I
exhausts. This assu_ptlon has been revised Decause essenti3! :y
all MHDDEs and HHDDEs are expected to be equipped :<i=:I
turbochargers in the 1590's and, therefore, will likely :_v.'e
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only one exhaust pipe. Making this revision, the estimated
incremental cost Of the stainless steel exhaust pipe is $33 for
LHDDEs, $42 for MHDDEs, and $71 for HHDDEs.

As summarized in Table 3-33, catalyst regeneration systems
are estimated to cost $150 for LHDDEs, $166 for MHDDEs, and
$204 for HHDDEs.

Total Trap-Oxidizer variable Costs -- Table 3-34 presents
a summary of the three trap system costs. As shown, the

ceramic monolith trap with a fuel burner regeneration system
has an estimated cost of about $370 per LHDDE, $448 for MHDDE,
and $574 per HHDDE. The ceramlc monolith trap with an electric
regeneration system has the potential of costing about the same
as the ceramic monolith/fuel burner system. The ceramic fiber
trap with a catalyst regeneration system could prove to be the
least expensive trap-oxidizer with estimated costs of $223,
$272, and $344 for LHDDEs, MHDDEs, and HHDDEs, respectively.
As stated previously, the ceramic monolith/fuel burner

trap-oxidizer will be used to determine the costs of the
particulate standard, due to the greater uncertainty associated
with the other designs.

Now that the variable costs for each HDDE size category
have been determined, the average hardware cost for each trap
equipped non-bus HDDE and urban bus, as well as that for the

fleet-average vehicle can be calculated. This is done by
combining information on sales and trap usage with the system
cost for the appropriate HDDE class or classes. The
methodology for deriv£ng the various average costs is described
below. This methodology will be used in this section for
variable costs and in subsequent sections as required.

Identifying the variable cost for a trap-equipped urban
bus is the most straight forward. Due to their horsepower
ratings, all urban bus engines generally can be classified as

MHDDEs. In addition, all urban bus engines will require a trap
oxidizer to achieve the 0.i standard. Therefore, the variable

cost for the average urban bus is simply the value identified
for MHDDEs, or $448 (Table 3-34).

The average cost for a non-bus HDDE with a trap oxidizer
is found by sales weighting the system cost for each size
category. As described elsewhere, total HDDE sales are
composed of 35 percent LHDDEs, 29 percent MHDDEs, and 36

percent HHDDEs. However, bus sales must De removed from this
distribution to find the percentage of sales in each category
for non-bus HDDEs )n[?. UrbaI_ bus sales are quite volatile
from year to year, hut would generally not exceed about l
percent of total HDDE zales. Using this percentage and the
fact that all urban bus engines are MHDDEs, the non-bus HDDE

"''4.............
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Table 3-34

:4D_aC_s_ fo_,T:ap.<_IdizerS_

C_amic MOnoliTh/ C@_ami_ '4_ollth/

slzo _oJ. _z_er _l_rical Caram/c ?i1=_/c_al_
ca_c_m_-y _ s_m T_a_ Trap S_=_ _ _'mp. S_em a=aJ.

].01 269 370 .LO1 269 370 73 iS0 223

MH_ ].72 276 448 J.72 287 459 106 1.66 272

292 282 574 292 305 598 140 204 344

I
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sales account for 98 percent of the total and are distributed
as Eollows: 36 percent for LHDDEs, 27 percent MHDDEs, and 37
percent HHDDES. Therefore, sales weighting the various system
coats with this distribution results in a variable cost for the

average affected non-bus HDDE of $467.

The per vehicle cost when averaged over the entire fleet
is the sum of the sales-weighted cost for an urban bus and the
sales-weighted cost for the average non-bus HDDE (i.e., both
trapped and ostrapped). The urban bus component is simply 2
percent Of the cost figure for a MHDDE. The non-bus component
is 98 percent of the average non-bus cost. This average is

determined by combining the various HDDE category costs with
the non-bus sales distribution and the percentage Of the

non-bus fleet that is trap equipped. Expressed generically in
equation form, the non-bus component of the fleet-average
vehicle cost is:

Non-Bus Portion of Fleet-Average Cost =

(.98) X [$ per LHDDE x LHDDE Fraction) ÷ ($ per MHDDE x MHDDB
Fraction) ÷ ($ per HHDDE x HHDDE Fraction)] x (Trap Fraction)

The last term in this equation adds some complexity to the
calculation since the number of traps required for non-bus
HDDEs is projected to change from about 70 percent in 1991, to
about 60 percent in 1994 if the 0.25 were retained in that
year. For ease of presentation, the non-bus cost componen_ oE
the fleet-average veh£ele will be evaluated as a short term

value representing 70 percent traps and a long term value
representing 60 percent traps. When these non-bus components
are combined with the urban bus. component, the result is the
cost OE a Eleet-average vehicle in the short-term (1991) and
the long-term (1994). The fleet-average cost for intervening
years can be linearly interpolated. Using this methodology,
the variable Cost oE the 1991 standards when averaged over the
entire HDDE fleet is $329 in the short term and $284 in the
long term.

iv. Total Manufacturers Cost of the 199l Partlculate
Standards

The total undiscounted and discounted costs to
manufacturers are shown in Table 3-35. The fixed costs are

reproduced from Table 3-28. The variable costs are the
products of the hardware cost per fleet-average vehicle and
HDDE sales as shown in Table 3-10. The total undiscounted c3s=

is $42g.9 million, while the discounted cost is $402.6 mill[_n.
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Table 3-35

HDDE Manufacturers' Cost:

for the i99L Particulate Standards

Undiscounted Discounted*

_ar ..RD&T Variable Cost Total _b_al

L987 _8.{M SS.CM _ll.Tg

_988 20.04 20.04 26 .e4

£989 14.CM 14.(}4 16._M

/990 7._4 - 7.94 8.24

LggL $i26.(}4 126.CM £26.(}4

L992 i2_.5M 125.94 if4. LH

i993 £L9 ._M _19 ._M 99. IM

$4'20. m t,4OT_. [

" Discounted at LO percent L0 L99]..
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b. Costs to Users for HDDEs Complying with the 1991
Particulate Standards.

i. First Cost

The amount that manufacturers must increase the price of

each HDDE depends principally on the variable cost per vehicle,
the number Of vehicles over which the fixed costs will be

apportioned, and on the cost of capital to the manufacturer.
For the 1991 standards, it is assumed that manufacturers will

generally recover their fixed costs prior to the effective date
Of the more stringent 1994 HDDE particulate standard, it is
further assumed that the cost of capital is 10 percent. Hence,
the first cost increase for a vehicle is the sum of a portion
of the discounted fixed cost and the hardware cost, as
described earlier.

fn the short term the purchase price increment for

trap-equipped non-bus HDDE is estimated at $457 for LHDDEs,
$535 for MHDDEs, and $661 6or HHDDEs. This averages $553 for a
trap-equipped non-bus HDDE. The first price for an urban bus
is $535. Expressed on a fleet-average basis, the cost would be
about $390. In the long term, assuming a manufacturer
continues to charge the same per vehicle for its fixed cost
recovery, the fleet-average vehicle would coat an additional
$336.

ii. Fuel Economy

In the draft economic impact analysis, non-bus HDDEs with

traps were estimated to incur a l to 2 percent fuel penalty.
Urban buses were assumed to incur a 2 percent Penalty. As
discussed in the Technical Feasibility Chapter, EPA's estimates

generally fell within the range of fuel penalties that were

presented in the few comments on this issue. Also as" discussed
in that chapter, the trap volumes in this final analysis have

been significantly enlarged from those assumed in the
proposal. As a result_ the upper range of EPA's previous
estimate has been revised downward from a 2 percent penalty to

a 1.5 percent penalty. Therefore, the new range for non-bus
HDDEs equipped with traps is l.O-i.5 percent, while the new
point estimate for urban buses is 1.5 percent.

Several important methodological changes have been made in
calculating the fuel economy impact for each affected vehicle.
For non-bus HDDEs, the estimated MPG values for each HDDE size

category has been revised to reflect updated estimates. Th_s
was fully described in the previous discussion of the 1991 HII[:_
NOx standard where _he discounted lifetime cost of a l pelc,+:_t

penalty for each size category _aa shown to De the 6oliowLr_]:
$54 LHDHEs, $259 HHDDEs, 3nd $705 HHDDEs. Us_:_
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this information, the 1.0-1.5 percent penalty represents s
discounted lifetime cost of $350-$525 for the average non-bus

HDDE equipped with a trap.

For urban buses, three key assumptions have been revised
from the values used in the draft analysis. A recent EPA
analysis shows the average annual bus mileage is about 45,000
miles rather than 50,000 miles, and that the average lifetime

is closer to 12 years than i0 years. [3_ These two changes are
included in this updated analysis. The third change affects
fuel costs for buses. The draft analysis utilized the same
cost per gallon of diesel fuel for both non-bus and bus HDDEs,

i.e., $1.2O/gallon. Diesel fuel for urban buses is actually
significantly less costly than that for non-bus HDDEs due to
volume discounts and lower taxes, A comment from the

Department of Transportation supported the use of a
$1.00/gallon cost for urban buses. This value has been adopted
for use in this analysis. Based on these revised values, the
estimated 1.5 percent fuel penalty results in a discounted
lifetime fuel cost of $_070 for each urban bus. Expressed on a
fleetwide basis, the average HDDE will incur a short-term fuel
economy penalty of about $261-$381 and a long-term penalty of
about $227-$33B.

_t should be noted that the above fuel economy penalties
r were estimated for trap-oxidizer systems using ceramic monolith

substrates and fuel burners for regeneration. If these same

i traps were used with an electrical regeneration, the penalty
would likely be about the same, due to the energy required by

i the alternator. However, if the ceramic fiber trap is used in
the future, the fuel economy penalty would be somewhat less.

.i The use of a catalyst to lower the ignition temperature of _he
collected particulate would avoid the use of energy intensive
heating systems, since the traps would be self regenerating.

in this case, the fuel economy penalty would be lowered by an
amount that is basically equivalent to the energy used to
regenerate the other two trap systems. EPA estimates this is
equivalent to about a 0.5 percent fuel economy penalty,
Therefore, the use of a ceramic fiber trap might result in only
a 0.5-1.0 percent penalty rather than the 1,0-1.5 percent'
penalty used in this analysis.

iii. Maintenance

The draft analysis identified two maintenance items for

trap-equipped HDDEs: the regeneration system and the exhaust
system. The regeneratioe system was assumed to require
maintenance after _pzo:<imateIy five years 06 opecation. A_

that point, the engine temperature and trap temperature sensoc
would need _eplscement. FO_" the exhaust system, the customacy
replacement 06 _he standard steel exhaust pipe was expected to
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be eliminated, because this component would be displaced by a

stainless steel exhaust pipe as part of the trap-oxidizer

system. Sensor maintenance when discounted to the year of
vehicle purchase was estimated to range from $22 for LHDDEs
with one trap to $44 for HHDDEs with two traps. A net savings
was projected due to eliminating the need for exhaust pipe
replacement. This discounted savings was estimated at $39 for
LHDDEs, ranging up to $97 for HHDDEs.

Four general comments were received from metropolitan
transit authorities and the Department Of Transportation

suggesting that maintenance costs would increase due to the
combined NOx and particulate standards. Since the maintenance

savings that were projected for trap-based particulate
standards overwhelm the small cost associated with the NOx
standards, these comments would appear to be directed primarily
at the former standards. The New Jersey Bus Operations, Inc.,

specifically claimed that EPA's regulations will require the
use Of electronic control units, resulting in substantial

expenditures for training, and the need for a more
sophisticated and expensive labor force. In another specific
comment, the Department of Energy estimated that the

particulate standards could save up to $402 for a HDDE in
Classes [IB-VI and up to $519 for a HDDE in Classes VII-VIII

(undiscounted). Finally, a few manufacturers indicated in
their technical feasl li!ity com/nents that a trap may
potentially require some type of maintenance during the
vehicle's lifetime due to such things as the accumulation of

ash or catalytic material.

[n response to the concern expressed regarding the forced
use Of electronic control units on urban bus engines,
electronics are projected to be widely used on all types of
HDDEs in the future regardless of emission control

requirements. Hence, costs associated with purported changes
in the labor force cannot be charged against the emission
standards. Concerning DOE's savings estimate and the genera[
comments that maintenance costs will rise, EPA will add[ess

these comments by reevaluating the likely effect on maintenance
in the context of the revised trap system design as descK[bed
in the section on variable costs (i.e., ceramic monolith/fuel

burner regeneration system).

The assumption in the draft analysis regarding sensor
replacement was not adversely commented upon, and is being
generally retained with a few revisions. The most significant
changes are the use of new component costs and a _evis[ :: !:_
the assumed numter of replacements for each HDDE ..',
category, The estimated retail cost of each engine tempeL ,' .:,'
sensor is $9 and each trap temperauure is $20. [8 } :_:..

replacement of bo=_ senso[s is estimated to take one ho,_z ,,
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$28 per hour• To be consistent with the revised trap
configuration, all HDDEs are assumed to have a single trap and,
therefore, only one trap temperature sensor is required per
affected vehicle. TO account for the significantly different

lifetime mileages of the various HDDE classes, the number of

replacements over a vehicles life has been revised to one for
LHDDEs, two for MHDDEs, and three for HHDDEs. Using these
values and discounting the costs at i0 percent over the life Of
the vehicle, the approximate cost is $35 for LHDDEs, $57 for
MHHDEs, and $71 for HHDDEs.

A review Of EPA's previously estimated savings for exhaust
pipes has resulted in this category being eliminated to be
consistent with the revised ceramic monolith system design.

Again referring to the description contained in the variable
cost section, when the standard steel exhaust pipe is replaced

by its stainless steel counterpart (i.e., from the manifold to
the bypass valve), the displaced standard pipe is assumed to be
_oughly equivalent to that required by the bypass system (i.e.,
from the bypass to the muffler). For the purposes of this
analysis, it is assumed that the replacement schedule of this
standard pipe will be roughly equivalent regardless of
location. Hence, no incremental maintenance is estimated for

the exhaust system.

Regarding the possibility that traps could require some

type of maintenance, estimating any cost in this area is
especially difficult due to the current i[mite_ information on
traps themselves. Nonetheless, to cover the potential costs of
such a contingency, EPA will assume that trap maintenance will
cost about $50 per event and that frequency Of this maintenance
will parallel sensor maintenance. Therefore, when discounted
at I0 percent to the year of purchase, the cost is $31 for
LHDDEs, $50 for MHDDEs, and $62 for HHDDEs.

Total maintenance costs for the average non-bus HDDE with

traps is $i02, while the cost for an urban bus is $107. On a
fleetwide basis, the cost per HDDE in the short-term is $72 and
declines in the long term to $62.

As in the fuel economy discussion, it is appropriate to
examine the potential maintenance costs associated with the two
other trap-oxidizer systems. The ceramic monolith/electrical

regeneration system would have the same maintenance
requirements and costs as the fuel burner, since the same trap
subetrate and sensors are used in both systems• If the ceramic
fiber trap-oxidlzer is used in the future, the maintenance
requirements would he somewhat different. [n addition to Lhe
costs associated wi_h sensor and potential trap maintenance,

catalytic material used in this ayssem may need _eplace:=enc
during the vehicle's lifetime. Offsetting these costs would be
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a credit resulting from the use of the stainless steel exhaust
pipe, which eliminates the need for periodically replacing the
standard steel pipe. The discounted catalyst replacement
costs, as estimated using the basic methodology presented in
the variable cost section, are $14 for LHDDEs, $25 for MHDDEs,

and $86 for HHDDEs. The discounted exhaust pipe credits, as
estimated using the appropriate schedule for HDDV standard
steel pipe replacements described in the DPS are $41 for
LHDDEs, $51 for MHDDEs, and $81 for HHDDEs. Combining these
values with those previously estimated for sensor and trap
maintenance results in discounted ceramic trap maintenance
costs ranging from $39 to $138 depending on HDDE size. For
LHDDEs this is significantly less than the costs estimated for

the ceramic monolith/fuel burner system, while for the largest
HDDEs it is about the same.

iv. Total User Costs

The total cost to the purchaser of an HDDE is composed of
the first price increase and the lifetime discounted costs for
a fuel economy and maintenance. The cost for each
trap-equipped non-bus HDDE is $577-604 for all LHDDEs,
$901-1,030 for a MHDDE, and $i,499-1,852 for a HHDDE. For the
average non-bus HDDE with a trap the total cost is

$1,050-1,180. For an urban bus it is $I;712. Expressed as an
average over the entire fleet, the total user cost is the short

term is $723-843 and will decline to about $625-726 in the long
term. The fleetwide cost per vehicle is summarized in Table
3-36.

6. Total HDDE Manufacturer and User Costs for the 1991
NOx and,Partlculate Standards

The total cost to HDDE manufacturers of the 1991 standards
is the sum of the 6ixed and variable costs of the NOx and

particulate emission control. These costa are passed on to the
users of HDDVs as first cost increases, and are added to
operating costs for total user cost of the standards. These

values were developed above, and are presented in Tables 3-37
and 3-38.

The discounted manufacturer cost is about $476 miliion,
while the average increase in lifetime user cost for a 1991

model year HDDV is $803-i,171, tapering off to $700-977 for a
1993 model year HDDV.

7. 1994 Diesel Particulate Standard (0.I0 g/BHP-hr
HDDEs)

In this sec_icn, _he economic effects of the _%.;

particulate standard for HDDEs are analyzed. The costs _re
examined" as an increment to those that would result f: _:=
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Ta_e 3-35

Total Usec Cost
Eor the Lggl Pac_iculate S_anda_do

(Discounted to Year oE Vehicle Purchase)

Fleet Avecaqe Vehicle
Cos_ CateqocM She}t-Term 5Olng-Tetm

First COSt $ 390 $ 336

Fuel Economy 261-381 227-330

Maintenance 72 62

Total $723-843 $625-728

I
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Table 3-37

Total HDDE Manufacturer Costs

199L NOx and Particulate Standards

Undlscoun=ed Discounted*

RD&T Hardware** RD&T Hardware**

NOx S28.TM $42.3M _34.8M _38.5"M

ParticuLate 49.5M 37L.4M 63.4M 339.1/4

Tota£ 78._ 413.7M 98.2M 377.6M

G_and Totai _49L.gM _475.9M

" Discounted at i0 percent to h99k
** Model year 1991-93 HDDVs.
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Table 3-38

Tomal HDD_ User Cost*
1991NOx and Par_Icualte S_andards

Short Term Lon_ Term
First Fuel Hain_- First Fuel Maint-

Cos_ Econom_ enanme Cost Economy enance i
NOx S68 S0-348 SO $68 $0-_74 SO

Particulate _390 26L-381 72 336 227-330 62 i
4

To_al 458 26L-729 72 404 227-S04 62 L

Grand Total 79L-L,259 693-970 !

* Incremental most over cost o_ i988 standards,
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continuing the 1991 standard into the 1994 and later model

years. As discussed in the Technical Feasibility Chapter, the
Agency expects that the 1991 0.25 g/BHP-hr standard would
require about 60 percent of the non-bus HDDEs to be trap
equipped in the long term (i.e., about 1994). Similarily, the
1991 9.10 g/BHP-hr standard would require all urban bus engines
to be trap equipped. With the more stringent 1994 0.10

g/BHP-hr, about 90 percent Of the non-bus HDDEs will need
traps, while the buses will all remain trap equipped.
Therefore, the incremental effect and resulting cost of the

1994 standard is dependent on the use of an additional 30
percent traps by non-bus HDDES.

The basic inputs for this analysis are taken from the 1991
particulate standards section where the costs of various
trap-oxidizer systems were examined. Specifically, that
analysis reviewed the costs associated with a ceramic monolith
trap using a fuel burner regeneration system, a ceramic
monolith trap using an electrical regeneration system, and a
ceramic fiber trap using a catalyst regeneration system. The
details of that comprehensive evaluation will not be repeated

here. It is important to note, however, that only the ceramic
monolith/fuel burner system was used to estimate the economic
effects of the 1991 standards. This approach was taken, in
spite of the potentially lower cost of the ceramic
fiber/catalyst system, because the ceramic monolith/fuel burner
trap is presently the most well defined and may be the first

• . commercially available trap-oxidizer.

The economic effects of t'he 1994 standard will also be

assessed using the costs associated with the ceramic

monolith/fuel burner system. Due to the long leadtlme
associated with the 1994 requirement, however, it is possible
that a lower cost trap oxidizer such as the ceramic
fiber/catalyst system may be widely used by the effective date
of the standard. If this were to Occur, the cost of the 1994
standard would be somewhat less than that presented in the
subsequent sections.

a. Cost to the Manufacturers

i. Fixed Costs

The total fixed cost of the 1994 standard obviously will
be significantly less than that associated with the 1991

standards. Only 30 percent of the HDDEs will incur development
and certification testing costs, compared to about 70 percent
is 1991. Also, !.:hen cev_eeed on a per vehicle basis, it _a
reasonable to expect that engineering experience gained
throughout the early igP0's wi_l make the appiication of _r_ps
to new families in t99,1 less difficult than it was in 199i.
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Therefore, the fixed east that was recovered in the sales price
of a trap-equipped HDDE under the 1991 standards (i.e., about
$87) would seem to represent an upper limit for the fixed cost
associated with the 1994 standards.

using this conservative assumption, the total fixed cost

of the 1994 standards can be estimated Dy multiplying $87 per
trap-equipped vehicle by the number of such vehicles over which
fixed costs are recovered. As in the p_evious HDDE analyses,
the fixed costs of a standard are assumed to be recovered over

three years of production immediately following the effective
date of the standard. The estimated cost of capital is 19
percent per annum. Based on the projected HDDE sales in Table
3-II, the number of trap-equipped HDDEs used in the fixed cost
calculation is about 334,000 (i.e., 30 percent of the 1994
through 1996 HDDE "discounted sales," excluding buses). This
results in total estimated fixed costs of $29.1 million, when

expressed as a lump sum investment in 1994. The expenditures
of these over time can be expected to occur as shown in Table
3-39.

ii. Variable Costs

The variable cost of a specific trap-oxidizer system is a

function of vehicle size. The costs of a ceramic monolith trap
with a fuel burner regeneration system was previously estimated
at $370 for LHDDEs, $448 for MHDDEs, and $574 for HHDDEs.

Total HDDE sales, excluding urban buses, are composed of 96
percent LHDDEs, 27 percent MHDDEs, and 37 percent HHDDEs.
Using these values to sales weight the trap-oxidizer cost for
each size category results in an average variable cost of $467

per trap-equipped HDDE, Expressed as an average over the
entire fleet, the variable cost is $137 per HDDE.

iii. Total Manufacturers Cost of the 1994 Particulate ,
Standards

The total discounted and,, undiscounted costs to
manufacturers are shown in Table 3-40. The fixed costs are

taken directly from Table 3-99. The variable costs are the

products of the hardware cost per fleet-average vehicle and
total HDDE sales in each specific year (Table 3-11). The total
undiscounted cost is $193,5 million, while the discounted cost
is $217.9 million.

b. Cost to Users 6or HDDEs Complying with the 1994
Partict. llce Standards

i. First Cost

The amount Ehar _ manufacturer must increase the price o_
an HDDE to recover [cs expenses depends on the timing of rna
costs, the cost of capitaL, and Ehe number of vehicles _ve=
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To_)i FLxed Cos_ o_ the
igg4 HDD_ pacticulate Standacd

DLsOOUnted Undiscounted

Yeats E£xed CostsIl) E[xed Costs

1990 $ 5.0 M $3.4 M
1991 13.0 M 9.8 M
1992 7.9 M 6.5 M :
1993 3.2 M 2.g M I

Total $29.1 M $22.6 M

[_] Discounted _o the efEective date of the standard, i.e.,
1994.
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TabLe 3-40

HDDE :._.anuEac_urers' COSt
Eo_ _.he 1934 P_r_iculate Standard

Undiacounted Discounted
Year Fixed Cost Va_iaDle Cost Total Total

1990 $3.4 M -- $ 3.4 M $ 5.0 M
1991 9.8 M -- 9.8 M 13.0 M
1992 6.5 M -- 6.5 M 7.9 M
1993 2.9 M -- 2,9 M" 3.2 M
1994 -- _56.0 M $6.0 M 56.0 M
1995 -- 57.0 M 57,0 M 51.8 M
1996 -- 57.9 M 57,9 M 47.8 M

Total $193.5 M $184.7 M
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WhiCh the fixed costs will be _eccvered. As discussed in

deriving the fixed costs, manufacturers are expected to recover
fixed Costs over the first three years of production. The cost

of capital was also identified as I0 percent per annum. Hence,
the first cost increase for a vehicle is the sum oE a portion
of the discounted fixed cost and the hardware cost, as

described earlier. Using this methodology, the purchase price
increment for a trap-equipped HDDE is estimated at $457 for
LHDDEs, $535 for MHDDEs, and $661 for HHDDEs. This averages

$553 per trap-equipped HDDE. Expressed on a fleetwide basis,

the purchase price increase is about $163.

ii. Fuel Economy

I Traps may adversely affect fuel economy due to a potential
! increase in exhaust backpressure and because of the energy

i required to initiate regeneration. The penalty
associated with

i the use of this technology was estimated in the 1991
particulate standards discussion as 1.0-1.5 percent per
trap-equipped vehicle. When discounted to the year of vehicle
purchase, this is equal to approximately $54-81 for a LHDDE,
$259-388 for a MHDDE, and $705-1,058 for a HHDDE. This amounts
to $350-525 for the average trap-equipped HDDE. For the
fleet-average HDDE, the discount lifetime fuel penalty is about
$103-154.

iii. Maintenance

The potential maintenance costs associated with trap
oxidizers fall primarily into two categories: sensor
replacement and trap maintenance. The discounted lifetime
costs associated with these items were estimated in the section

on the 1991 particulate standards as being $66, $107, and $133
for a LHDDE, MHDDE, and HHDDE, respectively. For the average

trap-equipped HDDE this is $102. Expressed on a fleetwide
basis, the . discounted lifetime maintenance increment is
estimated $30.

iv. Total User Costs

The total cost to the purchaser of an HDDE is composed of
the first price increase, and the discounted lifetime costs for

fuel economy and maintenance. The total user costs for
trap-equipped HDDEs complying with the 1994 standard are
$120-147, $366-495, and $838-i,i19 for HHDDEs, LHDDEs, ._nd

MHDDEs, respectively. For the average HDDE with a trap, the
total cost if $1,005-i,[81. Expressed as an average over '_ _
entire fleet, the t_tal Jse_ cost is $296-347. The ','_' .;

fleetwide costs per vehicle are summarized in Table 3-41.
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T]ole 3-41

total User Cost Eor the
L_g_ _articulate Standard

(Discounted co Year o_ Vehicle Purchase)

Cost Category Fleet-Average Vehicle

First Cost $163
Fuel Econom7 103-154
Maintenance 30

TOTAL $296-347

J
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8. Ap_re_ate costs to the Nation of the HDE NOx and
Particulate Standards

The aggregate costs to the nation of the HDE NOx and
• particulate standards include the total manufacturer costs of

RD&T and hardware, and user costs of fuel economy and
maintenance which will be incurred due to the more strict
emission control requirements of the standards. These costs
were developed above, and are shown in Tables 3-42 and 3-43
according to the year of expenditure. All costs before the

year of the standard are for RD&T, including certification, and
costs after the year of the standard are for hardware and

additional operating costs for the vehicles equipped with HDEs
projected to be sold in those years.

The aggregate costs presented in Tables 3-42 and 3-43 for

each model year group are incremental in nature. The aggregate
incremental costs for the 1991 model year group represent only
the added costs beyond those incurred in the 1988 model year
group. The same is true in considering the 1994 model year
group aggregate costs, with the exception that the increment is
calculated relative to 1991.

All costs are shown undiscounted in Table 3-42 and

discounted at 10 percent to the year of,the standard in Table
3-43 and are developed [n the preceding sections. As shown,
the aggregate costs to the nation of the HDE NOx and
particulate standards are approximately $I18-600 million for

the 1988 stahdards, $833-1,241 million for the 1991 standard,
and $336-394 million for the 1994 particulate standards,
discounted to each of those years.
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D, Socioeconomic Impacts

The socioeconomic impact section in the Draft RIA
discussed the effects on manufacturer sales and cash flow, the

regional effects of employment, and the national effects on
vehicle purchasers, energy usage, balance of trade, and
inflation. These effects will not change significantly as a
result of the reanelysis of costs, since cost estimates
decreased or rose only slightly from the original estimates.
However, some comments were received from citizens,
environmental groups, the American Trucking Association (ATA),
end public transit system operators concerning the
socioeconomic impact of costs on individuals and
organizations. The questions raised by these comments are
reviewed in the following paragraphs.

Comments received from citizens and environmental groups
argued that the cost of those regulations are rightly passed on
to the coRsumers who also receive the benefits of improved
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T_ble 3-42

Undiscounted A_reqate _ncrement_l
Costs o_ c_e HOE Standards

(millions o_ dollars)

Model Yea_ 1988

Calendar

Year HDOE NOx HDOE _ar_iculat e MDGE NOx HDE Total

1986 $18.0 $i_.0 $1,6 $35.6
1980 12.7 7.0 2,1 21.8
1988 I0.B-246.0 5.9 1,3 18.0-253.2
1989 Ii.2-195.5 6.2 1,3 i8,7-203.0
1990 Ii.7-I07.5 6.4 1,3 i9.4-I15.1

Model YoaE ig_i

Calendar

Year HDD_ NOx HDDE Particulate HDGE NOx HOE To_al

1987 - $8.0 - $8.0
1988 $7.0 20.0 - 27.0

1989 15.0 14.0 $3,5 32.5
1990 6.7 7.5 1.i 16.3
1991 L3.7"146.6 253.9-299,8 2,8 270.4-449.2
1992 L4.2-I17.8 253.0-298,6 2,8 270.0-419.2
1993 14.4-84,8 239.8-282.4 2,8 259.0"_69.7

Model Year 1994
Calendar
Year HDE Particulate

1990 $3.4
1991 9._

1992 6.5
1993 2.9
1994 110.4-131.3
1995 112,3-133.6
1996 i14.2-135.7
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Table 3-43

Discounted • A@_re_ate Incremental
Costs of rue HDE Standards

(millions of _cilars)

Model Yea_ 1988

Calendar

Year HDSE NOR HDDE Particulate HDGE NOx HDE Total

198E _21.8 $19.4 $1.9 $43.
1987 14.0 7.7 2.3 24.0
1988 10,8-246.0 5.9 1,3 i8,0"2S3.2
1989 I0.2-i77,7 5.6 1.2 i7.0-184.5
1990 9.7- 88.8 5.3 i.i 16.1- 95.2

To_ai S66.5-548.3 $43.9 $7.8 $118.2-600.0

Model Year 1991

Calendar

_ear HDDE NOx HDDE Particulate HDGE NOx HDE Total

1987 -- Sll.7 .' $ii.7
L988 $9.3 26.5 - 35.9
_989 _8.2 i6.9 $4.3 39.4
1990 7.4 8.2 2.3 i7.9
1991 _3.7-146,6 253.9-299.8 2.8 270.4-449.2 ,
1992 12,9-i07.1 230,0-271,4 2.5 245.4"381.0
1993 11.9- 69.8 198.2-233.4 2.3 212.4-305.5

Total _73.4-358.4 $745.5-868.0 $14.2 $833.L-1240.6

Model Year L994
Calendar
Year HOE Particulate

1990 $5.0

1991 i3.0
1992 7.9

I_93 3.2
1994 Ii0,4-i31.3
1995 i02.0-121.3
i996 94.3-ii2.i

Total $335.8-393.8

L0 percent _ "he ?e_c of the s_andatd.
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environment and public health, and thus "will think that it is
worth the cost." The Agency agrees with these comlnents. EPA

expects the manufacturers to recoup their losses through first
price increases in LDTs and HDEs.

On the opposite side of the argument, ATA believed that
the costs may be too high, stating that, "at issue is not
whether the average motor carrier will be adversely impact but
rather, in the case oE fuel penalties for example, the

magnitude of this effect at the upper end Of the range in
potential penalties on the highest mileage group of single
tr_ck or small fleet owner/operators." In response, the Agency
believes that the ATA has posed an unrealistic scenario. There
is no reason tO expect the maximum operating cost impact to

fall on small high-mileage operators, since these operators
will certainly search the market for the vehicles with minimal
fuel economy impact if operating cost is of great concern. A
comment by the National Resources Defense Council is relevant
here, which states that, "oven the more expensive standards
still add only a small fraction to the initial cost end
lifetime operating cost of the vehicles in question." Costs
should he able to be easily borne by the trucking industry with
small increases in the prices of consumer goods; since these

costs will be carried by all segments of the industry, no one
group should receive an unfair advantage or disadvantage due to
the standards.

Several comments were received pertaining speciEically to
.... the socioeconomic impacts of the proposed NOx and particulate

standards on urban transit buses, The Urban Mass

Tronsportation Administration (UMTA) and local transit and
transportation authorities from New Jersey, Washington,

Chicago, Cleveland, Washington, D.C., Albany, and San Antonio
all stressed the economic burden that would be placed upon
urban transportation locally and nationally. There was general
agreement among these agencies that EPA underestimated the true
costs and economic burdens associated with the proposed
standards. New Jersey Transit and ViA Metropolitan Transit in
San Antonio indicated that the increased costs would be

translated into higher fares, lower _iderships, more personal
vehicle use, and an increase in emissions as a net result of

the proposed standards. Finally, the Chicago Transit Authority
(CTA) expressed concern that engine selection for transit buses
would be reduced as manufacturers leave the market due to the
increased costs of control.

EPA has estimated the first price increase associated with
e 0.I0 g/BHP-hr particulate and 5.0 g/BHP-hr standard _t a
value of $644. The total fuei economy penalty resulting f[cm
these controls is estimated to be 2 percent, or $1427, in the
long tun, and slightly hlghe_ in the short run. There is also
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a maintenance cost of $107 per bus associated with the

particulate standard. With the current average price of a
diesel transit bus being $135,000-145,000, the first price
_ncrease estimated represents at most a 0.5 percent increase in
the first price of a diesel transit bus. The operating and
maintenance cost associated with an urban transit bus will rise
at most slightly over 2 percent. This assumes that fuel is the
only operating cost involved; other considerations would reduce
this figure. Thus, the "economic burden" associated with the

NOx and particulate standards does not appear to EPA to be
severe. Based on this, EPA does not believe that there will be

any significant Eare increases and associated ridership losses
attributable to the standards.

The market for diesel engines used in transit buses is

small as CTA has indicated. Currently only one domestic
manufacturer, GM, makes engines for large urban transit buses,
and only one or two of their Give such engines are made
expressly for that purpose. Also, Caterpillar makes an engine
used in smaller transit buses in some urban areas. EPA Eeels

that it is highly unlikely that either manufacturer would
relinquish its share of the market under such circumstances.
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i CHAPTER 4

NOx AND PART[CULATE'ENVrRONMENTAL IMPACT

This chapter will examine the environmental effects which
can be expected to result from the implementation of the
revised NOx standards for light-duty trucks and heavy-duty
engines and new diesel particulate standards for heavy-duty
diesel engines. The material presented here begins with an
overview of Chapters 4 and 5 in the Draft Regulatory Impact
Analysis, followed by a summary and analysis of the comments
made on the information contained in these chapters, and,

finally, a presentation of revised projections of the
environmental and air quality impacts of the NOx and diesel
particulate emissions.

5. Overview of NPRM Analyses

A. Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)

The Draft analysis opened with a brief review 04 the
health effects associated with NOx emissions. The primary,
concerns reviewed were the human respiratory effects which
formed the basis for the level o6 the primary ambient NO2
standard. At the present time, this standard level is an
annual arithmetic mean of 0.053 ppm.

Following this review, the effect oE the. proposed NOx
standards on ambient air quality was estimated by comparing
future year NOx ,emissions inventories and ambient NOz levels
under three scenarios: l) no future control, 2) the proposed
standards, and 3) the eventual standards as mandated in the

Clean Air Act. These analyses focused on those urban areas
that are within range of exceeding the NAAQS by the end of the
century. In addition, estimates o6 lifetime emission

reductions per vehicle were made, primarily for use in _he cost
effectiveness analysis.

The air quality analyses for NOx were performed using a
three-step approach. The first step involved the use o_
MOBILE2.5 to estimate emission factors by calendar year and
vehicle class under the three scenarios. MOBILE2.5 determines

emission factors in grams per mile (g/ml) for motor vehicles,

based upon vehicle class, engine type, model year, and age of
the vehicle. For heavy-duty engines, additional factors are
used to convert brake-specific emission factors to g/mi
emission factors. £n order to obtain a specific calendar Fear
emission factor for the individual vehicle classes,

dleselization rates by model year, registration distribu:i r::i
by age, and mileage ,accumulation _ates by age are combined :!'h

the emission factor Dy model year and age. The mode[ T"_:
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emission factors reflect impfovemen_s in control eEficiency
over time. The calendar year emission factors are then
utilized by the EPA Rollback Model in step 3, described below.

In the second step, base year inventories of NOx emissions
for the urban areas of interest were obtained from the National
Emissions Data System (NEDS).[I] NEDS provides county-specific
estimates oE emissions by source category for each county in
the United States. Total vehicle miles travelled (VMT) by
county, VMT breakdown by vehicle class by county, and vehicle
emission factors are the key parameters in determining the
mobile source inventory. The 1981 NEDS inventory contained in
the draft analysis was derived using emission factors from
MOBILE2.

These were combined, along with current NOz levels and
projected growth in source activities and control effieiencies,
to yield future year emissions and NOz levels. This final
step was performed using the EPA Rollback Model which begins
with base year inventories of NOx emissions and base Fear
ambient levels of NO_ concentration (design values).
Utilizing the emission Eactors Erom the MOBILE program, along
with projections of total VMT by vehicle type, and similar
numbers Eor stationary sources, the model can then project
future year inventories of NOx emissions and corresponding
ambient levels of NO2. The emissions from the various
sources are discounted to reflect their impact upon air quality
in the immediate local area. Increases in ambient NO_ levels
are assumed to move linearly with increases in discounted NOx
emissions.

Estimates of lifetime reductions in NOx emissions per
vehicle were calculated in a straightforward manner.
Differences in the emission Eaotora by mileage for the various
control scenarios and estimates oE mileage accumulation over
time for the appropriate vehicle classes (obtained from
MOBILE2.5) were combined and summed over the vehicle's liEe.

A more complete description of the modelling procedures
can be found in the Draft RIA, and in the following documents:
"User's Guide to MOBILE2",[2] "Compilation Of Air Pollution
Emission Factors: Highway Mobile Sources",[3] and "Rollback
Modelling: Basic and Modified".[4]

B. Particulate Matter

The Particulate Environmental impact Chapter in the Draft
RfA opened with a discussion of the relationship of diesel
particulate matter to total suspended particulate and the NAAQS
for particulate matter. The widespread non-attainment Of the
NAAQS ia 1995, under either the current TSP standard o_ _he
proposed PM_0 standard, was emphasized.
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Following this discussion, the lifetime reductions in
particulate emissions per vehicle were then derived, again for
use in the cosb-efEectiveness analysis. These reductions were

estimated using the same basic methodology as that described
above for the NOx analysis.

Next, nationwide and nationwide-urban emissions of diesel

particulate were presented. These pro_ections were made using
the same basic methodology as for NOx, but with slight
modifications. For instance, due to the widespread violation
of the particulate NAAQS, it is not reasonable to model each

urban area individually. Thus, all U.S. urban areas were
analyzed together. Also, the MOBILE model itself is not

equipped to determine emission Eaotors for diesel particulate
matter, so it could not be used in the diesel particulate
analysis. However, the concepts mE MOBILE and all applicable
parameters contained in MOBILE2.5 (described in detail in the
Diesel Particulate Study, or DPS[5]) were used to estimate
calendar year emissions.

"Since the diesel particulate analysis is done on a
nationwide, and not on an individualized urban area basis, NEDS
is not used as the source for the base year inventories.
Instead, emission factors were combined with estimates of

nationwide urban VMT by vehicle class to develop base year
inventories of diesel particulate emissions.

The estimates of nationwide emissions were then followed
by projections of ambient diesel particulate levels. Due to

the difficulties in distinguishing diesel particulate from
others in atmospheric measurements, some measurable surrogate
in the ambient air chat is directly relatable to vehicular
emissions must be used to estimate current ambient diesel

particulate levels. The two surrogates that have historically
been used are lead and CO. Three types of ambient impact were
addressed: i) levels expected to "occur at air quality
monitors, 2) average exposure levels of urban dwellers, and 3)
ambient levels in selected hlgh-exposure situations.

_n estimating urban monitor-type levels, conceptually,
historic ambient lead levels are first converted to historic

ambient diesel particulate levels. This is done by assuming
that the ratio of ambient concentrations of the two pollutants
is equal to the ratio of their emissions, taking into account
that a certain fraction of leaded particulate emitted falls cut
oE the atmosphere very quickly and does not affect ambient air
quality. Future ambient diesel particulate levels are then
projected from historic levels using the general rolib._ck

approach. Projections were :nade for a broad spectrum Of city
sizes and meteorological conditions.
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Annual average urban exposures, which include a variety of
individual activity pattern effects, were based on a model
developed by EPA to estimate exposures under various levels of
the CO NAAQS. The model was based on measured exposures in

specific types of situations in four U.S. cities, and involved
placing the population into various cohorts which spend various
amounts of time in each exposure situation. The CO levels
projected by the model were converted to diesel particulate
analogously to the conversion described above for the
lead-surrogate model.

The high-exposure, or microseale, situations were analyzed

using models developed for EPA for the projection of any
completely dispersed, non-reactive pollutant. Thus, they are
also based on the surrogate and _ollbaek concepts. Four
situations were modelled: roadway tunnels, street canyoes, on
an expressway, and nearby an expressway.

Following these three estimates of microscale
concentrations of diesel particulate, the particular need to
control diesel particulate at high altitude was discussed.
While the lack of particulate emission data at high altitude

prevented any more precise estimate of environmental impact
! than that presented in the nationwide analysis described above,

Denver's air quality situation was discussed briefly and the
need for high-altitude control was established.

Following these emission and air quality analyses, the
Draft RIA attempted to put these projections in perspective by
examining four classes of health and welfare effects associated

with diesel particulate: i) non-cancer health effects, 2)
carcinogenic health effects, 3) visibility, and 4) soiling.

The analysis of non-cancer health effects associated with
diesel particulate focused on identifying the potency of diesel
particulate relative to that of general suspended inhalable

particulate (i.e., PM.0). Using this relative potency, the
ambient diesel particulate levels identified earlier were

compared to the cu_reot PM., levels of urban areas and the
proposed PM.0 standards.

With respect to carcinogenic effects, an estimate of the
lifetime risk of contracting lung cancer from exposure to
diesel particulate was made using estimates for the potency of

diesel particulate and the earlier estimates of average urban
exposure. Due to the limited epidemiological data available,
the estimate of the carcinogenic petency of diesel psrtimul,lte
was made using a c_par_t[ve potency method developed ,:?
EPA.[6] In this methodology, the _elative potency 06 die :,:_
particulate to known ilumsn carcinogens is determined from -::e
relative potencies of =he compounds in non-human lahora_<:y
bioassays and then applied to known human cancer risks Of t_e
human careinogens.
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AS the size and chemical composition ef diesel particulate
makes it very effective in both scattering and absorbing light,
a was developed to quantify the reduction in visibility caused

by ambient diesel particulate levels in a large number of urban
areas.f5] The medel used the projections of ambient diesel
particulate levels described earlier, Beecs' law, a measured i
coefficient of extiection for diesel particulate, and the
assumptien that diesel particulate levels were constant inside
the city radius end zero Outside the _adius to determine the
visibility _eduction.

The effects of soiling due to diesel particulate ate
described briefly in the Draft RIA. Little physical data were

found describing the rate of particulate soiling or the soiling
of diesel particulate relative te that of other types.
However, due to its black color and oily nature, diesel
particulate may have a disptopo=tionate effect en soiling
compared to the effect of other types ef particulate matter.
The only quantitative estimates of soiling were economic in
nature and made in Chapter 8 of the Draft R_A (Cost-Benefit
Analysis).

A more cemplete description of the methodologies described
above can be found in the Draft RIA and the DPS.[5]

rr. Summary and Anp[zsis of Comments on NPRM Environmental
Impact and Air Quatity Projections

Numerous comments we[e ceceived from vehicle and engine
manufacturers, public transit o_ganizations, environmental
groups and private citizens, dealing largely with various
specific inputs used to project future emissions and air
quality in the NPRM analyses. Several of the issues addressed
are common to both the NOx and diese! particulate analyses, and
will be dealt with in the first part of this section. This

disctlssion of common parameters will be followed by two sets of
discussions dealing with factors specific only to the NOx end
particulate projections, respectively.

A. Factors Common to Both Anatyses

I. Baseline VMT Breakdown

A critical parameter in estimating both NOx and
particulate emissions is the breakdown of VMT by vehicle class
in the area being examined. These VMT breakdowns were under

study by EPA just prior to the issuance of the NPRM. At that
time, it was discovered that the VMT breakdowns used in the _lOx

projections, which were taken from the National Emissions Data
System (NEDS)[I] for selected SMSAs, were quite different 6_,);i!

_ _ the "Nationwide Urban" VMT breakdown used in the particulate

analysis, which was developed primarily from the Energy and
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Environmental Analysis, Inc. (tEA) fuel consumption model.[7J

At the hearing following the NPRM, a technical report entitled
"Motor Vehicle NOx Inventories"[8] was issued showing that the
"Nationwide Urban" approach allocated a significantly lower
percentage of total urban VMT to heavy-duty diesel vehicles
(HDDVs) than did the NEDS methodology. Investigation into the

NEDS method of county-by-county allocation of statewide VMT
revealed some likely inaccuracies, especially with respect to
an overestimation Of HDDV VMT in urban areas. The suspected
overestimation by NEDS was confirmed by estimates gathered from
local transportation and planning authorities, which on average
indicated a HDDV fraction of VMT very close to that estimated
using the "Nationwide Urban" approach. J8]

Comments received on the base-year VMT breakdown used in
the NOx projections and the above-mentioned technical report
indicated support for the use oE the local transportation
agency data from each of the cities being modelled for NOx
emissions. However, as the technical report explained, local
data were available for only seven of the eleven cities in the

NOx analysis. The use of updated 1981-83 average NO2 design
values (discussed below) resulted in the introduction of three

new cities into the NOx analysis for which no local estimates
have been obtained and the removal Of two cities for which
estimates were available. Thus, local data are now available

for only a minority of the cities being modelled. To further
complicate matters, subsequent analysis uncovered'inaccuracles
similar to those found with the NEDS approach in two of the
seven available local estimates.(9]

, Therefore, both the NOx and diesel particulate projections
presented in this final rulemaking are based on VMT breakdowns

by vehicle class developed using the "Nationwide Urban"
approach, which are very similar to the average of the local
data which are available and contain no known errors. This

method provides the flexibility needed to accommodate ongoing

changes in the cities being analyzed, yet addresses the largely
non-urban natu[e of HDDV travel (an improvement dyer NEDS).
Because the "Nationwide Urban" approach has been updated to be
consistent with MOBILE3 (the model used is called the MOBil, E3

Fuel Consumption Model)", the breakdown Of VMT by class is

* The MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption Model (M3-FCM) is a recently
developed model, similar in principal to tEA's mod_[,

which estimates nationwide and urban VMT and fuel usage 3y
vehicle class and fuel type. EPA's model is t%_..!
primarily on MCBIL£3 fleet characterization data (f:
NPTS and T[US) ._nd uses historic t_enda in ",'e::_':.,

registrations ( £rOln R.L. Polk) to project future '7'.t:"
(mileage/vehicle assumed to be constant over time), ';_:;,_I
VMT fractions and gas/diesel sales splits used in '.:.,

model are those p_esented in Tables A-2 through A-5 or ''..
Appendix.
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slightly different than that" shown in "Motor Vehicle NOx
Inventories"; however, the basic methodology and the urban

Eractions oE VMT for each vehicle class are essentially the
same, while only the nationwide VMT breakdown by vehicle class
diEfers. In particular, the resulting HDDV fraction of urban
VMT is essentially the same as that with the nationwide

approach presented at the hearing and the average of the
available local data. (Annual VMT by vehicle class, as

estimated by the MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption Model and used in the
final analyses, is presented in Table A-1 of the Appendix. The
urban fractions of VMT used are shown in Tables A-2 and A-3 for

heavy-duty diesel and gas vehicles, respectively. J10] Urban
reactions oE LDV and LDT travel are assumed to remain constant

over time at 0.597 and 0.514, respectively, based on 1983 FHwA
data.[ll])

Final estimates of 1982 urban VMT breakdown by class, used
in both the final NOx and diesel particulate analyses, are
presented below:

Vehicle Class % of Total 1982 Urban VMT*

Light-duty Vehicle (LDV) 72.8
- Gasoline (71.2)
- Diesel (1.6)

Light-duty Truck (LDT) 20.5
- Gasoline. (20.1)
- Diesel (0.4)

Heavy-duty Gas Vehlcle (HDGV) 4.4

Heavy-duty Diesel Vehicle (HDDV) 2.3
Total i00.0

These percentages, applied to 1982 VMT totals and then

multiplied by 1982 NOx and diesel particulate emission factors,
were used to develop base-year pollutant inventories for the
omissions projections presented later in this chapter.

2. VMT Growth Rates

A modelling parameter that received a substantial amount

of comment was the set of VMT growth rates that were applied to
base-year VMT for each vehicle class to project future VMT.
Specific recommendations concerning the appropriate levels of
VMT growth were submitted by General Motors (with support from
other manufacturers) and DOE (quoting EEA-based figures).
Comments were also received from the American Trucking

* Because of the use ,=_ updated NO: design values (_o be
addressed later in this chapter), an update from 1981 to
1982 base-year VMT was necessary.
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Association (ATA), stating that future VMT by HDDVs will be
reduced due to the replacement Of some conventional
truck-trailer combinations with twin trailers (i.e., one

tractor pulling two trailers), Although ATA came to no final
conclusion on an appropriate HDDV growth rate, Argohne National
Laboratory was cited as a reliable independent source. As the
Argonne VMT model (TEEMS) is being.c0nsidered _or use in the
Federal government's National Acid Precipitation Assessment
Project, and recent output of the model was available,

Argonne's independent projections of future VMT growth are
included for purposes oE comparison in thin analysis.r12]

In general, GM's estimates for each of the vehicle classes
are lower than the growth rates used in the NPRM projections
and lower than those recommended by both DOE and Argonne.
Table 4-1 summarizes the VMT growth rates suggested by the
co_enters (along with Argonne), compared to the rates used in
the NPRM analyses and those chosen for the FRM projections.

The final (FRM) growth rates shown in Table 4-1 are based
on urban VMT projections made using the MOBILE3 Fuel

Consumption Model (M3 FCM), calculated from the VMT figures
shown in Table A-I. This is the same model used to develop the
base-year urban VMT breakdown by vehicle class. The growth
rates are nationwide averages for urban areas across the U.S.;*

city-specific growth rates were not determined for the same
reasons given earlier in the base-year inventory discussion r-

absence of local projections from some cities and need to
accommodate changes in the specific cities being modelled.

As Table 4-1 shows, the FRM (M3 FCM) growth rates for the
LDV and LDT classes are in basic agreement with Argonne's
independent projections, estimating LDT growth at a slightly
higher level than LDV growth. The LDT growth rate is
significantly lower than that used in the NPRM analysis, which
was based on EEA's Eighth Quarterly Report.r13] GM's

projections also show equal rates for LDVs and LDTs. However,
their light-duty growth rates are significantly lower than the
other estimates, most likely due to GM's assumption that both
LDV and LDT VMT growths are primarily a function Of g_owth in
U.S. population. Although GM does state that there were
adjustments made to account for trends in per-capita vehicle
ownership and in miles driven by individual vehicles,r14] their
approach still appears to underestimate future light-duty VMT
growth in comparison with independent projections from both

Argonne and lEA, based on more sophisticated econometric models.

[n addition t9 urban VMT g[ow_h [ares, nationwide g_:_t!l
rates were also calculated from the M3 FCM for use in <he

NOx analysis ; both _he ucbao and nationwide growth
estimates are shown in Table A-7 of the Appendix.
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Table 4-1

Annual Compound Ucban VMT Growth Rates

(Percent per Year_

EPA

Vehicle [sterim

Class NPRM Analysis GM DOE Argonne FRM

LDV +1.7 +2.0 *1.2 -- +1.9 .1.9

LDT +4.7 44,0 +1.2 -- +2,3 +2.1

HDGV -0.3 42.1 -2.6 .... *0.6

HDDV *6.4 +6.7 *3.6 +6.9 -- +4.2

HDV (overall) .... +l.l -- +2,0 +2.0

Note:

NPRM -- Based on EEA's Eighth Quarterly Fuel
Consumption Model Report with assumptions;
1980-1995.

EPA Interim Analzsls-- Based on EEA 10th Quarterly Report,
with urban assumptions Erom TIUS and FHwA;
1981-_995.

G_M -- Based on 1980 OBERS with assumptions;
1978-2000.

DOE -- , Based on EEA data and projections; 1980-1995.

Argonne-- Based on ANL-S3N forecast, TEEMS; NAPAP likety
to be similar; nationwide estimates; L980-2000.

FRM-- Based On MOBILE3 Fuel Consumptio. ModeL;
1982-2000.
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With respect to overall heavy-duty growth, GM's estimate
is based on 1980 Department of Commerce (DOC) OBERS projections
for future growth in employment within the Construction,
manufacturing, and wholesale trade industries[15] and GM's is
again significantly lower than the figure estimated by both
Argonne and the M3 FCM. However, use of employment growth

i would again be expected to underestimate growth in VMT, since
employment grows more slowly than economic output due to
productivity improvements and heavy-duty VMT should more
closely follow the latter. For instance, if GM had chosen
growth in industry earnings (also included in DOC's

projections) instead Of jobs as an indicator of future
heavy-duty travel, the new figure would be roughly 3.2
percent/year.r15] Thus, the FRM projections appear quite
reasonable.

This overall growth rate for heavy-duty VMT must then be
split between gasoline-powered and diesel-fueled vehicles
(HDGVs and HDDVs, respectively). The MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption

Model determines this split using diesel sales penetration
rates developed along with MOBILE3,[10] the contents of which
were critiqued by vehicle and engine manufacturers and other

interested parties through a number of workshops.

3. Diesel Sales Projections

Manufacturers (primarily GM) r_co@mended significantly
lower future light-duty diesel sales fractions than those
projected in the NPRM, suggesting 1995 model year diesel
penetrations Of 5 percent and 7 percent for LDVs and LDTs,.
respectively. These estimates compare to NPRM figures of 11.5

percent and 34 percent, respectively.

Future light-duty diesel penetration is difficult to
predict, as the demand for diesels is very dependent upon
future oil prices and the availability of diesel engines which
satisfy consumer preferences. However, during the development
Of the MOBILE3 heavy-duty conversion factors, manufacturers

(particularly GM) argued for substantial _uel economy
improvements well through the 1990's, indicating a belief that
fuel prices will indeed rise in the future calling for
continued improvements in fuel economy. Therefore, to remain
consistent with this position, growth in diesel penetration --
a fuel-saving technique -- was also projected to occur. EPA
raised this issue at that time, indicating that substantial

vehlcle-related fuel economy improvements must logically be
accompanied by increasing diesel usage. EPA accepted most of
these fuel economy i_pr:,:ements predicted by the manufacturers,
which lower heavy-duty e:zissions in the future without direct

emission control. Thus, _o argue _or low diesel pene_raticns
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now is quite inconsistent with GM's position just a year ago
and inconsistent with fuel economy improvements assumed in the

derivation of the heavy-duty conversion factors.r10]

Therefore, model year diesel sales fractions used in the
FRM analyses are similar to those estimated in the NPRM

projections (post-1994 estimates of 11.5 and 34 percent for
LDVs and LDTs, respectively), except that pre-1995 estimates
have been reduced to reflect slowed growth (1990 projections Of

5 percent and 15 percent, respectively). However, to identify

the impact of potentially lower diesel penetration on
particulate emissions, a sensitivity analysis will be performed
wherein the 1990 penetrations (5/15 percent) are held constant

through model year 2000 (results to be discussed in the final
section of this chapter).* A complete listing of the

light-duty model year diesel sales factions used in the FRM
analyses is provided in Table A-4 of the Appendix.

While current light-duty diesel penetration is relatively
low, particularly in light of GM's recent decision to withdraw
from the market, the 11.5 percent 1995 LDV penetration is still
realistic given that diesel penetration jumped from 0.3 percent
in 1977 to 6.0 percent in 1981 with only one domestic

manufacturer producing diesels. Given this fact, plus the
potential volatility of world oil prices, it is not difficult
to project a rapid increase in diesel sales if fuel prices were
to increase dramatically. Furthermore, in the development of
MOBILE3 and elsewhere, manufacturers have consistently

predicted a continued need in the next decade to improve the
fuel economy of their engines/vehlcles, and EPA's diesel

penetration rates are not inconsistent with these forecasts.

In view of the current (1983) level of diesel penetration

into the LDT market -- approximately 8 percent -- and the fact
that the diesel fraction of LDT sales has been steadily
increasing since 1978, it is apparent that LDT diesels are a

growth market. Given this, GM's estimate of 7 percent for L995
seems unrealistically low, particularly since GM supports she
need for future fuel economy improvements and does inbreed

predict growth in diesel penetration of all other markets (LDV
and HDV classes). Therefore, 15 percent is a more reallst_c

lower limit for the sensitivity analysis, maintaining a bess
estimate of 34 percent diesel penetration into the LDT macket
by 1995.

• NOx emission factors for gasoline and diesel LDVs and :.IT;
are quite similar. Therefore, future HOx emission_ _:,,
not sensitive to _ight-duty Jiesel penetration.
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GM also commented on diesel penetration oE selected
heavy-duty classes, recommending 1995 figures of 25 percent and
52 percent for heavy-duty Classes [II-v and VI, respectively.

Although the NPRM analyses assumed slightly higher penetrations
for these classes, the use of MO8ILE3 for the final rulemaking

projections implicitly assumes diesel fractions consistent with
the heavy-duty conversion factors analysis;[lO] these figures,
also used as input to the MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption Model,
essentially are in agreement with GM's estimates (30 percent
and 53 percent for Classes III-V and VI, respectively). A
complete listing of the final heavy-duty diesel sales fractions

appears in Table A-5 of the Appendix. i

4. Heavy-Duty Conversion Factors I

A fourth issue -- heavy-duty emission conversion factors

-- has been addressed extensively in the MOBILE3 workshops and [
documented in an August 1984 technical report. J10] No
oom_enter broughb any new information to bear in this area. As
EPA has made known in the past,[16,17] MOBILE3 conversion
factors for both HDGVs and HDDVs are significantly lower than
those used in the NPRM analyses (based on MOBILE2.5). However,

GM's contention that even further fuel economy improvements
should have been incorporated (resulting in even lower
emissions) appears inconsistent with their projections of low
diesel penetration into the light-duty markets and slightly
lower projections for the heavy-duty market. Therefore, the
FRM analyses will continue to use the MOBrLE3 converslon
factors. (The final MOBILE3 conversion 6actors are presented
in Table A-6 Of the Appendix. J10])

5. Validity of Rollback Air Quality Models

The final issue common to both the NOx and particulate
analyses is the validity of the "rollback" approach to
predicting future air quality, where any change in emissions is
assumed to translate proportionately into a change in ambient

pollutant concentrations• In submitted comments, Ford (with
support from MVMA) estimated that only one-fifth to one-thlrd
of the change in emissions due to VMT growth, not the entire
change, should be applied to air quality projections; this
estimate is based on area source dispersion modelling conducted
by Ford. J18]

Investigation into Ford's urban analysis uncovered some
assumptions which could have biased the results of the study.
One, the t_affic density (VMT/squa_e mile) at the center of the

city was assumed to _emain constant. While VMT growth _t city
center is certainly ::!o_e [estricted than that at the outski[:s,
this assumption allows absolutely no consideration for ufbJ[_
redevelopment nor roadway construction or improvement.
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Furthermore, the assumed model of VMT density forced most

growth in VMT to be applied to the outer edges of the original
urban area and to areas even beyond the original city radius,
as the square of the city radius was increased in proportion to
assumed emission growth.

Two, the choice 06 location for the two air quality
monitors, when coupled with the above assumptions, also appears
to minimize the impact of moto_ vehicles. The first monitor,
.located at city-center, would be primarily affected by the area
just upward of city-center, where VMT growth has been assumed
to be essentially zero. The second receptor, located 10 km
directly downwind of city-center, would also be most affected
by emissions in areas again assumed to experience little

growth. Monitors not in line with _he city-center, which were
not included in the study, would be expected to experience more
VMT growth than was assumed to be presen_ in the more congested
areas, and would therefore be more likely to demonstrate the
impact of motor vehicle emissions.

An uncertainty present in Ford's urban dispersion

modelling is the selection of only one stability class,
"slightly unstable." As no information was given on the
characteristics of this and other classes, it is difficult to

assess the impact this choice had on the results.

EPA and oth_rs have used rollback modelling to project'
future air quality since the mid-1970's, and EPA has long

I approved its use in State /mplementation Plans for p_ojecting
compliance. Validations Of the rollback model as applied to
carbon monoxide and lead were included in Chapter 3 Of the

Diesel Particulate Study;r5] and the figures presented there
show a strong correlation between emissions and ambient

I concentrations over a decade. While dispersion modelling isprobably more accurate, it is not feasible in terms of expense
or time in a study such as this to evaluate every city using
dispersion modelling. Instead, a simpler approach, such as the
rollback model, must be used. Given the apparent bias and

uncertainties in the Ford study, it would be inappropriate to
discard or significantly adjust the rollback model here.

However, possible improvements to the rollback approach, such
as modified source discount factors, will be considered and

could be incorporated into future modelling efforts if merited.

6, Significance of the Air Quality Impact

Many comments were received concerning the _igniflca_ce "f
the projected _ncre_ses _n urban concentratiens of par_[c,:_ _te
matter and NO_ d_*e to truck emiss[oI%s. _|V_ and ",'E

questioned what Fo_tion .D_ the future particulate a=u_:_t
levels can be a_tribu_ed to diesel _rucks, The eng[_!e
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manufacturers also questioned whether the increases in NO_
levels warrant the standards that have been proposed. The
environmental interests, and most of the private citizens who
chose to comment, uniformly criticized EPA for, in their
impression, setting standards designed to hold emissions at
current levels and not attempting to achieve net reductions.

The standards that have been established for both light-
and heavy-duty truck Nox and heavy-duty diesel particulate have
been based upon requirements of Congress, which primarily focus
on technological feasibility and not only on environmental
impact (the reader is referred to the Preamble to the final

rule). For example, with respect to the particulate standards,
the Act calls for the most stringent standards yielding "the
greatest degree Of emission reduction achievable through the
application 06 technology which the Administrator determines

will be available,..giving appropriate consideration to the
most...and to noise, energy, and safety factors associated with

the application of such technology." Thus, the availability of
technology is the limitlng factor -- not satisfactory
environmental quality.

At the same time, the environmental impacts described in
the Draft RIA, and below in Section [I[ of this chapter,
clearly justify the need for the standards being promulgated.
Without these NOx standards, urban _/Ox levels would rise

significantly over current levels by the early 1990's in
low-altitude areas and even sooner in high-altitude areas.

Even with these standards, growth in emissions is only being
delayed until the late 1990's at low altitude and there is

_ " almost no delay of growth at high altitude. Nationwide NOx

emissions from all sources will also grow substantially by the
mid-1990's, even with substantial reductions from these

standards. The case for the particulate standards is even
stronger, given the widespread noncompliance with the current
TSP NAAQS and that expected with the PM,,, NAAQS (discussed
later). Thus, the arguments that the standards are either too

lenient or too strict based on environmental impact are not
valid.

B. Factors Specific to NOx

I. Stationary Sources

Although no comments were made pertaining to the
development of the stationary source inventories of NOx
emissions, nor their projected growth, these were reviewed !n

light of what _,:_s discovered concerning the NEDS c",nT}'
specific estimates ,;f :robile source VMT. the :zethcdology _c_!
by NEDS to determine _hair inventories fo_ stationary s %ut,:,_
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NOx were round to be acceptable, r19,20] Therefore, the NEDS
inventories (updated to 1982) used in the NPRM sir quality

analysis will continue to be used here.

The growth rates associated with stationary source NOx
used in the NPRM were determined for EPA by ErA in 1979. These

were based upon certain population and industrial earnings

growth factors as determined by DOC/OBERS in 1877.[21] These
figures have been compared to those in the 1980 edition of
OBERS,[15] and the growth factors do not appear to have changed

significantly, so the same rates are being used here. A more
detailed review of this issue will be performed in the near
future as the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program

begins releasing its projections. (The final stationary source
growth rates are presented in Table A-7 oE the Appendix.)

2. NO_ Ambient Design Values and Inclusion of
CaliEornis

A second issue specific to the NOx analysis is the set of

NO_ design values, or base-year ambient NO2 concentrations,
used in the air quality projections Eor selected cities.
Commenters (Ford, MVMA) recommended the use of average

concentrations over a 3-year period to minimize the effect of

year-to-year fluctuations in monitored levels. This was in
tact already being done, as interim air quality analyses
conducted after completion of the NPRM analysis (early 1984)
were based on NO, design values averaged over the period
1880-82. These design values are being updated once more tot

this analysis, as design values foc the years between 1981 and
1983 are now available. [22]

With the adoption of updated design values, the specific
cities that needed to be included in the NO_ analysis (those
with concentrations at or above 0,035 ppm -- 66 percent of the
NO2 NAAQS of 0.053 ppm) are difterent Erom those cities

modelled in past studies. (Table A-8 of the Appendix lists the
cities included in past and current NO_ analyses, along with
the NO2 design values used in the air quality projections.)
Also, as the monitoring period was updated to 1981-83, the base
year changed to 1982 (the middle year); therefore, all base

year emissions inventories Eor mobile and stationary sources
(both discussed in previous paragraphs) used in the FRM

analysis are now calculated for calendar year 1982.

AS Table A-8 shows, California cities were not included in

the NPRM NOx analysis, primsrily because California vehicles
are certified under different (more stringent) stsndsrds

promulgated and et_f_ced hy the California Air Resources Board
(CARB). However, CARB commented that many Federally-certified
(non-California) _ine-haul trucks cross over California state
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lines and contribute to NOx and particulate emissions in
CaliFornia cities. Therefore, CARB feels that the impact o_

Federal heavy-duty engine standards on California air quality
should be evaluated in the FRM. This is reasonable. Thus,

CARB's projections of NOx emissions For the South Coast Air
Quality Basin (SCAB), which includes the three California
cities shown in the last column of Table A-8, are presented in
the final section of this chapter.* (The inclusion of
California cities in the diesel particulate analysis was not an
issue, as all urban areas across the nation were modelled in

aggregate; in addition, air quality projections were included
for Los Angeles and San Diego in the DPS[5] and are included in
the aggregate results presented in both the NPRM and the FRM.)

3. NOx Emission Factors

Some commenters recommended that MOBILE3 NOx emission

rates be used instead of those in MOBILE2. This update was of
course made, beginning with interim analyses conducted while
the NPRM was being reviewed in early 1984.[23] For use here,

the MOBILE3 inputs for post-1987 model year LDTs and HDEs were
updated to apply specifically to the following two scenarios:
I) a "base case," which represents no further control of motor
vehicle NOX (2.3 g/mi and 10.7 q/BHP-hr for LDTs and HDEs,
respectively), and 2) a "controlled case," which evaluates the
effect of the final standards promulgated in this rulemaking
(1.2 and 1.7 .q/mi for LDT_ and LDT_, respectively, and 6.0

followed by 5.0 g/BHP-h_ for HDEs). The e_ission" rates used in
the FRM analysis are summarized in Tables A-9 and A-10 for low

and high altitude areas, respectively; only those emission
rates and assumptions that are diffecent from MOBILE3 are

provided.

It should be noted that the scenario designated as

baseline (2.3/10.7) in the FRM analysis differs slightly from
the baseline scenacio presented in the NPRM or in MOBILE3. In

the proposal, future HDDV NOx emission rates were assumed to
remain at current levels (approximately 7.6 g/BHP-hr) even
though the standard was set at 10.7. [n preparing the FRM

analysis, this previous assumption seemed unrealistic in _[ght
of the pressure that a particulate standard would put on NOx
emissions, so the HDDV rates were instead adjusted upward
assuming manufacturers would design for the 10.7 standard ence

they were sure it would remain at that level. Because the

• Because EPA's MOBILE3 program does not have the capab:::'?,
to compute c_mFosite emiszion f]ct_rs f::r Calif-:::_ _.
CARB's NOx e:::i_s[ons _od air quality p_ejections :.....
incorporated into the analysis.
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heavy-duty gasoline (HDGV) rates are currently well below the
standard and the particulate standards do not apply to these
vehicles, no adjustments to the previous assumptions for HDGVs
were made.

4. Short-Term NO, Standard

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) cemented

extensively on the need for a short-term (3-hour) NO2
standard. The NAAQS for NOz is currently under Agency
review. The Agency is currently involved in extensive research
concerning the potential need for such a standard. For the I
time being, however, it is EPA'S opinion that the current I
annual standard for NO_ provides adequate protection against i

both long- and short-term health eEfects associated with I
NOz. AS the basis for the standards being promulgated is i
technological feasibility, and not the limit of environmental !

1 need, the existence of a short-term NOz NAAQS should not !
affect this rulemaking, except to further justify the controls

being implemented.

5. Ozone and Acid Precipitation

Another issue specific to the NOx analysis is the effect
of NOx reductions on urban ozone and downwind sulfate

concentrations. GM (with support from several other commenters)
contends that a decrease in NOx emissions will cause urban

ozone and downwind sulfate levels to rise. NRDC, however,

disagreed with GM's view on ozone formation, citing various
sources who maintain that NOx control (as well as HC control)
is essential in the reduction of ozone levels. NRDC does

suggest that an increase in urban NOx emissions may lower ozone
levels locally (as GM contends), but it will also result in
increased ozone concentrations downwind oE the higher NOx
emissions, merely delaying peak ozone formation.

The exact relationships between NOx and the other two

pollutants are rather complex and have been the subject of a
fair amount of controversy over the past decade. Numerous
factors play a role in these relationships, including
(specifically for ozone) the ratio of HC to NOz amhient

concentrations, meteorological and topographical
characteristics of nhe area, spatial location oE the NOx

reductions, and others. Therefore, the relationships could
differ froth one urban area to another. In addition, existing
scientific studies of the NOx/sulfate and NOx/ozone

relationships are limited, and their results have not yet been
adequately revie_,'ed cr _:cepted by the sclentlf[= cem_u_[ty.
An EPA-sponsored _<udy _6 the NOx/ozone _elatioaship is
currently underway; however, the results are noc yet availaDL_

and, in any event, are unlikely to support net increases in Nox
emissions.

As will be shown in the final section of this chapter, the
NOX standards pr0:nulgated in the final rule will prevent
substantial growth [n NOx emissions beyond current levels, but
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will not signiEicantly decrease NOx emissions between 1982 and
the 1995-2000 time frame. Therefore, since a large reduction
in total NOx is not an issue here, no substantial increase in
ozone Or downwind sulfate is suggested. Also, the possibility

of reducing ambient ozone or sulfate concentrations by allowing
NOx emissions to increase significantly is not now considered a

viable long-term option. To allow concentrations of one

dangerous pollutant (NO_) to increase in hopes of lessening
other pollutant levels would not appear to be wise. Instead,
SPA will most likely address the need Eor further ozone and
sulfate control in the context of HC control strategies and

acid precipitation policy.

Several other comments were received concerning the

relationship between t_uck NOx emissions and acid

precipitation. The general comment from the manufacturers is
that controlling truck NOx emissions is an inapprnpriste way to
control acid precipitation, since it only represents a small

percentage of emissions producing acid precipitation. GM also
cites the fact that nitcate is much less acidifying than
sulfate.

Environmental groups (specifically NRDC) were, in their
words, appalled at the lack of any reference to acid

precipitation in the DraEt R[A. They recognize that, overall,
SOs has more importance in terms o6 acid precipitation, but
insist that NOx'eannot be ignored. NRDC refers specifically to
the Western U.S., where NOx contributes over half of the

• acidity in precipitation, and to such seasonal events as the
spring snowmelt, where nitrates dominate the acidity.

There has been a great deal of controversy over acid rain
in recent years as to its causes and effects, primarily due to
the complexity of the issue and the lack of substantial
clear-cut data on the subject. Although knowledge of acid

precipitation is incomplete, it is clearly becoming a problem
over widespread areas of the country.

Although NOx emissions contribute only about a third o6
all acid deposition in the east,r24] they may have a

disproportionately higher impact in terms of their effects.
For example, nitric acid te_*ds to become concentrated in the
winter snowpack and is then released during the spring thaw,
creating episodic "hot spots" of acidity which unfortunately
tend to coincide with the spawning period for fish and the

beginning of new growth fe_ plant Life.r24]

in c=_trast t_ the e13t, ::Ox _3 the pred,3_inant _c[_ : _!r

precursor in the western pact ,_f _he United Stares. Th_i _.
due primarily =a _he use o_ low-sulfur coal in _:e_.:tt:
powerplants, which results in only 20 percent of annual [:,5,
SOs emissions being produced in the states west Of _!te

Mississippi River.r241
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Also, while SOz is primarily emitted from stationary
sources, NOx production is a joint mobile sourcestationary

source problem. As will be shown below in Section Ill, motor
vehicles are responsible for almost one-third of nationwide NOx
emissions. In the absence of further controls for LDTs and

HDES, nationwide NO_ emissions will increase by 22 percent
between 1982 and 2000. With these controls, emissions will

still increase 14 percent by 2000, but will be 8 percent lower
than uncontrolled levels, which represents a significant
reduction.

Thus, at this time, it cannot be concluded that motor

vehicle NOx controls have no effect on acid precipitation. Nor
can it be stated that such controls will play a large role in

acid precipitation control policy. Identification oE the most
appropriate role for motor vehicle NOx control must wait for
the completion of the in-depth evaluations of the formation,
transport, and weiEare effects of acid deposition which the
Agency has underway. However, as the health efEects associated
with both current and future NOx emission levels justiEy the
need for these standards, this rulemaklng need not wait for the
completion oE the acid deposition studies.

6. Visibility Effects

NRDC commented that NOx csn play a part in visibility
degradation, either in the form of' NO, gas or nitrate

aerosols. They indicate that 31 percent oE the light
extinction attributed to mobile sources in Denver in 1980 was
due to moto_ vehicle NOx emissions.

The effects of NO, on visibility were examined in the
review of the NAAQS for nitrogen oxides.r25] The conclusion by
EPA at that time was that, ,although NOz does have a
visibility impact, the improvement in visual air quality to be
gained by reducing NOz concentrations was uncertain at best.

Due tD this uncertainty, NOx-relsted visibility impacts have
not been considered in this rulemaking. However, as the
standards being promulgated in this rulemaking will reduce
future NO_ levels in the atmosphere from what they would have
been, to the extent NOz affects visibility, future visibility
should improve,

C. Factors Specific to Diesel Particulate

1. Health Effects

NRDC, along ::lth _ther en'l'[_:n_ent31 _rotlps, t_fk [-_':._
with how EFA characterized tb_ health effects due <o die.;,..
particulate matter. Fhey agreed w£th the EPA's statement =:.c
the cancer risk due to diesel particulate matter

i
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"significant," but emphatically disagreed with EPA's assessment
of this risk as "small." NRDC also stated that "the proposal

notice makes no mention of the non-carcinogenic health threat
from fine particulate emissions."

On the other hand, GM and the American Trucking

Association (ATA) questioned the adverse health effects of
diesel particulate emissions. Citing studies by the British
Medical Research Council oN London bus garage workers, the

conclusions of the National Research Council's Diesel Impact
Study co,_ittee and some of their own studies, GM concludes
that there is no definite evidence to implicate diesel
emissions as a "serious cancer hazard." ATA feels that since
"available evidence does not indicate that diesel exhaust

particles cause human cancers," any reference to such "should
be removed from the record." They also question EPA's use of

relative potency analysis in determining the cancer risk
associated with diesel particulate matter.

The non-carcinogenic effects of diesel particulate matter
were detailed in both the draft RIA and the DPS.[5] These

effects are compared to the effects for other inhalable
particulate matter (PM.., particulates less than I0
micrometers in diameter), which, as Opposed to TSP, appear to

be most directly related to adverse non-cancer health effects.
Based on the available data, no clear differences in

non-carcinogenic health effects between ambient 9M.. and _ine
diesel particulate matter could be determined, though there is
some possibility that diesel particulate may be somewhat more

• hazardous. Thus, when considering overall health impact, the
effect Of diesel particulate control on PM_, levels was used

as the primary indicator. As the ccmmenters submitted no new
data to the contrary, this finding must stand.

The carcinogenic health effects associated with the diesel
particulate matter were also detailed extensively in the Draft
RIA and the DPS.[5_ The studies on the London bus garage

workers were reviewed in the DPS and analyzed independently by
the EPA's Carcinogen Assessment Group. Flaws in the design of
these studies caused them to be disqualified from further
consideration in the DPS, and no new information has been

brought to light to change that determination. Another
epidemiological study ls currently being conducted by Harvard
University to evaluate the possible effect of diesel exhaust in

U.S. railroad workers. This study, referred to by NRDC, is
described in the DPS, and will be reviewed by EPA upon its
completion.

EPA did base i=s determination of the potential cancer
potency of diesel pa_ticulste upon a comparative potency
analysis that assumes that the relative results of lower animal
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testing can he extrapolated to humans. While human

epidemiological data are definitely preferred, this approach is
not feasible until a reliable epidemiological study is
available. Until then, the relative potency analysis remains
the most reliable.

With respect to the estimated cancer risk, the approach
was taken to objectively state the risk and compare it to
others experienced by the populace. Given that the risk stated
is a lifetime risk for exposure to 1995 ambient levels of

diesel particulate, the risk does not stand out and call for
control beyond that which is technologically feasible for
diesels. However, at the same time, the risk is not negligible
and does support the need for some degree of control.

There was one additional comment on EPA's use of the

proposed PM,_ NAAQS to assess the effect of diesel

particulate omission control. MVMA feels that "it is
completely inappropriate for EPA to anticipate s PM,o
standard, which has not Dean promulgated." They cite this as

an act Of "pre-judgment and a compromise of free ideas."

The proposed standards for PM.o appear in the March 20,
1984 Federal Register, but have not yet been promulgated. Use
of this proposed NAAQS was thought to have provided the most
appropriate means of demonstrating the impact of diesel

particulate control on human health, as the change to PM,.
from TSP was proposed to _ore properly force control on those

particles affecting health. The diesel standards being
promulgated could just as easily have been based on the current
TSP standards. Justification of the llght-duty diesel
particulate standards was based on the TSP standards, and
noncompliance with _he TSP NAAQS is projected to be more
widespread than with the PM,. standards.' Thus, use of the
proposed PM_0 standards provides another perspective from
which to assess the need for particulate control and does not
affect the result: diesel particulate control is justified
environmentally. The aspect affected is the precision to which
that need, and the effect of control, is identified.

2. Visibility Effects

Several comments were received pertaining to the

visibility impacts of diesel particulate matter. Based upon a
study of four cities, GM concluded that no significant impacts

* Between 105 anJ 329 c=unties _re projected t_ h, !'
non-attainment ,,f the pcoposed PH, , standard, c_. ;:.:. :
to 300-525 counties eo_Eiaa_ed to be in non-compliance _:.':,
the current TSP standard in the [987-89 timeframe.[261
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on visibility due to increased diesel particulate
concentratians will occur except under strict NOx controls (i,0

g/mi for LDV, 1.2 g/mi for LDT, and 4.0 g/BHP-hr for HDE).
They appear to have set a 5 percent reduction in visibility as
the cutoff for "significant impact." NRDC, the Colorado
0epartment of Health, and several private citizens mentioned
their concern about visibility, especially in the Western U,S.
NRDC emphasized that the reductions in visibility given were
only averages, and that on many days the effect could he much
worse than indicated.

The methods by which the EPA estimates the visibility
impact due to diesel particulate matter are described in detail
in Chapter 4 of the DPS.[5] These estimates are highly
dependent upon the projections Of diesel particulate
emissions. EPA and GM differ substantially in this respect as
is indicated by the analysis of other GM comments earlier in
this chapter. In the case of the four cities modelled: New
York City, Los Angeles, Washington, DC, and Denver, GM chose

not to project any VMT growth except for Denver. Also, a
fundamental difference lies in the value used for the critical

level of contrast against background required to determine
visibility. EPA used a value of 5 percent at airport sites for

reasons described in the DPS. If similar modelling techniques
are assumed (i.e., Beers' Law), GM's value is closer to 0.14

percent, which is well beyond the level of contrast discernahle
by the human eye. Correcting _or some of these differences and
considering the NOx standards being promulgated, the
differences in the resulting estimates of the visibility
impacts can be readily explained.

The projected reductions in visibility due to diesel

particulate are annual average reductians, and it is likely
that the effects will be greater on so*no days and less, on
others. However, the level of sophistication of the model and
input data do not allow shorter term effects to be estimated
accurately.

3. Soiling Effect___s

A few comments wene received concerning the impacts of
soiling due to diesel particulate matter. NRDC, in particular,
cites estimates of economic costs due to soiling ranging from
hundreds of millions to billions of dollars annually. EPA has
reviewed the scientific and economic literature pertaining to

soiling frpm particulate matter in general, and diese_
particulate matter specifically. The estimates _f the tenef[t _
from reduced soiling due t: _iesel particulate c:,ntr:,l ah,:_.:n [n

Chapter 8 of the Draft RIA ware in the same range as tha
estimates quoted by HRDC. Therefore, there is ger_La L
concurrence on this issue.
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l_I. Emissions/Air Quality Projections

Both in response to the comments analyzed in Section I_
and as part of the ongoing process of re-evaluation and
improvement of EPA's modelling efforts, EPA has revised its
projections of future NOx and diesel particulate emissions and

air quality. Several of the input parameters to EPA's models
were revised with the adoption of MOBILE3,[27] and as mentioned

earlier, the commenbs received on the emissions and air quality
model inputs were also given full consideration in the
development of final estimates for each parameter.

This final section of the chapter presents these revised

projections, based on EPA's current best estimates for each Of
the various input parameters. Section A will deal with the NOx
projections, followed by a discussion of the diesel particulate
analysis in Section B. In both analyses, the methodologies and
inputs are the same as those used in the NPRM analyses, except
for the input changes discussed in Section II (and detailed in
the Appendix). For information on the methodologies used, the
reader is referred to Section I 'of this Chapter and also to the
Draft RIA and the DPS. [5]

A. NOx Anaiysis

projections of future NOx emissions and related air
quality both with and without the promulgated LDT and HDE
standards are presented below, First, the NOx analysis focuses
on emissions in key urban areas (row-altitude, high-altltude,
and California), and then moves co projections of nationwide
NOx emissions. The third part Of the NOx analysis deals with
the impact of future emissions on ambient NO2 levels in the
urban areas of concern, and a final section offers EPA's
conclusions on the need for future NOx controls.

i. Emissions in Key Urban Areas

AS mentioned above, the first pact of the NOx analysis
focuses on the ten urban areas shown £n Table A-8 of the

Appendix, consisting Of eight low-altitude and two
high-altitude cities. Also, CARB'S projections for the three
Califo_nia cities shown in the table (all located in the South

Coast Air Basin) are included in this discussion.

Table 4-2 presents base-year and future NOx emissions

inventories for the low- and high-altitude cities under two
future NOx standards scenarios. "Base case" represents no
further control of NOx, with a LDT standarJ 9f 2.3 _/mi &:t_
HDE standard of !0.7 g/BHP-br. The "controlled case" refers r3
the NOx standards being p_omulgated -- 1.2 g/mi and 1.7 g/::[
for the 6DT_ and LDT, classes, _espectively, and HOE
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Table 4-2

Base-year and Future Urban NOx Emissions"

(I000 tons/year)

Eight Non-Calife_nia Low-Altitude Urban Areas**

1995 2000

Source 1982 Base Controlled Bas____eControlled

LDV 281 203 203(0%)'** 220 220(0%)***

LDT 114 126 105(17%) 131 100(24%)

HDGV 42 39 35(10%) 40 34(15%)

HDDV 82 146 84(42%) 171 89(48%)

others 291 352 352(0%) 381 381(0%)

Total 810 866 779(10%) 943 824(13%)

Two Non-California High-Altltude Urban Areas""

1995 2000

Source 1982 Base Controlled Base Controlled

LDV 18.6 18.6 18.6(0%)*** 20.3 20.3(0%) "m*

LDT 7.5 i1.4 9.4(18%) 12.1 9.2(24%)

HDGV 2.6 2.8 2.5(11%) 3.0 2.5(17%)

HDDV 7.5 12.3 7.7(42%) 15.6 B.i(48%)

Others 38.5 47.3 47.3(0%) 51.5 St.!C0% I

Total 74.7 93.4 85.5(8%) 102.5 91.6(11%)

* NOx emissions do not include those from stationary po_|*_
sources, due to [imlted air quality impact relative to

ground-level s=u_ces.
*" Includes the eight _',w-altutude _nd two high _:t[ _ . !:

SMSAs listed in ?_t[e A~9 (_:4 column).

,,A Numbers in pa_en_b_:_es _ep_esenr ceduocions flora base ,:,._,:.
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standards of 6.0 g/BHP-hr in 1980, followed by 5.0 g/BHP-hr in

1991. Stationary area and off-highway source NOx emissions are
included in the category "Others." In these urban projections,
stationary point source emissions are not included because oE
their relatively low air quality impact per ton compared to
that of ground-level sources.

As shown, total baseline NOx emissions in the eight
low-altitude urban areas are expected to grow by seven percent

between 1982 and 1995, with an overall increase of 16 percent

by the year 2000. As in the NPRM, the largest increase is
projected for the HDDV class, with year 2000 emissions more
than double the 1982 levels. LDT emissions increase by

approximately 15 percent, while HDGV and LDV emissions decrease
without further control. (Shown graphically in Figure 4-1.)

The effect of the Einal standards for LDT and HDE NOx

emissions in these eight low-altitude areas is also evident
from the projections in Table 4-2. AS shown, controlled NO_
emissions are estimated to be approximately i0 percent lower
than the base case in 1995, and 13 percent lower in the year
2000. These reductions due to stricter LDT and HDE NOx control

result in total NOx emissions (including those from stationary

area and off-highway sources) staying fairly constant through
the year 2000. Total emissions decrease by 4 percent in 1995
relative to 1982, and are roughly 2 percent higher than base
year in 2000, with motor vehicle emissions 18 percent lower in

1995 and 15 percent lower in 2000 (with respect to 1982
emisslons). (See Figure 4-2.)

As shown in the bottom portion of Table 4-2, future
emissions growth in the high-altitude areas is projected to be

much greater than in the low-altitude cities. The difference
is not VMT growth, as the same national average rates were used
for both low and hlgh-altitude areas; instead, growth is higher
because'the 1.0 g/mi NOx standard on i981 and later model year
cars (LDVs) and the 2.3 g/mi standard on LDTs (beginning in
1979) did not have as great an b, pact on high-altitude
emissions as they did at low altitude. This is due to the fact

that pre-control emission rates for LDVs and LDTs in
high-altitude areas were lower than those in low altitudes but
controlled levels are about the same. Therefore, the smaller

impact of existing light-duty controls on high-altltude
vehicles does not outweigh the future VMT growth, as it does in
low-altitude areas. This is shown in Table 4-2, where
base-case LDV emissions show a decrease between 1982 and 1995

in the low- altitude areas, but stay the same in high altlttldas,

Overall, total basellne NOx emissions in the _t,;

high-altitude areas a_e projected to grow by 25 percent between
1982 and 1995 (shown £n Figure 4-3), compared to 7 percent in
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low altitudes. However, the promulgated LDT and HDE NOx

standards have basically the same effect on 1995 and 2000
emissions in both altitudes. This is expected because, by that

time, as mentioned above, the baseline (2.3/10.7 standards)
emission rates in low and high altitudes are quite similar.
But even with the stricter control on LDTs and HDEs,

high-altitude emissions are expected to grow by 14 percent
between 1982 and 1995, with a 23 percent increase by the year

2000 (see Figure 4-4). These figures are quite large compared
to the relatively small changes from base-year levels projected
to occur in low-altitude areas with the added control.

Projections of future NOx emissions for the South Coast
Air Basin (the Los Angeles area) were provided by the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and are presented in
Table 4-3. CARB examined three HOx standards scenarios for
Federal line-haul (Class VIIIB) diesel trucks: 10.7 g/BHP-hr

(no further control), 6.0 g/BHP-hr in 1988, and finally the 6.0
standard followed by 4.0 g/BHP-hr in 1991.* Although the
Federal standard of 5.0 being promulgated in the final rule was

not specifically examined by CARB, sufficient data was provided
to interpolate between scenarios. All scenarios assume that

only Federal line-haul trucks will cross into California (i.e.,
none of the lighter classes).

As Table 4-3 shows, total NOx emissions (including

stationary point sources) in the SCAB are projected to be lower
than current levels in the year 7000, regardless of Federal
control. However, based on the California State Implementation

Plan (SIP), total SCAB emissions must be at or below 895

tons/day in order for the cities in the basin to be in
attainment of the NOz NAAQS. CARB projects attainment to be
achieved sometime in the late 1980s, but projects

non-attainment by 2000 due to growth unless Federal (and thus
California) engines are certified at 4.0 g/BHP-hr. However,
(though not modelled by CARB) a Federal standard of 5,0
g/BHP-hr may result in only marginal nonmattelnment, based on
evaluation 0£ the relative emission totals presented in Table
4-3.

2. Nationwide Emissions

In addition to evaluating the effect of the final

standards on NOx emissions in these specific low-altitude,
high-altitude and California urban areas, the impact on total

" Due to provls[Dns _f California's weiver fr_: Fe_e:_:
standards, this Federal truck scenario also assu_:_& "i.,_
reduction of C31ifo_nla's standard f_om 5.1 <: ;.!

g/BHP-hr.
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Tab}e 4-3

South Coast Air Basin (SCAB)

NOx Pro_ections (tons/day)

2000 Federal HDE Std. Scenarios

Source 1983 10.7 6.8 6.0/5.0. 6.0/4.0

LDV 327.9 227.2 227.2 227.2 227.2

LDT 94.5 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

HDGV 44.2 36.1 36.1 36.1 36.1

HDDV 134.0 169.6 137.1 130.5 105.3

Off-Highway 118.0 146.5 146.5 146.5 146.5

star. Point 200.7 205.6 205.6 205.6 205.6

Stat. Area 98.9 101.3 101.3 101.3 101.3

Total** 1013.2 946.3 913.8 907.2 882.0

Degree Above
NAAQS Attainment
Level(%)*** 13 6 2 1 -[

W The 6.0/5.0 Federal scenario was not examined by CARB, but
was estimated by EPA based on CARB'S data; represents verF

marginal nonattainment of NAAQS.
** Totals are up to 2 percent greater than those provided by

CARB, due to round-off error in recombining source
categories.

*** The California SiP estimate is that NOx emission leve'Is at

Or below approxlmate[y 695 tons per day are necessary for
SCAB attainment of the NOz NAAQS. Based on this, the

6.0/4.0 Federal standard, which would he accompanied Dy a
reduction of the California standard from 5li to 4.0,

allows the SCAB to stay in attainment in 2000. (Initial
attainment is projected for the late 1980's, regardless ef
Federal control.)

Source: California Air Resources Board, Mike ShelDle,

January 22, 1985, phone conversation.
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nationwide NOx emissions was. also determined. This larger
scale analysis can be especially useful in evaluating the
secondary effects of NOx control, such as acid rain formation.
Because nationwide projections were not included in the NPRM, a
brief explanation of the methodology used is in order.

Projections for the nation (48 continental states) are
made using base-year inventories from the National Emissions
Data System (NEDS),*[I] Motor vehicle inventories are adjusted
for future VMT growth and emission control using nstionwide
average VMT growth rates from the MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption
Model (shown in Table A-7) and MOBILE3 emission factor ratios
for the various standard scenarios. Current emissions from

other sources are adjusted using assumptions also shown in

Table A-7.[21,28] In this nationwide analysis, stationary
point sources are included due to the larger scale regional
concerns usually associated with secondary NOx effects.

These nationwide NOx projections are shown in Table 4-4
and in Figures 4-5 and 4-6; these "base" and "controlled" cases
refer to the same standards scenarios described earlier. As

shown, without further LDT and HDE control, total nationwide
NOx emissions are projected to grow by 13 percent between 1982

and 1995, with a 23 percent increase by the year 2000,
However, with the final LDT and HDE standards in place, growth
during the same periods is estimated to be 6 and 14 percent,
respectively, or an overall reduction of 6-8 percent from
future uncontrolled emissions.

3. Air Quality

Using the rollback model and input data described in the
Draft RIA and Section II above, the effect of the final NOx
standards on a,*bient NOz concentrations was evaluated for the

eight low-altitude and two hlgh-altitude urban areas mentioned
earlier. Table 4-5 presents the results of this evaluation,
comparing projected NO_ NAAQS attainment status under both
the promulgated standards and the baseline case. Because the

rollback approach was used, the percent change in ambient NO,
concentration tracks the change in NOx emissions (excluding
point sources), which have already been described above.

" Because the NEDS weaknesses exist primarily in the
apportionment of VMT to individual counties and do not

apply to storewide totals, the methodologies used to
calculate nationwide HOx inventories are appropriate for
use in this pa<t of the _nalysis.
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Table 4-4

Total Nationwide NOx Emissions

(i000 tons/year)

1995 2000
Source 1982 Base Controlled Base Controlled

LDV 3,082 2,204 2,204( 0%)* 2,422 2,422( 0%)"

LDT 1,134 1,249 1,038(17%) 1,302 989(24%)

HDGV 466 415 368(Ii%) 420 357(15%)

BDDV 2,256 3,296 1,903(42%) 3,699 _,925(48%)

On-Highway
Vehicles

(subtotal) 6,938 7,164 5,513(23%) 7,843 5,695(27%)

Stationary Area 241 241 241(0%) 241 24l(0%)

Combustion 3,013 3,342 3,342(0%) 3,478 3,478(0%)

Off-Highway [,941 2,677 2,677( 0%) 3029 3,029( 0%)

Stationary

Point 10,847 12_!8_/3 12,583( 0%}. 13,7q6 13,7.76(0%)

Total 22,981 26,007 24,356(6%) 28,367 26,217(8%)

• Figures in parentheses [ndlca_e reductions from base case.
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Table 4-5

Average Percent Change in NOx Emissions and

Ambient NO_ Concentrations 6tom the Base Year (1982)*

Eight Low-Altitude Areas,*
199'0 1995 2000

Base Case: -i +6 ÷16

(2.3/10.7)

Controlled Case: -6 -5 +i

(1.2/1.7; 6.0/5.0)

Two High-Altitude Areas _*
1990 1995 2000

Base Case: ,13 +26 _39
(2.3/10.7)

Controlled Case: *9 *15 +24
(1.2/1.7; 6.0/5.0)

Stationary point sources are not included in the emission
reductions.

"" Negative value denotes a decrease; positive valse denotes
an increase.
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Table 4-6 estimates the number of Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (SMSAs), or urban areas, projected to be
above the ambient NOz standard of 0.053 ppm in several

, projection years. It should be noted that actual number of
non-attainment areas shown is not to be taken as absolute, as

projections of this type are difficult to make. Rather, the
relative number of exceedances is more appropriate as a means

of evaluating the relative impact of a particular control
scenario. As shown, two of the three non-California areas fall
into attainment with the final standards in place, with the

three California cities predicted to be in only marginal
non-attainment in the year 2000.

4. Conclusions

_t is against the background of the above projections that
EPA must evaluate the comments by manufacturers that there is
insufficient need for NOx control to justify the proposed
standards for light-duty trucks and heavy-duty engines. Even

with the revised input data that project lower future
emissions, overall growth in future NOx is still projected to

be significant for both the nation as a whole and for the urban
areas of concern. The same basic need for further NOx control

demonstrated in the proposal still exists, and current action
is necessary if future problems are to be dealt with
effectively.

The statutory provisions of Section 202(a)(3)(E) allowing
EPA to rela_ the NOx standards based upon air quality
considerations place a positive burden on the Agency to
substantiate a lack of need for more stringent levels. Based

upon its projections of future emissions and their relationship
to both the attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality

Standard and to other actual or potential secondary impacts,
EPA finds it impossible to make such a statement at this time.

Therefore, the standards promulgated in the final rule have
been developed under the provisions of Section
202(a)(3)(B)-(D), which provide for setting standards based
upon those levels which do not increase cost or decrease fuel
economy to an excessive and unreasonable degree.

8. Diesel Particulate Analysis

Revised projections Of diesel particulate emissions .ind
related impacts are presented in the following paragraphs, the
analysis begins with urban emissions projections both with ._Id
without the promulgated HDE control, followed by a disc,._s; ,n
of the impact of theae _iesel particulate emlssioI_s an ,..._

air quality, the final section deals with the heal<: ,, !
welfare impacts of diesel particulate exposure, including : ',;

non-cancer and carcinogenic health effects, visi_i_;n7
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Table 4-6

Number of SMSAs Projected to Exceed the NOz

Ambient Ai_ Quality Standard

1984 1990 1995 2000

Base Case: (2,3/10.7)

Low Altitude 0 0 i i

HighAltitude 0 1 2 2
California !* _ _
Total 1 1 3 6

Controlled Case: (1.2/1.7; 6.0/5.0

Low Altitude 0 0 0 0

High Altitude 0 1 1 1

California !* _ _
Total I 1 1 4

Los Angeles is the only SMSA cucrently in non-attainment
of the NO_ NAAQS.
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reduction, and soiling. Unless specified, the analyses

presented below utilize the methodology outlined in the DraEt
RIA, as modified in Section [I above.

i. Urban Emissions

Unlike NOx, diesel particulate is modelled for urban areas
across the nation in aggregate, without focus on particular
cities. This is done because violation of the NAAQS for

particulate is more widespread than it is for NOx. The final
diesel particulate emissions projections are presented in Table
4-7. The two future scenarios shown differ only in the HDDV
standards assumed; for light-duty diesels, the standards that

are currently set to come into effect with the 1987 model year
-- 0.20 and 0.26 g/mi for LDDVs and 5DDTs, respectively -- are
assumed. The "base" scenario represents no further control of

HDDV particulate emissions, assuming uncontrolled emissions st
0.70 grams per brake-horsepower-hour (g/BHP-hr). The

"controlled" case is based on the HDDV standards being
promulgated in this tulemaking -- 0.60 in 1988, followed by
0.25 in 1991 and 0.10 g/BHP-hr in 1994. (Urban diesel buses
will be subject to the 0. 10 g/BHP-hr standard in 1991.)

As Table 4-7 indicates, urban diesel particulate emissions
are projected to grow to twice the curreht levels by the year
2000 if no further HDDV controls are imposed (shown graphically
in'Figure 4-7). It is this HDDV category that makes _ip the

majority of the total emissions, representing 84 percent in
1984 and 63 percent of the total in 2000. (This decrease in
heavy-duty share occurs as the diesel penetration o6 the
light-duty market increases.) Table 4-7 also includes a
breakdown by class of the HDDV emissions, which shows that
line-haul (Class VII[B) diesels make up almost half of total
HDDV emissions in 2000.

The effect of HDDV and urban bus control is significant,

with the combined 1988/gi/94 standards bringing about an
estimated 46 percent decrease from the base (uncontrolled) case
in the year 2000. This level of control essentially prevents
significant growth beyond current levels, with about an Ii
percent increase projected between 1984 and 2000 (see Figure
4-S).

The more stringent control (0.10 g/BHP-hr standard) o6

urban buses, beginning with 19gl models, and Of o that
heavy-duty classes in 1994 is a substantial portion of this
overall impact on emissions by the year 2000. The 0.10
g/BHP-hr standard _ccoun_3 far 23 percent Df the reducti_s in

emissions from unccnt_ol_=d levels. F_o[n anothe_ perspect_'.'_.
if the t9g4 0.I0 st_ndacd ::ere no_ lmpiemenCed and the d.i5
standard simply continued on through 2000 for both buses ,and
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Table 4-7

Base-year and Future Urban Diesel Particulate

Emissions (tons/_ear)*

1995 _V Scenarios 2000 HDDV Scenarios
Vehicle i984 Base Con_rolled Base Controlled

Classes Levels (0.70) (0.60/.25/.£0) (0.70) (0.60/.2S/.I0)

LDDV S,699 (II%)** 13,392 [15%) 13,392 (23%) 19,700 (18%) 19,700 (33%)

LDDT 2,492 [5%) 13,072 (15%) 13,072 (23%) 20,713 (19%) 20,713 (3S%)

[IDDV 45.018 (84%) 6k,485 (70%) 30,767 (54%) 68,528 (63%) 18,903 (32%)

Total 53,209(100%) 87,949(I00%) 57,23l (100%) i08,941 [i00%) 59,316(i00%)

Breakdown of _[D_V Emissions (tons/year)*

Ig95 HDDV Scenarios 2000 HDDV Scenarios

Vehicle 1984 Base Controlled Base Controlled

Classes Levels (0.70) (0.60/. 25/.I0) (0.70) (0.60/.25/. 10)

2B-BA 15,427(34%)** 24,062(39%] L2,355(40%) 27,343(40%) 7,54l [40_)

8B 21,811 (49%) 26,710(44%] i3,790(45%) 28,909(42%) 8, L46(43%)

Buses 7,780(17%) I0,7i3(17%) 4,622(15%) 12,276(i8%) 3,216(17%)

Total 45,018 [I00_) 61,48S(L00%) 30,767 [I00%) 68, _28(i00%) 18,903 (i00%)

* "Bes_ estimate" diesel sales fractions, shown [n Table A-5, are assumed.
** Figures [n parentheses indicate percent of total.
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trucks, total diesel particul#te emissions in the year 2000
would he approximately 33 percent higher than in 1982; however,
with the final core stringent standards, growth during this

period is constrained to an estimated ii percent.

The emissions projections presented in Table 4-7 are based
upon EPA'S best estimates fo_ the various input parameters4
however, because of the difficulty in projecting future diesel
penetration into the light-duty markets, a sensitivity analysis
was performed, instead of assuming that light-duty diesel

production will continue to grow through 1995 (as in the "Best
1 Estimate" analysis), another case was examined wherein 1990

I levels of 5 percent and 15 percent diesel penetration of theLDV and LDT markets, respectively, was assumed to continue
through the year 2000. (Best estimates of heavy-duty diesel
penetration -- less difficult to predict -- were used in both
cases.) Results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in
Table 4-8.

As indicated, the use of the lower future diesel

penetrations results in a 29-30 percent decrease in light-duty
emissions in 1995 and a 47-50 percent decrease in the year
2000, in comparison to test estimate projections for the same
two years. With respect to total diesel particulate emissions
under the !'Low Penetration" scenario, assuming no further
control, growth between i984 and 2000 would still be
significant at 68 percent (compared to 105 percent assuming
"Best Estimate Penetration"). With imposition of the

1988/91/94 standards on HDDVs, assuming low diese[ penetration,
year 2000 emissions would be approximately 25 percent lower
than current levels (compared to the ii percent increase over
current levels projected using best estimates of light-duty
diesel penetration).

2. Air Quality

The impact of growth in diesel particulate emissions on
urban air quality is significant, as shown in 'Fable 4-9.
Current ambient diesel particulate concentrations in large
cities are projected to grow from an average of i-3 ug/m' to
levels of 3-7 ug/c' by the year 2000 wit]] no further control

i on HDDVs (using best estimate assumptions). With the s_andards
proculgated in the final rule, diesel particulate
concentrations in large cities will be reduced to 1.5-4 ug/m'
(best estimates), s reduction to almost half of baseline

i concentrations.

i 3. Health an_ Wetfa_e Effect_

As discussed in the Draft R[A and the DPS,[5] exposure to
diesel particulate emissions has an impact on these fou_
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Table 4-8

Sensitivity Analysis of Light-Duty Diesel Penetration

Urban Diesel Particulate Emissions (1000 tons/year)*

1995 2000

Vehicle 1984 Best Low Best Low

Class Levels Estimate Growth Estimate Growth

LDDV 5.7 13.4 g.4 19.7 9.9

LDDT 2.5 13.1 9.3 20.7 ll.0

HDDV*" 45.0 61.5 61.5 60.6 68.6

TOTAL 53,2 88.0 80.2 10g.0 89.5

* Standards scenario: no Eurther HDDV control (0,7

g/BHP-hr). LDDV and LDDT emissions do not change with

i heavy-duty control scenario.
** HDDV class includes buses,

J
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"PabLe 4-9

Effect of Diesel Partic_lane C_ntrol on urban Air QuaLity*

Total Diesel Partlculaue C_ncennrar.[on (ug/n3)
k995"* 2000**

1984 Base ControLled Base Controtied

Ambient Urban Concentrations**"

City Populanlon:

Greaner than i,000,000 L.3-3.0 2.3-5.5 L.5-3.6 2.9-6.B _.6-3.7

500,000- L,000,O0O 0.8-2.0 L.5-3.6 L.0-2.4 2.0-4.6 i.i-2.5

250,000 - 500,000 t.0-i.6 L.8-3.0 L.2-2.O 2.2-3.7 1.2-2.0

i0O.000 - 250°000 0.7-L.7 L.2-3.P. 0.8-2.L i.5-4.0 0.8-2.2

Annual Average Expsure co U.S. Urban DweLLers

TOTAL 2.4 4.4 2.9 5.5 3.0

_ icrosca Le Concen_ragions

I_adway _/nne i:

."_picai 63 91 60 L05 57
Severe [59 23L t52 266 L45

Snreet Canyon:
,"_qsicaL 2 3 2 4 2
Severe t6 23 tS 26 L4

On Exprnssway:
•"_pIcal 7 li 7 Lt 6
Severe 28 4L 27 48 26

Beside Expreeeway 6 9 6 9 5

Based on besu-estlmaue projecu[ons.

** Connrol effecclveness is approximately 35% in L995 and 46% in 2000.
**" Ranges are average values plus and minus one standard deviaulon.
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areas: i) non-cancer health effects, 2) carcinogenic health
effects, 3) visibility, and 4) soiling.

a. Non-Cancer Health Effects

Particulate matter in general has long been regarded as
! hazardous to human health. EPA recognized this danger and
i established an NAAQS for total suspended particulate (TSP) as
; early as 1971. As discussed in Section If, EPA has psoposed an
; ambient standard that will focus on inhalable particles (i.e.,

! those with diameters of 1O microns or less (PM.0)), because
! it is this fraction that appears to be responsible for most of
i the human health affects associated with TSP.

I AS mentioned earlier, diesel particulates fall easily into
the PMBo category, as the majority are classified as fine

particulate (less than 2.5 microns in diameter). Although a
large body of data has been developed regarding the health
effects of inhslable particulate matter, research limited

specifically to diesel particulate is relatively new and
somewhat inconclusive. An analysis of the available data
indicates that, until mote is known, diesel particulate
generally should be regarded as being equivalent to other 6orms
of inhalable particulate matter in terms of the hazard it

presents to human health, although there is a possibility it
may be somewhat more haza_dous.[Sl [t should be pointed out,
however, that even if regarded as posing the same hazard,

diesel particulate is emitted directly into the breathing zone,
rather than from is'It stacks that would promote dispersion.
Thus, the potential for human exposure is maximized.

Two basic concerns exist with respect to the health risk
posed by inhalable particulate in general. First, inhalable

particulates are small enough so that they are nob as readily
prevented by the natural body defenses from reaching the lower
respiratory tract, as would coarser particles. Fine
particulate matter can penetrate to the alveoli, or deepest
recesses of the lungs, where the oxygen/carbon dioxide exchange
takes place with the circulatory system.[29] The body requires
months or Fears to clear foreign matter from the alveolar
region, as opposed to hours or days to clear the upper
respiratory system. The second concern is that inhalable

particulate may be composed of toxic materials or may have
hazardous materials adsorbed onto its surface.

The most obvious noo-cance_ health effect of an inhalable

particulate, such as that produced by diesels, is injury to the
surfaces of the r.?zpirltory system, which could result in
reduced lung func:!:n, bronchitis or chronic respiratory
symptoms. The hazardous chemicals that may be associated with
particulate matter (e.g., organic compounds, lead, antimony,
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etc.) can either react with lung tissue or be transported to
other parts of the body by the circulatory system. Particulate
matter may also weaken the resistance of the body to infection
and there are indications that it reacts adversely in

conjunction with other atmospheric pollutants. For example,
studies in London, New York, Buffalo, and Nashville have found

an increase in the mortality rate, especially among older

persons, when high particulate levels were accompanied by high
sul_ur dioxide levels. J30]

From the above discussion, it is clear that inhalable

9articulate matter (FM.,,) has been linked directly with a
myriad of adverse non-cancer health effects, and it is based on
this information that EPA has proposed the NAAQS for PM...

Also, diesel particles are all inhalable particulate and,
therefore, can potentially represent the same concern. This

i relationship can be used to assess the overall benefits of
controlling HDDV diesel particulate.

As stated in the Draft RIA for the PM_0 NAAQS, 105-329
counties are projected to be in non-attainment of the range of

primary PM., standards being considered for 1989.[26] Even
after reasonable non-mobile source emission controls are

implemented, numerous violations of the NAAQS are still
projected to occur. As shown in Table 4-9, if no further HDDV
controls were implemented, annual average exposure to diesel
pa_tloulate for u[ban dwellers would be at a Level o6

approximately 5.5 ug/m' in the year 2000, or about i0 pea'cent
of the suggested PM,,, NAAQS. ' PromuLgation o6 the HDDV
standards is projected to reduce this exposure to about 3.0

ug/m', therefore playing an impo[tant role in reducing urban
PM.0 exposure. Furthermore, the resulting reduction in
diesel particulate emissions within urban areas that continue
to violate the suggested PM,,, NAAQS will directly reduce the
non-cancer health effects associated with ,.inhalable

particulates in general.

b. Carcinogenic H_alth Effects

A number of studies have concluded that exposure to dlese]
particulate probably poses an additional risk of acquiring lung
cancer. EPA surveyed these studies and developed
scenario-specific risk factors Got lung cancer incidence.
taking into account the relative [eduction of compounds

producing the cancer-rlsk with respect to reductions in total
diesel particulate.[5_ Table 4-10 shows the resultant cancel
risk estimates associated with diesel particulate For b,_t!. '.,
base-case and the control!ed-ca_e _ce_aricn _lsnz ":"
estimated risks f_o:!l other known ca[cinogei*s, 3howrl

purposes of compa[_m;n.
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Table 4-I0

Comparison o6 Risks from Various Sources

Estimated Annual Risk Exposed

Sources Of Risk (_isk/person-zear) Population

Commonplace Risks of Death

Motor Vehicle Accident 222.0 x i0 "_ Entire U.S.

Drowning 26.0 x IO "_ Entire U.S.
Burns 21.0 x 1O "_ Entire U.S.

Tornados, Floods, Light- 2.0 x I0 "_ Entire U.S.

} ninE, Hurricanes, etc.

Risks of Cancer Incidence

Diesel Particulate (1995) Urban U.S.
Base Scenario 1.2 z i0 "6 - 6.2 x 10 -6
Controlled Scenario 0.8 x 10 -6 - 4.1 _ i0 "h

Diesel Particulate (2000): Urban U.S
Base Scenario 1.5 s 10 -_ - 7.7 x 1O "_
Controlled Scenario 0.8 x 1O "_ - 4,2 x 10 "b

Natural Background Radl- 20.0 x I0 "h Entire U.S.
ation (sea level)

Average Diagnostic Medical 20.0 x 10 "_ Widespread
X-Rays in the U.S.

Frequent Airline Passenger 10.0 x lO'" Limited
(4 hours per week
flying)

Four Tablespoons Peanut 8.0 x i0"" Fairly
Butter Per Day (due to Widespread
presence of aflatoxin)

Ethylene Dibromide 4.2 x 10 "_ Widespread
One 12-Ounce Diet 2.6 x 10 -_ Widespread

Drink Per Day
Arsenic 1.7 x 10"_ 1% of U.S,
Miami or New Orleans 1.0 x 10 -_ Southern

Drinking Water (due U.S., Urban
co presence of chloroform)

Lung Cancers: Entire U.S.
For Smokers Due to 419.0 z i0 "_

Smoking
For General Population 73.9 x 10 °4
Due ro Causes Other

Than Smoking
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The data indicate that wh_ie the risk of contracting lung
cancer is greatest from smoking, exposure to diesel particulate

may represent a significant portion of all non-smoking-related
lung cancer. The upper limit of the uncontrolled (base)
scenario in 2000 would represent almost eight individuals in a
million, or I0 percent Of all non-smoking-related lung cancer
in the U.S. The lower limit still represents over one in a
million individuals, which has been used in the past by

regulatory agencies as a cut-off point for determining the need
for control. Thus, as indicated in the NPRM, Table 4-10 shows

that a relatively small but signilicant cancer risk may be
attributable to diesel particulate exposures. The promulgated
HDDV controls are estimated to reduce this risk by almost
one-hal6 in the year 2000.

e. Visibility Effects

Reduced visibility is one of the more readily apparent
effects of diesel particulate. Because diesel particles are of
a diameter most effective in scattering light and their 65-80
percent carbon content produces a high degree of light
aDsorption, visibility reduction results.

Table 4-11 presents the estimated visibility impacts of
the base- and controlled-case scenarios in terms of the average
percent reduction due to diesel particulates in" 1995 and 2000
urban visibility from early 1970's levels. As shown, in the

absence of controls, increases in diesel particulate levels
will result in reduced visibility, ranging f.rom a 22 percent
reduction in largest cities, to 4-9 percent decreases for less
populous urban areas in the year 2000. HDDV control is
projected to cut these visibility reductions to 12 percent in
the largest cities, and to 2-5 percent in smaller urban areas.
The controlled-case scenario thus offers a 2-10 percent

improvement in visibility over the bass-case scenario,
depending on the size of the city. The lower limit of this
impact (i.e., the effect for smaller cities), may not be
perceptible. However, the effec_ for large cities would show a
noticeable improvement in visibility. The promulgated
standards, thecefore, will provide an overall benefit that
would be most apparent in the areas where it was most needed.

d. Soiling Effects

In a review of the scientific literature, the DPS[5] found

some evidence suggesting that because of its black color and

oily nature, diesel particulate may have a diaproporti_::at,_
effect on soilin_ c:rpi=ed ta the efEect 3f other ty_e: f

particulate (i.e., d!_ei particulate would produce ::Jze
soiling than TSP _ _ item-for-gram basis). The black c_ *[
slay make the soiling :::ore agparent to the observer and the _i_y
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Table 4-ii

Average Reduction in Visibility
Due to Diesel Particulate

percent reductions from base-year visibility)

1995 2000

City Size (population) Base Controlled Base Controlled

More than 1,000,000 18 12 22 12

500,000-1,000,000 7 5 9 5

250,000-500,000 5 3 7 4

i00,000-250,000 3 2 4 2

!
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nature may make it more difficult to-clean. The net effect
would be to increase costs to the general public for more

frequent and more thorough cleaning events.. However, because
of the paucity of scientific data on the physical soiling
effects of diesel particulate and TSP, no definitive statement
of these relationships can be made at this time.

There is a somewhat larger body of literature available
regarding the costs associated with various levels Of soiling.
Summaries of this economic literature can be found in an EPA

report regarding the benefits associated with diesel

particulate control,[31_ and in the Draft RIA. These reports
conclude that there a_e significant economic benefits Co he
gained from control of diesel particulates with respect to
soiling.

4. Conclusions

eased on the above projections, EPA believes thaC diesel
particulate emissions a_e a serious environmental concern with

respect to their impact on various health and welfare aspects, i
It seems apparent that significant reductions fn heavy-duty
diesel emissions are an essential element in dealing with this

environmental problem. The stringent controls on heavy-duty
diesels and urban buses being promulgated in the final rule are
viewed as effective means of reducing the future growth in
particulate emissions.
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Table A-I

U,S. Urban VMT* (billions of miles/year)

Years

Source 1982 1984 1995 2000

LDV 604.15 629,25 775.36 841.77
-Gas 590.65 614,71 722.19 759.43
-Diesel 13.50 14.54 53.17 82,34

LDT 169.82 179.52 225.43 246.36

-Gas 166,23 172.90 181.73 177,25
-Diesel 3,59 6,62 43.70 69.11

HDGV 35.76 35,80 37,44 39.64

HDDV 16.55 18.28 30.48 35,11

Buses 3.57 3,76 5,03 5.75
-Gas 1.22 1.23 1.37 1.50
-Diesel 3.35 2.53 3.66 4,25

Total 829.85 866.61 1073,74 1168,63

Based on MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption Model, January 21, 1985.
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Table A-4

Light:Dut Z Diesel Sales Fractions

"Best Estimate" "Low Growth"*

Model Year LDV LDT LDV LDT

2000 .i15 .339 .050 150
1999 :115 ,339 .050 150
1998 .115 ,339 ,050 150
1997 ,i15 .339 .050 150
1996 .i15 .339 .050 150
1995 .ll5 .339 .050 150

1994 ,102 .300 ,050 ,150
1993 ,089 .263 .050 .150
1992 ,076 .226 .050 .150
1991 ,063 ,188 .090 ,150
1990 ,050 .150 .050 .150
1989 .046 .130 .046 .130
1988 .041 .120 .041 .120
1987 .037 .110 ,037 .Ii0

1986 .032 .100 .032 .I00
1985 .028 ,090 .028 .090
1984 ,023 .080 .023 ,080
1983 .019 .077 .019 .077
1982 ,039 ,07l .039 .071
1981 .060 .056 .060 .056
1980 .0_5 ,024 ,045 ,024
1979 .026 .013 ,026 .013
1978 .009 .006 .009 .006'

1977 .003 ,001 .003 .00l
1976 ,003 .001 .003 .001
1975 .003 .001 .003 .001
1974 .003 ,000 .003 .000
1973 .002 .000 .002 .O00
1972 .002 .000 .002 .000
197L ,00L .000 .001 .000
1970 .000 .00O .000 .O00

1969 .000 .000 .000 .000
1968 .000 ,000 .000 .000
1967 .000 ,000 .000 .00O
1966 .000 .000 .000 .0DO
1965 .000 ,000 .000 .000

* "Low Growth" f_actlons used in diesel penet[a_ion
sensitivity analysis.



Table A-5

Heavy-Duty Diesel Sales Fractions*

Heavy-Duty Truck Class

ModelYear 28 3-5 6 7 8A 88

2000 .300 .300 ,550 .700 1.000 1.000
1999 .300 ,300 .650 .700 1.000 1.000
1998 ,300 .300 .550 .700 £.OO0 l.OO0
1997 .300 .300 ,550 .700 1.DO0 1.800
1996 .300 .380 .540 .690 .988 1.000
1995 .300 .300 .530 .680 .976 l.B00
1994 .300 ,300 .520 .670 .965 1.000
1993 .300 ,300 .910 .660 .953 1.000
1992 .300 ,300 .500 .650 .941 1.000
1991 .290 ,290 .486 .640 .928 1.808

1990 .280 ,280 .472 .630 .915 1.000
1989 .270 .270 .458 .620 .901 L.000
1988 .260 .260 .444 ,610 .888 1.0OO
1987 .250 .250 .430 .600 .875 1.000
1986 .232 ,232 .419 ,596 .878 l. O0O
1985 .215 .215 .409 ,592 .881 1.00O
1984 .197 .197 .398 .588 .883 1.000

1983 .180 .[80 .388 ,584 .886 [.OOO
1982 .162 .162 .377 ,580 .889 i.000
1981 .122 .[22 .309 .589 ,865 £.000
1980 .081 .06[ .2_12 .598 .84i 1.000
1979 .041 .0J_l .[74 .606 .818 L,00O
1978 .OO0 .00O. ,I06 .615 ,794 1.000
1977 ,0OO ,000 ,10O ,578 .770 1.008

1976 .000 .003 .071 .514 .726 .960
1975 .OO0 .005 .041 .449 .634 .920
1974 .000 .004 .038 ,415 .586 .920
1973 .000 .004 .034 .382 .540 .92[
1972 .00O .003 .031 .348 .492 .92i
1971 .O0O .003 .054 .341 .482 ,923
1970 .001 .003 .076 .333 .470 .925
1969 .002 ,0[2 .082 ,348 .492 .867

1988 ,002 ,022 ,088 ,364 .514 ,80 _)
1967 .003 .031 .094 .379 .535 .75[
1966 ,003 ,029 .iO0 ,413 .583 ,71[
1965 .002 .026 .195 .,_47 .632 .hgO

* Based on MOBILE3 conversion factor analysis.

I



Table A-6

Fleet-Average Heavy-Duty

Emission Conversion Factors (SHP-hr/mi)*

Model Year Gasoline Diesel

1962 1.29 2.74

1963 1.31 2.74
1964 1.32 2.73
1965 1.33 2.72
1966 1.35 2.76
1967 1.36 2.82
1968 1.37 2.88
1969 1,37 2.94
1970 1.37 3.00
1971 1.37 3.08
1972 1.37 3.15

1973 1.34 3.19
1974 1.31 3.23
1975 1.28 3.27
1976 1.20 3.23
1977 1.12 3.19
1978 1.08 3.07
1979 1.05 2.95
1980 l.Ol 2.84
1961 0,98 2,72
1982 0.95 2.60

1983 0,95 2,56
1984 0,95 2.61

1965 0.96 2.47
1986 0.97 2.49
1967 0.97 2.38
1988 0.97 2,38

1989 0.96 2.37
1990 0.96 2_36
1991 0.96 2.35
1992 0.95 2.34
1993 6,94 2.33
1994 0,94 2.33
1995 0.93 2.32
1996 0.92 2.3[

1997 0,92 2.31

" Based on MOBILE3 conversion factor analysis.



Table A-7

Growth Rates and Assumptions Used in FRM NOx Analysis

VMT Growth Rates*

(%/year, compound)

Vehicle 1982-1995 1982-2000
Class Urban Nationwide Urban Nationwide

LDV** +1.9 +1.9 +1.9 +1.9

LDT** _2.2 +2.2 +2.1 +2.1

HDGV +0.,I 0.0 +0.6 *0.2

HDDV +4.7 +3.2 +4.2 ÷2.9

• Stationary Source Assumptions

Growth Rate Discount

Source Category (percent/year) Factor

Stationary Point*"* .1.3 0.0

_ _ Off-Highway +2.5 1.0

Combustion _0.8 1.0

Stationary Area 0.O 1.0

Based on MOBILE3 Fuel Consumption Model, urban growth

rates also used in diesel particulate analysis.
•" Light-duty urban [factions of VMT are assumed to _emain

constant with model year; therefore, urban a_d nationwide
growth _ates are equal.

"'" Stationary point source growth rate assumes a certain
level of future NOx control, based on [CF, [nc,,
projections; point source emissions included only in
nationwide NOx projections.



Table A-B

SMSAs Modelled for NO_ (Design Values, ppm NO_)

NPRM Analysis _ interim Analysis _,z FRM Analysis
(1980) (1980-82) (1981-83)

Boston (O.OBO) Boston (0.036) Chicago (0.044)

Chicago (0.060) Chicago (0.052) Cincinnati (0.036)

Cleveland (0.048) Nashville (0.053) Hashville (D.053)

Nashville (0.047) New York (0.036) New York (0.037)

Philadelphia (0.046) Newark (0.045) Newark (0.040)

Steubenville (0.040) Philadelphia (0.039) Philadelphia (0.040)

"Denver (0.046) Seattle (0.048) Pittsburgh (0.035)

"Reno (0.048) Tucson (0.037) Wash., D.C, (0.037)

Wash., D.C. (0.036) "Denver (0.052)

*Denver (0.041) "Reno (0.043)

mReno (0.043) Los Angeles (0.059)

Anaheim (0.045)

Riverside (0.042)

California SMSAs included only in the FRM analysis; future
projections baaed on CARB data.

a NO_ concentrations at or above 0.040 ppm (75% of std.)
NOz concentrations at or above 0.035 ppm (66% of std.)
Interim analysis results presented in Motor Vehicle NOx
Inventories (Technical Report), and letters to T. M. Fisher
(GM) and Donald R. Bulst (Ford), all contained in the Public
Docket.

• High-altitude SMSAs.



Table A-9

Low Altitude NOx Emission Rates and Assumptions
DiFferent Than MOBrLE3 Values For

Emission Inventory and Air Quality Analysis

Vehicle Model Emission Rate UseFul

Type Year ZM(I I DR(2] SEAl3 I LiFe[41

Base Case: LDGT 1987, 1.74 0.04 40% Full

(2.3/10.7)
LDDT 1978-80 1.83 0.06 -° Half

1981-84 L.48 0.06 -- Half
1985_ 1.89 0.03 40% Full

HDGV L987 4.06 0.i0 -- Half
1988 4.83 0.[0 -- Full
1989-90 4.79 0.10 40% Full

1991-93 4.71 0.09 40% Full
1994-96 4.58 0.09 40% Full
1997e 4.50 0.09 40% Full

HDDV 1987 17.58 0.00 -- Hale
1988 23.18 0.00 -- Full
[989-90 22.06 0.00 40% Full
1991-93 22.84 0.00 40% Full
1994-96 22.60 0.00 40% _ull
1997+ 22.44 ' 0.00 40% Full

Controlled
Case: LDGT

(1.2/1.7; Cl. If a[6] 1987 1.74 0.04 40% Fuil
6.0/5.0) 1988_ 1.21 0.04 40% Full

LDDT [978-87 Same as Base Case
CI. I[5] 1988_ 0.94 0.03 40% Full

CI. [1 a[6] 1988e 1.97 0.03 40% Full
HDGV 1987 Same as Base Case

[988 4.6l 0.10 -- Full

1989-90 ,1.57 0.i0 40% Full
1991-93 3.76 0.09 40% Full
1994-96 3.66 0.09 40% Full
1997, 3.59 0.09 40% Full

HDDV 1987 Same as Base Case

1.988 13.05 0.05 40% Ful'l
[989-90 12.98 0.05 40% FUll
1991-93 10.73 0.05 40% Full
1994-96 10.62 0.05 40% Full
1997, 10.54 0.05 40% Full

e. is.1 ss (g/_i).
[21 Deter[Dr_ti_r_ :'_te (q/TI-!0K _l).
[3] Selecri'ze ErldoLI:e:_ent Audit.

[4] Cer_iflcaCioa : )i%aL6 _L" full useful life.
[5] Less than 6.000 Ibs GVW.
[6] 6,001 - 8.500 [bs GVW.



Table A-tO

High-Altitude NOx Emission Rates
and Assumptions Different than MOBILE3 Values

for Emission Inventory and Air Quality Analysis

Vehicle Model Emission Rate Useful

Tyre Year ZM[l] DR(2] SEA(3_ Life(4]

Base Case: LDGT Same as Low Altitude

(2.3/10.7)
LDDT Same as Low Altitude

HDGV 1987 3.84 0.10 40% Half
1988 3.81 0.10 -- Full

1989-90 3.78 0.10 40% Full
1991-93 3.72 0.09 40% Full
1994-96 3.62 0.09 40% Full
1997+ 3.55 0.09 40% Full

HDDV Same as Low Altitude

Controlled

Case: LDGT Same as Low Altitude
(1.2/1.7;
6.0/5.c) LDDT Same as Low Altitude

HDGV 1987 Same as Base Case
1986 3.65 0.10 40% Full
1989-90 3.62 0.10 40% Full

1991-93 2.97 0.09 40% Full
1994-96 2.89 0.09 40% Full
L997, 2.83 0.09 40% Full

i HDDV Same as Low Altitude

[1] Zero-mile emissions (g/mi).
[2] Deterioration rate (g/mi-10K mi).
[3] Selective Enforcement Audit.
[4] Certification to half or full useful life.

i



CHAPTER 5

COST EFFECTIVENESS

The cost effectiveness of an action is the measure of its

relamive economic efficiency _oward achieving a specified
goal. It is primarily useful in comparing alternative means of
achieving that goal. ."he cost effectiveness of the final
particulate and NOx standards analyzed in this report will be

the subject of this chapter. Before the final analysis, an
overview of the cost-effectiveness analysis in the Draft
Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) and a summary and analysis of
the comments received will be presented.

I. Overview of NPKM Analysis

In the Draft R!A, EPA determined the cost effectiveness of

the proposed standards in terms of the dollar cost per ton of
particulate or NOx emissions controlled. These values were
used uo make comparisons with the cost effectiveness of other
mobile and non-mobile source control strategies.

To determine cost effectiveness, two pieces of Information
were necessary: the costs and emissions ,reductions of the
strategies to be examined. The costs and emissions reductions
used were those associated with an average vehicle on a
per-vehicle basis, rather than the total costs and reductions
for the entire fleet.

_"_he costs used were those determined in the economic

analysis of the proposed standards. The emission reductions
were calculated for each year of the vehicle's llfe by

• mululplying the vehicle's miles travelled ('24T) by an average
•per-mile emission reduction. The annual VMT values used were
those de_ermined by Energy and Environmental Analysis adjusted

uo reflect EEA's lifetime estimates. ?or heavy-duty diesel
vehicles, a composite _T was calculated by sales weighting the
individual values for light, medium, and heavy heavy-du_y
diesel vehicles (LHDDV, 'IHDDV, HHDDV). _"ne average per-mlte
emission reductions used were developed using [nformaulon from
the MOSILE2.S emission factor model and the Diesel Particulate

Study.

Two approaches were used in calculating the
cos_-effectiveness values for the proposed standards_ an
annual approach and a lifetime approach. With the annual

approach, costs were allocated: l) to each year in which
emission reductions were produced, and 2) in proportion to the
size of _hese annua£ reductloms. ._e result was a

cost-effectiveness value which is applicable at any point in
the life of the vehicle, as well as Over the vehicle's entire
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lifetime. This approach allowed for comparisons on a
consistent basis wluh recenn EPA cost-effectiveness estimates

for ocher mobile and stationary source particulate control, and
stationary source NOx control.

With the lifenime approach, the lifetime costs were
discounted to the year of vehicle purchase and then divided by
the undlscounued total lifetime emissions reductions. The

lifetime approach was only used in conjunction with the

proposed NOx standards to allow comparisons with past mobile
source cost-effectiveness studies, where only this method was
used.

Special considera=ions in the case of particulate matter
led to the determination of several different

cosu-effecnlvensss values for each standard. Since the effects

of particulate matter are highly dependent upon particle size,
emissions reductions and cost-effectlveness values were
determined on a total, inhalable, and fine basis.* Also, since

the great majority of people who are exposed to NAAQS
violations for particulate matter live in urban areas,
emissions reductions and cost-effectiveness values were
determined on both an urban and a nationwide basis, For the

urban estimate the only change made was that emissions
reductions in non-urban areas were excluded; no changes were
made in the cost estimates, i

II. Summary and Analysis of Comments

There were very few comments received that dealt !
specifically with the cost-effectiveness methodology and

procedures used in the Draft RIA. Comments received on the
cosu-effec_Iveness estimates uhau primarily address either _he i
costs of comtrol, or the emissions reductions obtained, have i
been reviewed in the respective chapters on Economic and !

Environmental Impact. i

I
There remained only three comments specific to cost

effecKiveness. _e Department of Enerqy (DOE) presented its
own cost-effectiveness estimates tha_ indicated that EPA's

estimates may be somewhat low. In their me=hodology, the costs
used ware the undiscounted costs of control, amd the suaedards

considered differ slightly from those that EPA considered.

* Total partlculaue is all suspended particulate matter

regardless of diameter, inhalable particulate is
considered _o be a[£ _rticulaue matter less than 10

micrometers in _iameuer, and fine particulate is
considered to be all particulate matter less than 2.5

micrometers in diameter.
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Several environmental groups called attention to the fact that
the cosu-effectlveness estimates for the 0.25 g/BHP-hr and the

0.1 g/BHP-hr standard for urban HDDEs in 1990 were equivalent.
Based upon this, they questioned EPA's choice of the more
lenient level of control. Finally, DOE took issue with the
alleged use of a 100 percent discount rate for NOn emissions

from elevated stationary sources. In their opinion, this
effect{rely renders any compari%on of cost-effectlvenesa
between mobile and stationary sources meaningless.

DOE's practice of using undiscountad costa appears
inappropriate to EPA, considering the basic economic concept of
the time value of money. Since DOE did not present its cost
esulmates in a detailed fashion, it is mot possible to
determine how much of the difference in cost-effectiveness

values can be explained by this difference in accounting
methods. In any case, even if the basic _echnologlcal
economic, and environmental concepts were the same, the use of
umdiscounted costs will lead to higher cost-effectlveness
values. Since there is no apparent reason for using this

approach, it will not be considered further.

In the Draft RIA, _PA did estimate the same value 6or the

cost effectiveness Of a 0.25 g/BHP-hr and a 0.I g/BHP-hr
particulate stamdard for urban HDDEs in 1990. However, EPA did

; indicate that it believed that in fact che more stringent O.i

g/BHP-hr stamdard weald actually be less cost effective, for
several reasons. The maximum benefit and least cost

applications would have already bees used to meet the 0.25
g/BHP-hr standard (with averaging), so that subsequent use of
traps on additional engines might be somewhat less cost

effective. Other factors cited which argued for higher cost at
the 0.IO g/BHP-hr lave[ are greater development costs, the need

to design to lower low mileage-target emissiom levels, the use
of higher quality componemts, the probable teed for more
frequent trap regeneration, amd the increased risks associated
with In-use compliance.

As will be seen in the updated analyses here and in the

Alternatives Chapter, _he cost effectiveness Of a O.lO g/BHP-hr
standard does turn out _c be somewhat worse than that Of a 0.25

g/BHP-hr standard, confirming EPA's original position. It must
also be noted that cost effectiveness is oely ome factor used
by EPA in deciding between control options; techmologloal
feasibility has been the primary basis for the decisions in

thls rulemaking because of the statutory provisions governing
both the NOx and particulate standards. _u was on the basis o6

technological constraints that EPA decided against a O.I0
_/BHP-hr standard for 1990.
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Contrary to the assertion by DOE, EPA did not discount the
emissions reductions from stationary sources of NOm anywhere in

Ims cosn-effectlveness analysis. While some degree of
discounting emissions reductions based upon spatial
conslderaulons may be appropriate in comparing the cost
effectiveness on an urban basis, where stationary sources have

relatively little impact upon breathing zone concentrations of

NO2, thls would be less appropriate for regional scale
considerations. Therefore, this analysis has not discounted
the NOx emlss[ons reductions from stationary sources when
making comparisons Of cost effectiveness.

III. Opdated Cost Effectiveness Analysis

A. Chanqes in Analysis

There has been no basic change in the msthodoloqy used to
determine cost effectiveness. The bases for decerminlng the
costs and emissions reductions uo be used in the

cost-effectlveness analysis remain the same, with their values

changing only so much as the estimates have been improved.

In the Draft RIA, the differences between annualized and

I lifetime cost effectiveness were explained thoroughly.
Mathematically, the difference lies solely iN how the benefits,
i.e., emissions reductions, are hamdle_. Lifetime .cost
effectiveness reflects the case in which the emlss[ons

reductions are undiscounted: annualized cost effectiveness
reflects the case in which the emissions reductions are
discounued au the same rates as the costs.

Discounting emissions reductions assumes that _he
emissions reductions are worth more at the present time than in
the future. For Nox, where exceedances of the amblemt standar,_

for _O 2 are projected in 1995 and 2000, but not presently,
emissions re4uctlons may actually be worth more in the fuuure
than chey woul_ be now. Tn the case Of particulate matter, f,_r
which mamy areas of the country already exceed the ambient
standard, this is not the case, and it could be argued tha_ the
sooner reductions are obtained the better. ,"_us, it is nnt

clear to EPA if, or how much em[sslons reductions shoul,_ he
._iscounted over time. ."?nerefore, the escimates Of cost

effeetlvemess in the flmal analysis are shown using sever-_
_ifferenc discount rates for the emissions reductions. The use

of various discount r_tes here allows for proper comparisons _f
cos_ effectivemess co other mobile amd stationary source

comtrols uo be made, and for the semsitlvlty of the co_L
effectiveness to the discount r_ues to be established.

In the Draft RIA, the costs and emissions reduction_

estimates for the later year, 1990, standards were presemte_ %_
incremental to the values for the [987 standards. This yiel b,l
an incremental, or marginal cost effectiveness. In the final
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analysis of this chapter, this has also been done for the 1991
and 1994 standards, and is referred to as the marginal cost
effectiveness.* In addition, cosc-effectlveness values for the
combined standards have also been determined for these later

year smandards, and are referred to as the total cost
effectiveness.

Updated estimates of the expected annual and l{fetlme per
average vehicle VMT are shown in Table 5-I. The VMT for HDGVe
has not changed since the Draft RIA, and the estimates for
llne-haul truck VMT are the same as for HHDDVs in the Drafn
RIA. The estimates shown Eor non-llne-haul trucks for the

various model years were determined by taking weighted sums
across the VMTs for LHDDVs and MHDDVs as given in the Draft
RIA. The welghtlngs were derived from projected sales

fractions in each year by class, and corresponding projected
diesel sales fractioms.[l] As these change over time, so does

the average VMT for non-llne-hauls as a whole. For LDT l and
LDT2, separate estimates of VMT were derived, which was not
done in the Draft RIA. These were derived by taking the annual
average mileage accumulation races in MOBILE3 and multiplying
each year's VMT by a survival fraction derived from the
regismration data in MOBILE3.[2] The VMT for urban buses has

: been updated to reflect more recent EPA data.it]

The emission races for the proposed standards vary over
the life of the vehicle and are summarized in Table 5-2. The

particulate eqsations were derived using the methodology as
described in the Diesel Particulate Study. J4] For NOx, the
values are derived from the MOBILE3 emission factor model, and

represent the actual in-use emissions including misfueling and
tampering. J2] The sllghc difference in form for particulate
and NOx re_iecus the differences in how the emission rates for

these two different pollutants are determined. Note here that
varying emission rates for each year of the vehicle's life are

being used in this analysis; in the earlier analysis an average
rate de_ermined an the vehicle's half Life was used. This

cbaage leads to i_provsments in the accuracy of the estimates.

B. Results of Updated Analysis

The emission reductions and cost-effectiveness estimates

for the NOx and particulate s_andards are shown in Tables 5-3

and 5-4, along with the costs from the Economic Impact
chapter. These costs represent the set present value in the
year of sale to the consumer, using a iO percent discount
rate. It includes both the first price increase and increased

* 1991 standards marginal from the 1988 standards, %994
standard marginal from the L991 standard.
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+'able 5-I

Annual and Lifetime Per Avera@e Vehicle V4T (miles)ill

Vchlc!e HDDE _n-Line-Haul[203]

_e LDT l ,L_, 2 _GE 1988 1991 1994 BUS Line-Haul

l 17,394 18,352 15,590 22,077 21,971 22,042 45,000 64,720

2 15,373 16;149 14,040 21,269 21,163 21,234 45,000 63,790
3 13,553 14,178 12,630 20,724 20,618 20,689 45,000 62,850
4 11,917 12,409 ii,000 [9,489 19,388 19,456 45,000 54,870
5 10,447 10,831 9,960 17,871 17,777 17,840 45,000 47,700
6 9,127 "9,421 8,210 15,949 15,864 15,921 45,000 41,000
7 7,944 8,164 7,060 14,045 13,969 14,020 45,000 35,310

8 6,884 7,044 6,050 12,021 Ii,957 12,000 45,000 39,320 I
9 5,937 6,048 5,170 9,972 9,721 9,755 45,000 25,910

lO 4,986 5,058 4,339 7,499 7,460 7,486 45,000 19,510 I
Ii 4,239 4,281 3,570 5,691 5,662 5,682 45,000 17,840
12 3,574 3,594 2,g60 4,393 4,371 4,386 45,000 14,910
13 2,983 2,987 2,410 3,841 3,818 3,833 0 12,130
14 2,459 2,451 1,960 2,727 2,715 2,723 0 9,870

15 1,996 1,980 1,680 2,118 2,108 2_i15 0 7,980
16 1,587 t,568 1,250 1,630 [,623 1,628 0 5,310
17 1,226 1,206 980 1,168 1,163 1,166 0 4,970 •
18 910 891 750 952 949 _51 0 3,790
19 633 617 520 703 699 702 0 2,890
20 479 465' 340 423 421 422 0 2,070

To_al 123,648 127,69[ 110,190 184,363 183,418 184,048 540,000 527,740

_cted
Lifetime
Miles

[I] urban fraction of travel Eor HDDVs:
Non-line hauls = .475, line hauls = .176, buses = 1.000, all = .288

[2] f_anges in _T by mode[ year _ue to changes is relative to_al sates
fractions of heavy-duty classes IIB-V and VT-VIIA.

[3] HDDE all clauses i_4T can be approximated by _aking a welghued average ,)f
non-line hauls and line hauls. Relauive weighus are .635 and .36_,
respectively.
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Table 5-2

Annual Per _lile Emission Races

(@rams/mile)

Particulate

Model Emission Bate[l]

Vehicle Type Year _412] DR[3]

Base Case: Non-Line-Haul 1988 1.1765 .0000
(no further L991 1.1233 .OOO0
control) L994 1.502 .o0oo

Line-Haul 1988 2.1917 .0000
1991 2.1784 .0000
1994 2.1581 .0000

Urban Bus 1988 2.6586 .0000
[991 2.6502 .O0O0
1994 2.6334 .O0O0

L988 Standard Non-Line-Haul 1988 1.0084 .O0O0

0.60 g/BHP-hr 1991 .9628 .O0O0
1994 .9472 .0000

Line-Haul 1988 1,8786 .0000
1991 [.8672 .O0O0
1994 1.8499 .0000

Urban Bus 1988 2.2788 .O0O0
i99L 2.2716 .O000
[994 2.2572 .O000

1991 S_andar4 Non-Line-Haul 199l .40L2 .0084

O.2S g/BHP-hr 1994 .3947 .0083
exe. Line-Haul [991 .7'780 .0_[8

O.10 g/BHP-hr [994 .7708 .02t6
for urban bus Urban Bus [991 .9465 .0265

[994 ,9405 .0263

1994 standard Non-Line-Haul [994 ,L579 .0216

O.L0 g/BHP-hr Line-Haul [994 ,3083 .0308
Urban Bus [994 ,3762 .0376

[I] Emission rates vary sl[ghuly wiuh mode[ year due _
changes in the conversion factors between g/BHP-hr an]
g/mi.

C23 Zero-mile emlss[ons (g/mi)
[3] Deterioration rate (g/si x (years-0.5))
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Table 5?2, Cont'd

Annual Per Mile Emission Rates

(grams/mile)

NOx

Model Emission Ratell ]

Vehicle Type Year ZMI21 D813_

Base Case: LDGT, 1988 1.94 .0136

2.3 g/ml LDT LDDT, 1988 1.76 .0030
10.7 g/BHP-hr HDE LDGT2 1988 1.94 .0136

LDDT_ 1988 1.97 .0030
HDGE 1988 4.89 .0132

1991 4.77 .0122
HDDE 1988 23.18 .0000

1991 22.84 .0000

1988 Standard LDGT_ 1988 1.19 .0107
1.2/1.7 g/mi LDDT_ 1888 0.94 .0030
LDT_, LDTz LDGT_ 1988 1.54 .0107

LDDTz 1988 1.32 .0030

6.0 g/BHP-hr HDE HDGE 1988 4.67 .0132
1991. 4.56 .0122

HDDE 1988 13.05 .0050
1991 12.86 .0050

1991 Standard HDGE 1991 3.82 .0122

5.0 9/BHP-hr HDE HDDE 1991 10.73 .0050

[I] Emission rates vary slightly with model year due to

qhanges in the conversion factors Detween g/BHP-hr and
g/mi.

[2] Zero-mile emissions (g/mi)
[31 Dete_ioratlon rate (g/ml x i000 mi)

H



Table 5-3

Urban Particulate Cost Effectiveness

Discounted Cost Effectiveness (S/ton)

option Benefits (tons I Rate Discount Rates for Benefits
(_/BllP-hr) Costs(S) [I I 0% 5% 10% 0% 5% 10%

1988: 6.60 46 .026 .021 .017 1770 2190 2710

1988:0.60 671-774

1991:0.25 (625-728) [2J .Ill .090 .075 6050-6970 7460-8600 8950-10300
0. i0 (.085) (.0705 (.058) (7350-8560) (8930-104005 (i0000-12600

for urban buses

Bus Only 1991 175813_ 1.217 .953 .775 1440 1840 2270
(1712) (.991) (.779) (.6355 (1730) (2200) (2700)

1988:0.60 966-i12214_ .137 .Iii .094 7050-8190 8700-10100 10300-i1900
1991:0.25 (296-347) (.027) .022) (.019) (11000-12900) (13500-158005 (15600-10300

0.i0
for urban buses
1994:0.i0

[l| Costs represent net present value In year of sale of the total cost to consumer, using a
constant I0 percent discount rate.

12| Figures is parentheses indicate marginal values from standard levels of 0.60 g/BHF-hr in 1988

and 0.25 g/DilP-hr in 1991 (0.10 g/BllP-hr for urban buses).
13_ Cost, benefitss and cost effectiveness for urban buses only.
[4] This value calculated by taking a weighted average of the heavy-duty bus and nan-bus trap

equipped costs to go from no control to 0.10 g/B|IP-hr in 1994.



Table 5-4

NOx Cost Effectiveness

Discounted Cost Effectiveness (S/ton)
Benefits (tons) Rate Discount Rates for Benefits

Optio n (_/BHP-hr) Costs(S) Ii ) 0% 5% I0_ 0_ 5% I0_

LDT: 1.2/1.7, 1988 28 .108 .085 .070 263 334 405

fiDE:6.0, 1988 36 1.494 1.211 1.021 24 30 35
IIDG 7 .027 .022 .019 278 341 417
IIDD 69 3.181 2.578 2.175 22 27 32

lIDE: 6.0, 19.88 79-166 1.989 1.610 1.357 40-83 49-103 58-122
5.0, 1991 (41-128)(2] (.408) (.328) (.275) (I00-314) (125-390) (149-465)

IIDG 21 .115 .093 .079 188 227 267

(14) (.090) (.073) (.061) (151) (IB6) (223)

HDD 137-311 3.863 3.126 2.634 35"81 44"99 52-118

(68-242) (.726) (.583) (.488) (94"333) (I17"415) (139-496)

[i| Costs represent net present value in year of sale of the total cost to consumer,
using a constant i0 perce_t discount rate.

[21 Figures in parenthesis indicate marginal values from standard level of 6.0 g/BHP-hr
in 1988 for lIDEs.
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operating costs. Where applicable, the total and marginal
values for each standard level have been presented. For the

parclculate standards, 0nly the urban cost effectiveness is
given in this analysis as the nationwide value has noc been
used in comparisons with other sources.

The costs and cost-effectiveness values presented here

represent the long-term values for each of the standards as the
fleet stabilizes in its response co the change in standards.
In the short term, the costs associated with the standards will

be somewhat higher as discussed in the Economic Impact
chapter. This would in turn result in higher
cost-effectlveness estimates in the short term.

The discount race used for the benefice can have a marked
effect on the benefits and cost-effectiveness values. As seen

im the tables, this results in a 40-60 percent increase in

cost-effecmlveness values in comparing results using
undiscounted benefice and chose discounted at I0 percent. The
cos_ estimates from Chapter 3 used a I0 percent discount rate.

Thus, the cost effectiveness estimates ac a 0 percent discount
rate a_e equivalent to the Lifeclme cost-effectiveness val_es
as described in the Draft RIA, and _hos_ at a i0 percent i

discount race are equivalent _o I annualized cost-effectiveness !
values.

C. Comparison to Other Control S_ra_e_ies

i. Particulate

Table 5-5 presents an update Of Table 6-5 in _he Draft RIA

comparing the relative economic efficiencies of controlling
particulate emissions _rom ether mobile and suaulonary
sources. Ocher than updating the values from 1983 co i985

dollars, based upon the consumer's price index for new cars and
the producer's price [nde× for industrial cmmmodlties (5.9
percent and 2.4 percent respectively) no changes have been made

I in the estimates _or other sources taken 6tom the DPS
report. J5] As in the Draft RIA, %he comparison is _resenced on
the basis of total, inhaiable, and _ine particulate: and the
stationary values have been adjusted to reflect the relative
breaching zone air quality impact of those emission compared to
chac of diesel emissions.J3,4]

The updated estimates of the cost-effectiveness values for

parciculane control for HDDV are generally equivalanc co those
in the Draft RIA. Therfore, as would be expected, the figures
in Table 5-5 suggest uha_ HDDV controls remain quite favorable
when compared to stationary source controls, regardless Of the
size Of particulate eKam[ned. Only the control of wet cement
kilns appears to be slgnificanc£y more cost effective than any
of the HDDV standards. Thuq, it is a 6air conclusion uo scats
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T_ble 5-5

Annual Cost SfEectiveness Comparison
_or Particulate Control OE Urban HDDVs and

Other Mobile and S_ationary Sources ($1ton) (i,2_3,4]

P%r;iculat e Size Sasisl61
SourcesI51 Total Inhalab[e , Fine

Cement Kiln 1 770 1840

Bus Only 1991 Standard 2270 2270 2270
HDDE 1988 Standard 2710 2710 2710

LDDT (.26,1987) 9530 9530 9530
HDDE 1991 Standard 9630 9630 9630
HDDE 1994 Standard 11100 iii00 11100
LDDV (.2,1987) lll00 lifO0 ill00
Kraft Smelt Tank 12300 14700 22200
El_ctrlc Arc Furnace 9740 15300 15400
Borax Fusing Furnace 13600 17900 20200
Industrial Boiler 29900 42000 126000

KEaft Recovery Furnace 33200 42400 60500
Lime Kiln (baghouse) 48400 59600 93000
Electric Utility 48600 70000 159000
Lime Kiln (ESP) 77600 96700 156000

[i] Stationary sources are discounted to reflect _heir
relative ground level ef6ect.

[2] 1965 dollars.

[3] Emissions reductions discounted I0 percent.
[4] Fo_ simplification, the midpoint of the ranges were used,

where applicable.

[5] Ranking based upon ishalable particulate values.
[6] See ReEerences 3 and 4 for other mobile and stationary

Sources.
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that =he HDDV particulate standards are quite cos= effective

when compared to stationary source and other mobile source
controls.

2. NOx

Tables 5-6 and 5-7 present updates of Tables 6-8 and 6-9
in the Draft RIA comparing the relative economic efficiencles

of conmrolling NOx emissions from various mobile and stationary
sources. The values for the more stringent standard for LDVs

has been updamed from 1984 co 1985 dollars by 2.4 percent, i
based upon the consumer's price index for new care, but are i
unchanged otherwise. J5] The values associated wlth I_4 r
programs for LDVs represent more recent EPA estimaues.[lO] The
cost effectiveness values associated with the stationary source
controls of NOx have been updated to reflect more recant i

analysis performed by EPA's office of Air Ouality Planning and
Standards, the South Coasu Air Quality Management District, and
EPA Region IX. [6,7,8,9]

As with diesel parulcukate, the upda=ed estimates for cost
effectiveness of the NOx standards are generally equivalent in

the updated analysis compared to the results in the Draft RIA.
The es=ima=es for HDGEs have increased from _15 to S278/ton and

from S55 to Sl5L/ton* for _he early and later year
standards. J3] This reflects changes in the emission factors
from MOBILE2.5 to MOBILE3 and [ncreases in the cos=s assodiated
with the HDGV NOX standards. Since the emissions reductions

and costs associated with the HDGE NOx standards are small,

even slight changes in =h_ir estimates can have large effects
on the cost effectiveness as has been seen =o be the case.

The final NOx standards for LDTS and HDEs remain quite
favorable in cos=-effac£iveness comparisons =o other mobile and
stationary source controls of Nox. The final NOx standards for
LDTs and HDEs have lower cos_-effectiveness values than almost

all of the other mobile or stationary source control options.
If the stationa_y source NOx emissions were discounted to

reflect their relative ground level effect, as was done for
particulate, the cost effectiveness of the proposed LDT and HDE
NOx standard would compare even more favorably.

* Using undiscounted benefits.
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Table 5-6

Lifetime Effectiveness Comparison
of NOx Control Eoc Mobile Sources

Cost Effectiveness

Source[l] (S/ton)J2,3 1

HDDE 1988 Standard 22
HDDE 1991 Standard 35-81
HDGE 1991 Standard 183
LDT 1988 Standard 263
HDGE 1988 Standard 278
LDVs (I/M, where presently exists for HC/CO) 527[4]
LDVs (_/M, where none presently Eor HC/CO) 2290[4]
LDVS (i.09 to 0.4 g/mi) 2460[5]

[ii Ranked according to midpoint o_ range.
[2] 1985 dollars
[3] Emissions reductions undiscoun_ed.
[4] See Reference 10.
[5] "Cost EfEectiveness of Large Aircraft Engine Emission

DecemberControls l-7gFinal9. Report," U.S. EPA, OAR, OMS, ECTD,

>
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Table 5-7

Annual Cos_-Effeculveness Comparisons

for NOx Connrol of LDTs and HDEs and Suatlonary Sources

Cost Effectiveness

Source_l_ (S/=on)[2,3_

HDDE 1988 Standard 32
HDDE 1991 Standard 52-118

Industrial Residual Oil Boilers 16214]
HDGE 1991 Suandard 267
LDT 1988 Stamdard 40S
_DGE 1988 Suandard 417

Indus_rlal Coal Boilers 456[4]

Internal Combustion Engines 507[4]
Cement Kilns (Calif.) 81215]

Smauionamy Gas Turbine 101014]
Zn_ernal Combusulon Engines (Calif.) 132015]

Glass Mel_ing Furnaces (Calif.) 3550[5]
Refinery Heaters and Boilers (Calif.) 11200[5]

I [i] Ranked according _o midpoint of range
C2] 1985 do_lars

I [3] Emissions reduc'tlons discounted 10%

i [4] See References 6 and 7
[5] For applications in Southern California, see Reference 8

and 9
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D. Conclusion

The cosn effectiveness Of _he particulate and NOx
standards is favorable when compared with other mobile source
control strategies. _"_Is is also true when these standards are
compared with stationary sources. Therefore, based on this
above analysis, the standards appear to be a cost-effectlve

means of reducing paruiculate and NOx emissions compared co
controlling these pollutants from other sources.
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CHAPTE_ 6

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

I. Introduction

In preparing the final rule for new NOx and particulate
standards, EPA considered a wide variety of alternatives. The
evaluation of alte:natlves is intended me identify the best
approach available to EPA and is an essential element of a
Regulatory Impact Analysis performed under Executive Order
12291.

Structurally, this chapter is divided into three broad
secmlons. In the first section, alternatives which were
considered _or LDT NOx emission standards are addressed.
Alternative NOx standards for HDEs are addressed in the second

section of the chapter and alternative particulate standards
for HDDEs are addressed in the third and final section of the

chapter. In all three seccioms, the intent is to develop key
information concerning the costs, emissions impacts, and cost
effectiveness of each alternative. Discussion and evaluation

of the options in Light of this information cam be found in the

preamble to the final rule.

qP_e methodologies used in developing the emissions, costs
and cost-effectiveness values for the alternatives were the
same as those detailed in respective chapters of this
document. Since these methodologies were fIIi£y detailed in the
previous chapters, they are net reproduced here.

II. Alternative Li@ht-Duty Truck (LDT) NOX Standards

The alternative _Ox standards for LDTs which were

considered for this final rule were: L) co retain the existing
NOx standard of 2.3 g/mi, 2) tO implement, effective wlth _he

L988 model year, NOx standards of L.2 g/mi for LDTIs and L.7
g/mi for LDT 2 and 3) to implement, effective with the t988
model year a NOx standard of 1.2 g/mi for LDTLs and to retain
the existing standard of 2.3 g/mi for LDT2s. Since the
implementation of LDT standards for L987, as proposed, has been
ruled out on the bas_s of ieadtime constraints, no other
detailed analysis of _his option was prepared.

_e key facts (emissions, technical difficulty, cost, and

cost effectiveness) pertaining _o each of the alternatives are
summarized in Table 6-t.



Table 6-1

Chart of Key Facts for LET NOx Options

Nationwide NOX Emissions Ten City NOx Emissions COst Effectiver_ee

Option (10OO tons/yr) (tons/year) Technical Cost per (S/ton) [3]
(@/Blm-hr) '1995[I] 2O0011 ] 199511 ] 2000 {i] Difficulty Vehicle 0_disc. 108 Disc.

2.3 (no 24,804(8%)[2] 26,918(17%) [2] 900,600(+2%)[21 972,106(+10%)[21 None ......
_urther

control)

Ll_i'[:1.2 24,593 (7_) 26,605(16%) 877,300(-1%) 937,500(+6%) Low 28 263 405
I/>I_2:1.7
ii_ i988

LUll: ].2 24,668 [7%) 26,677 (16%) 885,800 (0%) 952,200 (+8%) Low 17 233 359
LUg'2:2.3
in 1988

5171_1: 1.2 Improved I_proved I_roved I:l%orove.
LD_2:1.7 over 2 over 2 over 2 over 2
in 1988

(averaging)

1] Ass_*_s a 6.0 g/Bi{P-hr standard in 1988 for HDEs.

2] Figures in parentheses indicate increase over 1982 levels. 1982 _3x Emissions: Ten City Total - 884,800, Nationwide
Total - 22,981,000.
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Undsc cho flrsc alternative (ce_aln the exlsclng NOx
standard for LDTm), costs would be zero since no actions would

be required by .ghe menufaecursrs and reductions in emissions
would also be zero. In the second alternative, shown in Table

6-I as Option 2, the effects on emissions are those which are

projected to accrue from the implementation of the i.2 g/mi
standard _or LDTLs and the 1.7 g/mi standard for LDT2s.
The costs are the total costs associated with the use of the

technologies* necessary : for achieving compliance with the
applicable standard on both groups of LDTs, distributed over
the total number of LDTs to arrive at an average cost per LDT.

Under the third aice_natlve (i,2 g/ml for LDTLs and 2.3 g/el
for LDT2e), emission beneflus are attributable t0 the i.2
g/ml standard appllcable to LDTIs and the cost per vehicle
was developed from the total costs associated with the 1.2 g/ml
standard appllcabls to LDTIs with distribution of the
benefits and costs over the total fleet of LDTs.

In the fourth alternaclve (_he alternative adopted in the
_inal rule), emissions averaging has been included. Since

averaging will provide manufacturers wi_h greater degrees of
freedom in the selection of specific combinations of
technologies and calibrations used on each engine than would be
available wlthou_ averaging, the costs oE complylng with this
alternative while being lower than those associated wluh the

J third alternative can only be developed on an englne-by-engine

basis. At this level Of detail, i.e., on an englne-by-englne
basis, the informauion necessary _or optimizing the trade-offs

between costs and emisslons by engine and the subsequent
integration into the determination of average eompliance with
the standard is only available to each manufacturer _or shelf
specific engines. BPA has, chefs,ore, no_ attempted to
quantify the exact "magnitude o_ the reductions in costs

relative co the non-averaging alternative and consequently the
improvemem_s _n cost effectiveness at_rlbu_abie to the fourth
alternative.

* For LDGTs, this mean recalibrat[on of existing three-way
closed-loop systems and the conversion to three-way
closed-loop systems where these systems are not already in
use, and for LDDTs the addition of EGR where EGR is not

already in use an_ the conversion co electronically
controlled EGR where EGR is already in use.
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III. Alternative Heav_-Duty En@ine (HDE) NOx Standards

The alternative NOZ standards considered for heavy-duty
engines were_ i) to retain the exlst[ng standards, 2) uo
implement a NOx standard of 6.0 g/BHP-hr in 1988 with no
subsequent change in this standard, 3) to implement a NOx
standard of 6.0 g/BHP-hr in 1988 followed by Implementatlon of

a 5.0 g/BHP-hr NOx standard in 1991 with no subsequent change
in the 5.0 standard and 4) the same a_andards and

implementation dates as alcernatlve 3, but with the addition of
average starting with implementation of the 5.0 g/BHP-hr
standard in 1991. As was the case for _ighu-duty trucks, the
originally proposed dates for possibte new standards of i987
and 1990 have been eliminated due co ieadtime constraints.

The key facts pertaining to each of the HDE NOx standard
alternatives are shown in Table 6-2. Differences in _he

emissions, costs and cost-effectlveness values between the

alternatives result from the following. Under the first
alte_natlve (retain the existing standard), costs and effects
on emissions would both be zero. For the second alternative

the costa are limited to those associated with the appllcatlon
of the changes* necessary for compliance wihh the 6.0 g/BHg-hr
standard as shown in Chapter 2 with the effects on emissions
being projected into the L995 and 2000 time_rames. In _he
third alternative, the marginal costs shown are the incremental
increase of the 5.O g/BHP-hr standard beyond those of the 6.0
g/BHP-hr standard resulting from further additions and/or

modifications of the combinations of technologies prevlously
identified at _hs 6.0 g/BHP-hr standard level and the benefits
are those as caLcuLated in Chapter 4. The overaLL cost per
engine in Option 3 is the sum of the incremental cost _or
Option 3 and that for Option 2, treated as if it were added in
199L. Since the sales welghcing between gas and diesel engines

changes between 1988 and L991, the overall cost shown is
slightly different than a simple sum of the costs o_ Options 2
and 3. Averaging for HDE NOx was treated in the same fashion
as was £1ght-duty truck NOx averaging.

* For gasoline HDEs, the changes used are ignition tlmlng

retard and the recaLibretlon of EGR systems, for diesel
HDEs, combinations of the following technoiogles would be
used: injection timing retard, addition of aftercoo£{ng
to some engines, addition of variabie injection timing to
some engines, and modification of variable injection
timing on some engines already equipped with thla feature
and improvements in aftercooLing and _urbocharglng on some
engines already equipped with these features.



Table 6-2

Chart of Ke_ Fac_s fo_ HDE NOx Options

Nationwide NOx Emissions Ten City NOx £m_ssions Cost Effectiveness

Option (1800 tons/_r) (tons/year) Technical Cost per {S/ton) [3]
(@/BHP-hr) 199511] 2000[I] 1995111 2000111 Difficult Z Vehlcle[31 Ondisc. . 10% Disc.

• 10.7 (No 26,007(13_) [2] 28,367(23%)I2] 959,500(+8%){2] 1,045,800(+18%)[2] None ......
fur ther

control)

• 1988:6.0 24,804(8%) 26,918(17%) 900,600(+2%) 972,'100(+10%) Low 36 24 35

. 1988:6.0 24,567(7%) 26,530(15%) 087,600(0%) 950,100(+7%) Moderately 79-166 40-83 58-122
1991:5.0 8i9h (41-128) (I00-314) (149-465) |4

• 1988:6.0 24,567(7%) 26,530(15%) 887,600(0%) ,950,100(+7%) Improved Improved Improved Improved
1991:5.0 over 3 over 3 over 3 over 3 _"
(averaging) L,

I] Assu_es LDT standard of 2.3 g/mi.
2] Figures in parentheses indicate increase over 1982 levels. 1982 Nox Emissions: Ten City Total - 884,800, Nationwide

total - 22,981,000.

3] Figures used represent long-term effect of the standards. Cost in first year or two will be somewhat higher due to a
short-term fuel economy effect.

4] Figures in parentheses indicate marginal cost and C/E relative to Option 2.
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IV. Alt@rnamlve Heav[-Dut_ Diesel Engine (HDDE) Particulate

Standards

The originally proposed implemenmazlon dates of 1987 and
1990 have been revised to 1988 and 1991, respecmlvely due to
leadtlma constraints. Therefore, the alternative particulate
standards for HDDEe which were considered for this flnal rule

are as foilowsz l) the introduction Of no standard(s) for

particulate emissions, 2) implementation of an englne-out
particulate standard oE 0.6 g/BHP-hr effective with the 1988
model year with no subsequent reduction in the standard, 3)
implementation of an englne-out standard of 0.6 g/BHP-hr in mhe
1988 model year and the Implementation of a 0.25 g/BHP-hr
standard in 1991 achieved through the use of particulate trap
technology, wluh averaging being allowed starting with the 1991
model year, 4) the same as alternative three but with the

addition of a 0.10 g/SHP-hr standard for urban buses without
the availability of averaging fo_ buses, 5) the same as
alternaulve three but with the addition of a 0.SO g/BHP-hr
englne-out standard for llne-haul HDDEs, 6) implementation of
an englne-out particulate standard of 0.6 g/BHP-hr in 1988 and
the [mplementatlon of a O.10 g/BHP-hr standard in 1991 achieved

through the use of psrtlcula_e trap technology wluh averaging
being allowed starting in 199l and 7) the same as aluernatlve
three (0.6 g/BHP-hr in L988, 0.25 g/BHP-hr with averaging in
1991 for al[ HDDEs except urban buses, and O.lO g/BHP-hr for
urban buses without averaging), plus the implementation of a
0.I0 g/BHP-hr standard effective in 1994, with averaging for
all HDDEs except u:ban buses where _he 0.L0 g/BHP-hr,

non-averaglnq standard would be retained.

The key facts pertaining to the alternative particulate

standards which were considered are shown £n Table 6-3. The
factors bearing on the differences in emissions, costs and
cost-effectlveness values between aluernatlves are discussed
below.

_n the cost of the first alternative, costs are zero since

no action would be requlred on the part of the manufacturers.
Changes in partlculaue emissions are also zero. The cost of

the 0.6 g/BHP-hr particulate standard was developed from the
cost of the changes, modifications, and where required,
addlulons in hardware necessary* _or the attalnmenu of the
standard.

* Technologies applicable uo attainment of a 0.6 g/BHP-hr
particulate standard include: the addition of or

modi£1caulons to variable injection timing for enhanced
transient airluck ratio con_rol, combustion chamber

modifications and improved air swirl, improved
uurbschargers to enhance transient response and air flow,
improved Injectors and fuel injection pumps and increased
injection pressures.



Table 6-3

Chart of Key Facts for NDDE Particulate Control O_tions

Discounted
Total Mobile Source Cost Effect-

Option 'Emissions (tons/year) _ype of cahtrol Technical Cost [_er tivenesa

{_/BHi_-hr) 1995 2000 System Required[l] Difficulty Vehicle(l] , (S/ton1

i. No Control 87,949(+65%) [2] i08,941(+i05%) [2] None None ....

2. 1988:0.60 80,385(+51%) 99,369(+87%) Non-trap Low 46 2710

3A. 1988:0.60 61,169(+15%) 78,557(+33%) 60_ Trap High 631-736 8,890-10,480
1991:0.25 (A) (585-690) (10,800-12,800) [3]
{w/averaging (A))

38. 1988:0.60 59,731(+12%) 68,344(+28%) Buses: 100% Trap High 671-774 8,950-10,30014]

1991: 0.25(A) Other: 60% Trap (625-728) (i0,800-12,600)
O.lO

for urban buses

3C. 1988:0.60 67,008(+26%) 78,949(+48%) Urban: 60% Trap Mederately 358-491 7,050-8,930
1991:0.25 (A) High (342-445) (9,000-11,700)
for urban _H3DE's Other: Non-trap

0.50

for line-haul HEDE'S

3D. 1988:0.60 52,933(-0.5%) 58,209(+9%) ].00%Trap Very lligh 1,211-1,382 12,900-14,700
199l: 0010(A) (1,165-1,336) (15,100-17,400) [5]

4. 1988:0.60 57,230(+8%) 59,316(+11%) 1991: 60% Trap High 966-1,122 10,300-i1,900

1991: 0.25(A) 1994: 90% Trap (296-347) (15,600-18,300)[6]
0.I0

for urban buses

1994: O. i0 (A)

Ill Except for Option 3D, all figures represent long-term effects of the standard. Cost figures would be somewhat
greater in the early years because of greater trap usage due to higher ergine-out particulate levels.

[21 Figu:,_.'_illparerLtlie_s Lnd_cate change from 1984 levels. 1994 Diesel PM Emissions: 53,208.
IJl F*q,J:..:l_n i_rentI,:ues il_licate ii_rginal C/E relative to Option 2, unless otherwise noted.

_4[ '1%._,i_l,J_n_J]c_st ai_l C/E f_)r the buses, relative to Option 2, are cost = $1,712, C/E = $2,700/ton.
[5_ l(et_tivu to Option 38 the increlrestal C/E = 24,200-26,800.

[6J Colnpated relative to Option 38.
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For all of the alternatives which included the

introduction of a 0.25 g/BHP-hr particulate standard effective
with the 1991 model year (options 3A, 3B, 3C, and 4), the

marginal cost of the 0.25 g/BHP-hr standard is the increase in
cost beyond that shown for the 0.6 g/BHP-hr. It is derived
from the application of particulate traps and the fuel economy
effects of traps, taking into consideration the effects of

averaging. Englne-out particulate levels anticipated to be
achievable in the Long run (i.e., following the initial couple

of years) were developed. These engine-out leve_s were then
combined with a trap efficiency of 80 percent to determine the
trap application rate necessary for compliance with the 0.25
g/BHP-hr standard. The trap application rate so determined was

60 percent.

For Option 3A, where all HDDEs would be required to comply
with a 0.25 g/BHP-hr particulate standard, the marginal cost
per engine was derived from the sum of the total cost of
applying traps to 60 percent of the engines, expressed as an
average over all HDDEs. In Option 3B, the marginal per engine
cosm is the average cost over all engines of applying traps in
iOO percent of the urban buses (which constitute 2 percent of
HDDEs) plus 60 percent trap utilization on the remaining 98

j percent of HDDEa. In the case of Option 3C, 36 percent of all
HDDEs are considered to be in Line-haul operation. The

marginal cost par engine for this alternative is, £herefore,
the cost of applying traps at a trap 5nsuailation rate of 60
percent on those HDOEs which are not used in line-haul
operations (64 percent of the fleet) combined with the cost Of

compliance with a 0.50 g/SHP-hr standard for the ilne-haui
engines (estlmaued at one-thlrd to two-thirds the cost of a
trap system). The tabulated Value represents the sales
weighted combination of these costs.

For option 3D, essentially I00 percen_ usage of

partlculace traps would be required. In addition, In this
ulmeframe EPA also estimates chat some small added fuel economy

penalty would be associated with a 0.lO g/BHP-hr standard
effective in 1991. This value is estimated at about 0.5

percent. The marginal costs shown in Table 6-3 are, therefore,
those attributable to the insuaLlatlon of particulate traps on
all engines plus the fuel economy effects of trap usage on all
HDDEs.

The marglmal costs applicable to Option 4 (the aluernatlve
adopted in the final rule) are the costs reiaulve to Option 3_
of applying a sufficient number of 85 to 90 percenu efficient
traps in 1994 so as uc achieve the 0.LO g/BHP-hr standard for
all HDDEs, allowing averaging _or all engines except those used
in urban buses. In determining _he trap application rate
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required for non-urban bus HDDEs, allowance was made for some
expected improvements in available trap efficiency between 1991
and i994 and slight reduculons in englne-out parulculate

levels. The trap appllcauion raue so determined was 90 percent
on non-urban bus HDDEs. In addition, _hls time period will
allow manufacturers uo overcome the additional fuel economy
penalty associated with adopting 0.10 g/BHP-hr in 1991. The
comus per engine represent _he weighted average of uhe sum of
the trap costs for a g0 percenu trap appllcaulon rate on

non-urban-bus HDDEs plus uhe coats of a 100 percent trap
application rate uo uhe 2 percent of HDDEs used in urban buses.

The above discussions described the marginal cost for each

of uhe alternauivse. Also given are overall cosus of each
option, which are simply the sum of uhe marginal cosus of uha_
option plus any prior options included as earller steps. _or
example, the overall cost of Option 4 is the sum of the
marglnal cosus of Opulons 2, 3B and 4.
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Summary and Analysis of Comments on the
Proposed Particulate Test Procedure for

Heavy-Duty Diesel Engines

Following the publication of the NPRM, the HDD
manufacturers submitted written comments on the proposed
particulate test procedure. Also, a meeting was held between
the Engine Manufacturers Association (EMA) and EPA on January
28, 1985 during which HDD particulate test procedure details
were discussed. A memorandum describing this meeting is

available in Docket A-80-18. The written test procedure
comments as well as the verbsl comments made at this meeting
are su_arlzed and analyzed below in four groups.

The first group includes those which were well supported
by data or engineering analysis and which will not affect
measured particulate mass. The recommendation here is to
essentially accept the test procedure revisions contained in
these comments.

The second group of issues include those which were not

well supported by available data or englneecing analzsls and
where the available data indicated that the change could
significantly aEfect measured pa/ticulate mass. The
recommendation here is to deny these requests for test
procedure changes, until it becomes clear that such changes
will not affect particulate measurements.

The third group of issues are those upon which EPA

requested comment in the proposed rule, and the Eourth group
are those which do not relate to Subpart N but are stiLL

related to heavy-duty engine testing•

The analysis of each issue begins with a short description
of the aspect of the test procedure in question. The comments
made on this aspect are then summarized. Finally, the

available information relating to the issue is analyzed and a
receRt_endation is made.

I. Recommendations Accepted by EPA

Exhaust System Length

Section 86.1327-87(f) o_ the proposed regulatb_ns
specifies that the distance from the manifold to the end )6
chassis-type exhaust system should be a maximum oE 12 feet.
Also, the length of exhaust system tubing from exit of the
chassis-type system or from the manifold to the dilution tunnel
shall be no more than 12 feet (maximum), if uninsulated, 9_ 20
feet (maximum), if insulated. This tubing shall be made _:
stainless steel.

Summary of Comments: Ford is concerned that: i) l! _._.!'
oE chassis-type system may be coo short for all in-use syst,.:" _.
and 2) two maximum exhaust system lengths are possitJ_._.

r
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depending on whether a chassis type system is used (32 feet is
maximum) or if not (20 feet maximum).

EMA expressed concerned about the following three issues:

i. "EPA has addressed the issue of exhaust system
design in the existing Final Rule for gaseous emissions (48 FR
52227) considering the effect oE upcoming particulate control•
rn Section 86.1327-84(f)(2)(i) of this final rule, EPA permits

a total of 32 feet length from engine to tunnel inlet."

"Engine manufacturers have all completed permanent test
cell installations following these guidelines. EPA has made
some significant changes in the current proposed rule (49FR @
40314) that will cause significant modifications and undue
expense. EPA states that both a chassis-type and a
facility-type exhaust system may be used. rt is not clear that

they infer "simultaneously." [E EPA intends to permit only one
or the other system, then the individual lengths permitted

would require major teat cell modifications to most facilities."

I 2. EMA is also concerned that the material that was

specified for the tubing is stainless steel which they believe
(a) is different from the gaseous emissions rule, and (b) is
not Necessary.

• 3. EMA also requested that the rules exclude insulation
in the vicinity of instrumentation such as smokemeters.

Mack also expressed concern on the issue of exhaust tubing
lengths. Their position, while raised separately, is generally
the same as the EMA position.

Analysis oE Comments and Reeommendatlon: The wording [n
the proposed test procedure regarding allowable exhaust system

lengths is somewhat ambiguous. It was intended to specify a
total exhaust system length of 32 feet, with the option of
using, either a chassis type system (with its own length
limitation), a facility type system or both together.

The final rule limits the amount of uninsulated tubing to
12 feet, which limits the amount of conductive cooling that can
be achieved from the tubing walls at a place where the

temperature differential is greatest. Yet, having up to 12
feet of uninsulated pipe provides reasonable flexibility for
engine changes without the incumberance of insulation. If the
typical length of an engines chassis exhaust is greater than 12
feet, use of the typical _ength is permitted, but only 12 feet
of it can be uninsu[ated.

A provision should also be made for up to 18 inches of
uninsulated tubing for instrumentation (an in line smoke me_e_,
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for example) since such instrumentation is required by EPA.

However, to maintain a consistent limit on uninsulated tubing,
such an uninsulated portion should he counted towards the
maximum total uninsulated length of 12 feet.

Based on EPA's experience, it appears that the type of
tubing steel should be irrelevant for diesel particulate
testing since it is soon covered with a layer o6 particulate

and further wall contact of the exhaust stream is unlikely.
The only exception would be steel with an extremely rough
surface which persisted despite a layer of deposited
particulate, which could OCCUr if a rustable steel were used,

This could cause additional deposition. Thus, the tubing
specification should be changed to include typical in-use
exhaust system materials, which comld reduce costs for some
laboratories. However, the steel should be free from any rust.

Thus, in summary, it is recommended that the exhaust system
specifications be changed and clariEied to include provisions

for l) a total length of 32 feet, 2) a system which can he
either chassis or facility type, 3) no mere than 12 feet of
uninsulated tubing, 4) tubing is vicinity of instrumentation
can be uninsulated, and 5) tubing can be made of typical in-use
materials, but must be free of rust.

Dilution Air Filtering or Baokpressure Measurement

• Section 86.1310-87(b)(1)(iv)(B) of the proposed test
procedures requires the primary and secondary dilution air to
he filtered if background particulate is not measured.

Summary o6 Comments: BMA commented that if a manufacturer
does not filter dilution air or measure and correct for

background particulate, the manufacturer will only be
penalizing itself and not the environment (i.e., this will
cause a higher particulate emission calculation). Thus, EMA

recommended that the engine manufacturer should be given the
option to simply use good engineering judgment to account for
background particulate (i.e., filter dilution air, measure Of
background particulate levels, or ensure backpressure levels
are sufficiently low so as to be ignored).

Ford also believed that need for filtering or background
correlation should be established by the manufacturer. It
recommended monthly background checks, and if background
particulate is Less than I percent of the standsrd, then it is
assumed to be zero and background samples need not be taken
with each exhaust sample.

Analysis of Commen_s snd Recommendations: EPA believes

that filtering dilution air or accounting for background
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particulate levels is good engineering practice. However, if
background particulate levels are very low, there will be a

negligible error in the emission results. In any event, any
error will only overstate true particulate emissions.

Therefore, it is recommended that the manufacturer be given the [
option Co control or account for background particulate as it i
sees fit.

[

Calculation of Measured Particulate Mass i

Section 86.1342-87 of the proposed regulations states "The
mass of partioulates...is determined from the following

equation when a heat exchanger is used (i.e. no flow
compensation):

P P

Pmass= (Vmix ÷ Vsf) x ( _ bf ) x (i - I/DF)
v V

sf bf

Where:

Vmix - Total dilute exhaust volume (standard
conditions)

Vsf - Total relume of sample removed from the
primary tunnel

P_ = Mass of particulate on the sample filter

Pbf - Net weight Of particulate on the background

i particulate filter

;I Vbf = Corrected volume of primary dilution all
sampled by background particulate sampler

DF = Dilution factor

There are three issues here, They are: I) should _he
particulate mass on the filter plus the background be corrected
for dilution factor effects, or should just the background De
corrected, 2) should the calculation be based on Vm,x Or the
sum Of Vml. and V_,,, and 3) which equations should be

specified for systems ether than flow systems with a heat
•exchanger.

Summary of Comments: E_._ commented on all three of these
issues with the following state_ent. "The p_oposed equation is
both in-ecro_ and is inconsistent with all the equation_

puDlished in _he Fina| Rule for Gaseous Emissions (4_R
p.52236) _86.13_2-84(c). In all the equations (i) through (4)
of this paragraph, HC, HOx, CO, and CO_ mass ale calculated
based on Vmi. and no_ 9n _he sum of V.,,. + V_r, V., _s
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not a significant portion of Vmi_, typically Vsr is less
than 0.i percent of Vm,K and can be ignored and it should be

just as it is in the Einal rule for gaseous emissions. Also,
all these gaseous equations correct only the background
measurement by the dilution ratio effect. Therefore, the
equation Ear Pmass should be:

P P
f bf

Pmass = Vmix x V - v x (I - I/DF)
sf bE

Other sampling procedures will require diEferent
equations, e.g., proportional mass flow control system and

I systems where only secondary dilution air is filtered,
manufacturers should have the option to use alternate equations
compatible with their systems and good engineering practice."

Analysis oE Comments and Recommendation: [t is

technically correct that only background should be corrected
Ear dilution factor affects (this was a typographical error).

It is also true that the current equation only applies to
certain system designs. Thus, use oE other equations that are
based on sound engineering principles, should be permitted Ear
alternate systems, buC subject to prior approval with the
alternate system itself.

However, while V_r is sm'all Ear many systems, including
essentially all gaseous pollutant sampling systems, with some
double dilution particulate sampling systems it could be
significant. Therefore, V,r should continue to be included

in the equation, if significant. However, little accuracy
would be lost if V,r were ignored if it was less than 0.5
percent Of VmL,.

Thus, the recommendation is that i) sampling volume
(V,r) be retained in the equation, if it is less than 0.5
percent oE Vm,., 2) only background be corrected for dilution

factor effects, and 3) other equations be permitted, if
approved in advance by the Administrator.

Balance Requirement_

Section 86.1312-87(b) of the proposed regulation requires
that the balance used to determine the weights of all Eilters

shall have a precis[_M _ud readability of one microgram.

Summary of Co_}enns: EF_ does not believe that the one
microgram balance is necessary Because the accuracy gained does
not justify the add_Lonai expense and increased weighing :ime
associated with the one microgram balance. _n addition, _o
EMA's knowledge there are not any one microgram electronic
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balances available that have weighing chambers large enough for
the 90 mm or 110 mm filters that are used on the EPA transient

test cycle.

EMA also presented the results of an analysis that was
conducted that compared the overall accuracies expected with 1
and i0 microgram balances. The i0 microgram balance was

analyzed assuming a precision of 20 micrograms. EMA concluded
that although the 1 microgram balance improves the filter
weighing accuracy by a factor 20, this accuracy is lost in the
particulate equation where other measurements are included that
have 1 percent, 2 percent, or even 3 percent uncertainty. The
net effect is that the I microgram balance, as compared to the
i0 microgram balance with a precision of 20 micrograms, reduces
the error by only .02 percent, from 5.30 percent to 5.28 i

percent. (This was calculated with e filter loading of 4 mg.)
EMA believes that this example illustrates the fact that there
is little benefit in having one measurement substantially more
accurate than other measurements used in the same process.

EMA also makes an argument about the cost Of balances. A

typical i0 microgram balance costs approximately $3,000 but a i
microgram balance costs approximately $7,000. They feel that
the additional expense Of a I microgram balance should not be

forced upon manufacturers because the above analysis does not
justify it in terms of'gained accuracy.

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: EMA's analysis
of errors contained in their test procedure comments appears
fundamentally sound. The affect of using a balance wi_h a I

precision of 20 micrograms end a readability of 10 micrograms
appears minor and thus it is recommended that the test
procedures be changed to reflect this.

Filter Reweighing

Section 86.[339-87 of the proposed regulations requires
that if a filter is removed from the weighing chamber and not
used within one hour, it must be ceweighed.

Summary of Comments: EMA sees no justification for _his
requirement and recommends its deletion. They argue tidal
"there can be occurrences when an unscheduled test delay occurs
and filter and holder assemblies remain out of the weighEr_g

chamber for more than one hour. During this delay, the f_ Itel
disc may be installed in the sealed holder and no changes In
dust or moisture content could occur, rE the filter ass,_:'=:?
was installed in she test fixture during this delay and : ..

moisture penetration and deposition could occur, more mo_:;" .:,.
deposition will occur during aubsequent sampling of the ex:: , .
gas mixture. All moisture deposition either prior to or J.: .: :

i
i
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sampling that is condensed on the filter will become adjusted
to the weighing room's moisture level during the stabilization

period prior to final weighing."

Analysis of Conunents and Recommendation: The purpose of
the rules regarding reweighing is to reduce water vapor and

particulate contamination of filters Erom sources other than
test-generated exhaust. If a filter is installed in a
completely sealed filter assembly, or a sealed filter holder
assemDiy is placed in the sampling line through which there is
no flow, then such contamination should be so negligible that
filters should be able to go up to 8 hours before they would
have to be reweighed. However, if these conditions of filter
placement are not met, then filters should be reweighed after 1
hour. Thus, it is recommended that the requirements be changed
to: l) speciEy reweighing after 8 hours if the filter is in a
sealed holder assembly or in a sealed assembly mounted in a

sampling system through which there is no flow, and 2) specify
reweighing after one hour if the above filter placement
criteria are not met.

"Sandwich" Filter Handling and Weighing

Section 86.1339-87 of the proposed rules requires that

both the primary and backup filter be weighed independently so
that the ratio Of their net weights can be determined. The

backup filter net weight is deleted if it is less than 5
percent of the total.

Summary of Comments: E_ comments that "Some EMA members
weigh both primary and back-up filters together as a pair.
Then, after sampling, in removing filters from the holders, the

back-up filter is inverted on top of the p_imary filter placing
both faces with sample accalnulation 'sandwiched' to the

inside. This procedure reduces the potential of lost sample
since now the tilter 'sandwich' can be handled with tongs
anywhere including the center. This is especially desirable
with large diameter filters which tend to sag when supported at
the end. Weighing as a pair will, of course, reduce the number
of required weighings, but will not permit the determination of
the ratio of the net weights which is the manufacturers

penalty."

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: The procedure
that EMA discusses appears to be technically sound. Less oE
sample from filters that are weighted individually does not
appear to be a problem at the present, but the EMA procedure
appears to reduce the likelihood of sample loss even 6urthe[.

The _ule allowing a laboratory to not count up to 5

percent of total particulars tilter loading due to particulate
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on the back-up filter is another point that EMA brought up that
also • deserves analysis. Whereas this has been a part of the

HDD particulate testing procedures from their inception, it is
not good practice since it allows up to a 5 percent error which
could easily be avoided. This change will not be made during
this rulemaking because prior notice has not been given and
some may consider it an increase in stringency. Nevertheless,
its elimination should be considered in the Euture.

The recommended action on this issue is that the

"sandwich" Eilter handling and weighing procedure be permitted.

Provision for Automatic Data Collection Systems

Section 86.1310-87(h)(5)(iii) of the proposed rules
specifies that "Chart deflections should be converted to
concentration before flow compensation and integration"
(underlining added).

Summary of Comments: Ford feels that this does not
account for automatic data collection (ADC) systems and
therefore, should be changed to include chart deflections and

analyzer voltage output.

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: This section
dates from a period when ADC systems were generally not used.
AOC systems are now common and therefore Ford's recommendation

is quite reasonaDle. Therefore, it is recommended that use of
analyzer voltage output be permitted.

Hot-Start Restart for Reasons Other Than Engine Stall

The current regulations for gaseous emissions (Subpart N,
Section 86.1336-84(c)(3)) provides for a hot-start restart if
the engine stalls, but no provision is made for hot-start
restart after operator error or other small malfunctions that
can void a test.

Summary of Comments: Caterpillar suggested including test
voiding in the wording for hot start restarts. They feel that
this would improve testing efficiency.

Analysis of Comments and Reeemmesdatio___n: The rules
regardisg hot-start cycle restarts were revised to include
equipment malfunctions and were published in the Federal
Re_Ister as technical amendments on December i0, 1984. These
changes should adequately address Caterpillar's concerns on
this issue.

[I. Recommendations No_ Accepted by £PA

Six comments addressed aspects of the procedure which have
the potential to substsntiall7 affect measured particulate_ [!_
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no case was there a substantial amount of data available upon
which to base a decision. However, in every case the available
data indicated that measured particulate mass could be affected

and thus that the current specification was necessary to
prevent biased measurements and unnecessary variability. In a

few cases, the analysis indicated that even the present
specifications may allow undue variability in particulate
measurements. These aspects of the procedure should be
reevaluated in the near future.

Location of Sample Line Temperature Specifications

Section 86.1310-87(b)(1)(1)(A) of the proposed regulation
specifies a maximum temperature of 125°F at the sampling zone
(in the primary tunnel) fo[ single-dilution systems, but for
double dilution systems, the 125°F criteria applies at the
filter face.

Summary of Comments: EMA recommends that the requirement
to be below 125°F at the sample zone for single dilution be
changed to refer to 125°F or less at the particulate filter, in

line with the double-dilution temperature requirement. The EMA
feels that this temperature limit is generic in nature and not

dependent on the type o6 sampling system used; i.e., this
temperature limit and location should also apply to single
dilution systems.

EMA also presented data that they feel indicates that the
sample zone temperature has no influence on the single-dilution

particulate results. This data compares simultaneous samples
taken with a single-dilution s?stem and a double-dilution

system. The single-dilution system had a peak sample zone
temperatures in the 220°F range yet peak filter temperatures 06
about IIO°F. The heat loss was taking place in the sample
transfer tubing and filter holder. The ave[age difference in
particulate mass results between the two systems was less than
0.5 percent.

In the EMA-EPA meeting of Janua[y 28, 1985, it became
apparent that the main issue here was the amount o6 hest

transfer that can be permitted in the sample transfer sections
of the single-dilution or, for that matter, the double-dilution
system.

• Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: EPA's diesel
particulate sampling system specifications are based on sere[31

precepts, two of which [elate to the issue raised by E_%.
These are: i) exhaust should be cooled to 125°F or less pr!:t
to particulate sampling, and 2) this should be done to "n,

greatest extent possidle by coevection (i.e., using dilu_ r_
air) as this is the manne[ in which exhaust from an ln-,i_e
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engine is cooled in the atmosphere, The issue here is not the
125=F maximum temperature but rather how to achieve it.

i

I The criteria for heavy-duty single dilution sampling
I systems came from those for light-duty (LD) particulate

sampling systems, which is the area where most of the data
exist with respect to testing procedures. The light-duty
criteria (which is a single dilution system) is a maximum

temperature of 125_F or less in the dilution tunnel. This
reflects EPA's desire to maximise heat transfer by convection

(i.e., all cooling must take place in the tunnel) and limit
conductive heat transfer (i.e., heat loss in the sample line
cannot be used to reach the 125°F limit).

For heavy-duty (HD) particulate sampling, the same tunnel

maximum temperature of 125°F for a single dilution system
represents a direct extrapolation from LD experience and is,
technically, the most desirable system. However, for HD this
requires very large CV$ systems (and large costs) and thus EPA
has allowed the alternate, double dilution system. EPA's
intent for this double dilution system is the same as for the
single dilution system; to achieve the majority Of cooling
through convection. In establishing the specification for
temperature (125_F) for this double dilution system, it was
applied to the filter face rather than the tunnel since all of
the tunnel flow is filtered 4*.d th_ _nd of the dilution tunnel

is essentially the same as the filter face (i.e., it does not
matter which is specified).

The data presented by EMA (see Table A-I) compares the
particulate results from a single dilution system experiencing
a minimum of II0°F of conductive cooli,g to results from a
double dilution system which also appears to allow much
conductive cooling. The double dilution system used conforms
to EPA regulations, the specifications for which were made with

two purposes in mind. One was to limit conductive cooling.
The other was to allow reasonable lengths of transfer lines,
etc., for ease of assembly and location in the test cell. It
appears that the flexibility granted may have been excessive,
as it was not the intent of EPA to permit excessive conductive
cooling from the double dilution system. Thus, at issue is not

so much the single dilution system specifications buC rather
those of the double dilution system, which may have to be
modified in order to reduce the allowable amount of conductive

cooling,

While there is a limited amount of data which shows the

effect of conductive heat loss from sample transfer lines on

particulate concentrations (particulate increases as the degree
of conductive cooling increases),[iI" what is available

• Numbers in brackets refer to References found at the end
of this section.
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indicates that conductive cooling should be limited to the
fullest extent possible. Ndne of it argues for Eurther
relaxations. Thus, it is recommended that no changes be made

in the specifications for single dilution systems, since this
system still represents that which is technically most
desirable. No tightening oE the specifications for the double
dilution system should be made at this time, since none were

proposed. Howevec, the specifications for the double dilution
system should be _eevalusted in the future to determine if the
degree of conductive cooling currently allowed is acceptable.

Sample Flow Specifications and Proportionality

Section 86.1310-87(b)(6),, paragraphs (1)(B and e),
(ii)(E)(l and 2) and (ii)(G and H), require that the gas stream
temperature into the particulate sampling system flow

instrumentation and sample pumps be maintained st 77 ° _9°F, and
also that certain temperatures be maintained within limits of

z5°F.

The intent of these proposed requirements is to assure
accurate measurement of both the exhaust sample mass extracted

from the primary tunnel and the mass of the secondary dilution
air entering the particulate system. This allows establishing
a means for maintaining the proportionality between the primary
tunnel mass flow and the extracted exhaust sample.

Summary of Comments: EMA and GM expressed in their
written comments that they believe that this section of the
regulations should provide system performance requirements, but
should not mandate the means by which such performance is
accomplished.

In the EPA/E_ meeting subsequent to the submission oE the

written comments, it became apparent that an additional major
issue of concern is the issue of proportionality between tunnel

and sample flow. EMA's position is that: i) the proposed
regulations currently permit a *5 percent deterioration in
sample flow from the set point for non-flow compensated
systems, and this same Z5 percent tolerance should be perminted
for flow compensated systems, and 2) a Z2 percent flow change
specification is permitted for the main tunnel flow, and these
two flows (tunnel and sample lines) are independent and thus

the permissible limits should be added to permit a total of Z7
percent deviation from proportionality.

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: The proposed
temperature requirements fo[ particulate sampling system flow
instrumentation and sample pumps ale appropriate for some
systems but may non be appropriane for others. This cam De
addressed by retaining the current proposals for sample flow
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handling and measurement but adding a provision that permits
alternate systems if these are shown to yield equivalent

results and i_ approved in advanced by the Administrator.
Section 86.1310-87(a)(7) contains a similar statement, but it

is not clear if it pertains to particulate sample flew handling
and instrumentation systems and, thus, the above clarification
will be useful.

The proposed rules are not adequately clear on the limits

of proportionality. The rules should be made explicit and
uniform for both types of systems (_low compensated and
non-flow compensated). The question is what should the

speolfications be.

EMA believes that tunnel flow and sample line flow are

independent and therefore the tunnel flow limits (Z2 percent)
and nonproportional flow limits (Z5 percent) should simply be
added together to yield overall proportionality limits of Z7
percent. While the independence of these two errors can be
debated, the issue here is not equity, but accuracy. The

errors allowed for the currently specified system were derived
from the limits of equipment, not a decision that the errors

were the lowest desirable. Flow-compensating equipment

available commercially is capable of meeting a Z5 percent error
specification at a reasonable cost. The overall
proportionality limit of flow-compensated systems should,

i therefore, remain at the _5 peugeot l_vel contained in the
proposed rules. However, this level of non-proportionality (X5
percent) may itself De excessive sad should be studied
farther. E_ has stated that they will be submitting data on
this issue, which should be useful for this purpose.

Thus, in summary the reco_nended resolution of this issue
is that i) the proposed flow handling and measurement wording

be retained, 2) a provisio_ be added that permits alternate
systems if these are shown to Field equivalent results, and 3)
a clarification be added which states that the Z5 percent
_proportionality limit applies to both flow compensated and
non-flow compensated systems.

Test Cell Temperatures During Natural Cooldown

Section 86.1334-84 requires the test cell temperature

during natural cooldown to be 68 to 86°F,

Summa ry of Conlments: EMA states in their written
submission that;

"...None o6 the engine manufacturers have the capability
of cooling _he tes_ cells to assure that the natural
cooldown temperature limit can be met. If the limit c_n
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not be met, then a test may be postponed until the weather
changes. This practice _e CUrrently inefficient, but it
will become intolerable when Selective Enforcement

Auditing becomes effective."
r

i "In Section 86.1330-84 the cell ambient temperature during
I the transient test is not required to be controlled for
i engines which do not have temperature dependent auxiliary
i emission control devices. The logic used for the cell

ambient temperature during the transient test should also

be applied to the natural oooldown."
I

In an EPAIEMA meeting subsequent to the submission ofEMA's comments, this issue was discussed further. One aspect

! of the discussion centered on the fact that two different
temperatures are specified in the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) at which a cold start emissions test can be started. If
the engine is fo_ce cooled, it cannot be started unless the 0il
sump is at 75°F, yet if the engine is naturally cooled it can
be started at 86aF. This requirement has been in place since
1984.

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: The fundamental
purpose for cooling an engine by either natural or forced means
is to bring it to a temperature that is somewhat representative
of an in-use engines cold start. This is particularly
important for the measurement of HC afld particulate emissions,
since emissions of these pollutants tend to decrease as cold

start temperatures increase, The temperature specification
that was selected for natural cool down was 77°F, with a

tolerance range of z9"F. This was based on the current
light-duty practice. Even though the upper limit of this range
is 86"F, good engineering practice would dictate a target value
for natural cool down of 77"F, and this is in fact the intent
of the rule. The fairly wide tolerance band is due to the fact
that most test ceils due not have precise temperature control,
particularly in the summer.

A forced cool down procedure was added at manufacturers'
request to shorten the time necessary to prepare an engine for
a cold-start test. The upper temperature limit of 75°F fo_
forced cool down is consistent with the natural cool down

procedure for two reasons. Since it is relatively easM to
control the final temperature of a forced cool down, there is
no need to specify a wide tolerance band about the desired

target. There is no practical difference between 77°F and
75"F, particularly considering that the forced cool down :ccu: :
much quicker than the natural cool down and, thus, some retoui_d
in temperature is likely to Occur. Also, since forced ,:_:
downs are performed _,) save ti_e, it is reasonable to e×F,_,:<
that they will be stopped as soon as the _equiced temperat,_:e
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is reached. Thus, if 86°F were the upper limit, this would
also be the average. The same should not be true for natural

cool downs since manufacturers are not expected to purposely
control the overnight temperatures of their test cells to the
upper-limit 86°F temperature. Thus, unless data are supplied
demonstrating that higher cold start temperatures have no
effect on emissions, it is recommended that no changes be made
in the cool down procedure.

Practiqal ly speaking, rejecting EMA's recommendation
should only have a minor economic impact on test costs. While
air conditioning test cells to ensure temperatures below 86°F
for natural cool downs can be quite expensive, this is not the
only alternative available to manufacturers. The forced cool
down procedure can be used. Some manufacturers objected to
this, due to the need to use city water to reach the 75°F
limit. However, internal cooling water can be used to provide
most of the necessary cooling and the cooler city water can be
used to provide the last 10-2O°F of cooling. While
constituting some cost, the overall cost is less than that of

the water itself, since this water will be added to the cooling
water system within the lad and recycled.

Dilution Air Temperature Limits

Sections 86.1310-87(b)(1)(iv)(A) and 86.1310-87(b)

6)(ii)(C) of the proposed regulations provide a temperature

specification for primary and secondary dilution of air of 68
to 86"F.

Summary of Comments: EMA provided the following
discussion on this issue.

"The EMA feels that direct control of the primary and
secondary dilution air temperatures are not necessary and
have a significant cost impact to the manufacturers,
especially at this late date. The manufacturers have
already committed the large amounts of resources necessary
to design and construct the necessary test facilities
capable of conducting the transient test procedure for
gaseous emissions (finalized in November 1983). The

gaseous FTP did not require control of the dilution air
temperature and, in light of this, most manufacturers

included only heating capabilities into the construction
of their testing facilities in order to provide for
testing during the winter months. The EMA presented this
item in its co::men_s to the EPA on the gaseous FTP in
April 1983."
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"Due to the leadtime necessary to construct these
facilities, in anticipation of the gaseous FTP, the

manufacturers were led to believe that the CVS systems
constructed to meet these procedures would also suffice
for the impending particulate test procedures. To

redesign and modify these established systems in order to
add the necessary cooling capabilities would be a
difficult and expensive task for the manufacturers and
could possibly force the relocation of entire CVS
systems. An industry estimate ranging from $280,000 to
$420,000 has been obtained to equip test cells with the

necessary cooling capacity and controls."

The EMA is in support of the 125°F maximum temperature

requirement at the particulate filter holder. This
temperature limit effectively necessitates primary and
secondary dilution air temperatures to be significantly
below i25°F, in essence, the particulate filter
temperature requirement indlrectiy regulates the dilution
air temperatures to practical ranges. As suggested in SAE
Paper 800185,[2] llttie is known about the influence of
dilution air temperature on particulate measurements since
investigations to date have not separated the dilution air

temperature factor from other dilution and sampling
effects. What can be said is that the combined effects of

many of these factors on particulate measurements are
small, in the range or ambient to 125 ° F, suggesting that
any variations in dilution air temperature would have
insigDiflcant effects on particulate measurements."

"The EMA recommends that the dilution air temperature
range (68 to 86°F) requirement be modified to allow
temperatures above 86°F, provided the dilution air is not

artificially heated above this temperature. This would
save the manufacturers the cost of adding cooling capacitz
to their dilution air systems in o_der to provide for high
ambient temperatures occurring during warm summer months."

Analysis of Colnments and Reco_nendations: EMA has
suggested that little is known regarding the influence of
dilution air temperatures on particulate mass concentrations.

While this is partially true, there are some data that shuw
that dilution air temperature is potentially a signlf[clnt
factor. These data are presented by Reichel et al.,[l] where
they show a 23 to 33 percent decrease in particulate
concentration when the di[utlon air temperature is increased

from 68°F to 122°F. _lhen the dilution air temperature is
increased from _6"F to 122_F, the tunnel pa_tic':: ,'.,
concentration decreases by about i7 percent. These reduc.. _._
in particulate concentration are primarily due to "_:,_
desorption Of organics, according to the authors' theore_ ..
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calculations and thermogravimetric observations. EMA did not
specify how much in excess 0f'fl6°F they would like the upper
limit for dilution air temperatures and the dilution air

temperatures in the manufacturers' facilities would not likely
reach the 122°F of the above cited data. Nevertheless, the
data do indicate a significant effect on particulate
concentration due to dilution air temperatures.

EMA also refers to EPA's promulgation of the final rule

for heavy-duty gaseous emissions and they imply that this rule
also included ell of the provisions needed for particulate
measurement. Actually, numerous changes in the final gaseous

test procedure requirements were made by EFA so that the
manufacturers would not have to invest in equipment needed for

particulate measurement at that time, if sot so desired. EPA's
intent in so doing was to delay particulate testing equipment
requirements such that there could be a more ordered phase-in
for these equipment needs. One way of doing this was to
attempt to assure that new equipment that would be purchased
for compliance with the gaseous emissions testing rules would
also be useEul when particulate testing was required. For

example, use of a dilution tunnel was allowed under the gaseous
emission regulations, but was not required. However, the

gaseous rules and supporting documents did not imply that
particulate testing would not require additional equipment and
specifications such as secondary dilution tunnels, weighing
balances, and dilution air temperatures. An additional
observation on dilution air temperature limits is that these
limits have also been in effect for seven years of light-duty
particulate testing.

Therefore, since dilution air temperatures can ha're a

substantial effect on particulate emissions, no changes in the
proposed dilution air temperature requirements should be made
until some Eurther date when sufficient data are available to

establish that no effect is present or to establish
satisfactory correction factors.

Humidity Effect Correction Factor for Particu_at_e
Measurements

No humidity-related correction factor currently exists for

particulate measurement.

Summary of Comments: EMA submitted a limited amount of
data on the effects oE humidity on particulate measurements and
intends to submit addltionai engine data at a later date. The

current set oE data show that the effect of humidity on
particulate is in the Opposite direction and about
three-fourths the size of that for Nox. The equation would be
of the same general form as the NOx humidity correction factor
equation.
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EMA recomatends that EEA consider a humidity effect
correction factor for particulate measurements using the
submitted data, with the Option of accepting additional data at
a later date.

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: The data that
are available on this subject are very limited (see Table A-2)
and are an inadequate base upon which to 6ormulate a rule
change of the magnitude suggested in the EMA comment. In
particular, no data exist on the impact of various control
technologies (e.g., trap-oxidizers) on this effect. Therefore,

it is recommended that resolution of this issue await receipt
Of additional data.

Sulfur Correction Factor

EMA suggests that a sulfur correction factor similar to

the NOx humidity correction factor be employed to correct for
the observed increase in particulate with an increase in fuel
sulfur.

Summary of Comments: EMA cites data that show that for
each 0.05 percent fuel sulfur mass increase, there is a
corresponding increase in measured particulate emissions of
0.024 g/BHP-hr due only to the change .in fuel sulfur. EMA
suggests that a correction factor be used to correct for this
perceived inequity. Furthermore, EMA believes that a sulfur

correction factor will become more important as particulate
standards become more stringent in the future.

Caterpillar raised a similar concern about the inclusion

of water (which is associated with sulfate particles) in
measured particulate mass.

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: Recent test data

have been generated in two apparently well-designed and
controlled studies to determine the effects of various diesel
fuel parameters on particulate emissions. Sulfur content was

one of the parameters studied and a significant effect was
found. EMA quotes the results of one of these studies; that

conducted by Chevron. (Data from the other study by Mobil and
Caterpillar have not yet been published.) Thus, the fact that
fuel sulfur content affects particulate emissions is an
accepted phenomena. However, how this effect varies from

engine to engine and with control technology is not well known.

EPA's current test fuel specification for sulfur levels is
between 0.2 and 0.5 weight percent, However, EPA's intent is
to use a fuel that is representative of commercial fuel and

closely specifies sulfur content when purchasing test _uel.
This approach limits changes in EPA's fuel sulfur levels to

i
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Table A-2

Calculated "A" Values

PoE PaEmlauiace Hum_.di_y Cocceculon Factor

Mean Par_.

Engine Calculated "A"" (9/SHP-h=)

Cummins #_ +.0022 .66
Cummins #2 +.0022 .38
Mack #I +.00i44 .56
Mack #2 +.00099 .38
Mack #3 +.00042 .4S
Mack #4 +.00017 .83

Mack #5 +,00255 .50
Mack #6 +,00L23 .49

Mack #? +.00275 .42
Mack _8 +.00i38 .35
Mack #9 +.o0io7 .61
Mack 676 +.003i7 .64

IHC #i +.00i07 .61
Cummins 903 +.00383 .79
DDAD 871 +.00303 .42
Ca_erpiila: #i +.00204 .67
Cauerpli_ar #2 +.00205 .52
CaterpiLlar #3 +.00094 .40
Ca_e_pi/iar _4 +.00iO7 .52
Ca_erplllar #5 +.O0ii3 i.77

Ca_erplila_ _6 +.:00097 ,56

Avg. 0.00170

&' EquauLon Eo: Correction Factor:

Corrected Particulate = t L 75))L + A' (Hum£di_y - X Observed P_cn! ::_%te
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_0.05 weight percent sulfur or less. Taking Chevron's
relationship at face value, this change in sulfur levels could

result in a change in particulate emission levels of Z0.024
g/BNP-hr, which is Z4 percent of the 0.6 g/BHP-hr particulate
standard. While this effect would represent a greater percent

of a 0.25 g/BHP-hr particulate standard, use of particulate
control devices such as traps should reduce the size of the

fuel sulfur effect somewhat. Nevertheless, this degree Of
potential variability is larger than generally desired.

The relatively wide specification for sulfur content
allows the sulfur content of the test fuel to change with that
of commercial fuel without requiring modifications to the CFR,

which are costly and time consuming. This flexibility is
intended, from EPA's point Of view, and should be maintained.

Use of a sulfur correction factor would necessarily require
that a target fuel sulfur level be specified, essentially
removing this flexibility. As the sulfur content of EPA's
current (or projected future) test fuel is not markedly
different that that used to develop all of the particulate

emission data used in the technical feasibility analysis in
Chapter 2, retention of the current provisions does not affect
the feasibility of the standards being promulgated as long as
the sulfur levels of com_nercial fuels do not increase

dramatically in the future.

The issue Of in-use sulfur levels is addressed in Chapter
2, as a number of manufacturers requested that in-use sulfur
levels be controlled to lower levels by EPA to allow use of
various aftert_eatment technology. The_e it was determined

that the feasibility of the final particulate standards was not
contingent upon this control. However, it was also indicated
that the control of commercial fuel sulfur content would be

further investigated in the future as a means of controlling
particulate emissions. Investigation of the potential for
in-use sulfur levels increasing in the future is a natural part

of such a study. Thus, any potential for high in-use sulfur
levels, and thus, high certification fuel sulfur levels, to
cause the particulate standards Co be infeasible will be

investigated at that time. [n the meantime, with relatively
constant fuel sulfur levels, feasibility should not be an
issue. Thus, i_ is recommended that no changes be made to the
test procedures to account for the sulfur content of the test
fuel.

Caterpillar suggested the elimination Of the inclusion of

water associated with sulfate in the measured particulate
mass. How this could be done is not clear at this point and
requires further study. However, ammoniation of the filtered
particulate is one possible approach. As discussed above, the
standards being promulgated are based on measurements which
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include such water. Removing%-the;CwaterlRnow would either reduce
the stringency oE the standards or require that the standards
be modified. Thus, no action should be taken with respect to
water measurement at this time. Further study may be merited,
however, if future sulfur levels increase, or if desirable

future control technology is found to affect sulfate, and thus,
water levels. This study should be coupled with the analysis
Of future commercial fuel sulfur levels and their potential
control described above.

III. Issues Raised by EPA in NPRM

The NPRM requested comment on four issues because of

potential improvements were believed to exist in these areas.
These areas were: l) the possibility of relaxing the cycle

performance statistics of horsepower standard error, 2) the
possibility Of changing the primary to_que measurement method
to an electronically compensated case load system, 3) the NOx
correction factor for humidity, focusing on the adequacy of the
current factor for low NOx engines and 4) the addition of a
standard calibration procedure for HDGE throttle control
systems.

[n general, EPA received little response to these issues.
From the comments that were received it can De concluded that

i there is no dissatisfaction or known problems with the current

system. The only area that did result in the receipt of data
was the NOx correction factor, where the data presented
indicated that the current NOx correction factor was

appropriate for low Nox engines as well as current engines (see
Tables A-3 and A-4). Thus, as a result of the comments and

analysis of these four issues, no changes should be made in
these areas.

IV. Other rssues

The last group of issues do not directly relate to Subpart
N but will nevertheless be addressed here because they deal
with test procedures.

Smoke Standards

EPA did not propose to eliminate the current smoke
standards when it proposed to add particulate standards.

Summary of Comments: Mack commented that an engine that
meets the 0.60 g/BHP-hr standard will easily pass the ;" ,:.
standards and therefore, the smoke standards are not ne<.:_.I.

They presen_ no data to support this but state that it ls :_, .._

i on limited data.
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Table A-3

Calculated "A" Values For

NOx Humidity Correction Factor --

Engines With NOx Emissions Greater than 6.0 q/BRP-hr

Mean NOx

Enqlne (q/BHP-hr) Calculated "A"*

Previously Submitted Data*"

caterpillar %1 6.68 -.00L7
Caterpillar #2 R.96 -.0025
Cummins #2 7.66 -.0023
Cummins #3 6.36 -.00L7
Mack #I 7.85 -.0032
Mack #2 9.39 -+.0028
Mack #3 -.0028
Mack #4 7.74 -.0037
Mack #S 7.44 -.002S

Mack #6 7.02 -.0024
DDAD #3 6.12 -.0029
Mack 676 7.47 -.0022
DDAD 87L 7.66 -.0025

Additional Da_a

Ca_erpiliar _i 9.ii -.0027
Caterpillar _2 7.98 -.0029

Average A ffi -.00259

" Equation for Correction Factor:

i
Corrected Particulate

_LL' + A (Humidi_ 7 - 75) JX_
Observed

** Public Docke_ No. A-80-LS, Partlcula=e Regulations f_r
H.D.D.E., "Statemen_ of the E4A." gep_ember L3, 1982, Appen|,_
"D", p. 2, Table L.

F
......
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TAble A-4

Calculated "A" VAlues FOE

NOx Humldi_y CorEecnlon Factor --

Enqtnes With NOx Emlsetons Less than 6.0 _/BHP-hr

Mean NOx

Encli ne (_/BHP-h=) Calculated "A"*

P_svlousLy Submitted Data*"

CummlnA #1 5.4L -.0021
MaCk %1 4.93 -.0024
Mack %2 5.73 -.0029
MaCk #3 5.40 -.0029
Mack %4 4.97 -.0027
Mack #S 4.53 -.0025
Mack #6 4.46 -.0028
DDAD #l 4.74 -.0032
DDAD _2 4.05 -.0036
Cummins 903 5.05 -.0023

Additional Data

Caterpillar #3 5.96 -.O02L
Caterpillar _4 5.L6 -.0024
CaterpiLLar _5 4.82 -.0027
Ca_erpi ilar #6 4.6i -,0026

Average A = -.00266

Equation for Correction Factor:

Corrected

Pact_euia_e = ( L K _ X Observed Paruicula_e
L e A (Humi4iu 7 - 75)"

"" Public Pocket No. A-80-LS, ParuicuLa_e Reguiau £ons 9)c
H.D.D.E., "StAtement of uhe _A." September i3, L982, Appen,_x
"D", p. 2, Table L.
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Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: Low particulate
emission standards may lower smoke levels on average, but will
not necessarily guarantee smoke levels below the smoke
standard. This is because the two standards and their

associatsd test procedures are not mutually inclusive as to
intent and result. The purpose OE the smoke standard is to

control worst-case smoke levels, whereas the purpose Of the
particulate standards is to control average transient cycle
particulate. Since the engine operating conditions which
produce worst-case smoke are not dominant in the transient
cycle, a given engine could conceivably pass the particulate
standard and fail the smoke standard. The implementation Of
traps may be the one particulate control approach that would
provide smoke control, since traps are effective under all
driving conditions. However, it is unlikely that all future

engines will be equipped with traps and the cost of running a
smoke test is quite small. Thus, it is recommended that the

smoke standards and their associated test requirements be
retained.

Official Test Data

Paragraph B6.0go-29(b)(3)(i) requires that the
i Administrator's data shall comprise the official test data for

engine tested.any

Summary of Comments: Mack feels that there is a wide
variation in test results from facility to facility with no one.
Eacility singled out as grossly superior or in error.
Accordingly, in cases where the manufacturer and Administrator
differ by more than io percent, Mack recommends use of a third
laboratory as a referee.

Analysis 06 Comments and Recommendation: The designation
of EPA data as the official test data has been in effect since

the implementation cE emission standard in the early 1970's.
As no evidence was presented that demonstrates why the current

approach is inadequate, it is recommended that no change should
be made.

EPA Approved Eguipment

Paragraph 86.090-2g(b)(2) requires the manufacturer to

provide ...instrumentation and equipment specified by the
•Administrator .... " (underlining added).

Summary of Comments: Mack commented that "In the past,
manufacturers have been allowed deviations from the

instrumentation specified [n the Code of Federal Regulatier_s
based on demonstrated equivalency. Mack feels that there is r_o
reason to abolish _his practice and the flexibility that it
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allows, They feel that demonst£ating equivalency guarantees
that the accuracy of the testing will not suffer. Mack _eels
that the wording should be changed to "...instrumentation and
equipment approve 4 by the Administrator..." to allow the
manufacturer the flexibility to install the instrumentation and
equipment in a manner most suitable to his operation. !

I

Analysis of Comments and Recommendation: The requirement !

for equipment specified hy the SPA has been in place for many i
years. This requirement provides EPA with the flexibility of
being able to specify use of a particular measurement procedure
or technique to enable a more confident assessment Of the
emissions of an engine. Whereas this flexibility should be
retained, it should be pointed out that EPA has no intention of !
being unreasonable in exercising this provision. To date, EPA
has rarely, if ever, exercised this authority to require use of
special equipment with respect to heavy-duty diesel testing.
Therefore, it is recommended that this provision be retained in [
its current form.
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